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Abstract
Neo-Babylonian (NB) was the last surviving dialect of the Semitic language
known as Akkadian and it was still being used for the compilation of records
at the beginning of our era.
Many thousands of NB economic and legal documents and letters exist,
particularly from the sixth century B.C., yet the language is still to be studied,
as the various ways in which a word could be spelled suggested it was no
longer coherent as a language and therefore that it was not worth studying.
Aramaic was presumed to have taken over.
I have attempted to find out if this is the case by making a synchronic
grammatical study of the NB dialects of Babylon and Uruk from 556 to 500
B.C. These cities have been chosen because they have produced considerable
amounts of material. The period also spans the Persian conquest of 539 B.C.
Part one deals with syntax and morphology. Consistency of syntactical
patterns indicates that NB was a living and evolving language and that the
influence of Aramaic and Old Persian was minimal.
Part two deals with orthography and suggestions on pronunciation and
stress. The main difficulty in establishing how much NB has changed from
earlier phases of Akkadian (including earlier NB) lies in understanding how
the loss of short final vowels has changed word shape. The extent to which
words could end in consonant clusters is not clear as cuneiform is unable to
represent consonant clusters in word final position.
I conclude that the lack of difference between the NB dialects of Babylon and
Uruk suggests that efforts were being made to preserve the language and that
the scribal teaching methods must have been similar in the two cities.
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Introduction
Part 1: Syntax and Morphology
chapter I: Main clauses
§ 1 Verbless clauses
a) Subject-predicate juxtaposition
b) Prepositional phrases as predicates
c) Dative pronouns as predicates
d) The pronouns su, issu etc., as predicate or copula:
i) su
* \
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• vv_

11) ISSU

e) ianu
§2 Predicative verbal adjectives (the "stative" or "permansive")
a) Nominal predicative forms
b) Non-active forms, describing a state or attribute
c) The pans equivalent of active transitive verbs
Note regarding isu
§3 10, the asseverative particle
i) 10 mada
ii) 10 with finite forms
§4 Commands
a) Imperatives
b) The precative lu/lui) The precative of the verbless clause 10: "may it
be..."
ii) The precative with finite verbs:
c) Precative forms without a precative particle
i) The cohortative
ii) Other forms without a precative
particle
d) Ibina(mma); binanimma "give me"
e) Replacement of the imperative by the present-future
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§5 Negation
a) Negation in nominal phrases and single words
b) Negation in verbal phrases
c) Prohibitions
d) la in subordinate clauses
e) Negation in questions
f) minima emphasising negation
§6 Speech and questions
a) Direct speech1
b) Questions and indirect questions
i) with question words
ii) without question words
Chapter II: Conjunctions, prepositions, adverbs and interjections;
expressions of time
§ 1 Conjunctions
a) Uses of coordinating u and ma:
i)"and"
ii) "but" (adversative)
iii) Purpose clauses
iv) Hendiadys
b) Disjunctive conjunctions
ii) 10, u 10
iii) 10.. .10
iv) Old

v) kl...kl, lcf...0lcf

vi) la... la and anomalies: ki sa
vii) Repetition or non-repetition (asyndetic
parataxis) of conjunctions between strings of
nouns or verbal clauses
§2 Prepositions

a) adi "until, up to (and including), by (usually with time or
a date), for (a time period)"
b) akf, occasionally ki, lama "equivalent to, according to,
(functioning) as"
c) alia "apart from, other than"; alia + etequ/ataru "to
exceed, be more than"
d) ana "for, to, as etc."
1 For indirect speech see HI §4 a, below.
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e) arid "after"
f) asar French "chez", "belongs to"
g) assu "concerning, because of
h) bint "between, within"
i) eber "across"
j)elat "in addition to"
k) eli "on the subject of, over, against"
1) elis and saplis "above" and "below"
m) ina "on, in, by, with, from, as a result of
n) ittahu "by the side of
o) itti "(together) with"
p) itu "adjacent to"
q) kldan "outside"
r) kum "in compensation for, in exchange for, (acting) as"
s) kutalla in ina kutalla "behind"
t) libbu in ina Hbbi "in; among"
u) libbu "on the basis of, because of
v) Compounds involving mahar "facing, opposite, in the
presence of, before"
w) mala and ana mala "as much as; (quantitatively)
appropriate to; according to; any"
x) mihrat "opposite"
y) Compounds involving muhhu "up to, regarding, against,
from"
z) inapanat "before" (in a chronological sense)
aa) pa/^and compounds "before, at the time of; to have,
to belong to"; lapani "away from, against, by"
bb) qerbu "in"
cc) sa "of: the periphrastic genitive and its use instead of
the construct
dd) sa la and other words for "without, without the
permission of: salami and bal(u)
ee) tah/teh "adjoining"
ff) ultu "from, since"
§3 Adverbs and interjections
a) ahames on its own, "mutually, each other, one another"
b) ahames in combination with a preposition
c) alcanna "here"
d) akannak "there"
e) ana muhhi (Uruk) and ina muhhi (Babylon) "regarding
ui

(this)"; "therefore"
f) anin "now" (?) 2
g) arid, aricu "afterwards"
h) elat, ana elat "in addition; else"
i) enna (usually as interjection) "now (then)"; adimuhhi
enna "up to now"
j) ianO"if not, otherwise"
k) ina libbi "therein, therefrom, inside"
1) inanna, eninni
"now"
m) its "in addition"
n) kapdu(kabdtf) "quickly"
o) kum "in exchange"
p) malmalis "equally"
q) panat "before"
r) saddagad "last year"
§4 Expressions of time
a) um a
b) Ways of saying "daily; monthly" etc.
c) Expressing a certain date in the past or future
d) References to a certain part of the day
e) "per month; per year"
f) References to the long term future
g) "x time ago"
h) adi tuppi, adi tuppi ana tuppi, ana tuppi ana tuppi
Chapter III: Subordinate clauses
§ 1 Relative clauses
a) using sa as a relative particle
b) using mala
c) Some observations
d) Relative clauses without a relative particle
§2 Subordinating conjunctions
a) adi "until
b) adi la (la yi?} "before", literally, "until not"
c) aricu "after"
d) asar "where, wherever; whoever"

2 See the examples and discussion in §6 b i, above (ekani, questions), suggesting that anfn
may actually mean "where?"
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e) assa, assa "as soon as"
f)*f "that; when"
g) libbu, in ina libbi sa
h)libbu in libbu sa
i) Compounds involving muhhu
j) panat in ina panat sa "before"
k) sa "that"
1) Om and compounds thereof, "when, as soon as"
§3 Conditional sentences
§4 The reporting of speech and oaths, using subordinating
conjunctions
a) Indirect speech3
b) Assertory oaths
c) Promissory oaths
Chapter IV: The finite verb
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§ 1 The verbal system in the texts under analysis
a) iprus: the preterite
b) iparras :the present-future
c) iptaras
d) Verbs with the -t(a)n- infix (iptanarras)
§2 The derived forms of the verb
a) Dform
b) S form
c) Nform
§3 Irregular and rare verbs
a) usuzzu
b) Other irregular and rare verb forms:
c) Quadriliteral verbs
§4 The ventive
§5 The subjunctive
Chapter V: Nominal forms4
§ 1 Nouns and adjectives
a) The singular and plural of nominal forms
b) The construct
c) Participles and adjectives denoting an activity
For direct speech see I §6 a, above.
For the construct see sa in n §2, above.
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d) Infinitives5
e) Abstract nouns
f) Collectives
g) Adjectives
h) kilalle
i) gabbi and kal
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a) Cardinal numbers
b) Ordinal numbers
c) Fractions
d) Approximative numbers
e) The distributive adverbials AM and istena; "each
one, one each"
§3 Pronouns
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b) Predicative suffixes
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e) Object (accusative) suffixes
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g) mimma, ayyu: the indefinite pronouns "whatever,
whichever"
h) ram(a)nis, ram(a)nisunetc., "oneself, themselves" etc.
i) mam(ma) "anyone)', with negative "no one"
j) Demonstratives: "Dort-Deixis"
k) "Hier-Deixis"
1) a (usually a demonstrative adjective)
Chapter VI: Other topics
§ 1 Comparative and intensive forms of nouns and verbs
a) Nominal forms
b) Verbal forms
§2 Impersonal subject, i.e. third-person active verbs for a
circumlocution of the passive
§3
a) ana and the indirect or non-direct object
b) ana as a nota accusativi

For ana + infinitive see ana in n §2, above.
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Part 2: Orthography and phonology
§ 1 Orthography: Patterns of spelling in the corpora
§2 Excursus: scribal training and its effect on the spelling. Lexical
lists and the Nabu-sa-hare exercises
§3 The spelling of finite verbs, predicative adjectives ("statives")
and imperatives
a) No final vowel
b) Short final vowel
c) Plurals of verbs with a strong final consonant
d) Plurals of final weak (indicative or subjunctive) and
singular final weak subjunctives
e) Observations on the use of > (4*-)
§4 Phonology and sound changes
§5 Comments on the pronunciation and stress of the NB of this
thesis
a) CVCV/CVCV > CVC (CVC?)
b) (C)VCCV preterites in verbs with a final weak
consonant (not plural, subjunctive or vemtive plural)
c) (C)VCCV > (C)VCVC
d) (C)VCCVCV > (C)VCCVC
e) (VC)VCCVC > (VC)VCCVC and other more complex
patterns
f) Nouns and verbs with suffixes
g) Words with suffixes of more than one syllable
Appendix to part 2: spelling patterns of finite predicative and imperative forms
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§1 A summary of the main characteristics of the NB in this thesis
§2 Evidence for influence from other languages
§3 Differences between the NB of Uruk and Babylon
§4 Final remarks and the extent to which NB was still a living
language in the latter half of the sixth century B.C.
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§ 1 Aramaic works which are of particular interest for the
understanding of the orthography of the NB under discussion
a) The Tell Fekheriye bilingual inscription
b) The Uruk incantation in cuneiform
§2 Graeco-Babyloniaca
Comments on the development of m in NB
§3 Lexical items of interest
§4 Corpofqof texts
a) Texts cited and comments on the material
b) Dating the letters used
c) Selected logograms found in the texts
§5 Bibliography

Annotations:
... text omitted in transliteration and its translation6
...? meaning unclear
! correction of scribal error
<scribal omission>
«scribal addition» (intentional or accidental)
*collated or unattested
/morphophonemic representation/
[roman] phonetic normalisations
[italic] (litelic 1 ) restorations (partial) of damaged text
CAPITALS logograms, determinatives
d>t (n a i) transliteration of Aramaic characters (from the Hebrew script)
du proposed pronunciation of Akkadian, Aramaic, Hebrew etc.
2Q ul-tu line number

6 In the line references for given extracts, 1-2 means nothing has been omitted within the
extract from lines 1 to 2, 1...2 means something has been omitted.
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Abbreviations
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AAL Journal of Afroasiatic Linguistics
ABAW Abhandlungen der Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, I
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Dalley (1979)(T)
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GCCI Dougherty(1933)
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7 Journals are abbreviated in italics. To help the identification of some individual works, e.g.
ABL, or isolated tablets from the corpora, author details or date of publication are given. Full
details are given in the bibliography. (T) indicates a tablet from the corpora.
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1 c 1 common
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adj. adjective
conj. conjunction
ex. example
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impv imperative
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m masculine
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s(g) singular
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539-530
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discussion in the introduction.
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Introduction

Not long ago it was rare for scholars attracted to the study of the Akkadian language
to be interested in the Akkadian written after the fall of Assyria (612 B.C.). For
them, anything composed afterwards was an exercise in composition in a dead
language. This thesis aims to prove that among the copious amounts of Akkadian
composed after 612 there is evidence to show that a living and productive dialect of
Akkadian continued to exist. 1 It aims to provide a grammatical description of
Babylonian dialects restricted to two major cities and their environs, islands in the
sphere of the dialect we call Neo- or Late Babylonian (NB; LB) and restricted to a
period of just over half a century. 2 No comprehensive study of NB has ever been
made, 3 and a complete grammar for the whole of NB would in any case be beyond
the scope of any thesis as there is at least 600 years' worth of material written in
Babylonian Akkadian from after the fall of Assyria. There are vast numbers of
letters, economic and legal documents from before and during Achaemenid times as
well as considerable numbers of economic, legal and administrative texts which
continue right up until our era.4 There are also scientific and literary (including
royal) texts, but these were written in a stylised form of Akkadian which for the
literary material can best be described as "Late Standard Babylonian". The
scientific documents are in an abbreviated Akkadian whose dialectal form is difficult
to determine.
Although the NB empire in the mid-sixth century B.C. extended over Mesopotamia,
Syria, parts of Arabia and into Egypt, it is not possible to know the area over which
NB was used. A look at the locations given in the economic and legal texts indicates
that it was used in the major cities of Babylonia, from Ur in the south to Sippar in the
north. There is as yet not much evidence for NB records outside of Babylonia,
which could give the false impression that NB was limited to Babylonia only.
1 There is also an increasingAraourxtr of interest in the Neo-Babylonian period. In recent years
scholars who have published or who are working on Neo-Babylonian material for publication
include K. Abraham, H. Baker, R-A. Beaulieu, H. Bongenaar, M. Dandamaev, G. van Driel, G.
Giovinazzo, Fr. Joannes, K. Kessler, J. MacGinnis, L. Shiff, M. Stolper, M»Streck, D. Weisberg and
C. Wunsch.
2 The terminology will be discussed in the following section.
3 See below for details on the most comprehensive studies so far completed, namely those of
Hyatt, Woodington and Streck.
4 Dandamaev (1986) is a very useful overview of the available material, its layout and
provenance. At the time of his paper, 13,096 economic and business documents and letters
from 626 to 331 had been published. There were 861 letters, roughly from 600 to 450 (p274).
In (1984) more information is given on the published material. The figures are the same as the
above. See my comments in e, below.

However, it must be borne in mind that existing NB tablets have been excavated
from well-known sites and that lesser sites await excavation or have been
obliterated by the passage of time. Tablets written in NB have been found away
from the Babylonian heartland, e.g. the Persepolis tablet which records the sale of a
slave, published by Stolper (1984). Stolper also refers to Achaemenid NB records
written in Babylonia but found in Tyre and near Aleppo. There is the tablet found at
Tell Tawilan (Jordan), of which a new translation has been published by Dalley. 5 It
was drafted at Harran. Dalley also lists Babylonian material found outside
Babylonia after the fall of Assyria.6 Stolper believes NB was used among enclaves
of Babylonians stationed in these places. Four tablets have recently been found at
Seih Hamad (Assyrian Dur-Katlimmu on the lower reaches of the river Habur).
They are from the reign of Nebuchadnezzar and are written in Neo-Assyrian (NA)
script. Two have notes in Aramaic.7 The latest cuneiform tablet to be found outside
Babylonia is the Seleucid tablet found at Tell Fisna on the upper Tigris valley north
of Mosul. It has defied attempts to read it.8
Even if NB was restricted to Babylonia and was being replaced by Aramaic as the
language of everyday use, one could still expect that there would be regional
differences in the language. Likewise, there would probably also be differences in
the training scribes received and this could lead to orthographical variations. It
therefore seems more sensible to try to restrict the number of places from which
material has been drawn (and make a deep study) rather than try to include a crosssection of material from the whole NB-using area (and merely scrape the surface),
hence the choice of the Akkadian dialects used in Babylon and Uruk from the reign
of Nabonidus to the end of the sixth century B.C. (556-500 B.C.).
This thesis is to be a study of synchronic variations (covering a fairly narrow time
span) in two major cities which are a considerable distance apart. Before discussing
my reasons for this choice of time and place, the choice of the term "NeoBabylonian" rather than "Late Babylonian" for the Akkadian of this period needs to
be explained.

5 (1995).
6 (1993), 134-147. The material comes from Tell Halaf and Neirab which is near Aleppo.
7 See the SAA bulletin vol 7 issue 2 (1993, 75-150), especially the introduction by Postgate on
p!09.
8 The signs do not resemble known signs. See Black (1997).

Neo-Babylonian or Late Babylonian! Naming the dialect under scrutiny
The dialects of Akkadian have written records spanning over 2,500 years, and the
latest of these dialects is now usually called Neo-Babylonian. There is a general
consensus among scholars about the dating of the Old and Middle Babylonian
dialects of Akkadian, but the criteria chosen to identify and separate NB and LB are
matters of debate. The start of NB is generally accepted as 1000 B.C. (a
with Hyatt as the main exception.9 There
conveniently round number)^
can be no argument therefore that the Babylonian dialect10 found in some of the
letters from the Assyrian archives in Kuyunjik is NB, as the letters date from the
eighth and seventh centuries B.C. The main problem concerns the nature of LB and
whether it is a separate dialect leading on from NB.
There are two main schools of thought on the dating of NB and LB:
Von Soden, who dates spatbabylonisch (spB, LB) from 625 B.C. onwards, i.e.
incorporating the time of the Chaldaean ("Neo-Babylonian" kings). Followers
are Borger (1979, p!49), Groneberg (1987, vol 1 pi and n2) and Caplice (1988
P5).
The "earlier volumes"11 of the Chicago Assyrian Dictionary (CAD) originally
dated LB from 539 onwards, i.e. after the Persian Conquest. Followers are
Reiner (1966) and Ungnad and Matous (1964). 12
This latter view was held by the editors of the CAD but by the mid-1960s they had
revised their stand, according to Brinkman, 'Though in earlier volumes13 of the
CAD the transition from NB to LB was considered to take place with the fall of the

9 Hyatt sets it as 1170, which he understood as the beginning of the reign of the first king of the
second Isin Dynasty (1941, pi), (All the more recent literature now has Marduk-kabit-ahhesu,
the first king, reigning a little later, with a start date 1157-1146.) Lipin's The Akkadian
Language (Moscow, 1973, p!7), gives dates for MB and LB. Between these entries he has
"Young Babylonian", which he says is used for literary and school compositions from the end of
the second to the first half of the first millennium B.C. This appears to come between MB and
NB in time but his description indicates that this is his translation of von Soden's
"Jungbabylonisch". Lipin dates NB from 1000 to 605 B.C. and LB from Chaldaean rule to the
disappearance of Akkadian. Since he has dated MB from the sixteenth to the twelfth centuries,
two centures are unaccounted for.
10 Comprehensively studied by Woodington (1982, to whose thesis, as the only
comprehensive grammar of any form of NB yet compiled, I refer throughout).
11 See the full statement by Brinkman, quoted below.
12 The English translation by H. A. Hoffner (1992) which does not depart from the German, has:
"even after the capture of Babylon by Cyrus (539)...(LB) remained into the first pre-Christian
century the literary and scholarly language, although it had long since been displaced as a
spoken language by Aramaic"(p6},*i.e. the nature of the non-literary material is not discussed.
13 Brinkman refers to volume A I (published 1964), but not B (1965). I am assuming that
Brinkman means the "earlier volumes" are all those prior to volume B.

Chaldean dynasty in 539 B.C., LB is now being restricted to the royal texts of the
Persian and Seleucid periods which are not written in the Standard Babylonian
dialect." (BiOr 23, 1966, p294a). This means that the use of the term "Late
Babylonian" has moved from being a purely chronological definition to a genre- and
chronology-based definition.
This is still the position of the CAD editors, according to Reiner (personal correspondence, 1993) and I accept and follow it as the most up-to-date interpretation.
Therefore, although LB is used to describe Akkadian material produced after 539
B.C., it excludes the non-literary material with which this study is concerned. In
recognition of this, I call the Akkadian under discussion in this thesis "NeoBabylonian" and use the term LB (German "spB") only when it is used in other
sources from which I am quoting.
As an aside to the issue regarding the terminology of the vernacular Akkadian, there
is a need perhaps for another term to indicate that the literary Akkadian after 539
B.C. is a continuation from and a late form of SB. New terms are in order, "Late
SB", or maybe "Late Literary Babylonian", which is Knudsen's description of the
Akkadian found on the Graeco-Babyloniaca 14 texts.

Presentation of the material in this thesis and understanding the orthography and
phonology
It is assumed that those who come to the study of NB grammar will do so from a
background of other Akkadian dialects (usually OB and SB). I acknowledge this
prior familiarity with Akkadian by dealing with the syntax first, as this provides the
most information about NB as a living language. However, in order to understand
the language, it is necessary to be able to interpret the idiosyncrasies of the script
and the variety of spellings for the same word, with the apparent disregard for
inflections, all of which contribute to the conception of NB as a disintegrating
language. These issues, along with that of scribal training, are dealt with in part fi.
As far as the evidence provided by the orthography is concerned, Middle Babylonian (MB) spelling still faithfully recorded the inflections.15 Presumably changes
begin sometime towards the end of the second millennium or the beginning of the
first. Written Babylonian material is very scarce during this period.

14 See appendix §2. I shall use "Late Literary Babylonian" for want of a better term, although
the texts are actually late copies of SB texts.
1^ See the examples in Aro (1955), for instance.
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The use of the cuneiform signs in NB can be somewhat confusing, it being possible
to spell the same word in a considerable variety of different ways, using signs that
suggest different pronunciations. The general loss of final short vowels sometimes
resulted in word final consonant clusters which could not be accurately represented
in cuneiform. Contact with Aramaic may have caused this loss and it may also have
caused changes in stress. It must be emphasised that the examples given in the
discussions in chapter 3 and in the appendix are bound by cuneiform's orthographic
limitations, which means that they may not, and probably cannot truly record spoken
NB. These issues will be further examined in the chapters on phonology and
orthography.
If the NB of this period is moribund or dead as a spoken language, then the training
of its scribes would have considerable influence on its presentation. Conservative
scribal orthographic habits make the identification of grammatical changes difficult.
This occurs not just in vernacular NB but also in Late Literary Babyloniaa I have
provided some details on scribal training methods by examining the Nabu-sa-hare
student texts. 16

Previous major works on the Neo-Babylonian language
[A brief summary of earlier works is given here for the convenience of the reader.]
a) Tallqvist's Contracte Nabu-n^ids (1890) uses the texts published two years
earlier by Strassmaier, and includes not only the Nbn texts but also those from Nbk
and Cyrus. It is very brief and has obviously been written with scholars of Hebrew,
Aramaic, Syriac and Arabic in mind. Most of the book consists of a lexicon.
Although it has probably outlived its usefulness I mention it here because it was the
first grammar of NB to be published.
b) Hyatt's The treatment of final vowels in early Neo-Babylonian (1941) covers the
period 1170-605, which he calls the Early Neo-Babylonian period. 17 He admits that
his division of periods is somewhat arbitrary in order to include all the important
texts in a specific period (p2). Although he uses mostly letters, legal and economic
documents as his corpus, he also includes kudurru inscriptions, which have literary
and archaising tendencies.18

16 See part 2 §2.
1 ^ He does not say what he calls the Babylonian from after this period.
18Gelb, in his review, comments that Hyatt's texts do not come from as wide a period as that
claimed by him (1942, p240).

As the title says, Hyatt is concerned about the spelling and pronunciation of final
vowels. He begins by analysing material from sources from outside NB which
provide information V>»tK on the pronunciation of NB and on how the cuneiform signs
were used to represent sounds, namely the Graeco-Babyloniaca texts and the
Aramaic incantation in cuneiform.
The second chapter deals with final short vowels first, including final vowels which
are written "without justification" (his term for CV signs being used for expected
final -vC), for example in constructs and names (c, p20). Part two of this section
deals with final vowels after geminated consonants and part three, dissimilar
consonants (including feminine nouns 19). He concludes in both cases that the final
vowel was dropped.
Chapter 4 deals with final long vowels. By this he means words ending with a
historically long vowel, such as plurals of nouns and verbs including those singular
verbs with a root ending in a final weak "consonant". Judging by the number of
examples, there is a predominance of Cu-u, Cu-^ and C- > spellings among the
plurals of verbs ending in a strong consonant (pages 41-42), rather than the
historically usual Cu (p38). However, as there are some examples where a final
vowel is not written (b, p37), he concludes on page 44 that "final long vowels were
dropped unless there was a psychological reason for retaining (or restoring) them".
Chapter 5 deals with final "circumflected vowels". As well as the vowel contractions seen in final weak verbs and some nouns, he includes vowels included to
indicate questions. In his copious examples of verbs and predicative adjectives
(statives, 45-49) and nouns and adjectives (49-52), it can be seen that the endings
are predominantly CV-V and occasionally Ca-^.
His discussion on a and ta (his transcription of AM and TA.AM, 52-54), the
distributives, is interesting in that in the NB of his study, AM (a4) is clearly not being
used as the demonstrative (a) which is so common from the time of Nbk onward.
His work, although now dated, is lucid and has plenty of examples in transliteration.
His conclusions, that final short vowels were not pronounced, and that historically
long vowels were not pronounced unless there was a psychological reason for it,
and that subjunctives and plurals of final weak verbs and statives were clearly
written long, holds good for sixth century NB also.

He says their ending is predominantly ti (p34).

c) Woodington's Grammar of the NB letters of the Kuyunjik collection (1982) deals
with those letters20 in the NB dialect found in Nineveh prior to the fall of the
Assyrian Empire and is the only really complete grammar of any form of NB. She
includes not only letters written to the king by his officials in Babylonia and letters
between officials and individuals (from various parts of Babylonia, p2), but also
letters written by the king to his officials in Babylonia. She does concede that the
letters "are in the standard cultivated language rather than in colloquial or folk
speech" (p5). She considers the letters attributed to the kings themselves as worthy
of inclusion in her study, although aware that these will not have been written in the
author's21 native language. The assumed dates of the letters range from not earlier
than the reign of Sargon II to not later than 612.
This is a very thorough grammar but its main shortcoming is that the examples are
almost always in transcription and amended to follow the case endings, with
inflections on verbs and predicatives given as if they were originally SB.22 This
makes it impossible to observe which signs are popular among the scribes. Also,
her list of comparisons of the characteristics of the NB in her letters with those
characteristics given in GAG §192 would have been far more useful if she had
concentrated less on von Soden's observations23 and made her own thorough list of
characteristics. Not only could she have included those characteristics attributed to
Aramaic influence, but also those resulting from contact with NA.

d) Streck Zahl und Zeit. Grammatik der Numeralia und des Verbalsystem des
Spatbabylonischen (1995)
As seen from the title, Streck is concerned with the use of numbers (part one) and
verbal system (part two)24 of the language he calls "spatbabylonisch", from the
period of Npl right down to Seleucid "spB"25 .
In his introduction, Streck strives to give credibility to "spB" as a language and
makes the important point: why should relatives want to write to each other in

20 Most of which are also in NB script ("ductus"), but some in NA ductus are listed on page 3.
Of the latter, I find that only ABL 269 has a typically Babylonian introduction.
21 Presumably the scribe not the king.
22 Exceptions are aga (43^44), numbers (p75) and doubly weak verbs (145-146).
23 Which were not only very summary, but were first published in 1952 and dealt with NB
leading up to 539 B.C.
24 Including the predicative (paris) form. See below.
2^£e. a period of over 300 years. Streck supports von Soden by calling the non-literary dialect
of Npl and later "spatbabylonisch" (spB). (He does, however, unexpectedly use a letter from
Ashurbanipal, CT 22 1, in his corpus} In these comments on his work I shall use spB when he
uses it.

Akkadian if their everyday language is Aramaic? His example is CT 22 40 (p xxiv)
but even more appropriate would be CT 22 6.26 On pages xxviif. Streck lists all the
letters published up to 1992, 1006 in total, having already pointed out (pxxvi, top)
that preference should be given to the letters, whose language should be studied as
much as possible.27
In part one of his work (numbers), items of particular interest are §§17-18, which
deal with the polarity of the number one and the fact that some nouns will sometimes
be qualified by isten and sometimes by istet. This is taken up later jn §29ff with
copious examples and a discussion on the almost28 complete disappearance of
"Genuspolaritat" and the appearance of "Genuskongruenz", i.e. n with masculine
referents and n-fa with feminine referents.
In part two (from page 81 onwards) Streck deals with the forms iparras, iprus,
iptaras and pan's. Each form is separated into the various temporal nuances it can
convey, e.g. for iparras there are modal nuances with a future meaning, examples of
which are given by him (94-98) under the headings "sollen, wollen, miissen,
konnen" and "dtirfen". Of particular interest are his observations that ul iprus is the
negation of iptaras,29 except when iptaras is the protasis in a conditional sentence, in
which case it is sbwkrtUo use la iptaras (§18a, p!20 and §36, p!64f). Also, Streck
notes that the preterite sometimes replaces the precative, not just in the Icpl (§25ag, 127-134).30
In a work devoted to numbers and the verbal system, it is somewhat surprising for
there to be a large section on the predicative (i.e. non-verbal) form pans. Although
pan's is much used in NB to describe ongoing situations and states and to replace a
verbal predicate in a verbal phrase, it would seem more appropriate to have made
this into a "Part HI" of the work, rather than include it with the verbal system, since
readers may find such titles as "Nichtverbaler Satz" (§38, p!73) confusing.
Of all the works which focus on the NB language, Streck's is the best researched
within its field. Since material from the period 556-500 is included I refer to it
2 ^ It is common practice in the letters to address one another as "brother, father, sister" etc.
even if the parties are not related, but there is no doubt that the correspondent is writing to
relatives in this letter, which 1MB sent to his family while he was working abroad. It is of
course possible that the sender of the letter dictated its content to a scribe, as no doubt
occurred in the majority of cases. However, it is known that in this case the sender was literate
and therefore may well have written CT 22 6 himself. See the Note in appendix §41 i, below.
27 He does not say why, i.e., that the letters are most representative of vernacular Akkadian.
28 See §30, p35.
e. *ul iptaras does not occur.
.e. iprus =/iprus.
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constantly. What sometimes detracts from its value is that it covers so wide a period
within the NB language so that one finds Hellenistic and earlier examples side by
side. As noted below in n40, the Hellenistic material is limited in content and its
inclusion can be of curiosity value only.31 There were some innovations in the
Seleucid period, however, in the writing of numerical forms.
e) Other contributions to the study of NB
In the 1930s and 1950s Erich Ebeling published transliterations, translations and
comments on over 700 letters.32 The letters are virtually all taken from CT 22, YOS
3, BIN1, TCL 9, UET 4, TUM 1/3 and GCCI 2. Five letters are presented in the
appendix to GlNBr (1953), which is a glossary with a comprehensive listing of
variant spellings. The letters are largely from the 6th century B.C., although CT 22
1, the Ashurbanipal letter (mentioned above in the comments on Streck) and a letter
order dated in the reign of an Artaxerxes (apparently) are included in NBr. In the
introduction to NBU, Ebeling states that the letters date from the reigns of Asb to
Darius. The almost complete lack of Assyrian names, however, renders it unlikely
that any letters come from prior to the reign of Nabopolassar.
Mariano San Nicolo transliterated and translated many NB economic documents,
some in collaboration with Arthur Ungnad33 and others with Herbert Petschow.34
NRVU consists of translations (with notes and the glossary NRVG1) of about 900
texts whose copies are in VS volumes 3 to 5. The tablets are in the Berlin Museum
and all but a few date from the reigns of Npl to Artaxerxes II. Although they are
from the Babylon excavations, some are from the regions in and around Uruk. BR 6
(1961) contains similar material in date and place, and includes transliterations. BR
8/7 (1951) is unique in that it is a collection of transliterations and translations of NB
texts from the 8th and 7th centuries B.C.
More recently, material has been published by Joannes (129 texts, mostly Npl-Dar
III inTEBR, 1982), Sniff (228 texts, 1987) and Wunsch (387 texts in transliteration
and translation, 1993, volume 235 ). Both Shiff and Wunsch concentrate on the
archives of the Nur-Sin family, and in particular the transactions of its main
representative Iddin-Marduk. The texts, from Babylon, the environs thereof and

3 * For instance, I am unable to appreciate the value of the point made in §36c, p!63, using two
examples, one from CT 22 1, the letter from Asb, and the other from a text dated SE year 116.
32 NBU (1931-4) covers Uruk and NBBr(1951) covers Babylon, Sippar and elsewhere.
33 NRVU (1935).
34 BR 6 (1961). Petschow completed this after San Nicol6's death in 1955.
3 ^ Volume 1 has previously unpublished texts in copy (pp90-140).

Sahrinu, run from Nbk to Darius I. Further material can also be found in
Cocquerillat (1968), Salonen (1976), Giovinazzo (1987) and the recently published
MacGinnis (1995 ) 36. Other still useful collections of transliterations and translations
are in Dougherty (Shukutu, 1923) and Moore (1935) 37.
Muhammad Dandamaev's Slavery in Babylonia (Slavery, 1984) has many texts in
transliteration and translation. His short "Neo-Babylonian archives" (1983,
mentioned above) discusses the distribution and numbers of documents and letters
within the NB archives. In Slavery (7-18), a full list of published documents from
Npl to Dar III is given. 38

Reasons for choosing the NB of the period 556-500
It is surprising that the grammar of the NB of this period has not so far been studied,
particularly as this might be expected to be a very dynamic stage39 in Akkadian's
last outpost. Before I discuss this, it should be noted that there are other convenient
concentrations of material within NB which would also seem to be ideal corpora for
grammatical studies. The first of these has already been analysed by Woodington:
a) Hundreds of letters were found in Kuyunjik written in NB during NA times, from
Sargon II to the end of the 7th century B.C.
b) Considerable material becomes available in the 6th century with Nbk, the highest
concentration being in Nbn's reign. Sippar, Uruk and Babylon provide the largest
amounts of material.
c) While less is available from the beginning of the 5th century, the latter half of the
5th century is dominated by the (approximately) 730 known texts from the archives
of the Murasu family of Nippur. The texts' range of dates falls from 440 to 417
B.C., with their main concentration occurring in the middle half of that period. They
were all kept in a single room and their contents are discussed by Stolper (1985, 1835) who gives copies, transliterations and translations of many texts. As expected
from a money-lending and property-leasing concern, they consist mostly of leases
and loans.

3 6 Which contains new material from Sippar.
37 Which consists of transliterations and translations of the texts in TCL 12 and 13.
38 In addition, Dandamaev says there are 250 published texts prior to 626 B.C. and 380 from
the post-Achaemenid period (all up to the time of writing, March 1983). He has also written a
number of books and papers on the political situation in sixth century and Achaemenid
Babylonia and the Near East.
39 The Persian conquest of Babylonia took place in 539 B.C.
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d) There is Seleucid and Hellenistic material from Uruk but as this is rather limited
in scope it may not provide much of grammatical interest. It is highly unlikely that
NB was a living language by this time.40
A statement by von Soden may offer an explanation for the lack of interest in NB
grammar:
(In spite of the forced archaisms in royal and literary works) "wird es immer mehr
zu einer babylonisch-aramaischen Mischsprache, die nur Schrift- und Gelehrtensprache ist, wahrend das Volk aramaisch spricht. Der sprachliche Verfall ist auf
alien Gebieten spurbar" (GAG §2 h)/i.evvon Soden thinks that the people in general
spoke Aramaic, while later Babylonian remained only as a written language used by
scribes and specialists. As NB died out, Aramaic continued to influence it more and
more. If these were41 the views of an influential scholar such as von Soden, it is
easy to see how grammarians could be discouraged from studying Babylonian in its
late stages, especially when its diversity of spellings gave the impression that it no
longer cohered as a language and therefore no longer warranted attention as a
productive, living language. 4 2

Choice of texts and their date
Texts limited to Uruk and Babylon and their immediate environs have been chosen
for the following reasons. Since so many texts from the period in question have
been found in these two cities, the main reason for the choice is simply a matter of
convenience. This has the added advantage that, with Uruk and Babylon being
(roughly)43 at opposite ends of Babylonia, their separate dialects should be
discernible and, bearing in mind the distance between them, any features common to
both dialects may therefore apply to the whole of the country. A grammar laying out
the common features in two such widely separated cities should still be of use to
scholars working on material from other sites. Idiosyncratic features from either of
the two cities should also be noted since they may not be exclusive to the Babylon or
Uruk dialects; they could also help to preclude the incorrect assignment of material
40 In the introduction to the large number of texts copied and studied by McEwan in OECT 9, he
notes that their content was limited almost exclusively to sales or gifts of slaves, houses and
prebend rights. There is also the execution of a will. He assumes that other matters were
recorded on parchment or papyrus, for which only the clay bullae used to seal these documents
remain. Oelsner states that up to 300 Seleucid non-literary documents have been published
and almost as many (including two letters) are known which have not been published (1986,
p!55 and pl62).
4 1 Although it is perhaps unfair to hold him to views he expressed in 1969.
4 2 This prejudice against NB, also referred to by Oppenheim (1967, p43) is tackled by Streck in
his introduction (1995, pxxiiif).
43 About 120 miles apart.
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of unknown provenance.44 There is always the problem of determining whether
rarely occurring features are normal for the dialect of an area or not. As they may
be more common in other places, I have included them in the study, in anticipation of
more material becoming available.
Secondly, in any grammatical study of vernacular Akkadian, the most useful texts
are the letters, since they are most likely to represent the vernacular Akkadian.
However, they can only be useful if they can be dated. As far as sixth century NB
is concerned, outnumbering the letters by far are the economic documents, of which
the longer ones are often useful for the study of the language and nearly always
have their date (exact to the day) and location recorded on them. The witnesses and
scribe are usually given, who, by the mid-sixth century, are virtually always being
identified by father and family.45 This means that prosopographical details from
these documents have enabled some of the people in the letters to be identified as
well, so that many of the letters mentioning them can be roughly dated. 46 I have
therefore been able to include 69 letters from the latter half of the sixth century in
this study.
Thirdly, the constraints imposed on doctoral research render it impossible to cover
the many thousands of texts from the NB period, even if only the material from
Babylon and Uruk is used. The same constraints force me to make a decision
(which may prove to be inspirational?): to limit the timespan to 56 years and for the
first time make it possible to give a grammatical description of quite a short phase of
Akkadian where chronological changes may not weaken the evidence so much as in
the cases of the NB of Hyatt, Streck, or even Woodington.
For us, the final half of the sixth century has the added attraction that it witnessed
the Achaemenid conquest, when Cyrus took Babylonia in 539 B.C. Judging by the
written records of day to day, the Old Persian (OP) language had little impact in
Babylonia; it will be seen that OP loan words were limited to terms relating mainly
to the administration. Only a few OP names appear in the sixth century texts.
However, the language used by the Achaemenids to liaise with their subjects in the
Ancient Near East was Aramaic. It is significant that this language was chosen, as it

44 The different nature of the Babylon and Uruk texts does make it difficult to determine
idiosyncratic features. However, some do exist; see part 3 §3.
45 This pattern had become the norm during the reign of Nbk, although it had been
sporadically used considerably earlier. See BR 8/7 p2f nl and part 1 V §3b and the use of the
proleptic suffix in recording a person's name.
^
46 Some may even be dated to within a year, exx. CT 22 127, YOS 3 126, TCL 9 98 JJNES 1993.
See the discussions on the dating of the letters in appendix
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indicates that it was the language most accessible to the people in the Near East at
that time.47
Comments on the historical background: tribal groups of Babylonia in the sixth
century B.C.
The texts in question contain no references to tribal matters.48 It seems that by this
time the tribal factions49 which had caused so much trouble against the Assyrians in
previous centuries had amalgamated into a general population known as Babylonians,50 so that the identification of people in documents by their tribes, whether
Aramaean or Chaldean,no longer occurs. As stated above, by the mid-sixth century
people are being identified by their father and then a family name, which is often
that of an ancestor or a profession, e.£. Egibi, Nur-Sin, Nappahu, Sa-tabtisu, Rabbani, Dabibi, Eppes-ili, Ekur-zakir, Sih-damaqu, etc. This may be due to population
increases; the members of the Aramaean tribes had probably also become too
numerous for identification by tribe alone 51 and the Chaldean tribes were already
large and identification by tribe alone could not have been practical by the sixth
century. It should also be noted that most of the names are Babylonian.52
[The texts in my corpora have little reference to ethnic minorities. However, there
are many records of Egyptians in Babylonia, usually as free people or as temple
slaves.53 Persian and Hebrew names become more common, especially in the fifth
century and later.] 54
47 According to Beyer (1987, transl. Healey, 13-14) it was already the lingua franca in the
Near East in the eighth century B.C. and certainly by the seventh.
48 Tribes are usually referred to as bit PN or bit mare PN. The fact that they are no longer used
in the identification of people and that there are so many different family names suggests that
the family names used for identity are subgroups within the original tribes, so that bit PN
referred to families rather than tribes; cf. the legal clause exemplified by Dalley 75: 27-29 mati-ma ina SES.MES DUMU.MES kim-tu4 ne-su-tu ft IM.RI.A sa E DUMU mZALAG-d30 sa i-rag-gu-mu
um-ma... "if (ever there is) one from the siblings, children, distant kith and kin of the Nur-Sin
family who makes the following claim..." (Dar yr 3, B).
49 In (1969 = PKB) and (1977), Brinkman writes about the appearance of Aramaeans in
western Babylonia and their skirmishes against the Assyrians from the 12th century B.C.
onwards. There were more than 35 tribes in and around Assyria in late Assyrian times (1977,
p307f). The Chaldeans, five tribes (1977, 306), came to southern Babylonia in the 9th century
B.C. See PKB (260-285).
50 mse mat Akkadi in the Babylonian chronicles.
5 1 Further details (besides Brinkman 1969 and 1977) on tribal groups in Babylonia prior to the
sixth century are in Dietrich (1970), Brinkman (1984) and Frame (1992).
52 As opposed to West Semitic or otherwise.
53 Material containing new lists of rations for Egyptian sirkus in Sippar (Nebuchadnezzar yr
15) has recently been published by Bongenaar and Haring (1994, with a good bibliography).
Eph< al has compiled a list of people all with the family name mMisirayya, from Samas-sumukin to Nbk. All have Babylonian names (1978, p77f). The family name continues beyond the
conquest of Egypt by Cambyses in 525 B.C (cf. the scribe of Camb 349). Dandamayev refers to
Egyptians with Babylonian names in (1992).
54 Notably in the Murasu archive from Nippur. See Zadok (1976, 1988 and 1995). In (1976)
Zadok indicates that the family names Kuri and Hunzu are Kassite (p65) and that Asgandu is
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Range of documents included in this study.
The contents of the Babylon and Uruk corpora are quite distinct. Many of the
Babylon texts are from the Egibi and Nur-Sin family archives and it can be assumed
that these wealthy families were important in Babylonian society during the period
in question.55 The letters involve members of these families and their slaves. As
for Uruk, its most powerful body was the Eanna temple administration, so that the
Uruk texts and letters largely refer to Eanna affairs, the activities of the temple
slaves (sirfcus) and the farmers who work the vast Eanna estates.
Another point to consider in comparing the corpora is that there is a dearth of
material from Uruk after year 2 of Darius' reign. Although the early years of his
reign are known to have been disrupted, there is no reason to expect that documents
recording day to day affairs were no longer being written. Realistically, the reduction in the number of cuneiform records on clay must be due to increasing numbers
of records being made in Aramaic on materials other than clay (cf. Oppenheim,
1985, p570f). An
observation by both K. Kessler and P-A.Beaulieu (personal
communication) is that
material almost certainly exists but is as yet either
unexcavated or unpublished. 56
Aside from the letters, the documents on which this study is based fall mainly into
the following categories:
a) Sales. The document records the item(s) and the agreed price and circumstances
of the payment. Sometimes, as well as an agreed price, the purchaser pays an atru,
an extra payment (and sometimes adds a garment "u lubaru" for the seller's wife).
b) Loans,i.e.>records of loans with their repayment dates and descriptions of items
pledged as collateral. Guarantees are often included to say that items pledged
actually do belong to the borrower. The creditor and debtor make out (e >eiu) a
document (u^ilfu which, for convenience, I translate as "IOU") between them,
stating the circumstances of the loan.57 Parties may also have to swear that they
will repay the loan by a certain time.
Iranian (p66), and in (1995) he finds evidence for Phoenicians in Babylon and Elamites in
Babylonia (p432 and p436f, respectively).
55 Further excavations may reveal further families.
56 Kessler has confirmed that he is working on a private archive of the Egibi family (Uruk
branch). There are about 220 texts from Cyrus to Darius (yr 33). 80% of the material comes
from the reign of Darius. He hopes to publish the material, which includes a letter from a
woman, along with about a dozen Eanna texts from the same period, in 1997.
57 If both of the two parties have a copy then it should also be a "you-owe-me" as well.
Contrast OECT 10 105: 9-13, and Nbn 832: 12-15, where two copies are referred to, with most
other documents, where usually only one is mentioned. u-'i/tu is usually translated "pro-
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c) Division or letting of property:
i) Exchange (supelfu)58 of property. These involve exchanges of housing and land
with monetary supplementation if the parts are not equal.
ii) Contracts involving the letting of property. These lay down the terms of the lease
and the collateral (maskanu), and often the tenant has to give a bonus to the
landlord (nuptu inap).
d) Work contracts:
i) Prebends, referring to religious duties undertaken at specific times. The carrying
out (episanutu) of some prebends involves ritual shaving (gullubu). pappasu
rations supplied to the incumbents are related to their duty, i.e. flour or dates to
bakers, gold to goldsmiths, etc.
ii) Other jobs, such as state duties which the incumbent may pass onto an urasu, a
paid stand-in, to do. For building plots the stretch on which the work is to be carried
out is often called mishu (AHw p660b).
e) Juridical:
i) Cautions and descriptions of punishments for (future) crimes.
ii) Descriptions of legal cases in which a party has given wrong evidence. The
statements are recorded both before and after the party has sworn an oath.

missory note" or "note of obligation". This acknowledges and adopts a neutral standpoint
regarding the debtor and creditor. See the thorough discussion by Shiff (76-77 n63). On page
44 he gives an outline of the typical contents of such a document.
^ 8 This spelling, as opposed to supBltu (root, p*l), is chosen on the basis of belu, temu, sedu
etc., as all three had < as the middle radical in PSem.
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Part 1: Syntax and Morphology1
Chapter I: Main clauses

§1 Verbless clauses
a) Subject-predicate juxtaposition:2
Generally, in the Semitic languages the juxtaposition of two nominal forms AB in a
single phrase unit is to be translated as "A is B". In Akkadian AB may also be "A
was B" or "A will be B": 3
KQ.BABBAR re-he-et i-di E-su "the money is the balance of Vu5 house-rent",
Camb 253: 10-11 (yr 4, B) cf. Dar 494: 18-19
wn-ma a-na-kuLlJ.us-ku-u-ka '"I am your guarantor'", TCL 13 222: 13 (Dar yr

The predicate may be pronominal:
UDUMTA ul at-tu-u-a "the sheep was not mine", CT22 82: 10 (letter, after Dar
yr 14, B)
a-muT fbal-tf-il ina SUM.SAR 10-u sa DN at-tu-ka i) LU.ENGAR.MES-Jca a-na
MN pa-ni-ia *sul-di-gil Difficult, "look, there is a stoppage in the garlic which is
the tithe of Nergal, (which is) yours, and your farmers are to belong to me (i.e.
be my responsibility) for the month of Sabatu" CT 22 8: 5-11 (letter, 545-527,
B)

or separated from the subject by other clauses:
u mim-mu sa URU u EDIN ma-la ba-su-u mas-ka-nu sa PN "and whatever there
is in the city or outside is PN's pledge", Nbn 344: 8-9 (yr 9, B)

or adjectival:
KU.BABBAR qa-al-la-al "the silver is inferior", CT 22 182: 6 (letter, pre-526,
B)

b) Prepositional phrases as predicate:
LU.DUMU sip-ri sa LUGAL ana UGU did-lu "the king's messenger is in charge
of the work", YOS 3 45: 39^0 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
ul-tu UD 21.KAM sa ITLZfZ E ina pa-ni-su "from the 21st day of Sabatu the
house is at his disposal", YOS 7 2: 12 (Cyr ace, U)

1 For the detailed organisation of this principal section, the reader is referred to the table of
contents above.
2 Dealt with by Streck in §38 (173-176).
3 The order BA does occur if A is a pronoun. See d, below.
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a-murPNinapa-ni-ku-nu "see, PN is with you", YOS 3 52: 10-11 (letter, 538532, U)
dul-lu sa ka-a-ri...a-na e-pi-sa-nu-tu ina pa-ni PN "the work on the quay is
contracted to be done by PN", VS 6 84: 1...4 (Nbn yr 12, B)
a-kan-na 2 PI SE.BAR u 2 PI ZU.LUM.MA a-na 1 GflSf KU.BABBAR..i-gab-bu-u
"here, they say two sutu of barley or two sutu of dates is one shekel...", YOS 3
79: 22...2V (letter, 539-526, U)

c) Indirect object pronouns4 may function as predicates:
su-lum ia-a-si "(all is) well with me", YOS 3 2: 4; YOS 3 4: 3 (royal letters,
Nbn, U). More vernacular NB had begun to use the subject pronoun in conveying
the dative:
su-lum a-na-ku u a-na mam-ma ma-la it-ti-ia "(all is) well with me and everyone
with me", CT 22 6: 5-6 (letter, Cyr, B), cf. CT 22 194: 6 and also su-lum a-na-ku
u su-lum a-na PN, in CT 22 151: 5-7 (letters, both B)

Woodington's ABL corpus (p!91) gives no examples of the nominative pronoun
replacing the dative pronoun; however, she indicates that the dative is restricted in
use. sulmu iasi appears in letters throughout her corpus, mainly in royal
correspondence.
Note: it is possible for a predicate to exist without a subject:
ma-ti-ma ma-na-ma sa 6 PN sa i-rag-gu-mu um-ma "if ever there is anyone
from PN's kin who complains as follows...:", Dar 227: 25...26 (yr 7, B), cf. the
following, which is explained in d i, below:
(umma) su-u "'it's him!'" , CT 22 127: 15-16 (letter, Dar yr 17? B)

d) The pronouns su, issfl, etc., as predicate or copula
In verbless clauses, when the subject is a personal pronoun on its own, the word
order is usually inverted to predicate-subject in normative Akkadian dialects, and the
subject comes at the end of its clause. It is particularly common in NB, and, as von
Soden states, this is most certainly due to the influence of the Aramaic verb hwa.5
la is used for negation.

i) su, etc. as predicate:
nu-du-nu-u-a su-u "he is my dowry", TCL 13 179: 9 (probably Camb yr 3, U)
sa PN u fPN su-u "it belongs to PN and fPN" Nbn 85: 13 (yr 2, B)
la at-tu-ku-nu su-u "it is not yours", JAOS 36: 26 (letter, 538-532, B)
4 V §3f, below.
^ mn. See Anmerkung in GAG §126.
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a-mat PN si-i "it is the order of Gubaru", AnOr 8 43: 15-16 (Cyr yr 5, U)
GEME saPN...a-na-ku "I am the slave of PN...", AnOr 8 56: 5-6 (Cyr yr 7, U)
mi-na->ina IGl-ka si-i-ni "why do you have them (fpl)?" r/RA5 1926: 8 (Nbn yr
10, B)

Note the interesting si-i-ti in:
UJ.qal-lat-ta-a si-i-ti "she is my slave", CT 22 183: 5 (letter, pre-526, B) This
form was not found by Woodington (1982, p27). It is probably influenced by the
Aramaic 3fs of hwa, mn hwat, rather than by the NA 3fs. See also at-ta in line
24.

and the concise:
(urn-ma) su-u "'it's him!'" , CT 22 127: 15-16 (letter, Dar yr 17? B)6
su, etc. as copula:
GABA.RI u-il-ti asar ta-nam-ma-ri sa PR..si-i "any copy of the IOU wherever it
may be noticed, belongs to PN", OECT 10 105: 11-13 (Nbn yr 9, B), cf. Nbn
832: 12... 15: u-il-ti gab-ri u-il-ti...sa PNsi-i(B)
DUMU & fPN...DUMU.MUNUS-su sa fPN2 MUNUS.sir-ka-tu* sa FDN at-ta
"you are the son of fPN...the daughter of fPN2 a sirkatuof the Lady-of-Uruk",
YOS 6 224: 10...15 (Nbn yr 15, U)
PN u PN2 LU.RIG7.ME [sa] FDN su-nu "PN and PN2 are sirkus of the Lady-ofUruk", YOS 6 116: 15-16 (Nbn yr 10, U)
PN...U PN2 SES-sii ra-bu-u sa is-te-et AMA su-nu "PN...and PN2, his older
brother, (who) are of one mother...", AnOr 8 48: 27 (Cyr yr 5, U)
fPN fPN2 fPN3...a-me-lut-tu4 la-ta-ni-ia si-i-ni "fPN fPN2 (and) fPN3 are servants
of my retinue", JRAS 1926: 4...5 (Nbn yr 10, B)

The pronominal predicate conveys the past in the following:
ki-ma-* su-u "how much was it?", (referring to past information about the cost of
dates and grain), YOS 3 79: 30 (letter, 539-526, U)

and the future in the following:
sa a-na «ina» muh-hi fPN PN i-na-as-sa-a sa fPN su-u "whatever PN brings (into
court) against fPN, belongs to fPN", Rutten: 5-6 (Nbn yr 1, B)
[u IM?].DUB.MES u rik-su.MES a-sarin-nam-ma-ru saNlG.GA e-an-na su-nu
"any documents or contracts wherever they may be found, belong to Eanna
property", AnOr 8 70: 23 (Camb yr 3, U)

6 The gist of this short letter (of which the recipient is PN2) is: PN.-.iq-ta-ba-* um-ma
ZO.LUM.MA... um-ma PNj it-fa-si en-na la'-i Tapl-p/-fi um-ma su-tf EBURUs^ Z0.LUMMA tas-suu ZU.LUM.MA te-ri-ma a-na PNi-di-in "PN...has told me '(re§ arding the) dates...PN2 has taken
them'. So, if (what he said) is true, (i.e.) 'it's him', (regarding?) the date harvest that you took,
give the dates back to PN" (lines 5...19).
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The idiom aha/ahat sunu "they are equal partners, they share and share alike" can
refer to the future as well as the present:
LU-tu ha-liq-tu u mim-ma sa KASKAL.II-su-nu sa il-la-a...a-ha su-nu "lost
slave(s) or anything (else) in their business venture which may crop up they are
to share and share alike", TCL 13 160: 13. ..15 Camb yr 3, B)
mim-ma ma-la ina URU u EDIN ina muh-hi ZtJ.LUM.MA aM ME GUR u
SE.BAR a4 50 GUR ip-pu-us~su-> PN u PN2 a-ha-ta su-nu "anything that is
made either in the city or in the country on those7 100 kur dates or on those 50
kur barley, PN and PN2 are to share and share alike", Dar 395/396: 5-8 (yr 3, B)
mim-ma ma-la. .. ip-pu-us a-ha-a-ta su-nu "in whatever... they (!) make they are
to share and share alike", Dar 280: 5...7 (yr 10, B)

In the following the pronoun is the subject of a precative nominal clause:
lu-u DUMU-u-a su-u "let him be my (adoptive) son", CTMMA 2 54+Nbn 380:
8; and also in line 11: lu-u DUMU sa-bit SU.II-i-ni su-u "let him be a son to
support us" (literally, "who holds our hands") (yr 9, B)
••\

• vv_

u) issu

The Uruk texts often use a pronoun copula modified by the prefix is- :
urn-ma MUNUS.qal-7ar-a is-si-i "she is my slave", AnOr 8 56: 10 (Cyr yr 7, U)8
ina u4-mu ina si-mit it-ftafl-ku-* PN2 L\J.<si>-rik-ki sa FDN is-su-u "when he
(PN) dies, PN2 will become a sirku of Istar", YOS 7 17: 12-14 (Cyr yr 3, U)
saman-na is-su-nu "whose are they?", TCL 13 181: 8 (Dar yr 2, U)
mim-ma NlG.GA FDN lib-bi i-ba-as-si-i ki-i u-i/-d.ME la at-tu-u-a is-si-ni "there
is no property of the Lady-of-Uruk among them; the lOUs are mine" (oath in a
broken context), ibid.: 12-14

In a precative nominal clause:
ki-i pa-ni-ka ma-hir...su-bi-lu u ia-a-nu-u lu-u ina IGI PN is-su-u "if you want,
take him (to work for you). If not, let him be at PN's disposal", YOS 7 102: 1617 (Camb ace, U)

The meaning of the following is unclear:
um-ma a-murSiG.HI.A is-si-ni ina E an-hi sak-na-* The context suggests the
translation "look, there is some wool (assuming sipatu 3fpl) and it is deposited in
the dilapidated (?9 ) house", YOS 7 78: 7 (Cyr yr 7, U)

7 See V §3 1, below for the demonstrative a and its variant spellings a > and a4.
8 Contrast this with CT 22 183: 5 si-i-ti cited in i, above.
9 Some kind of abandoned building is implied. E an-hi may also be read "house of Assur".
abtu is the usual adjective describing dilapidated houses. It is better to read e-an-na!.
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The Uruk corpus has 8 examples, of which 3 have a future or consequential
meaning. The Babylon corpus has only the following example: 1 °
urn-ma at-tu-u-a is-su-nu "they are mine", CT22 74: 10-11 (letter, middle Dar,
B)

Oppenheim suggests that this form of the pronoun
may come from in, an
abbreviation of enna "behold!" and the copula su (1940, p222). Examples of first
or second person forms have not been found.
e) ianu
ianu, the predication of non-existence, "there is not", is used interchangeably with
the negative stative of the defective verb isu. 11 There appears to be no obvious
difference in meaning apart from a possibly wider scope for expressing time in the
case of ianu, which is able to say "there never was/is/will be".
mam-ma it-ti-ia ia-a-nu "there is no one with me", TCL 9 79: 13 (letter, Nbn?
U),cf. lines 29-31.
fla-da-a-flus£TUG.BAR.DUL5...ia-a-flu al-la l-su a-na tar-si RN "there never
was a donation of a kusitu garment...except once in the reign of Nbk", YOS 671:
28...29 (Nbn yr 6, U)
EN.ME-e-a lu-u i-du-^-u sa ul-tu u4-mu s£ni-il-lik\...u4-mu pa-tu-u ia-a-nu "my
lords
do know that since we went there has not been a day off, YOS 3113:
24...26 (letter, early Cyrus, U) 12
PN mim-mu sa ik-ka-lu ia-a-nu upa-ni-su bi-su-* "PN has nothing to eat and he
looks bad", TCL 9 129: 15-17 (letter, early Camb? U)
ra-su-ut-su e-lat an-na UGU PN ia-a-nu "there will be no claim apart from this
against PN", VS 4 114: 8-9 (Dar yr 7, B^cf. VS 6 127: 3-4 (Dar yr 11, B)

The Babylon texts regularly use the following legal phrase:
i-di a-me-lu-tiit ia-a-nu u UR5.RA KU.BABBAR ia-a-nu "there is no wage or
interest to pay", VS 4 60: 9-10 (Cyr yr 3, B) Similar examples are in Camb 379:
6-7, Cyr 177: 8-10 and VS 4 66: 7 (all B)

'Note, thoughjthat it does occur in an earlier text from Babylon: u LtJ.mu-Jtin-nu uk-tin-nu-us
LtJ.sa-ar-ri s£ PN is-su-u "and if a witness convicts him he will (then) be a betrayer of PN", TCL
12 60: 5-6 (AwM yr 1 = 561 B.C.).
1 1 ul/la isti occurs only in the texts from the Babylon corpus. See the discussion and examples
in Note at the end of §2, below.
12 Of. YOS 3 69: 12-14 in ffl §2 i i, below.
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§2 Predicative verbal adjectives (the "stative" or "permansive"); i.e. verbless
clauses involving patis/parvs predicative forms
The terms "verbless clauses" and paris/parvs are both taken from the works of J.
Huehnergard. His preference for "verbless" as opposed to "nominal" or "non
verbal" is explained in (1986) p219, especially n3. 13 Streck14 (1995) uses the term
"nichtverbaler Satz" 1 (pl86). paris/parvs forms are what the older grammars called
"permansives" and what the newer ones usually call "statives". The misapprehension that they are verbal forms was laid to rest by the study of Buccellati "An
interpretation of the Akkadian Stative as a nominal sentence" (=1968). Since then,
works by Kraus,15 Huehnergard, and a later study by Buccellati have followed suit.
However, since a satisfactory replacement for the old terminology has yet to take
hold, I shall follow Huehnergard at present, as well as continuing to use the
convenient term "stative" when it is appropriate. "Stative" became and continues to
be popular as a result of its use in GAG, §77.
pans and parvs forms are much used in NB and will be examined in detail. A brief
summary of some of the earlier studies on the stative in Akkadian and their findings
as regards our understanding of the stative in NB will be useful at this point. 16
l: Rowton (1962)

This is a thorough and lengthy study based on 451 examples, which, in spite of the
title, gives material in most dialects including NA and NB [cf. NB no. 147; and NB
(ABL) nos. 164, 399]. Although some of Rowton's observations are now
considered out of date, others are helpful in our understanding of statives.
On p234a he describes the stative as a tense (sic) "which is used to speak of verbs
of state as the outcome of past actions". Note, though, that on p236b he says, "the
permansive as a genuine tense of the verb is not very common.... Thus in adjectival
verbs the permansive is not really a tense of the verb, it is a verbal adjective in
predicative form" [italics mine]
p235: In discussing the terminology, Rowton says the stative has a tendency to
become a perfect when it speaks of an active condition. His examples are on 292b1 ^ Huehnergard classifies the various types of verbless clause (i.e. prepositional clauses, noun
phrases and statives) on p220f.
14 See his classifications below.
15 p. R. Kraus, Nominalsatze in altbabylonischen Briefen und der Statiy Mededelingen der
Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks,
47/2 (Amsterdam/Oxford/New York, 1984).
K* My own observations are given in [brackets].
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294a. The active permansive, as he calls it, is common only in four verbs, sabatu,
lequ, maharu and nasu (p235b) and largely confined to OB and SB. In discussing
the last three verbs (p243b), he says mattir "he has received" is normally used as
the present perfect instead of imtahar in O3 and SB.
particularly common in NB.]

[mahir for imtahar is

263b-271.: Section III "The descriptive permansive", part 2, deals with "neuter
verbs", a term he uses instead of the more usual "stative verb" [verb describing a
state], and splits into the following groups:
i) verbs of adjectives (p264a) = damiq, arik, gasir ("it is good, it is tall/long, he is
powerful") [i.e. coming from a verb of state or attribute.]
ii) verbs of external state = (w)asib, mit, salil ("he sits, he is dead, he sleeps")
iii) verbs of internal state = zeni, takil, paltfi ("he is angry, he trusts, he fears/
venerates"). Most of these verbs are intransitive [cf. ap-lah-ma um-ma DUMU bani-i a-na-ku "I took fright I am a free man" Nbn 1113: 18 (after yr 7, B)] but their
statives may take a direct object, cf. bellpalhaku "I venerate my master".
278b-285a: Section V deals with the use of the stative as a passive and the criteria
for deciding whether to use an N preterite or a stative. Rowton observes that the
choice is based on whether the past event which is being recorded still affects the
present situation or not, and whether it affects the speaker. The N preterite is used
if the past event's effects do not concern the speaker, pan's is used when the event
continues to have an essential effect on the present (p284b).

2: Buccellati (1968)
The significance of this paper can be seen immediately from the title ("An
interpretation of the stative as a nominal sentence"), in that Buccellati is making a
radical departure from the earlier view that the stative is a verbal tense. Although
most of his observations are based on OB, the following points are significant vis-avis NB:
Those third person forms which are derived from verbal adjectives [i.e. not from
nouns, as in sar, from sarru, "he is (a) king"] are able to take the modal endings of
the ventive. Those based on nominal forms are not able to take ventive endings in
OB because they already have pronominal endings (i.e. sar is sar+0; sarraku is
sar+alcu). The third person pronominal ending is -0. [Plurals are not discussed.] In
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later Akkadian (p9) the status absolutus 17 which is used for the predicate is
replaced by the status rectus. This had already occurred prior to the time of NB. 18
Earlier Akkadian used sarraku/ (su) sar in preference to sarrum anaku/ su (p7).
The presence of the pronoun copula in the normal state (or status rectus as it is
called by von Soden), rather than the noun in the absolute state is probably due to
West Semitic influence, e.g. sihru atta "you are a child" (p9). [Rather little is made
of this by Buccellati. The growth in popularity of the pronoun copula in NB (and in
NA)19 is probably due to the influence of the Aramaic verb, "to be", hwh. See §U,
above. The growth may have coincided with the loss of differentiation between the
predicative (absolutus) state and the normal (rectus) state as a result of the loss of
the case endings (p9, n4).]
3: Huehnergard
[My observations are made using his two articles (1986, 1987), but mainly the
latter.]
At the time of writing of (1986), Huehnergard was still in the process of formulating
the terminology which he introduces in (1987). For example, on p221 of (1986) and
in nil he still uses the convenient term "stative" (and later apologises for using it)
for want of a better word. Huehnergard attempts to break down the use of the pads
forms into far fewer and more comprehensive categories than do Rowton or Kraus.
Syntactically the noun-based non-transitive (sar/sarraku) constructions are identical
to the adjective-based parvs and pans forms. For this reason, Huehnegard
categorises sunu sarru "they are deceitful" (i.e. "liars"), together with rapas "it is
wide", and bani... 20 "does it seem right...?"(1989, p258).
Brief breakdown of (1987):
Here, Huehnergard introduces the reader to the paradigmatic terms paris/parsaku
and parvs/parsaku [as found in (1986)] and the difficulty surrounding their
classification. The implication is that the former group is transitive and the latter is
non-transitive "i.e. all others including nominal forms" (p220).
17 "Predicative state" was an alternative term used by Buccellati (p5). Earlier versions of this
term are given in his table 1 (p4).
1** The exception is the frozen form lu sulum ana... "health be to...", referred to in Woodington
(§82, p!94) and a, below. Since it is an exception and would no longer be recognised as such,
Woodington does not acknowledge it as a status absolutus.
19 In the earlier Assyrian dialects, as well as in NA, it regularly takes the subjunctive suffix -ni.
2® bani akanna ana pa<nl>ka if ianu karanu "does it seem right to you like this, that there are
no vineyards?".
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i) parvs/parsaku refers to forms describing a quality or attribute, forms which are in
the "predicative state" (p220). 21 Their equivalent finite verbs have non-active
"adjectival stative" roots (p221). Their verbal and adjectival stative roots are
semantically identical.
ii) Huehnergard chooses three semantic categories for the non noun-based roots,
which he introduces on p225:
1) Stative (non active, adjectival stative). The adjectives are "simply descriptive".

Examples: damiq (damaqu), "is good"; rapas (rapasu), "is wide"; lemun (lemenu),
"is evil", mams (marasu), "is ill".
2) Active intransitive roots, whose adjectives are resultative.

Examples (p221): asib (asabu), "is resident"; haliq (halaqu), "is missing"; tebi
(tebu), "is standing"; kasid (kasadu), "has arrived". [It is not clear if this group
includes common verbs such as asu, basu, atari/, matu, madu, etc., which are much
used in predicative form in NB. Also, kasadu can be transitive, "to reach a goal, to
conquer an object", as discussed on p226, and it can have passive meaning, see 3,
below. Examples of other verbs which can function either transitively or
intransitively would have been very useful here, such as sebu, baku and sasu. See
my observations below.]
3) Huehnergard's section E (p228f) deals with active transitive verbs whose
adjectives are passive, for example sabit (sabatu), "he was caught". [This is his only
example, kasid, "he was defeated" and hepat "it (f) was broken", would fit here.
This is a common use of the predicative form in NB.]
iii) On p228 he discusses the transitive pans [I see no reason to repeat parsaku
throughout.] which he calls an "innovative contrast", i.e. passive forms developing
the ability to function actively, so that sabit can also mean "he takes/has", nasi, "he
has/holds", mahir/leqi, "he is in receipt of. These are not used as predicative
adjectives because they have an object, what he calls the "nonfientic counterpart of
the transitive finite forms" (top, p229). [In spite of Huehnergard's calling transitive
pans an "innovative contrast", these active "statives" were already used in OB.
(See Rowton's examples 429-432 and 438^443 on pages 293f, to which I have
referred above). They are also common in NB. See c ii, below.]
1.e. using the same term as Buccellati did, rather than "status absolutus".
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On page 229 (section F) Huehnergard begins his reappraisal of the terminology of
the parvs and pans forms:
1) "Stative" should be retained as a lexical designation only, i.e. to refer only to
those forms denoting a state or condition [or attribute?], what he calls adjectival roots
like d-n-n, r-p-s, t-y-b.
2) "Predicative construction" or "predicative form" are the simplest labels for the
non-transitive forms. Syntactically, both sar/sarraku and paris/parsaku [to be read
parvs/parsaku, surely (middle, p230)] consist of a nominal or adjectival base (which
cannot have any modifier such as a gender or plural marker) immediately followed
by a pronominal subject (p230f). [This explains why Huehnergard saw no need to
make separate provisions for the purely noun-based roots.]
Morphologically sar and parvs can be classified under nominal morphology or
under personal pronoun morphology. [Streck(§39f 2, p!82) is sceptical about
Huehnergard's observation that the enclitic pronoun endings should be accepted as
allomorphs of their independent forms because of the lack of resemblance between
their respective third person forms. Kraus has already pointed out that the enclitic
pronoun endings are demonstrative pronouns in origin anyway (Huehnergard, 1987,
p221)22]
As for those verbal adjectives which function verbally [for example, in NB, having
ventive, accusative or dative suffixes] Huehnergard wants to see them categorised
as "predicative adjectives in verbless clauses" (p231). This includes those verbal
adjectives which are translated as a passive and also the active forms represented
by nasi, sabit. For these, he chooses the name "pseudo-verb" because of their
"morphosyntactic mimicry of true verbs" (end of main text, p232).

4: Buccellati (1988)
One of the main concerns of this paper is terminology. Buccellati is happy to retain
terms such as "nominal sentence" (p!54), "permansive" (e.g. p!76) and "stative"
(e.g. p!60) although the boundaries between the last two are initially not very clear.
On p!60 he says that the term "stative" can continue to be used since "the fientive
[his term for the fientic i.e. verbal form] expresses a relationship of the subject to
the time sequence while the stative does not". The picture becomes more clear
22 i do not aim to discuss the origins of the suffixes on the forms in question, or the possibility
that independent third person pronouns corresponding to * >anaku, * >anta etc. existed in ProtoSemitic and were later replaced by su,sf etc. (1987, p222, top).
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when he says (pi80) that the permansive is used for the predicative nominal form
bound with suffix pronouns [e.g. sar(r)f aku] "which is reserved exclusively for the
expression of state, although the reverse does not obtain (i.e. not all expressions of
state require a permansive)". [That is his definition of "permansive". He uses this
definition on pi83 when he says that the permansive of the participle is rare in
Akkadian but not so in some of the other Semitic languages.23]
This is only a small part of Buccellati's paper, other parts of which deal with such
features as determination (p!73f), subordination (p!75) and the individual ways of
English and Akkadian in expressing state. On pi82 he makes a valid point that
"stative" roots do occur in the fientive, generally with ingressive value.24 [It is a
little confusing that Buccellati refers to "stative" roots (165-168), referring to state,
exx. damaqu, marasu, and then refers to "stative sentences" i.e. nominal or verbless
clauses (p!80).]
5: Streck (1995,11 §§37-39,166-189)
Since Streck is concerned with "Verbalsystem" and, therefore, the expression of
"tense" in spB [sic], he avoids classifying what he calls "nichtverbale Sa'tze" in terms
of their morphosyntactic functions but instead concentrates on the range of tenses
within which they can operate. Note the divisions in his presentation of material:
§37 pans. This heading is in keeping with earlier headings in his thesis, iparras,
iprus, and iptaras. In §37b (pi66) he says that pans forms have a static, not a
dynamic, "Aktionsart".25 Sections e-j deal with paris's various representations of
tense: present, past, future, continuing process, iterative [he gives two examples,
which are indistinguishable from the present] and "Vertauschbarkeit", referring to
verbs such as basu and edu whose present forms function to convey state and are
therefore interchangeable with their pan's forms.
paris und nichtverbaler Satz (§39, 177-188) is primarily a review of previous
sources.

23 [By "permansive of the participle", Buccellati means a participle being used as a predicate.]
See for example Kienast's study on a present day East Aramaic dialect in which the participle
and personal pronoun used together have replaced the standard Semitic prefix-conjugation
verbal form(1980). The use of a participle as a predicate is also a common feature in Modern
Literary Arabic.
24 £xx. idammiq "he becomes good", imrus "he became ill".
2^ Not to be confused with English "aspect", i.e. imperfective aspect (referring to state), as
opposed to a perfective aspect. Buccellati (1988, p!61) translates Aktionsart as "dimension",
either punctual or durative.
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parvs and paris forms in the NB under analysis here
From the above discussions it is possible to conclude that the so-called "stative" in
Akkadian can be broken down into at least three categories, two of which are amply
represented in the NB of this thesis. Indeterminacy of temporal reference applies to
all these groups.
a) The purely nominal, predicative forms su sar "he is a liar"; sarraku "I am king",
etc. seen in OB and other early dialects have been replaced in NB by the use of the
pronoun copula in all cases except for the construction 10 + subject case of a noun
(or the predicative form of a verbal adjective, see below) in the idiom si-pir-ta-a lu-u
Wjnu-kin-nu "may my letter be a witness", YOS 7 102: 24 (Camb ace, U), and as
part of the greeting in royal letters in the formula lu sulum ana... "health be to..."
(GlNBrpll9f.).26
b) Non-active, i.e. describing a state or an attribute, therefore parvs, stative, or
predicative adjective?- 1 Semantically their equivalent verbs are intransitive, and
sometimes with ingressive value, such as damaqu, asabu, ataru, tabu, lemenu, basu,
madu etc.:
lu-u ti-i-de dul-lu ina UGU-ia da-a-nu "you must know (that) the work is (too)
hard for me", YOS 3 33: 4-5 (letter, early Cyr, U)
LU.HUN.GA.ME a-na SUK.ffl.A sa-an-qu-> "the hired men are in need of
rations", ibid.: 34
KU.BABBAR a4...sa ina SU.II PN ba-sa-> "that silver, which was in PN's
possession" (note the past meaning), TCL 13 132: 14-15 (Cyr yr 4, U)28
(ununa) SES.MES-lcu-nu u LU.ERlN.MES-lcu-nu sa a-na ma-as-sar-tu^.ta-bu-*
ina muh-hi SE.BARpi-iq-da-^ "your brothers or your workmen who are fit to do
the watch, put them in charge of the barley", TCL 13 152: 14-16 (Camb yr 2, U)
at-ta ik-ki-ka ku-ri-ka u a-na-ku ik-ka-a ku-ru 29 "your patience is short (for you?)
and me, my patience is short", YOS 3 69: 21-23 (letter, 539-526, U)

lib-bi sa AMA-ia lu-u ta-ab-su "may my mother's heart be pleased",
YOS 3 22: 18-19 (letter, early Nbn, U), cf. the royal letters YOS 3 2: 5-6, and
YOS 3 4: 4-5, which have lib-ba-ku-nu lu-u ta-ab-ku-nu-si and llb-ba-ka lu
ta-ab-ka, respectively, (letters, end Nbn, U)
2 ^ In fact a frozen status absolutus, as noted in the comments on Buccellati (1968). lu suJum
ana... is not found in the texts of this thesis. For lu as a copula, see §5 b i, belou).
2 ^ I.e. not "predicative verbal adjective". If a predicative adjective describes a state it is not
verbal. An example of a predicative adjective for which no verb exists is: KU.BABBAR qa-alla-al (sa a-na ZO.LUM.MA in-na-din) "the silver is (too) inferior (for it to be given for the
dates)", CT 22 182: 6-8 (letter, pre-526, B).
28 Cf. the common maJa basfi, "whatever there is/was/may be".
2 ^ An idiom consisting of ikku, "mood, irritability", and Jcarfi D, "to become short", ikku araku
means the opposite, i.e. "to be patient", cf. YOS 3 83: 19.
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lu-u ti-i-de dib-bi lu ma-a-du a-kan-na ina UGU-i-ni bi-su-* "you do know that the
rumours against us here are very bad", YOS 3 19: 20-21 (letter, early Cyrus,
UDU.NITA.ME ina UNUG KI sa al-la sa ina EDIN ma-a-du-> u \-u ub-ba-lu "the
sheep in Uruk which are not in the open are many and are fetching half (their
normal price ?31 )", YOS 3 87: 25-27 (letter, 533-526, U). See also 17-18.
u4-mu ma-la fPN bal-ta-at... "(for) as long as fPN lives", Nbn 65: 16 (yr 2, B)
at-ta dEN i-mu-ru sa lu ma-a-du sa-ma-ak-ka a-di-i UD 20.KAM sa MN mam-ma
r u/l-[tu] TIN.TIR KI la ip-tu-ra-a[n-ni] "you, Sir,32 must seethat I am greatly
harrassed. By the 20th of Nisannu no one from Babylon will have relieved me",
YOS 3 8: 11-12 (letter, early Dar, U)35

c) The pans equivalent of active transitive verbs can function in two ways. Since
they function verbally on a syntactic level, clauses in which they occur observe the
same rules as those clauses governed by verbs:
The ability to govern an object, direct or indirect.
The ability to take ventive and subjunctive endings.
Negatives use ul in main, and la in subordinate, clauses.
i) They can have a passive meaning in their adjectival form: therefore passive
stative, or passive predicative adjective:
PN sa-a-il-ma iq-bi um-ma "PN was questioned and answered as follows", YOS
6 235: 13 (Nbn yr 12, U)
sa GN et-ra "the exit dues for Borsippa are paid", Nbn 280: 7 (Nbn yr 8,
mu-su-u
B) '
u-il-ti...IGI-*tu4 * he-pat "the earlier IOU is invalidated", Camb 379: 16-17
(Camb yr 7, B)
1 AB.GAL sa...ab-ka-ta-am-ma ina e-an-na se-en^-de-ti u a-na PN paq-ad-da-ti
"one cow which was led away, marked in Eanna and (then) entrusted to PN",
YOS 7 7: 43-46 (Cyr yr 1, U) (first verb is ventive)
fPN saina ri(\}-it-ta-su GAD sat-ra-ti "fPN, whose hand was inscribed with (the
sign) 'GAD'", YOS 6 163: 6 (Nbn yr 11, U)
sa-ta-ru la-bi-ri...a-na FDN rit-ta-su sat-ra-at u sa-ta-ru sa-na-a ina sa-pal sa-ta-ri
mah-ra-a a-na FDN2 sa-tir "her hand is inscribed with an old inscription... to

3° The odd word order is discussed in n §3 c ii, below. The final word is unlikely to be from
basfl as this would usually be in the singular, ba-su-u, or finite, i-ba-as-su-u (usual spellings).
3 * My interpretation of ma-a-du- ) u ub-ba-lu in the copy, x n kaspa ubbal means "x is worth n
silver" in NB (CAD abalu A 5b d', p20).
3^ In letters, subordinates addressing superiors usually use the term "EN" and the third person
rather than 2sg. I translate EN as "Sir" for convenience. However, as EN is used to address a
woman in CT 22 200 it may be a polite neutral third person pronoun, cf. Spanish "usted".
(Women superiors are normally addressed "AMA".)
3^ See also 30-31 (pani...band). This letter contains several further examples of parvs and
pans forms; see lines 8, 10, 26, 28 (sa-an-nu-u "is repeated", D passive?), and 36.
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Nana and a second inscription below the first inscription is written to Innin of
Umk", RA 67: 22.. .25 (Nbn yr 17, B)34
ri-ka-su sa iR-u-tu&PN sa ul-tu MU 35.KAM RN...a-di MU 7.KAM RN2...a-na
KU.BABBAR na-ad-nu a-na mas-ka-nu sak-nu a-na nu-dun-ne-e a-na fPN.. Jia-adnu ... is-tas-su-u-/na "the contract covering the slave status of PN, (showing that)
from year 35 of Nbk to year 7 of Nbn he had been sold for silver (then) given as
a pledge (and then) given as a dowry to fPN...was read out".... (literally "they
read out"
impersonal subject) Nbn 1 1 13: 7... 14 (Nbn, after yr 7, B)
(women slaves and their children) fsa a-na KU.BABBAR1 ab-ka-an "who were
led away for money", Dar 379: 24 (yr 14, B) (ventive)
2 se-e-nu...s£ ul-tu 6 PN ab-ka-na "two sheep/goats which were led from the
house of PN", TCL 13 132: 1...3 (Cyr yr 4, U) (ventive)
(isqu) sa a-na NlG.GA LUGAL ma-nu-u "(a prebend) which is assigned to the
royal treasury", YOS 7 79: 2 (Cyr yr 8, U)
hu-us-su sa it-ti E ka-a-ri te-pu-u "a reed hut that is built onto
Nbn 499: 18-19 (yr 11, B)

' J

i MA.NA KU.BABBAR ba-ab-tu* 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR PN <a-na> PN2
i-nam-din-ma nu-dun-na-su a-pil "PN is to give the remaining balance of one
third of a mina of silver out of the one mina to PN2 and (then) he will have been
paid her dowry", Nbn 243: 15-17 (yr 6, B)

D and S forms:
D

E.MES-su-nu ul zu-'-zu "their estates were not divided" YOS 6 143: 14 (Nbn yr
10, U)
DU-usNlG.SID-su-fluma-7a ba-su-u it-ti a-ha-mes qa-tu-u u-il-ti.MES-su-nu e-etra-* GIS.LE.U5.UM.MES-su-/iu pu-us-su-tu git-ta-ni-su-nu hu-up-pu-u "any
business accounts remaining have been resolved between them; their lOUs have
been paid, their ledgers erased and their receipts cancelled" TCL 13 160: 11-13
(Cambyr3, B)
ZU.LUM.MA la'-i u-kal-lim-an-ni a-hi nu-ku-su-nu "when he showed me the
dates some had been cut", CT 22 78: 8-10 (letter B) (ventive)

34 This clearly indicates that the predicative adjectival form of sat am may be used in two
ways:
1) x sa y safir "x which has y inscribed on it" (agreement between x and sataru, e.g.
rittu...satrat). The examples involving samatu also fall into this category.
2) x sa y safir "x, on which y is inscribed" (agreement between y and sataru, cf. sararu...satir,
above), exx.: GIS.DA sa LtI.PAN.M[ES]...ina muh-hi sat-ra-tu PN u PH,...ina lib-bi la sa-a[t]-ru
"(regarding the) ledger with the bow fief men inscribed (assuming a fsg collective, i.e.
LC.qasfu ) on it, PN and PN2 were not inscribed on it",YOS 6 116: 8-12 (Nbn yr 10, U) and: u-ilti...u ina lib-bi sat-iu "an IOU, and on it there was written...", YOS 7 7: 71...73 (Cyr yr 1, U).
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Another D example is gu-ul-lu-ub "shaved", in AnOr 8 48: 28 (U) and in the
following mas-sirmay possibly be written for mussur.35
a-na UGU ZU.LUM.MA sa aq-qab-ba- > mi-nam-ma te-mu ul mas-sir "regarding
the dates I've been talking about, why is there no information released?" CT 22
193: 25-28 (letter, end Nbn? B)36
S

i-na-an-na PN...a-fla UGU E u mim-ma sa kan-ku-ma pa-ni-ia su-ud-gu-lu u e-li
PN2 ...pa-qa-ri u-sab-si "now PN has made a claim for the house and everything
signed and transferred to me and (also) for PN2 (our slave)", Nbn 356: 23-27 (yr
9,B)

ii) Their paris forms can be active: therefore pans, active stative or active
predicative verbal adjective. Examples of this are regularly seen in the use of the
legal idiom put...nasu. It should be noted that, since this active form is limited to just
a few verbs, usually nasu and maharu, it may not be fully productive:
pu-us-su-nu a-na la ha-la-qu na-sa-a-ka "I take responsibility for their not going
missing", YOS 7 70: 17 (Cyr yr 8, U)
PN...pu-ut GIR.II sa PN2 na-si PN3 ...pu-ut GiR.II sa PN4 na-si "PN is responsible
for the availability (literally, "the feet") of PN2; PN3 is responsible for the
availability of PN4", Dar 296: 16-18 (yr 11, B)
mim-ma e-lat ina SU.II-sii ul mah-rak "I (have) received nothing else from him",
YOS 6 193: 5-6 (Nbn yr 13, U)
GID.DA ma-hir ul-tu e-an-na na-ad-na-as-su "he received a docket. It was issued
(literally, "given to him") from Eanna", AnOr 8 63: 5 (Cyr yr 9, U) (ventive +
suffix)
ina lib-bi l{ MA.NA 1 GIN KU.BABBAR [ina] SAG.DU u-il-ti sa 4 MA.NA
KU.BABBAR u UR5.RA u-iJ-ti ...fPN...ina SU.II PN...a-na muh-hi-su-nu man-rat
"out of that, fPN has received from PN, on their behalf from PN, one and a half
minas and one shekel from the capital of the IOU for four minas, plus the interest
on the IOU", YOS 7 150: 9...15 (Camb yr 3, B)
SE.NUMUN-u-a sa ina SU.II PN mas-ka-nu sa-ab-ta-ta... "my land, which you
(ms) took from PN as a pledge...", Cyr 337: 9-10 (yr 9, B)
fPN...te-e-mu sa fPN2 AMA-ia u fPN3 AMA.AMA-ia bar-sat "*PN has found out
information on fPN2 my mother and fPN3 my grandmother", YOS 6 224: 16-18
(Nbn yr 15, U)
ki-i SE.B AR EN se-bu-u EN [x?] li-is-pu-m x "if Sir wants the barley may Sir
write (?)", CT 22 200: 22-23 (letter, Nbn? B)

3 ^ On the basis that mussu.ru is the post-OB form of this verb and that CVC signs are sometimes
written for their consonantal rather than vocalic value.
^Note regarding line 6 in this letter: a-di UGU en ul qa-ba-*. If en is a shortened form of enna,
qa-ba- > is a passive "up to now it has not been said to me" (i.e. "I have not been told"). If en is
EN, i.e. "Sir has not told me", then it is active cf. ii, below.
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Note regarding isu
isu is used in the texts from Babylon as a defective "stative", referring to a state of
not (using la) being or not having. In a finite form isu is also used in prohibitions
(using ul):
ivmu.MES ma-du-ti la an~na-mir...DUMU-ba-nu-ta-a la i-si "for many days I
was not seen... I do not have the status of a free man", Nbn 1 1 13: 18-19 (after yr
7,B)
KU.BABBAR sa e-te-ru la i-si PN a-na PN2 iq-bi wn-ma KTJ.BABBAR a-na
e-te-ri-ka la i-si "there was no silver to pay back. PN said to PN2 'there is no
money to pay you back'", CTMMA 2 53: 7-10 (Nbn yr 9, B)
ru-gum-ma-a ul i-si "there is to be no legal complaint", Nbn 668: 16 (Nbn yr 12,
B), cf. Nbn 293: 31-32 and VS 5 38: 33-34 (Cyr yr 6, B)
ta-a-r[i] u ru-gum-ma-a TuJi i-su-u "there shall be no comeback or complaints",
Dar 551: 13-14 (yr 22, B), cf. Camb 349: 29-30 and Dar 26: 24

§3 lu, the asseverative morpheme.
In earlier phases of Akkadian emphasis could be placed on a verb by the preposing
of lu. It is rare at this stage of NB and there are difficulties in that, out of the few
examples that do exist, many may be precatives. Streck has already observed the
complications in the use of the precative (§25b, p!29). He makes two important
points:
The preterite is sometimes used instead of the precative. This is due to the
influence of the Aramaic imperfect. 37
In function the precative and the asseverative are very similar in that they
function as polite commands. The present is not used for the precative. Streck
has no examples of "Affirmatives Iff' (i.e. the asseverative) in iparras but then
he does not seem to find a distinction between that and the precative, cf. YOS 3
17/TCL 9 129: 38-43, below.
The situation is not helped by the fact that most of the examples involve the difficult
verb idu, to which lu in the precative does not seem to attach itself when idu is in the
third person. Alternatively, it is possible that none of these examples is a precative,
(lu
37 Of course this is noticeable only in 3ms and 3cpl verbs, cf. YOS 3 8: 11-12 in i, below
mada).
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and that idu is being used with the asseverative as a polite command, for which a
better translation may be "...must know": 38
i) 10 mada is the asseverative with the adverbial mada39 "a lot, very greatly". This
meaning is unique to NB: 40
si-pir-tu4 saPN...sais-pur-rak-ka luma-a-da ma-na-a-ta mim-ma ma-la is-pur-rakka su-bil-la-a's "the letter PN sent to you means41 a lot. Whatever he wrote to
you about send to him", YOS 3 79: 13-16 (letter, 539-526, U)
lu-ii ti-i-de dib-bi lu ma-a-du a-kan-na ina UGU-i-ni bi-su-* "you do know that
the talk against us here is very bad",42 YOS 3 19: 20-21 (letter, early Cyrus, U)
cf. lu ma-a-da da-a-nu "it is too hard", ibid.: 12
at-ta ''EN i-mu-ru sa In ma-a-du sa-ma-ak-ka "you, Sir, must see that I am
greatly harrassed", YOS 3 8: 11-12 (letter, early Dar, U)

Another example is in YOS 3 22: 10-11, given below.
ii) lu with finite forms:
DN riu i-del ki-i ul-tu muh-hi sa tal-li-ka lu-u ima-dal la as-mu-u "Since you
went, if I have not had the greatest trouble Samas knows (I'm a dead man)",
YOS 3 22: 8-11 (letter, early Nbn, U) 43 cf.
EN lu-u i-de...ina muh-hi i-ni-ia na-as-ka-ak "Sir must know I am bedridden!",
CT 22 83: 5...S (letter, middle Dar, B)
-u i-du-ii ki-i 2 GUR 2 PI BANLIMMU nu-ku-su "Bel and Naba must
know that if 2 kur 2 pi 4 sutu were cut (I'm a dead man)", CT 22 78: 1 1-12
(letter, 545-526, B)
lu-u ti-i-de dul-lu ina UGU-ia da-a-nu "you do know the workload on me is (too)
much", YOS 3 33: 4-5 (letter, early Cyrus, U)
lu-u ti-i-du MN a-ga-a sa MU 15.KAM HI! 44 di-ir-ri "(this letter is) so that you
know that this Addaru, year 15, is a month with an intercalation", YOS 3 115: 69 (royal letter, Nbn yr 15, U)
a-hi s^misf*-liuLU.RIG7.MElu-ui-lier-ru-uua-lifKU.BABBAR a-na LU.HUNGA.ME luta-ad-di/i-na-^GIS.DA sa LU.RIG7.ME a-mur-ma Imam-ma^ ina lib-bi
la ta-se-li 45 "'the si'ricus are definitely digging part of the stretch and (but?) you

38 The few examples of precative lide (CADidu2 2' b and 1 6' b, p28a and p24b) are from the
Amarna letters.
39 ma>da in CAD 4b-5a. Attested in MB, EA, NA, NB. See following footnote.
4 ® See CAD madu (the verb) 1 4', p25a. Evidently it started as a predicative adjective in MB:
lu madu "may they be available in quantities", then later took on adverbial force as lu mada.
41 manu seems to fit better than banu, posited by AHw and CAD. The letter seems important
rather than simply pleasant.
42 The odd word order is discussed in n §3 c ii, below.
43 A difficult text which is discussed in speech and oaths, HI §4, below. Other examples of DN
lu Ide Jcf/DN uDN2 lu Idu if, etc. are given there also.
44 The scribe has written UD.
45 tu-mas-sar in YOS 3 17: 43.
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gave part of the silver to the hired labourers'. Look46 at the siricu-ledger and do
not leave anyone out", YOS 3 17/TCL 9 129: 38^3 (letters, early Camb, U)

The unclear boundary between the precative and asseverative is exemplified in:
ia-a-nu-u a-na PN a-na muh-hi lu-uq-bi-ma "if not, I will definitely47 tell PN...",
RA 11: 32-33 (letter, 533-532, U)

§4 Commands
a) Imperatives
i) Standard forms. The forms of imperatives, their place in the sentence and their
ability to take ventives and suffixes are the same as for imperatives in earlier
phases of Akkadian. G, D and S forms are represented.
singular
2m

-0 (CVCVC)

2fs

-0?48

plural
2c

-a (CVCCa)

2c

-a

final weak
2m

-0(?),-i (?),f(?)

2fs

-1(1)

For examples (without suffixes) see the tables at the end of chapter 3. Further
examples (with suffixes) are in IV §4, below (ventives) and V §3e, below
(personal pronouns).49 There are more examples in the Uruk corpus than that from
Babylon, especially for 2pl forms.50

Other examples of interest (G forms):
kap-du KASKAL.II a-na GiRJI-su-uu su-kun "quickly send (2ms) them on their
way" 51 YOS 3 45: 37-38 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
46 2ms, change of subject.
47 "let me tell" does not fit well, here.
48 Apart from the one unsuffixed example of a 2fs impv, su-pur, given below, a-mur in CT 22
200: 9 can not be considered as significant, since amur functions as a sort of interjection in
letters. Woodington unfortunately finds no 2fs imperatives in her corpus (p99f).
49 Many useful examples are given in Woodington (p99f). Her findings for Kuyunjik NB are
the same as the above.
50 There is no explanation for this. It may simply be caused by the different natures of the two
corpora.
51 Literally, "put the road to their feet", a common idiom (discussed by Kienast, 1988), cf. with
plural impv: kap-du KASKALn a-na rGlRUl-sii su-Ucunl-na-' in YOS 3 52: 19-20 (letter, 538532, U). See also JAOS 36: 35-36 (letter, 538-532, U)
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PN a-na bur-Id &FDN ri?i-fe9-7i-' su-pur "has PN gone up to the lap of
Tasmetu?52 Write", (2fs) CT 22 6: 33-34 (letter, Cyr, B)
[s]e-e-nu a-bu-ku-ma KTJ.BABBAR-sj-na i-sa-> i-[b]i-> "take (i.e. "sell", 2ms)
the sheep and bring their silver and count it", YOS 7 7: 68-69 (Cyr yr 1, U)
bu-qul us-ha-nu "pull up the hops", CT 22 79: 22 (letter, 551-527, B) (2pl,
ventive)

D forms:
mim-ma saina SU.II-su ta-mur i-sam-ma kul-lim-an-na-a-su "bring and show us
whatever you saw in his possession", TCL 13 170: 10-11 (Camb yr 5, U)
PN sa as-pur-ak-ki(sic)-nu-su su-di-da-£s u u-du-ra-as "PN, whom I sent to you,
look after him and respect (?53 ) him", CT 22 9: 21 (letter, 551-527, B)
2fs

kul-lim-in-ni-ma "show to me...", TCL 13 179: 14 (U)
DINGIR.MES a-na muh-hi-ia su-ul-li-* "pray to the gods for me", CT 22 151: 1415 (letter, early Nbn, B), cf. su-ul-li-ia in CT 22 6: 11 (B)

S forms:
ru-ud-de-e-ma su-bi-lu "add and send", YOS 3 79: 31-32 (letter, 539-526, U)
(livestock and birds) a-lik-ma e-si-ir-am-ma a-na e-an-na su-ri-bi "go and round
up (the livestock and birds) and drive them into Eanna", YOS 7 198: 15-16
(Camb yr 6, U)
su-ud-gil-ma "transfer", CTMMA 2 54+Nbn 380: 10 (B)54
su-bi-lu "bring", YOS 3 106: 14 (U)

with ventive and suffix:
su-bil-la-as "send to him", YOS 3 79: 16 (U)
2mpl with ventives:
su-bi-la-a-ni "bring (to me)", YOS 3 145: 16 (U)
su-bil-la-a-nu "bring (to me)", YOS 3 33: 15 (U)55
su-bil-an-na "bring (to me)", ibid.: 33
sul-bi-la-nim-ma "bring (to us)", JAOS 36: 21
su-sa-a-nu-us-su-nu-tu "make them come out", TCL 9 111:10 (U)

52 I assume this is a euphemism for dying. This interesting letter is discussed in appendix §4 b
n71.
^ 3 I assume adaru "to fear", G.
54 A larger extract is given in d, below.
55 This and the following example should actually be 2ms forms, but the writer slips into the
2mpl throughout, cf. innassunutu in line 24 (nadanu impvs, below).
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ii) Unusual spellings for standard forms:
Several examples (all from Uruk) of what appears to be anaptyxis (CVCVCa or
CVCVCCa spellings for CVCCa) are noted for the plural impvs:
pi-qi-da-a4 "entrust", JAOS 36: 10 (piqda)
suJkunl-na-> "set", YOS 3 52: 20 (sukna)56
a-mu-ra-> "see", YOS 3 29: 22 (amra)cf.
a-mur-* "see", YOS 3 81: 32,cf. a-murin line 30
su-di-gi-il "transfer" (2ms), CT 22 8: II.57

Note also:
su-kun-si-ne-e-tu "put them (3fpl)" in YOS 3 4: 11 (royal letter, 543-539, U), is
presumably a very proper spelling for sukussinet. See also personal pronouns, V
§3 e, below.

The imperatives ofnadanu are formed as follows:
2ms

idin

ventive

inna

2mpl

inna
innan(is/ik)

Examples:
i-din "give", TCL 13 134: 6 (U)
id-din "give", Stigers 36: 5 (U); Nbn 243: 5 (B)
i-di-in "give", Dar 385: 7 (B)

2mpl

in-na-as-su-m-tu "give to them", YOS 3 33: 24 (U), cf. TCL 9 111: 12 (U)
in-na-as-su "give to him", CT 22 74: 24 (B)
in-na- y "give!", YOS 3 113: 15,17 (U); TCL 13 182: 9 (U)

in-na-nis-su "give to him", YOS 3 113: 15 (U)
b) The precative lu/luThe function of lu/lu- is the same as for the other Akkadian dialects,
i) The precative of the verbless clause is 10: "may it be...":
si-pir-ta-a lu-u LU.mu-kin-nu ina muh-hi-ka "may my letter be a witness against
you", YOS 7 102: 24 (Camb ace, U)58
lib-bi sa AMA-ia lu-u ta-ab-su "may my mother's heart be p\e«seck ", YOS 3
22: 18-19 (letter, early Nbn, U) cf lib-ba-ka lu-u ta-ab-ka (2ms) in YOS 3 4: 4-5

^^ By analogy with kunna?
^ 7 LtJ.EN.GAR.MES-lca a-na MN pa-ni-ia * su-di-gi-il "transfer your farmers to me for Sabatu"
(letter, 545-527, B).
5** Line 17 also has an example of lu and the pronoun copula issu. See §2 a ii, above.
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and YDS 3 115: 4-5, lib-ba-ku-nu lu-u ta-ab-ku-nu-si in YOS 3 2: 5-6 (royal
letters, Nbn, U)
(PN) a-na DUMU-u-tu lu-ul-qe-e-ma lu-u DUMU-u-a su-u "let me take (PN) for
adoption and let him be my son", CTMMA1 54+Nbn 380: 7-8 (yr 9, B)

ii) The precative with finite verbs
The precative is formed from the preterite prefixed with lu- for Ics for all verb
forms and ii- for third person forms in G and N verbs, lu- is the prefix for those D
and S forms attested. The existence of the 3rd person prefix Ii- in D and S verbs
(lipam's, lisapris)59 noted in the older Babylonian dialects cannot be ascertained for
the NB studied here, but the evidence provided by the few S forms indicates that it
may have been completely replaced by the lu- prefix.
First person forms:
lu-uz-qu-up "let me plant", YOS 6 67: 8 (Nbn yr 4, U)
lu-us-pu-ur "let me write", YOS 6 71: 25 (Nbn yr 6, U)
lud-din, lu-ud~din, etc., "let me give", TCL 12 90: 7, TCL 9 79: 29, TCL 13 182:
8,13
1 GISMA...lu-up-he-e-ma lud-das-su "let me caulk a boat to give60 to him",
YOS 3 45: S3...35 (letter, Cyr-Camb,U)
lu-pu-us "let me do", passim.
SUKLHI.A a-na ku-su lu-hi-ir "let me keep rations back61 for the cold weather",
YOS 3 45: 24-25 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

Note the unusual:
su-pur-am-ma lu lil-lik "write to me to go", (for lullik) YOS 3 69: 30 (letter,
539-526, U)

Third person forms:
(ZU.LUM.MA)...a-fla PN EN.MES lid-din-nu->kap-du lik-su-du "may Sirs
give...(dates) to PN. May he arrive quickly", ibid.: 37...41
li-ih-tu "let him make mistakes", YOS 3 17/TCL 9 129: 35, 34 (letters, early
Camb? U)
li-i-ru-ur "may he curse", Cyr 277: 18 (yr 7, B)

59 See GAG §81c and Woodington (p!02), who observes that the Ii- prefix is not common and is
primarily limited to elaborate greetings.
60 That nadanu exhibits a sound change when suffixed is seen in lud-da-as-su-nu-tu in YOS 3
79, given above in the purpose clauses, and lu-ud-dak-kam-main Cyr 337: 11, also given in V
§5f, below, note, 2.
61 aharu D is the assumed verb (AHw p 18).
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LU.A.KIN-]cu-flu lil-li-kam-ma SE.BAR...& ina NIG.GA sa-ak-nu li-mu-ur u sa
a-na la gi-ne-e it-tirlis-si "your messenger may come and he may look at the
barley...that is deposited in the store and whatever is in excess of the ginu
offering he may take", YOS 3 126: 34-38 (letter, 525-524, U)
li-mu-ur...li-pu-us "may he see...may he do", YOS 3 45: 12...19 (letter, CyrCamb, U)
lis-pw-u-nu "may they write", YOS 3 21: 17 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
S forms:
lu-se-bi-ia62/ lu-se-bi-lu "may he bring", passim in letters.
lu-se-su-u-su-nu-tu "may they let them out", YOS 3 21: 15 (letter, Cyr-Camb,
U)
ZU.LUM.MA lu-se-lu-ni-im-mu (sic)a-na SE.BAR ina GN lid-din-* "let them
bring dates up so that they can sell them for barley in Nippur", YOS 381: 21-22
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

S forms (first person):
si-kat...sa KA...ina mu-si lu-up-te-ma lu-se-si-ka "let me undo the bolt of the
gate...in the night for me to let you out", YOS 7 78: 10..11 (Cyr yr 7, U)
PN...iz-qa-a-ta AN.BAR i-di-ma...a-na IGI-ia su-pur-as-si-im-ma a-kan-na ina
qaq-qar lu-ul-ti-il-su "throw PN...into irons and...send him to me for me to make
him grovel in the dirt, here", YOS 3 19: 24...29 (letter, early Cyr, U)

There is one clear example of an N form in the texts: 63
li-in-na-din "let it be given", YOS 3 81: 11 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
c) Precative forms without a precative particle
i) The cohortative

This functions for the first person plural as the precative does for the second and
third persons and Ics. It had already lost the preformative i in Kuyunjik NB
(Woodington plOOf) and therefore appears identical to the preterite:
qi-ban-na-an-na-si-ma ni-pu-us "tell (sg) us so we can do it", YOS 7 70: 10 (Cyr
yr 8, U)
dib-bi-su-nu ni-is-me-ma ES.B AR-su-nu ni-ip-ru-us "let us hear their case and
make a decision about them", YOS 3 96 (letter, 533-526, U)

62 See Note in IV §4, below (ventives).
63 There is also the uncertain reading lim-ma-si-hi "may it be measured", CT 22 200: 18 cited
in masahu N in AHw p623b.
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These last two examples are also purpose clauses. Further examples are in II § la
iii, below.
ii) Other forms without a precative particle
The preterite sometimes replaced the precative owing to influence from the Aramaic
imperfect. Streck lists earlier references (including those references to the disappearance of the i in the cohortative) to the subject in §25 (p!27f). The difficulty in
identifying precatives in iprus is not helped by the difficulties in understanding the
contexts in which they occur, as they seem to occur only in letters. The examples
below are also given by Streck:
PN al-tap-par-ka u PN2 ...it-ti-su a-di muh-hi n KU.BABBAR EN lid-da-su
KU.BABBAR a-na sa-a-su u PN2 id-din-nu "I have sent PN to you and PN2 is
with him. May Sir give up to n silver to him. May he give it to him or to PN2.
CT 22 148: 6...13 (letter, 545-527, B)
i-na lib-bi sa AD-u-nu at-ta a-na EN-/a as-pur-ni "because you are our father, may
I write to my lord", CT 22 183: 19...25 (letter, 1MB, B)64
at-ta dEN i-de sa MU.AN.NA a4 SE.BAR ina e-an-na ia-a-nu SE.BAR a-na
GIS.BAN-fa gab-ba la en6-de-e-tu4 al-la-* n GUR sa a-na gi-n6-e sa e-an-na
na-sA-a-ta at-ta ''EN i-mu-ru sa lu ma-a-du sa-ma-ak-ka "you, Sir, must
know that this year there is no barley in Eanna. The barley (-yield) on my
farm-lease has not been estimated apart from n kur which was taken for the
regular offering for Eanna. You, Sir, must see that I am greatly harrassed",
YOS 3 8: 6-12 (letter, early Dar, U)

The extract from YOS 3 21, given by Streck on page 134, is too broken to be
convincing. No 3fs precatives (with or without lu) are identifiable in my corpora.
Already in Kuyunjik NB the preterite alone is being used; Woodington (not cited by
Streck) gives the examples tatur "let it turn", and tela "let it come up"(p99).
d) ibina(mma), binna(nimma)P 5 A defective compound verb, understood by von
Soden to be a combination of the imperative of the the Aramaic root (w/y)hb, "to
give" and the NB ventive imperatives of nadanu, inna, innan "give". It appears
only in the imperative. The Babylon corpus provides no examples, although the
examples in GINBr p76 show that it was used in other places besides Uruk. Those
Uruk examples from my corpus are given below. Their indirect objects are always
lc:66
64 What appears to be a precative in question form is in lines 14-18. See §6 b ii, below.
65 (bin in GAG Erg. §107w and AHw p!26b; bi in CAD A/H p216f; banu in GINBr p76.) Not noted
in Kuyunjik NB by Woodington. However, there are two examples in the Nippur NB letters, i-bini "give (2ms) me", and bi-na-a-nu "give (2mpl) me" (Cole, 1996, p298). The Dialogue of
Pessimism, a poem in SB with copies dating from the reign of Asb, twice uses the singular binam-ma (Lambert, 1960; p!44, line 11 and p!46, line 54). Examples are also in Gilgamesh
tablet 6 (SB, Assyrian version) and in VS 1 70, a NB kudurru dated from the reign of Sargon n.
(See the entry in CAD.)
66 nadanu is used alone, if the indirect object is not lc.
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2sg

i-bi-nam-ma "give to me", YOS 3 17: 11, TCL 9 129: 11
i-sa-am-ma i-bi-in-nu "bring to me", YOS 7 102: 9

2pl

bi-in-na-nim-ma "give to me", YOS 6 33: 7 (Nbn yr 3),67 YOS 6 67: 7, TCL 12
90: 6, TCL 13 182: 8, 12
bi-in-na7-an-si-ma "give to us", YOS 7 156: 668

In GAG §107w von Soden says ib-inna was the earlier form, which was then
reduced to binna. The above examples suggest that by the time of Nabonidus year 3
(at least in Uruk) the plural form had lost the /i/ initial. Segert gives the Aramaic
2ms impv of (w/y)hb as hab and the 2pl as ha bu (p277).
e) Replacement of the imperative by a present-future is common in the third person,
e.g. inamdin "he is to give", passim, but also occurs in the second person:
at-tu-nu PAP LU.NA.GAD.ME.Jt-ti-Jai-flu ta-ab-ba-ku a-na pa-niPN it-ti-i-ni
tal-la-ku "you (mpl), take all the herdsmen...with you. You are to come with us
to Gobryas", AnOr 8 43: 16-19 (Cyr yr 4, U)
te-li a-na LUGAL ina muh-hi qi-bi "go up69 and tell the king about it...", YOS 3
200: 40 (letter, early Camb, U).

§5 Negation
la and id. Although earlier Babylonian dialects may keep the distinction in usage
between the two quite clear (GAG §127), this is not the case here, la and ul will
therefore be dealt with together and comments about their differences are given at
the end of c.
a) Negations in nominal phrases and single words:
la is consistently used throughout:
ina la qa-re-bi sa PN "in the absence of PN", YOS 6 78: 9, 17 (Nbn yr 4, U)
ka-a-ri ina la L\J.man-di-di u-su-uz "the quay/customs remains without a
measurer", YOS 3 113: 21-22 (letter, early Cyr, U)
il-la GUB-zu sa PN "in70 the absence of PN", YOS 7 7: 52 (Cyr yr 1, U)
*> 7 Earliest attestation in the corpus.
6% For a possible contraction of -nasi to -nsi see V §3 f note i, below. A fuller extract from YOS
7 156 and the example from YOS 6 67 are given in n §1 a iii, below (purpose clauses).
69 Assuming telli.
70 The assimilation of ina + la to il-la is a hapax in the two corpora.
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LU.ERIN.MES ina la SUK.ffl.A i-sam-mu-u "the workers are sufenhrf from lack
of rations", YOS 3 52: 17-18 (letter, 538-532, U)
7 MA.NA K0.BABBAR...& la gi-in-nu "seven minas of silver, not of the
ordinary kind", Dar 494: 1 (yr 19, B)
tah-sis-ti la ma-se-e "a memorandum not to be forgotten", Nbn 68: 14-15 (yr 2,
B),cf. CTMMA1 18: 13

b) Negation in verbal phrases:
i) ul is used for the simple negation of a verbal phrase in both Babylon and Uruk.
The verb cannot be infixed with a -f-:7 1
u-ba->-e-ma ul am-mar "I looked but I cannot see (it)", YOS 3 79: 28 (letter,
539-526, U)
la-pa-ni mam-ma sa-nam-ma ul a-li-du "he was not born by anyone else", AnOr 8
47: 16 (Cyr yr 5, U)
mam-ma ulid-din-nu "no one gave (them, i.e. the dates), CT 22 73: 31 (letter,
middle Dar? B)

Since they have verbal function, predicative verbal adjectives are negated using
E.MES-su-nu ulzu-^-zu "their estates were not divided", YOS 6 143: 14 (Nbn, yr
10, U)
A.SA.MES ul na-di-in-ma KU.BABBAR ulma-hi-ir "the fields were not sold
and the silver not received", Dar 26: 27-28 (yr 1, B)

ii) la also appears with both finite and predicative forms, perhaps more so in the
Babylon texts:
fPN as-sa-ti a-hu-uz-ma DUMU u DUMU.MUNUS la tul-du "I took fPN as a wife
but she did not bear a son or daughter", Nbn 380: 3-4 (yr 9, B)
KU.BABBAR si-i-mi A.sA-su i-ti-ru-us u SE.NUMUN it-ti a-ha-mes la im-su-hu
"he paid him the price of his field but they did not measure (it) together", Nbn
293:8-9(yr8,B)
ma-du-ti la an-na-mir...D\JMU-ba-nu-ta-a la i-si "for many days I
was not seen... I do not have the status of a free man", Nbn 1113: 18-19 (after yr
7, B)73

However, la negating a main verb can be noted in Uruk:
ba-lu-uk-ku-nu la nu-gal-li-ib-su "we did not shave him without your permission",
AnOr848:21 (Cyryr5,U)
IM.DUB za-ku-tu sa PN la i-nu-u er-ret DINGIR.MES GAL.MES la u-sa-an-nu-u
"they did not change the document of dedication of PN; they did not change the
curse of the great gods", Roth: 43^4 (Cyr yr 9, U)
See d, below.
Further examples are given in §2, above.
isfl is actually a defective stative (pan's). See the Note at the end of §2, above.
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c) Prohibitions
i) la is usually used. The word order is:
[subject +] object phrase + la + verb (present tense):
kap-du kap-du nu-bat-tu4 la ta-ba-ta "quickly, quickly, don't stop overnight", CT
22 83: 9-11 (letter, middle Dar? B)
na-qut-ta-a14 la ta-re-sa- y sa td-ma-a la ta-sa-ma-> "don't have (2fs) any fears
about me that you haven't75 heard any news about me", CT 22 6: 7-8 (letter,
Cyr, B)
it-ti LU.ERIN.MES sat GIS.GIGIR-ia..Ja ta-dab-bu-ub "do not conspire with
the men from my chariot house", CT 22 74: 31-32 (letter, middle Dar? BY cf. 2122
mim-ma a-na muh-hila ta-qab-bi "do not say anything about it", YOS 6 235: 89 (Nbn yr 12, U)
mam-ma ina lib-bi a-na mam-ma la ta-nam-din- y "do not give (2mpl) anyone
from among them to anybody", RA 11 26-27 (letter, 533-532, U)
LU.A.KIN-ia ina IGl-ka la iz-za-zu dul-lu ina UGU-ia da-a-nu "my messenger is
not to stay with you; work is hard for me", YOS 3 79: 33-34 (letter, 539-526, U)
PN u PN2 ina IGl-ku-nu la i-ku-su-\..nu-bat-ti ina IGl-ku-nu la i-bit-tu- y "PN and
PN2 are not to tarry in your presence; they are not to stay76 the night", TCL 9
111: 5-9 (letter, 533-532, U)

Prohibitions involving selu. The usual idiom is ina/ana muhhi ...la + selu "regarding
...,donotbelax"): 77
sa si-ib-ti sa bir-ri I7.MES sa mam-ma it-ti-ka la i-dab-bu-ub- y a-na muh-/if78 EN
la i-sel-H "regarding the sibtu-tax from the land between the canals, which no
one's discussed with you, may79 Sir not be lax about it", CT 22 80: 19-23
(letter, Nbn, after 545, B)
ina muh-hi i-mit-ti la ta-sel-li "regarding the imittu-tax do not be lax", TCL 9
76: 10 (letter, 533-524, U)80

From naqadu or nakadu.
75 Both AHw (nakuttu p745) and CAD (nakuttu N/I pp!98bf) give this verb as a 2fpl (taressa >)
even though at this point in the letter the writer is addressing his mother only. (He later
addresses the other members of his family, both male and female, so it could conceivably be
2mpl in anticipation.) It is also possible that the writer is asking a question ("are you not
having worries that you haven't heard...") but the use of la rather than ul in la ta-re-sa- y makes
this unlikely. (See §6b ii, below.)
76 See GINBr p79 for ib&tu or ibittu as variants of the 3mpl present-future of batu.
77 sa JfflinGlNBr(p202).
78 a-na muh-hi acts as a resumptive of the sa in line 19.
79 See discussion below about la and the vetitive.
80 Also has the prohibition nu-bat-ti la ta-[ba]-a-tti (lines 25-26).
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ina UGU...(items). ..a-na su-lu-u mEN la i-sel-li "as regards (the items) for
loading up, may Sir not be lax", YOS 3 19: 29...31 (letter, early Cyr, U)
ina UGU su-us-bu-ut-tu4 ta-bi-la-a-nu u hi-sih-he-e-ti EN la i-sel-li "as regards the
stocks, assignments (?) and requisites, may Sir not be lax", YOS 3 79: 17-20
(letter, 539-526, U)

ii) ul in prohibitions:
1) Babylon:
LU.TUK-u sa-nam-ma ina muh-hi ul i-sal-lat "no other creditor82 has right of
disposal", Nbn 314: 9-10 (yr 17, B), cf. Nbn 1047: 13-14 and elsewhere.
mim-ma ina lib-bi fPN a-na re-e-mu-u-tu ul ta-a-re-me u ni-is-hi a-na muh-hi ul
ta~na-as-sa-hi "fPN is not to give anything of it away as a present or make any
withdrawals with regard to it", Nbn 65: 18-19 (yr 2, B)
fPN DUMU.MUNUS-su sa PN ul tu-mas-sar...[a-na a-sa]r-sa-nam-ma ul tal-lak
"she is not to desert PN's (baby) girl...she is not to go anywhere else", BE 8 47:
6...S (Nbn yr 5, B)

Note that the defective stative of isu is commonly negated using ul:
ru-gum-ma-a ul i-si "there is to be no legal complaint", Nbn 668: 16 (Nbn yr 12,
B)
ru-gum-ma-a uli-si ul i-tur-ru-ma a-ha-mes ul i-rag-<gu>-mu...um-ma E su-a-ti ul
tnal-[d]in-ma KU.BABBAR ul ma-hi-ir "there is to be no legal complaint. They
are not to make another claim, saying, 'that house was not sold and the silver not
given'", VS 5 38: 33-34 (Cyr yr 6, B)
ta-a-ri u ru-gum-ma-a ul i-su-u "there shall be no comeback or complaint",
Camb 349: 29-30 (yr 6, B), cf. Dar 26: 24

2) Uruk:
LU.GAL-u sa-nam-ma a-na muh-hi ul i-sal-lat "no other creditor has right of
disposal", referring to assets pledged to a certain creditor, which cannot be
accessed by any other creditor, YOS 6 90: 16-17 (Nbn yr 7, U). This phrase is
not so common in Uruk.
li-gi-in-ni a-na LU.RIG7.MES ul tu-sa-aq-bi 83 " you are not to make the siricus
recite84 the extract tablets", YOS 19 110: 5-6 (Nbn yr 15, U)
a-na muh-hi s£ UU.ma-gu-su il-la-kam-ma E Zi.DA i-her-ri mam-ma Zi.DA a-na
lib-bi ul i-de-ek-ki "until the magus comes and digs/examines (?85) the flour
house no one is to remove the flour in it", YOS 3 66: 8-9 (letter, Camb pre-526?

82 Both GAL-u andTUK-ii are to be read rasfl.
83 For tusaqba.
84 Or, "teach the siricus to read", cf. Cole (1996), p334.
85 Discussed in VI §2, below.
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a-na muh-hi sah-le-e sa a-na PN ak-lu-u urn-ma ul ta-na-as... "regarding the cress
that I have retained for PN, having said, 'don't take (it)'...", YOS 3 12: 9-12
(letter, early Nbn, U)

Comments on b and c, above.
The loss of distinction between ul and la in main clauses is already noted by
Woodington (324-327). The Aramaic negative particle is la* and this would
certainly explain the increasing use of la in NB. Unfortunately, as far as these
corpora are concerned, there are not enough examples to indicate whether la is used
more than ul to negate main clauses at this later stage of NB, except that there is a
tendency for Babylon to use u/more than Uruk in prohibitions. 12 Babylon texts use
ul at least once, 5 use la at least once. Uruk continues to prefer la, with 17 texts
using la at least once, the four examples above being the only ones with ul.
The prohibitions in the Kuyunjik NB letters have only la + present (Woodington,
p!02 and p323). On page 323 Woodington also notes that the ai/e vetitive particle
has been absorbed by la. This is the case in this later NB, as is the same pattern of
using la + present if one is politely addressing a superior (cf. bel la iselli, above).
Otherwise, straightforward prohibitions now use ul, but not with the variations in
word order noted by Woodington (325-327).
d) la is used in subordinate clauses without exception:
(land) &PN la is-ba-tu "(land) which PN did not take", TCL 12 90: 5 (Nbn yr 7,
U)
(items which) PN...ina SU.II PN2 ...is-su-[i]a-ma86 a-na e-an-na la id-di-ni
"(items which) PN took from the possession of PN2...but did not give to Eanna",
YOS77:3...4(Cyryrl,U)
PN...& PN2 ...a-na 1 MA.NA KTJ.BABBAR...a-na PN3..Jd-di-ifl-nu-ma PN2 a-na
E PN3 la i-ru-bu "(regarding the case of) PN, who sold PN2 to PN3 for one mina
of silver but PN2 did not go to the house of PN3", YOS 7 114: 1...3 (Camb yr 1,
U)
DUMU-su sa ina lib-bi la i-pal-lah-su HA.LA ina lib-bi ul i-leq-qu "any son of
will not receive a share", Rutten: 8-9
hers who does not respect he^r
(Nbn yr 1, B)

In the case of negation in the future, conditional sentences with kf can have la +
verb with infixed -t-: 87
ki-i SE.NUMUN pa-ni PN la in-da-har... "if the arable land does not please
PN...", VS 5 20: 16-17 (Nbn yr 1, B)

86 Unusual spelling, cf. YOS 7 42: 16.
87 See ffl §3a, below and Streck §36f (p!64). In §18a (p!29) he observes that *ul iptaras does
not occur.
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ki-i la uk-tin-nu l+en 30 a-na FDN i-nam-di-in "if he does not give
evidence...he is to give thirtyfold to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 6 175: 6 (Nbn yr 12,
U)

Contrast these two examples with AnOr 8 79: 9... 13, where the condition and
penalty are given as two paratactic statements:88
ina MN...PN PN2 ul i-bu-kam-ma a-na PN3 ul id-din 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR
a-na FDN i-nam-din "(if,) in Tasritu... PN has not brought PN2 and given him to
PN3, he is to give one mina of silver to the Lady-of-Uruk" (Camb yr 7, U)

e) Negation in questions: 89
i) la90
mi-nam-ma LU.A.KEN.G^.A-ma la ta!-as-pur? "why did you not send a
messenger?", Peek 22: 28-29 (letter, middle Dar? B)

ii) ul is preferred after mina or minamma:
mi-na-a LU.A.KIN-lcu-flu ul a-mur "why haven't I seen your (mpl) messenger?",
CT 22 9: 8-9 (letter, 554-527, B).
mi-nam-ma a-na LU.SA.TAM u LlJ.sak-na sa ina pa-na-tu-u-a paq-du ul taq-ba u
ul-tu UGU sa a-na-ku paq-da-ak-ka ul taq-ba-* "why didn't you speak to the
satammu or the official who was posted before me and why didn't you speak to
member I was posted?", TCL 13 170: 8-10 ( Camb yr 5, U)
u-il-ti.ME...mi-nam-ma ul ta-di-in-ne-si-ma ZU.LUM.MA ul ni-si(=ti?)-ir "why
didn't you give the IOUs...to us and why didn't we collect(?)91 the dates?", TCL
13 181: 15...17(Daryr2,U)
KU.BABBAR sa as-pur-rak-ka mi-nam-ma KU.BABBAR ul tu-se-bi-lu
"(regarding) the silver that I wrote to you about, why didn't you send the silver?",
CT 22 83: 22-23 (letter, middle Dar? B)

Further examples are in CT 22 6: 32,41; CT 22 193: 27 (both B) and YOS 3 64: 10
(U).
f) minima is sometimes inserted in order to emphasise negatives without otherwise
changing the meaning:
mim-ma [erasure?] te-e-me PN a-na muh-hi-su-nu ul is-ku-na-an-na "PN gave me
no information whatsoever regarding them", YOS 7 70: 10-11 (Cyr yr 8, U)
mim-ma HAIA sa PN...i-ua LU-tu su-a-ti ia-a-nu "PN has no share whatsoever
in that servant", Dar 551: 12...13 (yr 22, B)
88 Discussed in HI §3d, below.
89 I have no clear example of a negative question without an interrogative particle but see the
comments to CT 22 183: 14-18 in §7b ii, below.
9tJ la was the norm for earlier Babylonian dialects (GAG §122a, § 153c), including Kuyunjik MB
(Woodington p322). However, ABL 1380: 18 (p298) should be added to the exception on p322.
(Both examples use ul.)
9 * Verb unclear. Perhaps the meaning is "why were the dates not collected?" but the N of eseru
A (CAD 332a-334a) "to press for payment due, to collect", is not attested and the N of eseru B
(CAD p334a) "to be collected" is a hapax in MB. Since a G stative (pan's) would suffice to
convey a passive meaning, I therefore wonder if eferu was meant.
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The following letter has two examples of emphatic mimma separated from its
governing negative by a subordinate clause:
mim-ma a-ki-ipi-i sa LU.UN.MES EN la il-lak "in spite of what people say, Sir
definitely is not to go", YOS 3 22: 13-14 (letter, early Nbn, U)
mim-ma a-ki-i pi-i sd mam-ma la tal-la-ki "in no way, in spite of what anyone
says, do you have to go", ibid.: 19-21

In the following, mimma and the negative in an oath combine to produce an
emphatic positive:
DN ki-i mim-mu gab-bi la u-qat-tu-u "by Samas, (woe betide me) if they
definitely haven't completely finished, " (i.e. he is swearing that they have
finished) YOS 3 21: 31-32 (letter, Cyr-<:amb, U). For TCL 13 181: 12-14 see
the section on oaths, III §4 b, below.

§6 Speech and questions
a) The reporting of direct speech
Speech, whether direct or reported, is usually introduced with a verb of speaking (or
swearing an oath, q.v. Ill §4 b and c, below) followed by umma and then the
statement in "vivid" representation, i.e. the statement is recorded word for word. An
attempt to reproduce this in translation gives:
PN uPN2 iq-ta-bu-nu urn-ma SE.BAR a-na PN3 la ta-nam-din "PN and PN2 have
me 'you are not to give the grain to PN3'", YOS 3 169: 12-15 (letter, middle
Nbn,U)
a-na PN iq-bu-u um-ma tar-gu-mu um-ma DUMU ba-ni-i a-na-ku "...(that) he
said to PN 'you claimed "I am a free man"'", Nbn 1113: 15-16 (after yr 7, B)
PN...a-fla PN2..Ja'-a-ain iq-bi um-ma fPN...a-fla as-su-tu a-na PN, ma-ri-ia id-din
"PN...spoke to PN2 thus:92 "give fPN in matrimony to PN3 my son'", Nbn 243:
1...5(yr6, B)

92 Marriage contracts regularly employ this formula. For further examples from NB (Npl to
Seleucid times) see Roth (19891).
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The almost identical Uruk letters TCL 9 127 and YOS 3 17 contain a large proportion of reported statements.93 In these letters, the writer Nabu-ah-iddin records
speech in which his own name is used and this is also written as said:
ki-i ta-qab-ba-a4 um-ma mdNA.SES.MU hi-tu ina lib-bi li-ih-tu "how94 can you
say, 'NabG-ah-iddin may make mistakes there?'", YOS 3 17: 34-35, TCL 9 129:
33-34 (letters, 533-526, U)

umma is also used when quoting from a written source:
ina IM.DUB su-du-u um-ma SE.NUMUN a-tar [u ma-tu] ki-i IMDUB-su-au a-bamesip-pa-lu "on the tablet it was made known, 'they are mutually responsible
for the arable land profit [or loss] according to their tablet'", Camb 286: 7-8 (yr
5,B)
si-pir-ti il-tap-ra um-ma TlJG.BAR.DUL5.MES si-na...sa ul-tu UGU FDN...ur-rada-nim-ma a-na UGU FDN2 u FDN3 il-la-ka ki-i iq-bu-*nu\ as-sd it-tar-da-a-nu
\+etina lib-bi-si-na a-na FDN2...ta-an-na-an-din "he sent a message saying,
(regarding) those... Jcusftu garments which are coming down from Nana of Ezida
for the Lady-of-Uruk and Nana; when they said 'as soon as they come down one
of them is to be given to the Lady-of-Uruk...'", YOS 6 71: 22...2S (Nbn yr 6, U)

b) Questions and indirect questions95
i) With question words:
akka*!, akka*! kl, la96, Jama97 "how, how much" All the examples are from Uruk
and all are indirect questions:
a-mur ak-ka-^-i qi-me u gi-mirKUS.nu-u-tu...tad-din "see how much flour and all
the leather...you gave", YOS 3 106: 21-22 cf. the similar YOS 3 45: 12-14
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
u en-na ka-la-a-ta ak-ka-a- >-U^ ki-i ka-la-a-ta hur-sa-am-ma sup-ra "and now it
(the kusltu garment, 3fs) has been detained. Determine98 how it has been
detained and write", YOS 6 71: 24-25 (Nbn yr 6, U)
LUGAL il-ta-la-an-ni ki-ma-a NlG.GA sa FDN a-na GN i-la-a "the king has
asked me how much of the Lady-of-Uruk's property came up to Babylon", JNES
1993: 30 (Nbn yr 17? U)

ekani in ana ekaniki "where to?",
ul-tu sa GN a-na e-ka-a-ni ki-i al-la-ka "after Sahrinu where do I go to?", YOS 3
106: 32-33 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

93 Another extract is given in b, below
94 See below for kl as a question word.
95 Negation in questions is in §5e, above.
96 See a, above, for the example from YOS 3 17: 34-35 and the near duplicate TCL 9 129: 3334.
97 Since there is no convincing evidence for the pronunciation of word final glottal stops in the
NB of this period, I transcribe it thus, rather than as the kima >/kima > of the dictionaries.
98 /jarasu+ saparu may also mean "to write exactly". See the entry on harasu in hendiadys (n
§1« W, below).
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This is the only unambiguous example of "where?". However, there may be a case
for proposing that amn (or anin?)99 also means "where?" in verbless clauses. The
two examples in the corpora are:
(one person speaking) um-ma ZAG.LU sd PN...& e-me-e-ka a-ni-ni PN iq-bu-u
urn-ma a-na PN3 ,..at-ta-din '"the imittu-tax of PR..your uncle, where is it?' PN
said (subjunctive) 'I have given it to PN3...'", Camb 329: 6...11 (Camb yr 6,
B )100
PN...i-qab-ba-> um-ma I7 sa GN ah-her-ri u SE.NUMUN ma-du ina UGU LU.
u-ra-su u ki-i KU.BABBAR i-bi-nam-ma Uu^-he-ri-is a-qab-ba-ds-su um-ma re-ehu sa ina UGU-lca a-ni-in 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR ina re-e-hi-su ina UGU-sii
al-ta-kan um-ma a-lik-ma rI7l GN hir-ri "PN says (historic present) to me 'I am
digging 101 the GN canal but the land is too much (for me), therefore give me
either a conscripted labourer or silver so that I can dig it102'. I say to him
(difficult) 'the remaining balance that you owe, where is it?' I have put another
mina of silver onto his owed balance (saying), 'go and dig the GN canal'", YOS
3 17: 8...15 (letter, 533-526, U) 103

mina^minamma "why?":
mi-na-> ina IGl-ka si-i-ni "why are they (fpl) with you?", JRAS 1926: 8 (Nbn yr
10, B)
mi-na-a 13 GIN KU.BABBAR a-na PN EN id-din "why did Sir give 13 shekels
of silver to PN?", CT 22 78: 28-30 (letter, B)
mi-nam-ma te-mu ul mas-sir "why isn't (my) information released?", CT 22 193:
27-27 (letter, end Nbn? B)
mi-na-a4 sdpis-ki a-na-ku u LU.ERIN.MES-fa ni-ma-a-ta u ni-hi-il-liq "why
should I or my men die or perish because of unfairness?", YOS 3 106: 16-17
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

In the following two examples not only is there a question word but the final vowel
of the verb is also lengthened.104 As vowel lengthening can only occur if the verb
ends in a vowel, it suggests that in the first example the 2fs ending of the strong verb
was still used in the interrogative form, and in the case of the second example, that
the ventive singular ending survived on a verb with a strong final consonant:
mi-nam-ma kal-bi ha^-mah-has-si-* "why are you (2fs) hitting the dog?", YOS 7
107: 9-10 (Camb yrl,U)

99 anlna, "where", is attested in OB, Boghazkoy and Nuzi (CAD ,/ytl p!22b, anfna; AHw p51b,
anfn).
1 °° a-ni-ni in this example has usually been translated "is for us", by others such as Ebeling
and CAD. The "us" could then be the speaker (the slave MBU) and his owner.
101 This seems more appropriate to the context than the ih-her-ri "is being dug", of Streck
(§8d, p97) and Palm (plOl).
102 QJ. «so tjjat j can cnoose one (i.e. a labourer)".
103 Given in AHw p51b as anin, as an untranslated single entry. In CAD, this is given as the
only NB attestation of anfna B, "now" (A/Qp221b).
104 Contrast this with £s-me in CT 22 6: 32 (in minfi if, below).
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mi-na-a t&-en-ka la-pa-ni-ia i-re-eq-qa-a4 "why do you not keep me informed?"
(literally, "why is your advice a long way from me?"), CT 22 6: 18 (letter, Cyr,
B). See also lines 26,105 41 and below for lines 31-32.

Further examples are in CT 22 9: 8-9 (B) and YOS 3 64: 10 (U) (mina), Peek 22:
28-29 andTCL 13 170: 8-10 (U) (minamma).

ana muhhimMki "because of what?" i.e. "why?"
u SUM.SAR a-ga-a a-na muh-hi mi-ni-i ki-i la as-*bu! 106 "and this garlic, why
is it that it is not included", CT 22 78: 20-22 (letter, 545-527, B)

minu "what?; whatever":
si-pir-ti si-i sa...tas-pu-ru mi-nu-u si-i "that letter that you sent...what is it?" 107
CT 22 48: 9...11 (letter, pre-527, B)
mi-nu-u PN te-e-me a-na muh-hi-su-nu is-kun-ka qi-ban-na-an-na-si "whatever
advice PN gave to you about them, tell us", YOS 7 70: 9-10 (Cyr yr 8, U)

minuki "whatever":
mi-nu-u ki-i ina \JG\J-su-nu EN i-sak-ka-na mu-hur-su-nu-tu "whatever Sir
imposes on them get from them", YOS 3 17: 5-6 (letter, 533-526, UX cf. TCL 9
129: 6
ul-tu u4-mu s£ al-li-ku mi-nu-u ki-i ina E ep-su su-pu-u mi-na-a t&-en-ka ul as-me
"since I went, why haven't I heard news from you about whatever is happening
with theb4Ui plot?", CT 22 6: 30-32 (letter, Cyr, B)
J

mi-nu-u ki-i PNi-qa-ba-ki-nu-su...ep-s^ "whatever PN says to you, do!", CT 22
9: 14...18 (letter, 551-527, B)

Observations
Direct questions have the question word followed by a verbal or nominal
predicate. 108 The exception is anfn (if it really does mean "where?"), which
conies at the end.
In the case of indirect questions, if the question word refers to a noun the noun
comes straight after it. 109
An indirect question word may be used pronominally, in which case it has to be
distinguished from its direct equivalent by a predicate subordinated using la. 110

Which is a repetition of the above but without the lengthened vowel in the verb, i-re-eq.
106 The sign BU is not clear. Ebeling (GINBr p!62), Shiff (p5l8) and Wunsch (H p320f) think it
is meant to read la-as-uh\ i.e. "why should I take the garlic out (of the ground?)". They
interpret this as a precative lassuh which would mean this is an exceptional (for NB) spelling
for lussuh and also an exceptional use of the precative. Since the sign looks like 4*+ without
the final wedge I suggest the word may be as-bu from asabu, "to add".
107 Presumably, "what does it mean?" See also line 20 for an example of minu ki.
minu sl,kima n ana GNi/lt; mina kal(a)b tamahhasr, min£ n kas(a)p ana PN iddin etc.
amur akka*! qeme...taddin; etc.
akka >i kS kalat hursamma supra; minu ki...iqabbakkunus epsa etc.
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minfi occurs in all three categories. Direct questions appear to emphasised by the
circumlocution ana (muhhi)...ki. 110 Further examples would need to be found in
order to indicate whether anin is the direct equivalent of ana ekani kl.
ii) Questions without question words
Often, as in the other dialects, the only way of detecting that a question is implied is
the context, or, either by a lengthening of the final vowel of the final word in the
sentence, or, apparently the addition of a long vowel onto the final word of the
sentence:
rfll-terli-' "has he gone up?", CT 22 6: 34 (letter, B) 1 l 1
um-ma PN EN GIS.SUB.B A su-u AMA-sii el-le-e-ti a-na gul-lul-bul ta-bi-i "may
PNhave a prebend? Is his mother pure? Is he fit for the (ritual) shaving?",112
YOS 7 167: 9 (Camb yr 4, U)
a-na-ku I5na-as-par-tu4 l(jna URU I7al-lik-ku-u lHul al-lik-ku "must I run an errand
in the city? I won't ",113 CT 22 183: 14-18 (letter, 551-522, B)

Sometimes the verb is moved to the beginning of the clause:
PN...iq-ba-as-su-nu-tu um-ma i-ba-as-si-i ^mim^-ma sa pis-fa'114 "PN...said to
them "is there something underhand happening?", YOS 6 78: 14 (Nbn yr 4, U)
um-ma i-ba-as-si-i u-il-ti.ME sa ZU.LUM.MA u hi-P* ZAG A.sA.ME...ina pa-nika i-ba-as-si lu-u a-sar sak-kan te-de-e '"are there lOUs for dates.. .break1 15...do
you have the i/nittu-estimates for the fields or do you know where they are?'"
TCL13 181:4-6(Daryr2,U)
a-kan-na ta-ta-mar-* sa SUK.HI.A ina pa-ni LU.ERIN.MES ia-a-nu "have you
(pi) seen that there are no rations for the workers here?", YOS 3 52: 5-8 (letter,
538-532, U)
tal-te-ma- > um-ma ta-mer-tu4 ta-r*mer?l116 mi-na-a LU.DUMU A.KIN-ku-nu ul amur "have you heard that the wetland ...? Why haven't I seen your messenger?",
CT 22 9: 6-9 (letter, 551-527, B)

^0 As in ana ekani kl and ana muhhi mini kf, which are presumably circumlocutions for ekani
and minamma.
111 The full phrase is given in §4a i, above.
112 To which the reply is: PN...EN GB.SUB.BA is-su-u u AMA-sii el-let "PN...may have a
prebend and his mother is pure", 13...14.
H3 al-lik-ku-ti ul al-lik-ku could possibly mean "am I to do it? (or) am I not?" (the signs KU
and 0 do not touch) and could therefore be the only example of a negated question which does
not have a question word. For negated questions (without question words) in Kuyunjik NB ul is
used and comes at the beginning of the sentence in order to emphasise the negative aspect
(Woodington p325). However, the context implies that the writer is trying to get the addressee
to do the errand, which means that the errand is not yet run. Therefore I assume alliku and allik
are precatives. See §4 c ii above.
1 ! 4 See AHw perJcu, "trickery" (p855a).
11^ The scribe who copied this text has indicated a break ("^P1 ) in the original here.
H6 Reading also checked by Heather Baker.
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Chapter II: Conjunctions, prepositions, adverbs and interjections; expressions of
time

§1 Conjunctions
a) Uses of coordinating u and -ma:
i) The simplest way of linking strings of nouns or verbal clauses paratactically is
with u "and", usually written u or u: 1
a-gur-ru ku-pu-ur a-bat-tu4 u tu-um-be.. .i-nam-di-nu-nis-si a-ki-i ES.BAR sa
LU.GAR.UMUS...ku-pur a-bat-tiit u tu-um-be-e i-nam-di-nu ['?] "they are to give
him bricks, bitumen, lime(?) and beams(?). They are to give bitumen, lime(?)
andbeams(?) according to the decision of the sakin temi of Babylon", VS 6 84:
5...9 (Nbn yr 12, B)

-ma is used to connect verbal clauses passim as in other Akkadian dialects:
u-il-ti it-ti PN EN li-^il u si-pir-tu4 EN lis-pur-ra-am-ma u-de-e-su lu-se-su "may
Sir contract an IOU with PN and send a message to issue his items", CT 22 48:
15-19 (letter, pre-526,B)

Few examples of -ma for emphasis exist:
al-la mi-si ina lib-bi te-er-ra-ku-ma u sa EN iq-bu-u um-ma mi-nam-ma LU.KIN.
GI4.A-ma la ta\-as-pur... "I was indeed beaten more than a little on account of
this, and regarding what Sir said, 'why did you not send a messenger...?'". Peek
22: 26-29 (letter, Dar? B)

It is also unusual to find both -ma and u together:
[ LtTj.NAMLU.ERiN.MES ma-du-tu ib-ba-ku mis*s-hu i-gam-mar-ma u a-na-ku
am-me-rik-ki2 "the mayor is taking many workers. He is finishing the work
stretch while I am behind", YOS 3 17: 25 (letter, early Camb? U)

ii) -ma is used with negatives as an adversative "but":
ul-tu E PN ttf-bu-kan-ni-ma a-na FDN la id-di-na-an-ni "he took me from PN's
house but did not give me to Innin-of-Uruk", YOS 7 66: 6-7 (Cyr yr 8, U)
...s^ PN2 LU.qaMa-su a-na 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR...a-na PN3.. Jd-di-ifl-numa PN2 a-na E PN3 /a i-ru-bu... "(regarding) PN..., who sold his slave PN2 for
one mina of silver.. .to PN3...but PN2 did not enter PN3's house", YOS 7 114:
1...4 (Camb yr 1, U)

1 u appears to be a hapax in: 1 GUR SE.NUMUN...& i-na GN a-na tJS.SA.DU DA lu [ x...] s£ *PN u
DA^NJx...] "one kur arable land...in GN, at the side next to ...[x? of?] fPN and next to fPN2...",
Camb 349: 19...21 (yr 6, B).
2 From namarkQ. See chapterIV §3c.
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u-ba->-e-ma ul am-mar "I looked but I can't see (it)", YOS 3 79: 28 letter, 539526, U).

For further examples see CTMMA 2. 54+Nbn 380: 3-4 (see Note in vi, below),
Dalley 76: 10 and YOS 7 7: 4.
iii) Purpose clauses
The juxtaposition of an imperative or precative (usually with -ma or the ventive+
-ma, -amma) and a precative is used in these texts to convey an order from one party
to another (in English, "purpose clause" or "resultant clause"):3
si-kat...sa KA...ma mu-si lu-up-te-ma lu-se-si-ka "let me undo the bolt...in the
night so that I can let you out", YOS 7 78: 10.. 11 (Cyr yr 7, U)
su-pur-am-ma lu lil-lik "write to tell me to go", (for lullik) YOS 3 69: 30 (letter,
539-526, U)
PN...iz-qa-a-ta AN.BAR i-di-ma...a-na IGl-ia su-pur-as-si-im-ma a-kan-na ina
qaq-qar lu-ul-ti-il-su "throw PN...into irons and...send him to me so that I can
make him grovel here in the dirt", YOS 3 19: 24...29 (letter, early Cyr, U)
qaq-qar...a-na za-qi-pu-tu bi-in-na-nim-ma GIS.GISIMMAR lu-uz-qu-up u dul-lu
ina lib-bi lu-pu-us "give (pi) me land...for planting, so that I can plant palm
trees and do the work involved (literally, "therein")", YOS 6 67: 6...S (Nbn yr 4,
U) cf. the similar YOS 6 33: 7
ZU.LUM.MA lu-se-lu-ni-im-mu (sic) a-na SE.BAR ina GN lid-din-* "let them
bring dates up so that they can sell them for barley in Nippur", YOS 381: 21-22
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

For further examples see ibid.: 39-40 and YOS 3 200: 42-44. There is one
example which uses a negative verb in the resultant clause:
en-na n KU.BABBAR...su!-W-/a-flini-ma LU.ERIN.MES ina bu-ba-a-ta la i-mutu- y "now send me n silver so that the workers do not die of starvation", JAOS
36: 20...23 (letter, 538-532, U)

The Icpl forms use what looks like the preterite, but is in reality the cohortative (see
I §4 ci, above):
mi-nu-u PN te-e-mu a-na muh-hi-su-nu is-kun-ka qi-ban-na-an-na-si-ma ni-pu-us
"whatever proposal Gobryas set you regarding them, tell (ventive sg!) us so we
can implement it", YOS 7 70: 9-10 (Cyr yr 8, U)
a-ni-ni SUK.HLA u NlG.BA bi-in-na7-an (sic)-si'-ma ma-as-sar-tu4...ni-is-sur
"give us rations and supplies for us to do the watch", YOS 7 156: 6...10 (Camb yr
3,U)

Other examples using the Icpl are YOS 3 96: 16-19 and the similar but broken TCL
9 100: 18-20 (both Uruk letters).
For comments on the precative forms see I §4 b, above.
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There are two examples which have the same subject in both the command and the
purpose:
ni-ik-suni-ik-ki-si-ma ul-tuE ki-li nu-us-> u LU.ERIN.MES sa ina lib-bi it-ti-i-ni
nu-se-si "let us make a break to get out of the prison and let the workers who are
in there with us, out", YOS 7 97: 8-9 (Camb ace, U)
a-bu-uk a-na PN i-din-su a «-na»-di UGU sa a-ba-mes nim-ma-ru-ma ES.BARsu it~ti PN ni-sak-ka-nu "take her and give her to PN until we see one another in
order to make a decision with PN regarding her", AnOr 8 56: 15-16 (Cyr yr 7, U).
The use of the present nisakkanu rather than niskunu may be as a result of its
following the present nimmaru. Alternatively, it may just be a statement of fact,
"until we see...and make".

Purpose clauses are more common in the Uruk texts.4 Three of the letters do not
use a connecting -ma; YOS 3 79 uses u.5 YOS 3 17: 6-7 and YOS 3 52 (which has
two examples) have asyndetic links:
SE.BAR ina mub-hi \+en I7 in-na-nis-su lu-se-la-> LU.ERiN.MES ina la
SUK.HI.A i-sa-am-mu-u kap-du KASKAL.n a-na TGiR.IIl-su m-kw-na-* lik-su-du
"give him the barley by river transport^ for him to bring up. The workmen are
5 uffering from lack of rations. Quickly send him on his way so that he may
arrive", YOS 3 52: 13-20 (letter, 538-532, U)

The only examples in the Babylon corpus are:
a-na PN ENJi-is-pu-ru...PN2 EN li-is-pu-ru-am-ma (sic) a-kan-nu it-ti-su li-id-buub "may Sir (a woman!) write to PN... May Sir (!) send PN2 for him (?7 ) to
deal with him here", CT 22 200: 15-18 (letter, Nbn? B)

and the following, where a woman clears a debt she is unable to pay by relinquishing the land she gave as a pledge:
SE.NUMUN-u-a sa...mas-ka-nu sa-ab-ta-ta NlG.BA qi-sa-an-ni-ma DAGAL
A.SA.MES lu-ud-dak-kam-ma SE.NUMUN su-a-ti pa-ni-ka li-id-gu-ul
"(regarding) my arable land that you have taken as a pledge, give me a gift so I
can give you the extent of the fields and that arable land can belong to you", Cyr
337:9...13 (yr9,B)

4 Other examples from the Uruk corpus are: YOS 3 19: 27-29 and 39-40, YOS 3 200: 42-44.
^ um-ma 1 StLA.AM ZtJ.LUM.MA a-na su-mu-ut-tu, lud-da-£s-sti-nu-tu u dul-lu li-pu-su-* "(I
said) 'let me give them one sila of dates each as a sumuttu-ration in order for them to do the
work'": 9-11 (letter, 539-526, U). (See V §3 f for nadanu sound changes with personal pronoun
suffixes.)
^ Literally, "by a river". Here, 1+en is an Aramaism, meaning "a, a certain".
7 The writer of this letter has made a few spelling errors and although the introduction is rather
broken he appears to be writing to a woman, addressed as EN throughout. Although one would
expect ludbub for the Ics, the context suggests "I" could also be meant.
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iv) Hendiadys
This is a term now applied by Assyriologists to the coupling of two verbs (usually
with -ma) to express a single compound idea which in English, French or German,
for example, could be conveyed otherwise by means of a single verb with the
addition of an adverb or a present participle used as an adverb. The term hendiadys
has its origins in Classical Greek and Latin philology where it was used in reference
to the practice in rhetoric of replacing a noun and adjective in combination by two
nouns linked paratactically by a conjunction.8 According to Kraus9 it was first
applied to Akkadian (and thus for the first time to a Semitic language) by San
Nicold who recalled the observations earlier scholars had made on the tarn +
ragamu or taru + paqaru coupling and applied his own description 'als ev Slot
SuoTv im Sinne von "wieder klagen*^10 This then found its way into common usage
among Assyriologists. The most detailed study on the subject is that made by Kraus
(op. cit.) who prefers to use "Koppelung" instead.
In the texts under analysis here, hendiadys most often refers to a process of
completing or repeating an action, and its two verbs are usually connected in
paratactic coordination by -ma or the ventive+-ma, i.e.- amma. The first verb fulfils
the function of the adverb, with the main verb coming at the end of the phrase. Both
verbs must be either past (i.e. pret+pret) or present-future (present+present). The
second verb is not infixed with a -t-, as would otherwise be expected if it were
speaking of an action happening in consequence to the action of the first. 1 1 Pairs of
imperatives or infinitives may also be used, with the main component again
following the "adverbial" component. (See appendix 1 below for an exception,
maybe unique in Akkadian, to the paratactic rule.) Appendix 2 to this section
provides information on some of the other Semitic languages to indicate that these
features are not limited to Akkadian. In some cases the first verb is separated from
the second by another clause.

8 £.g. Latin vulgus et multitudo"the common herd".
9 Sonderformen Akkadischer Parataxe: die Koppelungen (1987) §2 3-4.
10 Schlussklauseln der altbabylonische Kauf- und Tauschvertrage. Miinchener Beitrage zui
Papyrusforschung, 4 (1922) p52 n25.
1 ! See kl in ffl §2, below.
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gamaru, quttu,

sullumu "(to do) in full, completely":

50 GUR SE.BAR MU 8.KAM u 50 GUR MU 9.KAM..ina muh-hi me~e
GAL.MES i-gam-mar-u-ma...i-nam-di-nu "in year 8 they are to give 50 kur
barley in full at high water, and 50 kur in year 9 ", YOS 6 90: 9... 12 (Nbn yr 7,
U)
a-di tup-pi a-na tup-pi i-gam-ma-ru-ma it-te-ru- > "they will pay completely within
the prearranged time", Cyr 322: 5-6 (yr 8, B)
[tap]-tu-u a-di qi-it MN u-qa-at-tu-ma i-he-ri "he is to dig the newly opened land
completely by the end of Addaru", VS 5 49: 21-22 (Camb yr 4, B)
re-eh-tu4 SE.NUMUN-su u-sal-lim-ma id-di-nu "he gave the rest of his arable
land in full", Joannes Strasbourg 1: 8 (Nbn yr 8, B)

harasu "to do exactly": 1 2
u en-na ka-la-a-ta ak-lca-a-W ki-i ka-la-a-ta hur-sa-am-ma sup-ra "and now it
(the kusitu garment, 3fs) has been detained. Write exactly how it has been
detained", YOS 6 71: 24-25 (Nbn yr 6, U)

penu "to receive in advance": 13
2| MA.NA KU.B ABRAR...i-pe-en-ni-ma i-sal-lim... "he is to receive 1\ minas of
silver fully in advance", Nbn 356: 36...37 (yr 9, B)

sebu "to want, to be tempted to":
ar-ki PN is-be-e-ma 1 KUR SE.NUMUN ina lib-bi a-na fPN...a-na nu-dun-ni
id-din-nu "afterwards, PN wanted to give one kur of arable land from out of that
to fPN as a dowry", Joannes Strasbourg 1: 5...6 (Nbn yr 8, B)
ul i-sab-bi-ma PN a-na KU.BABBAR ul i-nam-din u a-na IR ul i-her-ri "PN is not
to be tempted to sell her off or marry her to a slave", YOS 7 66: 18-19 (Cyr yr 7,
U)

saharu, sanu "(to do) again":
u as-su ma-ti-ma la sa-ha-ri-im-ma a-na UGU LU-tu su-a-tu la ra-ga-mu...tup-pi
is-tu-ru-ma "so that there would never be another claim made regarding those
servants...they wrote a tablet", Nbn 668: 17...20 (yr 12, B).Note that these two
infinitives function verbally in this subordinate clause.
i-si-ni-ma iq-bi um-ma... "he spoke again, thus...", YOS 7 42: 5 (Cyr yr 5, U)
turru "(to give) back, (to put) back":
(3 animals) PN u-tir-ma a-na PN2...id-din "PN gave (the 3 animals) back to
PN2", YOS 6 137: 22...23 (Nbn yr 7, U)
12 CAD/iarasu A, 4 a, p94a. harasu means "to search out, to make clear, determine etc!' in the
NB of my corpora.
13 AHw p822b.
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ZU.LUM.MA te-ri-ma a-na PN i-di-in "give the dates back to PN", CT 22 127:
17-19 (letter, Daryr 17? B)
PN i-qab-ba-a um-ma KU.BABBAR te-ri-ma a-na qu-up-pu u-su-uk "PN said
(historic present) to me 'put the silver back in the box'", YOS 6 235: 9-11 (Nbn
yr 12, U)

Some further examples using other verbs can be seen in the following: YOS 3 69:
18-19,YOS 3 79: 31-32, YOS 7 98: 15-16 (all U), Nbn 356: 37 (B).

1: "Hypotactic1 4 hendiadys" with subordinated clauses: the use of clauses
subordinated byki
A comparable construction appears in the NB of these texts where the two verbs,
instead of being paratactically linked, are expressed as a subordinated verb with ki
followed by a main verb. As with standard clauses involving ki "when" (see subordinating conjunctions, III §2f, below), the main verb is infixed with -t-. The word
order is the same as for paratactic hendiadys:
(PN i-qab-ba-a um-ma KU.BABBAR te-ri-ma a-na qu-up-pu u-su-uk)
KU.BABBAR ki-i u-tir-ru a-na qu-up-pu at-ta-su-uk "(PN said to me 'put the
silver back in the box'.) 15 I put the silver back in the box", YOS 6 235: 9-12
(Nbnyrl2,U)
KC.BABBAR a> 3 MA.NA ina a-dan-ni-su PN a-na PN2 it-ta-din u-il-ti *u LUl-tu
PN2 ki-i u-tir-ri a-na PN it-ta-din "PN has given the (aforementioned) three
minas of silver to PN2 within the deadline 16 and PN2 has given the IOU and the
slave back to PN", Dar 319: 9-13 (yr 12, B) cf. OECT 10 105: 10-11 (Nbn yr 9,
B) and the broken but probably identical VS 4 87/88: 12-13 (Dar yr 1, B). See
also Nbn 832: 10-11 (yr 15, B), Liv 19: 18-19 (Camb yr 3, B) and Dar 447: 10
(with plural verbs. Yr 17, B)
KU.BABBAR ki-i a-hi-i-tu a-na PN...at-ta-dm "I checked and gave the silver to
PN...", JRAS 1926: 6...S (Nbn yr 10, B) 17

14 As opposed to "paratactic". "Subordinating" would be another description.
15 Cited above.
1 " Which occurred two days before this was written.
17 See CADhatu (p!61b) for hendiadys with nadanu "to pay the full price". The Uruk letter
(not in my corpus) cited by CAD as not being a hendiadys may perhaps read: Ktl.BABBAR sa
ina pa-ni-ia a-na PN ki-i a-hi-tu atl-ta-di\-is-su (reading at! for la) "the silver that I had I
checked and gave in full to PN", BIN 1 94: 36-37. The proposed reading la ta-di-is-su "you did
not give to him", would be an exception to the third person by which the writer addresses the
receiver.
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The examples can be translated in the same way as paratactic hendiadys. This
feature appears to be unique to later NB. It is not found by Woodington or by
Kraus.
2: Hendiadys in other Semitic languages: Arabic, Hebrew, Aramaic and Syriac1 8
Examples of hendiadys in the main Semitic languages may be found in GVG II
§§292-301, 471^84. §296 (p478) deals with Akkadiaa For clarity of
comprehension the main verb is underlined.
a) Arabic
See Wright (1898, §140, p287f) in "verbal appositives". Two types of hendiadys
are found:
i) The commonest use of hendiadys is with fada "to return", i.e. "continue", cf. taru.
Also used in modern literary Arabic (see Wehr, 1976, p653b), the verbs are usually
linked with w-. The main verb comes at the end:
wa (adat il-fitanu waqa cat "and disturbances broke out again".
In older classical Arabic the link between the verbs may be fa-:
cada fasa^ala "he asked again".

ii) Wright notes also that a verb + >ahsana or verb + >atala means respectively, "to
do something well" or "for a long time". Note that in these cases the modifying verb
comes after the main verb, a pattern which reflects the VSO order in Arabic:
vanna ^ahsana "he sang well".
sagada fa ^atala "he sat for a long time".

b) Biblical Hebrew
Hendiadys is most common with the verb "to go back" sab (n i a?). The examples
referred to in BDB (p998, entry 8) are mostly in the historic present and the main
verb is the second element. It is interesting to note that when the verbs are linked
syndetically, w- precedes both verbs:

1** Better qualified scholars will no doubt recognise it in other Semitic languages, e.g. Ge'ez
ahazku etnSgar "I began to speak" (Bergstrasser, §5/1.3, p!27). In fact the same hendiadys is
also used in modern literary Arabic ( >a^ada + imperfect, Wehr p7a).
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^asubah >er<:eh s^onka ^esmoi IQBK Tjpfcs rrsn» rnws "I shall continue
shepherding (and) caring for your flocks " Gen 30: 31
wayyasjtb wayyalen sam DW ft;i ntf'i "and he lodged there again", Ju 19: 7
the

wavvasib PN wavvahpor ^et-be^rot niss-nK nflmi
wells again", Gen 26: 18
wayyasubu wayvihkfl 133, ?i

ntf »i

PN 30 »i

"and PN dug

"and they kept complaining", Nu 11: 4

c) Aramaic and Syriac
Hendiadys is not attested in Old Aramaic apart from the perfect (ny >mar "he
answered, saying": 19
(nh nmr* >mr l^nz* "the leopard answered, saying to the goat", Ahiqar: 118.
See also lines 119, 121.

Many examples for Syriac are found in Phillips (1866, p!74f), where verbs are
used for "Adverbs with or without a conjugation" (sic). Some examples are given
below. Note the similarity to Arabic in the use of >as^a 20+verb and >awsep +verb
"to do much" and "to do again", respectively:
d>asga sqal "who has taken much", 2 Cor 8: 15, cf. Phil 2: 9
^awsep wsaddar "he sent again", Luke 20: 11, 12
la nettawsag netmallal (amhun "it is not to be spoken to them any more"21 ,
Hebr 12: 19

Jsta c wshlph Vgrt* "he changed22 the letter carefully23", Bar Heb.: 100

Observations on hendiadys in the above languages
Apart from Arabic, which has developed a secondary pattern with the "adverbial"
verb after the main verb, the other main Semitic languages exhibit the order:
"adverbial" verb followed by "main" verb. It must not be forgotten that in Arabic,

19 See Segert (7.4.6.3, p427).
2 ® Cf. Akkadian suturu in hendiadys "to make...more than, to make surpass". See Kraus (1987)
p20.
21 Both verbs are passive.
22 With proleptic suffix -h, a common feature in Syriac.
23 Probably ethpa<al of sn c. See HAL 972-973.
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the verb comes at the beginning of the sentence, which could explain the
appearance of ii, above. This leads to an interesting observation. Arabic keeps its
verb at the beginning of the sentence, the positioning of the verb is more fluid in
Hebrew, Aramaic and Syriac, and the NB under scrutiny here keeps it at the end.
Thus, the retention of the "adverbial" verb followed by "main" verb order
throughout these Semitic languages and in the Arabic in i, above24 would indicate
that hendiadys, with its consistency in verb order, must have been a part of ProtoSemitic itself and that this verb order offers support to those who believe the order
in PSem was SOV, as in Akkadian.
b) Disjunctive conjunctions expressing "or", "either...or"

a-na UGU si-pir-tu4 u mar sip-ri EN lid-din "may Sir provide a message or
messenger regarding this", CT 22 73: 25-27 (letter, early Dar, B). See below for
a similar phrase using kl...ki.
KTJ.BABBAR KU.GI u mim-ma PN a-na PN2 id-di-nu "silver, gold, or whatever
PN gave to PN2", YDS 6 175: 6-7 (Nbn, yr 12, U)

ii) 10, u lu:
IM.DUB nu-du-nu-u lu-u IM.DUB KI.LAM sa PN kul-limJin-ni-ma^ ina pa-ni-ka
lu-mas-sar-us "show me (2fs) either the dowry document or the purchase
document for PNso that I can leave him to you", TCL 13 179: 12-13 (Camb yr
3?U)
ina Ut-mu u-du-u lu-u mim-ma sa ar-ki u-de-e sa is-si-ni-qu-ma...ul-tu lib-bi is-su-u
Ju-uSU.II sa\-bit-ti ina SUJI-su it-ta-as-ba-tu "if ever any item, or anything else
coming after the time the items that were checked and (after the time) he took
them from there, or if any stolen material is seized in his possession (he will
bear the penalty), TCL 13 142: 7...12 (Cyr yr 7, U)
ZAG A.sA.ME...i-Jia pa-ni-ka i-ba-as-si lu-u a-sar sak-kan te-de-e "do you have
the imittu-estimate for the fields or do you know where it is?" TCL 13 181: 5. ..6
(Dar yr 2, U)
a-di UD 5.KAM sa MN PN...KU.BABBAR i-na-as-sa-> u lu-u LU-ru ib-ba-kamma a-na PN2 i-nam-din "by x date PN is to fetch the silver or bring the servant
and give (either) to PN2 ", Camb 165: 2...S (yr 5, B)

iii) IU..M
ina iit-mu lu-u L\Jjnu-kin-nu lu-uLll.ba-ti-qu a-na PN u PN2 uk-tin-nu "on the
day that either a witness or an informer convicts PN and PN2...", YOS 6 203: 1-2

And Ge'ez, according to the example given above.
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(Nbn yr 12, U) Similar examples are in TCL 12 106: 1^ 25 YOS 6 122: 1-4
(bothNbn,U)cf.
ina u4-mu Uj.mu-kin-nu lu-u L\J.ba-ti-iq PN...uk-tin-nu lu-u KU.BABBAR lu-u
KtJ.GI ina SU.II PN2 u PN3 ...im-lHi-ni... "on the day that either a witness or an
informer accuses PN of receiving either silver or gold from either PN2 or PN3...,
YOS 6 191: 1...5 (Nbn yr 12, U)

*

GIS.SUB.BA su-a-tu, a-sarPN lu-u a-na KU.BABBAR lu-u a-na GIS.BAN a-na
mam-ma i-nam-di-nu PN2...a-fla UJ.mu-kin-nu-u-tu ina lib-bi a-sib "(regarding)
that prebend, in the event that (literally, "wherever") PN gives it to someone
either/silver or as a farm-lease, PN2...is to sit as a witness in that case", VS 5
57/58:11-12 (Barziya,B)
lu-u u-il-ti lu-u ri-ilc-TsaHtf?] lu-u IM.DUB.MES a-sarsa i-ba-as-su-u a-na-as-saam-ma a-nam-dak-ka "either an IOU or a contract or records, wherever they are,
I shall bring and give to you", JRAS 1926: 13-15 ( Nbn yr 10, B)

iv) u la:
ba-ab-tu...ina IM.DUB-i-ni su-tur u ki-i KI.LAM ina SU.II-i-ni e-pu-us "either
write the balance down on our tablet (as owed) or buy it from us", VS 5 20: 7...9
(Nbnyrl.B)
ina UGU LU.u-ra-su u ki-i KU.BABBAR i-bi-nam-ma lu-he-ri-is "therefore, give
me a stand-in or silver so that I can dig it", YOS 3 17: 11-12 (letter, early
Camb? U) 26

v) ki...ki,ki...uki:
Separating nouns:
kap-du ki-i SE.BAR u licfl-i KTJ.BABBAR su-bi-la-a-ni "quickly send me either
the barley or the silver", YOS 3 64: 14-16 (letter, 538-534, U)
ki-i SE.BAR u ki-i mim-mu ma-la pa-ni-ka ma-Mr a-na AD-ia a-nam-din "I shall
give to my 'father' barley or whatever pleases you", CT 22 182: 20-22 (letter,
pre-526,B)

Separating clauses:
ki-i at-ta ta-at-tal-ku ina tt&-me-ka a4 ki-i dul-lu te-ep-pu-us ki-i pa-ni-ka mah-hir
su-pur-am-ma lu lil-lik u at-ta al-kam-ma dul-lu e-pu-us Unclear. May mean "if
you come that is up to you, or you can do the work. If you want, write to me to
go27 and you yourself come and do the work", YOS 3 69: 26-31 (letter, 539-526,

25 Which continues: s£ SE.BAR ina SU.ELtl.APIN lu-u ina SUJILtl-ENpi-qiNtu, & FDNim-hu-ru.
"...of receiving barley from either the farmer or from the bel piqitti of the Lady-of-Uruk".
26 cf. the same phrase in the near duplicate TCL 9 129: 11-12: ina UGU Ltlu-ra-su ti
KU.BABBAR i-bi-nam-ma l,...lu-her-ri.
27 lullik is expected in this dialect. See a iii, above.
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vi) Anomalies. The following two examples are possibly a result of Aramaic
influence, la sa may be a caique on Aramaic k-dy ' 1 :> "that"
la'-i sa PN u ki-i sa LTJ.SUKAL EN lis-sa-am-ma... literally, "either (that) PN or
that Sir's court minister bring it..." CT 22 73: 20-21 (letter, early Dar, B)

According to GAG §122a la...la means "neither...nor":
pu-ut la IRLUGAL-u-tu la DUMU ba-nu-tu mu-ru-qa u la pa-qa-a-ru sa fPN PN...
na-si "PN...is responsible for there not (being any complaint about the) slavestatus or freeperson-status nor any annulment or claim regarding fPN (a sold
slave)", VS 5 73: 7 (Dar yr 10, B).

Note
It must be borne in mind that when a clause with (English) "or" is negated (i.e.
meaning "neither...nor") both alternatives are precluded and therefore negated "or"
cannot be treated as a disjunction:
zi-it-ti sa PN ina £ u KU.BABBAR ia-a-nu "there is no share for PN in the house
or the silver", Nbn 85: 8-9 (yr 2, B)
fPN as-sa-ti a-hu-uz-ma DUMU* DUMU.MUNUS la tul-du "I took fPN as a wife
but28 she did not bear a son or daughter", CTMMA II 54+Nbn 380: 3^ (yr 9, B)

vii) Repetition or non-repetition (asyndetic parataxis) of conjunctions
Usually u comes between the last two elements in a string of nouns or verbal
clauses29 but it is sometimes omitted i.e. there is asyndetic parataxis:
in strings of nouns or nominal phrases:
PN PN2 PN3 u-ba-mu-u "PN (and) PN2 will look for PN3", YOS 7 1: 14-15 (Cyr
ace, U)
2 ITI u 20 UD PN 2 ITI u 20 UD PN2 2 ITI u 20 UD .MES PN3 ina ITLMES a4 8
sul-lul-ta-a-ta si-zib i-sab-ba-tu "two months and 20 days (for) PN, two months
and 20 days (for) PN2 two months and 20 days (for) PN3; in those
aforementioned 8 months, each will deliver one third share of milk", YOS 7 79:
13-15 (Cyr yr 8, U)

28 Adversative -ma. See a ii, above.
29Cf. VS 6 104: 7-10 (Cyr yr 7, B).
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In the following standard legal phrase the disjunctive conjunctions are often
omitted: 30
pu-ut si-bi-i pa-qi-ra-nu iR LUGAL-tu DUMU DTJ-tu PN na-si "PN is responsible
for any objection or claim regarding the state of royal slave or of free man",
CTMMAI11:9-11 (Nbnyr2, B)

They are also omitted between single pairs of numbers:
1-su 2-su a-na muh-hi a-na EN-/a ds-pu-ru "I have (already) written once or twice
to Sir about it", TCL 9 132: 12-14 (letter, Nbn yr 1-12, U). See V §2 d, below.

Verbal phrases:
a-bat-tu4 ina lib-bi i-na-as-suk GIS.GISIMMAR TILMUN i-zaq-qap si-kit-tu, isak-ka-an "he is to clear out the stones, plant Dilmun datepalms (and) lay
(garlic?) beds", YOS 6 33: 9-10 (Nbn yr 3, U)
PN....si-mir-re-e-su AN.BAR ip-ta-tar il-ta-su-um "PN...undid his (own) iron
handcuffs (and) ran away", YOS 7 88: 17 (Cyr yr 2, U)
pat-ri AN.BAR is-ku-su ik-nu-ku u ina e-an-na ip-qi-du "they bound (and) sealed
the iron dagger up and deposited (literally, "entrusted") it in Eanna", ibid.: 22
(cf. YOS 7 102: 27)

There is also no repetition in the following much used legal phrase, with the
meaning (or similar) "he is to keep the roof sound and do the repairs to the
foundations": 31
u-ri i-sa-ni bit-qa sa a-sur-re-e i-sab-bat Cyr 177: 16 (yr 4, B)
bat-qa sa a-sur-ru-u ta-sab-bat u-m ta-sa-an-nu (with a woman as subject) VS 4
66: 10-11 (CyryrS, B')
u-ru i-sa-an-na bat-qu sa a-sur-ru-u i-sab-bat YOS 7 2: 8-9 (Cyr ace, U)

30 An exception is VS 5 35: 8, where u separates the last two elements (Cyr yr 1, B).
31 For further examples of this, including slight variations on the theme, see Camb 117: 6-7,
Camb 97: 8-10, VS 5 82: 7-8, Dar 378: 6 (all Babylon).
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§2 Prepositions, phrases and adverbial phrases functioning as prepositions
Most prepositions are nominal in origin.32 These are the ones which can take
suffixes. Those prepositions which cannot take suffixes form compounds with other
nouns on which the suffixes are then hung. This is particularly notable in NB, which
uses many compounds involving libbu, muhhu and pan u, for example. The increase
in the number of such compounds may be due to an increasing demand for a
preciseness of reference.33 As in the earlier Akkadian dialects, the nominal
elements are in construct. It will also be seen that many of the prepositions function
also as conjunctions or adverbs, etc. Adverbial phrases used as prepositions are
included below. 34
a) adi:35
i) "until, up to (and including), by (usually with time or a date), for (a time period)":
a-di u4-mu a4 ul iq-it (or, iq-tu\ ) "up to (and including) today it is still not
finished", YOS 3 19: 6-7 (letter, early Cyrus, U)
i) at-tu-nu a-di UD 25.KAM sa MN a-na GN al-ka-* "and you, go to Babylon by
the 25th of Nisannu", TCL 13 152: 16-17 (Camb yr 2, U)
a-di UD 5.KAM sa MN...KU.BABBAR i-na-as-sa-* "he is to bring the silver by
the fifth of Abu", Camb 165: 1...5 (yr 3, B)
a-di qi-it MU.AN.NA...a-.na NlG.GA e-an-na it-ti-ir "by the end of the year he is
to pay (it) to the Eanna property", TCL 13 182:'24 (Dar yr 2, U)
na-bal-kat-ta-nu a-di-i 2-ta MU.AN.NA.MES 10 GIN KU.BABBAR ina-an-din
"(any) defaulter must pay ten shekels of silver within two3 ^ years", TCL 13 187:
9-11 (Daryrl6, B)
a-di 3-ta MU.MES i-di £ PN a-na PN2 u PN3 ul i-mah-ri "for three years PN is
not to receive house-rent from PN2 or PN3", Dar 395/396: 16-17, see also line 9
(Daryr3,B)

32 See in particular GAG §114f. The exceptions are adi (see the following note and the section
on oaths), ana, ina, (a)ki, Mma.
33 Cf. Woodington, p!69. San Nicolo implies that this was happening by the end of the seventh
century in his discussion about improving the identification of people in economic texts as
more legal activities were recorded (BR 8/7, p2f. nl).
34 For prepositions functioning as conjunctions or adverbs, q.v.
3 -> Usually spelled a-df. In the Uruk corpus there are 19 instances of adi used as a preposition.
The ratio of a-di to a-di-i is 15:4. In the Babylon corpus the ratio in 22 examples is 17:£» In
promissory oaths Babylon sometimes use the formula ki-i a-di-i(a) (HI §4c, below), which Uruk
spells la'-i a-di. See the discussion at the end of HI §4c for the derivation of ad(i)/ad(I a), adi
the preposition does not appear to be the source.
36 See V §2a, below, and Streck (1995) §28 23-26 for the reading n-ta and not n.TA.
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a-di qi-ti sa MN "until the end of Ululu", BE 8 47: 7 (Nbn yr 5, B). Note the
use of adi +infmitive in lines 3-4: a-di-i pa-ra-su tu-sak-ka-al-la "she is to
nourish (the baby) until weaning time (literally, "separation")".

ii) The sense "which includes, in addition to" is rare in these texts. Both examples
come from the reign of Nbn:
9| MA.NA KU.BABBAR a-di 1\ MA.NA KU.BABBAR... "9| minas of silver,
which includes 1\ minas of silver...", Nbn 356: 7-8 (yr 9, B)
(arable land which was leased to them) PN u PN2 a-di-i u-il-ti.MES-su-nu i-na ean-na i-nam-di-nu "PN and PN2 will bring (the arable land37 leased to them by
Eanna) along to Eanna along with their lOU's", TCL 12 90: 13-14 (Nbn yr 7, U)

iii) adi in 1+ en a-di n"n-fold": The expression of "n-fold" is usually "1+enn" (see
V §2, below). Streck (§68b, p72) cites YOS 7 196: 5-8 (Camb yr 8) as the only
example of l+en adi but there is another example in the Uruk corpus :
KI UZ.TUR.MUSEN l+en a-di 30 ku-um UZ.TUR.MUSEN.ME a4 2 e-li
...e-li-su-nu ip-ru-su "with38 (each) duck they decided on a 30-fold charge for
the aforementioned two ducks, against PNj-j", Iraq 13: 22...26 (Camb yr 2, U)

The only Babylon examples use the logogram TA.AM:
a-di 12 TA.AMi-ta -nap-pal 39 "he will repay twelve-fold", VS 5 38: 38 (Cyr yr
6, B) cf. a-di 12 TA.AM i-ta-na-ap-pa-al Dar 26: 28 (yr 1, B)

For adimuhhi see muhhi.
b) aid", occasionally ki, kima "equivalent to, according to, (functioning) as", is not
very common.40 See also minu kf sub questions and indirect questions:
a-ki-ipi-i-su-nu "according to what they said",41 YOS 6 78: 18-19 (Nbn yr 4, U)
mu-sah-hi-nu..M ki-suk-ku...sa PN...sa' a-ki-i 7 GIN KU.BABBAR sa ina pa-ni
fPN is-ku-nu... PAP 17 MA.NA KI.LAL mu-sah-hi-nu UD.KA.BAR u ki-suk-ku
UD.KA.BAR ina IGI fPN2 a-ki-i KU.BABBAR-su sak-nu-* "a boiler and a ...? of
PN's, worth seven shekels of silver, which Ve put at the disposal of fPN...
altogether a total weight of 17 minas for the bronze boiler and the bronze ...?

37 Meaning, presumably, the pertinent documents.
38 The meaning of KI here is unclear. I have interpreted it as itti but it is possibly an
erroneous KI of place after the preceding gentilic, LtJ.UNUG Kl-a-a or even a haplography of
akl. However, KI is at the beginning of its line.
3 ^ Frozen legal expression. See V §2e, below.
40 Usual spellings are a-ki-i, ki-i, ki-ma orGIM.
41 Two rather difficult examples of this idiom are seen in YOS 3 22: 13-14 and 20-21: mim-ma
a-ki-i pi-i sa LU.UN.MES EN la il-lak...mim-ma a-ki-i pi-i sa mam-ma la tal-la-ki "in spite of
what people say, Sir in no way is to go...in no way, whatever anyone says, are you (2fs) to go"
(letter, early Nbn, U). (The changes of person in this letter are discussed in appendix §4 b.)
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were put into the possession of fPN2 as (being) equivalent to her payment
(literally, silver)", Nbn 310: 1...14 ((yr 8, B)
a-ki e-te-qu sa GN "according to the rate in Sahrinu", Nbn 344: 3 (yr 9, B)42
8 GfN KU.BABBAR a-ki-i at-ri "eight shekels of silver as an additional
settlement",43 VS 5 38: 28-29 (Cyr yr 6, B) cf. TCL 13 190: 14, u F21 MA.NA
KU.BABBAR \kil-i at-ri id-din-su (Dar yr 12, B)
a-ki da-a-ta sa LUGAL u-sal-lam "he will refund according to the (pertinent)
royal decree", Dar 53: 15 (yr 2, B)
a-ki tup-pi.MES sa ni-is-tu-ru-ma ni-id-das-su-nu-tu ZU.LUM.MA lu-se-lu-nu
"according to the tablets we wrote and gave to them, they are to load up the
dates", YDS 3 29: 14-17 (letter, early Camb? U)
id-i ES.BAR KU.BABBAR i-di GIS.MA i-nam-di-nu "he will pay the rent for
the boat according to the decision", AnOr 8 40: 11 (Cyr yr 3, U)
la'-i pi-i L\].mu-kin-nu-tu sa PN ina SA sa-tir um-ma... "according to PN's
testimony there is written in it (i.e. in the letter)..." YOS 7 102: 21 (Camb ace,
U)
PN fPN ki-ma rik-sa-tu4 AD-su ta-sal-lim "fPN will receive PN according to the
contracts of her father", Nbn 356: 39-40 (yr 9, B)
UMBIN PN na-di~in A.SA ki-ma NA^KISIB-su "the nail(-mark) of PN, the
seller of the field, as his seal",44 Dar 26: 41-2 (yr 1, B)

c) alia (usually spelled al-la)
i) "apart from, other than":
PN it-ti PN2 u] a-mur...al-la l+en u4-m[u],.. "I did not see PN with PN2...apart
from one day...", YOS 6 235: 13...14 (Nbn yr 12, U)
mim-ma al-la n qaq-qarina lib-bi ul her-ru "only (literally, "nothing apart from")
n area is dug there", YOS 3 33: 6-8 (letter, early Cyr? U)
(umma) al-la 1 UDU ina SU.II-sii ul a-bu-uk "I took no more than one sheep
from him", YOS 7 7: 127 (Cyr yr 1, U)
EN lu-u i-de UDU.NlTA.ME ina GN sa al-la sa ina EDIN ma-a-du-> "Sir must
know that the sheep in Uruk apart from those in the open are many", YOS 3 87:
24-27 (letter, 533-526, U)

42 I understand etequ as an infinitive here, cf. the similar a-ki-i ma-ha-ri sa GN "according to
the "buying", i.e. "market value" in Babylon", Dar 309: 14 (yr 11, B). etequ could also be a
noun of the paras form, cf. GAG §55h and Aro, "Kaufpreis", or something similar (1961, p290).
43 aki atii is a legal term for an extra payment on top of a price that has already been named.
This is sometimes written aif pi atri.
44 klma is often written GIM in this regularly used phrase.
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SE.BAR gab-ba.Ja en6-de-e-tu4 al-la-' n GUR sa a-na gi-ne-e sa e-an-na na-sa-ata "none of the barley yield has been estimated apart from n fa which has been
taken to Eanna as a regular offering", YOS 3 8: 7... 10 (letter, early Dar, U)
al-la a-ga-^i ki-i MUN.Ht.A-ka ina UGU-ia ia-a-nu "apart from this, there is no
(other) favour for which I want to indebt myself to you", CT 22 182: 11-13
(letter, pre-527, B)
u al-la mi-si ina lib-bi te-er-ra-ku-ma "I was beaten more than a little on account
of it", Peek 22: 26-27 (letter, middle Dar? B)

ii) alia in alia + etequ/ataru "to exceed, be more than", appears to have taken over
the function of eli in comparative clauses in both Uruk and Babylon:
sa al-la TH it-ti-qu ki-i ES.BAR KU.BABBAR i-di GIS.MA i-nam-di-nu "in
accordance with the agreement (literally, "decision"), whoever overruns a month
(of the lease on the boat) is to give silver for the rent of the boat " AnOr 8 40: 11
(Cyr yr 3, U)
GI.MES sa ina mi-is-ha-tu4 al-la 5 GI.MES i-ti-ru-nu... "in the measuring, the
number of reed (-area units) which exceed the five reed (-area units of the plot)
(being exchanged for them)..." VS 5 113: 1-2 (Dar yr+3, B)

For further examples and for alia + matu "be less than", see VI §lb, below. Earlier
Akkadian uses ina + matu. Von Soden gives the origin of alia as ana + la (AHw
p36b, nB/spB). The following provides evidence of this derivation:
LU.A.KIN-icu-flu lil-li-kam-ma SE.BAR...sa ina NIG.GA sa-ak-nu li-mu-m u sa
a-na la gi-n6-e it-tirlis-si "your messenger may come and he may look at the
barley...that is deposited in the store and whatever is in excess of the ginu
offering he may take", YOS 3 126: 34-38 (letter, 525-524, U)

d) ana
i) "for, to, as etc.":
PN AB.GAL su-a-tL..a-na si-gi-il-tu4...i-ta-bak "PN confiscated that cow"
(literally, "led away for confiscation"), AnOr 8 38: 14...16 (Cyr yr 2, U)
a-na l+en LU "per man" (literally, "for each man"), AnOr 8 52: 8 (Cyr yr 6, U)
SUK.HI.A a-na ku-su lu-hi-ir "let me hold rations back for the winter", YOS 3
45: 24-25 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
PN u PN2 a-na DUB SAM gam-m-tu a-bu-uk "take PN and PN2 as receipt for the
full sale price", CTMMA 2 53 (Nbn yr 9, B)
a-na KO.BABBAR na-ad-nu a-na mas-ka-nu sak-nu a-na nu-dun-ne-e a-na
fPN...na-ad-flu "he was sold (literally, "given for silver"), he was pawned (then)
he was given to ^N as a dowry", Nbn 1113: 10...12 (around yr 7, B)
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1 GUR 1 PI BANLIMMU ZU.LUM.MA a-aa 1 GUR SE.BAR 40 GUR SE.BAR
a-na 1 MA.NA KO.BABBARpe-su-u "(you get) 39s8fr of dates for one AV^ of
barley (and) 40 kur barley for one mina of white silver", YOS 381: 17-20
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
a-na su-mu-su (sic) "in his name", Dar 379: 53 (yr 14, B)
a-na su-mu sa fPN u a-na su-mu sa ma-am-ma sa-nam-ma "in fPN's name or in
anyone else's name", ibid.: 56

ii) In expressions of purpose, ana + infinitive expresses the purpose construction
"in order to + infinitive", or "for + gerund":
PN a-na gu-ul-lu-bu i-na ma-harDN ta-a-bi "PN is fit for ordaining for DN",
AnOr 8 48: 28 (Cyr yr 5, U)
pu-us-su-nu a-na la ha-la-qu na-sa-a-ka "I have taken responsibility for their not
escaping", YOS 7 70: 17 (Cyr yr 8, U)
PN...s<L.a-iia ha-ba-su sa ti-ib-nu a-na E GU4.ME sa LUGAL a-na PN2 ..Jia-ad-na
"PN, who was given to PN2 to chop straw for the king's cowsheds", YOS 7 77:
1...5(Cyryr8,U)
sa-ka-nu rd-e-mu a-na muh-hi tup-pi sare-ha-nu [sa] f sel-e-nu AB.GU4.HI.A
u MUSEN.HI.A <sa?> ul-tu 6-an-na na-ad-na-as\-su [a]-na sa-pa-ni a-na EDIN...
"in order to give advice regarding the tablet with the (record of the) rest of the
sheep/goats, cattle and fowl given to him by the Eanna temple to send out into
the country...", YOS 7 198: 12-14 (Camb yr 6, U)
i-<na> MU.AN.NA y SE.BAR z ZU.LUM.MA...a-na na-da-a-ni a-na NIG.GA
e-an-na UGU-su is-ku-nu "they made it obligatory for him to give y barley and z
dates per year to the property of Eanna", TCL 13 182: 17-18 (Dar yr 2, U)
sa-ta-ri sa a-dan-nu a-na e-te-ri it-ti-su is-tu-ru "he made with him a record of the
deadline for repaying", Dar 486: 4-5 (yr 19, B)

Babylon has a regular legal phrase which uses ana + infinitive: 46
a-na la e-ne-e 1+en-a.TA.AMsa-ta-riil-qu-u "so that there is no alteration (i.e.
comeback on a legal case), they each took a written copy", VS 5 38: 40 (Cyr yr
6, B)47

iii) "to" a place. This includes the verb erebu, where ana precedes the "goal of
movement":
u4-mu PN a-na sim-tu4 it-tal-ku-ma... "when PN dies..." (literally, "when PN
goes to fate"iCTMMA 2 54+Nbn 380: 16 (yr 9, B)
46 The Babylon corpus does not use ana + infinitive in expressions of purpose as often as Uruk
does. (It is curious also that in expressions of purpose where the precative is used, Uruk once
again has more examples.)
47 Further examples of the phrase ana la ene are to be seen for example in: Cyr 337: 17; Camb
349: 30; Camb 375: 25 (yr 7, B)*?T)ar 551: 17 (a-na la e-n6-nu, unexplained spelling).
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ia-a-fful a-na E PN tu-sa-ah-hi-sa^-in-ni "you (mpl) made me go back to PN's
house", TCL 12 122: 12-13 (Nbn yr 12? B)
ina u4-mu PN a-na a-sar-sa-nam-ma it-tal-ku "if (ever) PN goes somewhere
else", Camb 379: 12-13 (yr 7, B) cf. ki-i a-na-sar sa-nam-ma it-tal-ku "if he goes
somewhere else" (ana as sandhi with asar), VS 4 60: 11-12 (Cyr yr 3, B)
a-na GNki-i ir-ru-bu "when he went (or possibly, "goes")i«to Uruk", YOS 3 83:
10 (letter, end Cyr? U)
a-na 6 LU.RIG7 te-te-rulub\ "she has entered (into) the house of the sirku ", i.e.
"she has become a sirkatu ", YOS 6 186: 6 (Nbn yr 7, U)

The use of ana as the "goal of movement" may explain the unusual:
a-na UD 6.KAM sa e-ru-buper-ta-a lis-si "when he comes on48 the sixth let him
take up my post", CT 22 200: 13-15 (letter, Nbn? B)49

ana tarsi "at the time of:
a-na tar-si RN "at the time of Nbk", YOS 6 71: 29 (Nbn yr 6, U)

For ana as the marker of the direct object (note accusative) and the indirect and nondirect objects, seeVI §3, below.
e) arid (usually spelled ar-ki or EGIR)
i) "after" (in a spatial sense) occurs once in the Uruk corpus:
u ar-ki-su ki-i ni-il-su-mupat-ri AN.BAR a-na muh-hi-i-ni it-ta-as-sah "and when
we ran after him he drew an iron dagger against us", YOS 7 88: 18-19 (Cyr yr 2,
U)

ii) "after" (in reference to time):
ar-ki PN "after PN's death", YOS 6 143: 1 (Nbn yr 10, U)
ar-ki mi-tu-tu sa PN "after the death of PN", Nbn 1048: 4-5 (yr 17, B), TCL 13
160: 3 (Cambyr3,B)
EGIR a-mir-tu4 "after the inspection", YOS 7 70: 4 (Cyr yr 8, U)

f) asar French "chez", "belongs to":
fPN fPN2 u fPN3 la-ta-ni-ka ab-ba-kam-ma a-sar LU.DUMU LUGAL a-nam-dakka "I shall bring *PN, fPN2 and fPN3, your retinue, and give them to you at the
crown prince's place", JRAS 1926: 11-13 (Nbn yr 10, B). See also line 22.

48 Preposition is usually not used. See §4, below.
49 Translation based on Ebeling's (NBr, p!09). pertu appears to refer to a hairstyle associated
with a particular office, cf. ABL 43 rev 24-26. ABL 43 (NB letter) also has references to
shaving while in office.
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GIS.SUB.BA su-a-tu4 a-sarPN "that prebend belongs to PN", VS 5 57/58: 10
(Barziya yr 1, B)

The uses of asarboth as a preposition and as a subordinating conjunction (III §2 c)
in NB are in no way different from its uses in the earlier dialects as given in CAD,
thereby indicating that there has been no Aramaic influence. (GlNBr p63 has only
the noun "Ort", and the conjunction "wo", marking place.)
g) assu "concerning, because of is attested only once in these texts as a
preposition: 50
ina MU 4.KAM RN as-su nu-dun-ne-e-a it-ti PN mu-ti-ia a-ar-gum-ma "in year 4
of Nbn I had a dispute with PN my husband because of my dowry...", Nbn 356:
10-12 (yr 9, B)

bal(u) "without". See sa la.
h) bint "between, within". This is a construct form of biriru "the space between",
derived from bin- (AHw p!28 and GAG §115q):
28 GI.MES ul-tu UGUpi-if-ri sa bi-rit £ IM.U18.LU sa E GAL-u u bi-rit E IM.SI.
SA "28 reeds (of property) from the unbuilt (?) land between the southern
building of the big house and the northern house", YOS 6 114: 8-9 (Nbn yr 5,
U)51
LU.SU.HA.MES sa bi-rit URU "the fishermen from the land between the city
(canals)", TCL 13 163: 5-6, repeated line 11 (Camb yr 3, U)

i) eber "across"52
20 TOGl [kan-difl] sa GESTIN.ffl.A sa e-ber I7 "20 jars of various wines from
across the river", JIVES 1993: 12-13 (letter, end Nbn? U)

j) elat (or, elat 53 ), ana elat "in addition to":
u4-rau.MES e-lat a-dan-ni-su ma-as-sar-ti ina ka-a-ri i-nam-sar "for (however
many) days past its (the rent's) deadline, he is to do a watch at the quay", YOS
17302:5-6(NbkIVyrl,U)

5 0 In Kuyunjik NB assu seems to mean "because of only (Woodington, p!65). In the dialects
under analysis here assu is also a subordinating conjunction (see HI §2d, below).
5 1 For comments on the repetition of prepositions see Note at the end of this section.
52 See AHw ebertu "opposite bank", ebertu 2, the preposition, includes the entry on eber.
53 This second transcription, preferred by both Ebeling and von Soden, is based on their
derivation of elat from *eliatu(m) "extras", a fpl noun from elQ(m) (GAG §114 o, "Oberer").
Note also that in the third example here, elat has a suffix, which supports the idea of a
nominal origin, as does elat's use with another preposition in the fifth example. Whether
*eliatu(m) is the original form or not, in NB elat is virtually always spelled e-lat, suggesting a
shortened vowel, and I use elat, following CAD. e/a, which means the same as elat and is not
found in NB, appears to be derived from eli (AHw, p!96b).
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1 ME 70 KUS.ME it-ti i-nam-di-nu e-lat re-ha-a-nu mah-ru-tu sa ina muh-hi-su-nu
"they will give 170 skins in addition on top of earlier remaining debts against
them", TCL 13 165: 12-13 (Camb yr 4, U)
SE.BARpe-se-ti e-lat-ti-su a-kan-na ia-a-nu "there is no white barley here apart
from that", YOS 3 113: 11-12 (letter, early Cyr, U)
e-lat u-iI-ti.MES mah-re-e-tu sa KU.BABBAR SE.BAR ZU.LUM.MA u SUM.
SAR "this is on top of (or, supersedes?) earlier lOU's of silver, barley, dates and
garlic", Nbn 344: 9 (yr 9, B), cf. AnOr 8 68: 13 (Camb yr 3, B) and elsewhere.

a-na e-lat-su "In addition to that", Dar 296: 5 ( yr 11, B)
k) eli "on the subject of, over, against" (usually spelled e-li or UGU):54
e-li sa DUB PN u fPN DAM-sii u e-li LU-tu E mas-ka-ni-su PN2 [...]u PN3 ia-ari^.<tu»-tu saPN iq-bu-u um-ma "regarding what was on (literally, "that of)
the tablet of PN and fPN his wife, and regarding his pledged household servants,
PN2 [...] and PN3 the heir55 of PN, spoke as follows", Nbn 668: 4...6 (yr 12, B)
u-il-ti sa PN...sa' SE.BAR sa FDN sa e-li PN2 "the IOU of PN... for barley from
the Lady-of-Uruk, owing from (literally, "against") PN", BIN 2 130: 14, (Camb
ace, U) cf. u-il-ti sa KU.BABBAR a4 6 MA.NA a-di hu-bul-lu4 sa PN sa e-li PN2
"the IOU of PN for the (aforementioned) six minas of silver plus interest, owing
from PN2", ibid.: 20-21.56
PN a-na UGUE iimim-ma sakan-ku-ma pa-ni-ia su-ud-gu-lu u e-li PN2 ...pa-qa-ri
u-sab-si "PN has made a claim regarding the house and everything signed and
transferred to me, and (also) regarding PN2 (our slave)", Nbn 356: 24...27 (yr 9,
B)
kur (of land)
UGU 1 GUR 5 GUR ZU.LUMMA sis-sin-na-su i-na-as-si "per
he may take five kur of dates as his bonus", Dar 35: 10-11 (yr 2, B)

eli forms the following idiomatic constructions:
i) eli PN + parasu "to charge (as penalty) against PN":
(accusations) e-li PN ip-ru-su "they made charges (accusations) against PN',
YOS 7 7: 42, 50, 59, 76 (Cyr yr 1, U)
U8 a4 l+et \+en 30 PN PN2 ...e-li-flu-su ip-ru-su "for that one sheep, they made
a thirty-fold (replacement) charge against PN and PN2" (reading e-li-su-nu), TCL
13 147: 8...13 (Cambyrl.U)

54 Although UGU is used
whereas muhhi usually is.
muhhi has a more physical
eli.
55Cf. the related document
still alive).

for both eli and muhhi, eli is never preceded by a preposition
The use of eli is restricted to more figurative instances whereas
sense. For this reason I have interpreted the UGU in Dar 35: 10 as
TCL 122: 15 PN3 ia-a-ri-ru & PN (referring to Nbn yr 8, when PN was

5 ^ Note how muhhi functions in exactly the same way in YOS 6 161: 3...4: u-il-ti s£ PN...& muhhi PN2 (Nbn yr 8, U).
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Note the resumptive eU and suffix in:
...e-li?Nl-s...e-li-su-nuip-ru-su "they made charges against PN,_5 Iraq 13: 23...
26 (Camb yr 2, U)

ii) PN eli ram(a)nisu + kunnu "PN confesses" (i.e. "gives evidence against
himself). Note in the second example eli is written UGU and could therefore be
construed as muhhi:
PN is-sa-al-u-ma iq-bi e-li ram-ni-su u-kin um-ma "PN was questioned57 and he
spoke, confessing..." AnOr 8 47: 18-19 (Cyr yr 5, U)
(sa)PN...UGUram-JH-su u-kin-nu "(about what) PN... confessed", TCL 13 142:
2...3 (Cyr yr 7, U)
PN uPN2 e-li ram-ni-su-nu u-kin-nu-> um-ma...u PN2 e-li ram-ni-su u-kin urn-ma
"PN and PN2 confessed as follows...and PN2 confessed as follows", Dar 296:
7...10(yr 11, B)

iii) PN eli PN2 + rasu "PN has a claim against PN?(i.e. PN2 is in debt to PN to the
sum of, cf. rasuru):58
2| MA.NA KU.BABBAR e-li [P]N...ir-se-e-raa u-il-tl [xx...] fPN DAM-su i- Mima "he had a claim (i.e. a rasuru) of 1\ minas of silver against PN and he made
out an IOU [xx...] with fPN his (i.e. PN's) wife", TCL 12 122: 4...6 (Nbn, yr 12?
B^cf. PN speaking later on:
2| MA.NA e-li-ia tu-sa-ar-sa-a-su-ma (literally) "you (pi) are making him have a
(rasutu) claim of 2| minas against me", i.e. "you are making me owe 1\ minas to
him", ibid.: 11-12
PN e-li E GN...e-li PN2 sa si-i u mu-ti-su a-na kas-pi i-sa-mu u e-li mim-ma sa
PN3 la u-sar-su-u "they made PN have no claim to the house in Borsippa or to
PN2 (a slave) whom she and her (deceased) husband had bought for silver, nor to
anything of PN3 (the deceased husband)", Nbn 356: 31...34 (yr 9, B)
PN u fPN AMA-su a-na UGU ra-su-tu ma-la ba-su-u sa UGU PN2 it-ti PN^ ul idab-bu-bu-* "regarding any credit that may be owed by (i.e. reading eli
"against") PN2 (the deceased), PN and fPN, his mother, are not to raise an
objection with PN^ (PN2's sons)", Camb 110: 8-11 (yr 2, B)

1) elis and saplis "above and below":
SE.NUMUN u me-re-su sa e-lis u sap-lis sa I7 es-su GAB KA.GAL DN "crop and
arable land which is upstream and downstream from the New Canal, opposite the
Enlil Gate", Dar 80: 1-2 (yr 3, B)

57 This appears to be a confusion of a 3ms passive to which a 3mpl impersonal subject ending
has been added. CAD gives no citations of stilu N in NB. See impersonal subject, VI §2c.
58 rasflfu also works with eli: ( l\ MA.NA KD.BABBAR) ina ra-su-tu sa PN...s4 e-li-su a-na PN inam-din "he is to give 1| minas silver from the debt against him to PN", Dar 446: 3...5 (yr 17,
B).
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m) ina: (usually spelled i-na, occasionally AS)
i) "on, in":
ina ku-ru-up-pi saPN a-si-ib "he was sitting on PN's basket/chest", cf. ina muhhi ku-ru-up-pi sa PN at-ta-sab "I sat (down) on top of PN's basket", YOS 7 78:
5-6, 12-13 (Cyr yr 7, U)
10 GUR SE.BAR i-na SE.BAR-ia sa ina IGl-ka a-na PN i-di-in "give PN ten kur
from (literally "in") the barley of mine that you have (at your disposal)", Dar
385:5-7(yrl4,B)

ii) "by, in (the name/order of)":
ina DN^...it-te-mu-u "he swore by the gods^...", AnOr 8 30: 13 (Nbn yr 13,
U). Also in YOS 6 232: 16
i-na qi-ba-a-ta PN "by the order of PN", YOS 7 70: 5 (Cyr yr 8, U)
iii) as the marker of instrument:
LU.DI.KU5.MES tup-pi is-tu-ru-ma ina NA4.MES-su-nu ib-ru-mu-ma a-na PN iddin-nu "the judges wrote a tablet, signed it with their seals and gave it to PN",
Nbn 668: 19-21 (yr 12, B)
SE.NUMUN gab-bi ina mar-ri AN.BAR i-he-ri SE.NUMUN ina GIS [APIN?] ul
ip-pu-us "he is to dig the whole field with an iron shovel; he is not to work the
field with a [plough?]", VS 5 49: 17-18 (Camb yr 4, B)
Ut-mu sa us-su-nu ina si-pir-tu4 EN.MES lis-pur-u-nu "the day they59 come out,
may Sirs contact me by means of a message", YOS 3 21: 16-17 (letter, CyrCamb, U)

iv) as a result of:
i sa tam-mah-ha-as ina mi-ih-si-su mi-i-ti "the dog she hit (=historic
present in reported speech) is dead from its beating", YOS 7: 107: 12-13 (Camb
yrl,U)

v) "at, during" in expressions of time (Babylon texts only), ina + infinitive:60
i-na a-sa-ba sa fPN "at the sitting (i.e. presence) of fPN", Camb 349: 38 (yr 6,
i-na sa-ta-ri sa tup-pi MU.MES "at the writing of that tablet", Camb 349: 32 (yr
6, B) cf. RA 67: 42 (B)

i-na ka-na-ku IM.DUB su-a-ti "at the sealing of that tablet", TCL 13 190: 30
(Dar yr 12, B) cf. Nbn 293: 37 (i-na ka-na-ku-ka), VS 5 38: 41.

"they" refers to some aforementioned people, not to the "Sks".
For further expressions of time using ina, see §4, below.
A standard legal expression, used to refer to a female witness being present in court.
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n) ittahu "by the side of is derived by von Soden from ina and tahe. See AHw
tahu "Seite"? p!303a.62
sa it-ta-hu-u-a *iz-zi-zu "(someone) who can stand by my side (i.e. to help me)",
CT2273:5(letter,Dar?B):
urn-ma it-ta-hu PN iz-zi-za-ma "saying, 'stand by PN!'" ibid.: 12
o) itti "(together) with" (usually spelled it-ti, sometimes KI or it-ti-i):
PN it-ti-ku-nu id-dab-bu-ub "PN is to discuss with you", YOS 6 78: 15 (Nbn yr 4,
U) cf. also Nbn 65: 12 and CT 22 74: 4
it-ti LU.RIG7.MES sa FDN sat-ru "they are recorded along with the sirkus of the
Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 6 116 13-14 (Nbn yr 10, U)
3 LU.ERfN.MES it-ti-i-ni PAP 6 "there are three workmen with us, (making) a
total of six", YOS 7 156: 5-6 (Camb yr 3, U)
it-ti a-ha-mes nim-hur "we bought between63 us", Nbn 356: 10 (yr 9, B)
n ZU.LUM.MA PN u PN2 KI PN3...u-s£-az-za-zu-ma a-na PN4 ina-ad-din-nu- >
"PN and PN2 are to register n dates with PN3...and give them to PN4", Dar 384:
2...4(yr 14, B)

itti + tepu "to be built onto/into":
hu-us-su sa it-ti E ka-a-ri te-pu-u "a reed hut that is built onto the quay house",
Nbn 499: 18-19 (yr 11, B^cf.:
E sa PN...a-di ti-pa-nu s£ it-ti-i PN2 "(regarding) PN's house including an annexe
which is connected to PN2's (house)", Dar 499: 1...3 (yr 20, B)

itti + matu in it-ti-su lu-mu-tu "I want to kill it (i.e. the dog)", YOS 7 107: 11-12
(Camb yr 1, U), is a hapax legomenon which may also be an idiom.64
p) itu "adjacent to", of which most attestations are in the Babylon property texts
(often referring to real estate which has been given as a pledge), is always written
US.SA.DU.65 The reading iru is assumed from lexical lists such as ana iffisu:66
SE.NUMUN-SU ina pa-ni GN sa US.SA.DU PN...E mas-ka-ni-su mah-ru-u sa MN
mas-ka-nu sa PN2 "his land in front of the Gissu Gate, which is adjacent to PN('s
62 However, in AHw none of the taM references is "spB". "spB" references are confined to
ittahfi.
63 For itti ahames "mutually, with each other/one another" see ahames in §3b i, below.
64 Although the literal translation may be "let me die with it", this makes no sense in the
context.
6 ^ When DA is used instead of tJS.SA.DU, the reading tahu (meaning virtually the same, q.v.
ee, below) is assumed. DA is also used to describe pledged real estate, as in Dar 378: 2 and VS
4 152: 4, 5).
66 OS.SA.DU i-tu-u (MSL I, p89): 45, and Hh H (MSL V, p69): 247.
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property), his earlier pledge from Simanu is pledged to PN2", Nbn 605: 5-8 (yr
12, B)

Further examples are in Camb 349: 20; TCL 13 190: 3, 5, 8; TCL 13 193: 11, 12
(both B), and in YOS 6 33: 6 (U).
kl, kfma see akf
q) kidan "outside":
1 PI SE.NUMUN-su-flu zaq-pi sa ki-da-nu KA.GAL DN "one J«fc of their planted
arable land which is outside the Zababa Gate", Dar 379: 66 (yr 14, B)

r) kum. In these texts kum , probably pronounced [ku:] functions as a preposition
only, "in compensation for, in exchange for, (acting) as":67
1 MA.NA PN...ku-um da-a-ka sa GIS.GISIMMAR a-na PN2 i-nam-din "PN is to
give one mina of silver in compensation for the killing off of the date-palm to
PN2", TCL 12 89: 10-11 (Nbn yr 8, U) cf. YOS 7 68: 11-13
KI UZ.TUR.MUSEN 1+en a-di 30 ku-um UZ.TUR.MUSEN.ME a4 2 e-li PN,-,
e-li-su-nu ip-ru-su "with68 each duck, they decided on a charge of a thirty-fold
compensation, (applicable to) those two (stolen) ducks, against PN^ ", Iraq 13:
22...2S (Camb yr 2, U)
PN EN li-bu-uk-ma ku-um na-as-part-tu4 \69 sa EN-fa lil-li-ik "may Sir take PN
so that he can act as agent for my lord", CT 22 110: 20-23 (letter, pre-527, B)
2-u-tu u-qa-ti-ma ku-u KU.BABBAR a > \ MA.NA PN ib-bak-ka "it (i.e. the bull
calf)is to reach two years of age 70 and PN is to take (it) in exchange for the |
mina of silver", Dar 257: 7-8 (yr 9, B)

kum is used in the supeltu contracts in Babylon, which involve the exchange of
property or assets. Note that all the texts are from the reign of Darius and are
worded in the following manner:
PN...PN2...su-peJ-tu4 ku-um PN3 a-na PN4...id-di-in "PN gave PN2 to PN4 in
exchange for PN3'}71 cf. Dar 309: 7,12 (yr 11); Dar 319: 8 (yr 12); TCL 13 193:
23 (yr 16)

s) kutalla in ina kutal(la) "behind (referring to position)":
ina ku-tal-li-ka il-la-ku "he goes behind you" (broken context), YOS 3 17: 25
(letter, 533-526, U)

67 See the references to Icum as a subordinating conjunction in AHw 505b, 2.
68 See discussion in adi iii, footnote.
69 The text reads: na-as-as-Ipar1/tu4ll
7 ^ CAD has a variant interpretation of this, which is discussed in sanu in V §2c, below
(numbers).
71 I.e. the construction is PNx supeltu kum y ana PN2 + nadanu.
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ni-i-ni u PN...ina ku-tal BAD I7 ni-he-er-ru "we and PN... were digging a canal
behind the city wall", Iraq 13: 10-11 (Camb yr 2, U)
i-na ku-tal-la E PN "behind PN's house", Dar 379: 11 (yr 14, B)
ina ku-tal-li-ia...gab-bi uk-ti-il "he detained (them) all behind my back", CT 22
74: 8...10 (letter, middle Dar, B)

lapani seepanu
t) libbu in ina libbi "in; among":
ti-iq-tu4 ina lib-bi-ku-nu la i-sak-kan-* "do not make (polite 3pl., going with
EN.MES) trouble amongst yourselves", YOS 3 21: 18-19 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
ZUXUM.MA...ina muh-hi \+etrit-ti ina lib-bi GIS.MA i-nam-din "he is to give
the dates in one go by boat", Nbn 344: 4...6 (yr 9, B)

u) libbu 72 "on the basis of, because of, may take suffixes:
ul i-deki-i lib-bu-u a-ga-a ta-ku-us-sa- > ina lib-bi ki-i LU.A.KIN-ia la? rtal-amma-lral "I did not know you were delayed because of this. That is why you did
not see my messenger", YOS 3 22: 24-27 (letter, early Nbn, U)
u si-ba-su...lib-bu-u sa sad-da-gad ENlis-sa- 5 "and may Sir take the grain tax on
the basis of that of73 last year ", CT 22 78: 19...21 (letter, 545-527, B)
lib-bu-u-sugi-mirENli-pu-us "may Sir act on the basis of it all", YOS 3 45: 1819 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

v) Compounds involving mahar
i) (ina) mahar "facing, opposite, in the presence of. Of the texts examined here,
these are limited mainly to legal documents:
(property) ma-har sa DA EpAL-u "facing the side of74 the big house", Dar
K
379:29(yrl4,B)cf.:
ma-har E GAL-u la-bi-ri "opposite the big old house", ibid: 34
i-na ma-har LU.SUKAL LU.GAL.MES u LU.DI.KU5.MES...di-i-ni id-bu-bu-ma
dib-bi-su-nu is-mu-u "they pleaded their case before the chief official, the
dignitaries and the judges and their case was heard", Nbn 1113: 6-8 (after yr 7,
B); cf.Nbn668:22.
72 Both libbi and libbti form compound phrases which function as subordinating conjunctions
and adverbs (q.v.).
73 Understanding sa as a periphrastic genitive being used instead of the adverbial saddagad
on its own.
74 The ma-har sa appears to be a confusion of the construct and the periphrastic genitive. The
construct alone is used in line 34. Contrast this with the nominal relative clauses such as: E...sa
DAfi(x) u DA 6 (y) "the house...which is next to house (x) and next to house (y)", seen for
example in lines 5-7 and 28 (given in the "Note" on repetition of prepositions, at the end of
this section).
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ii) ana mahar denotes movement into the presence of:
PN...a-na gu-ul-lu-bu ina ma-har DN a-na mah-ri-i-ni i-bu-kam-ma "he brought
PN... into our presence for (ritual) shaving before Kanisurra", AnOr 8 48: 20...21
(Cyr yr 5, U). Contrast this with line 27: i-na ma-har DN2...ina ma-har DN
where position and not movement are indicated.
a-na mah-ri-ku-nu ub-la-£s ES.BAR-a-ni suk-na LU.DI.KU5.MES dib-bi-su-nu
is-mu-u tup-pa-nu u rik-sa-a-tu sa fPN tu-ub-la ma-har-su-nu is-tas-su-ma... '"I
have brought him before you. Come to a decision about us'. The judges listened
to their argument. The documents and contracts that fPN had brought, were read
out (i.e. impersonal subject) before them...", Nbn 356: 28-30 (yr 9, B)
fPN u PN UN.MES E sa PN2 E mas-ka-ni-su a-na ma-liarLU.DI.KU5.MES
LUGAL ub-lam-ma... "fPN and PN brought the household retinue of PN. his
pledged assets, before the king's judges...", Nbn 668: 11-13 (yr 12, B)

w) mala "as much as; (quantitatively) appropriate to; according to; any",75 and the
idiom mala...masu "to be able...(to do...)", mala is understood by von Soden as the
construct of the infinitive malu "filling":76 It is usually spelled ma-la:
u L1J qi-i-pi...a-na GN ki-i ir-ru-bu ma-la da-ba-ba it-ti EN-ia u] am-su "when the
qfpu went (?)77 into Uruk I wasn't able to talk to Sir",YOS 3 83: 9...12 (letter,
end Cyr, U)
PN su-u ma-la 100 ERiN.MES ina muh-hi id-da-bu-ub "that PN argues as much
about it as a hundred workmen", YOS 3 200: 44-46 (letter, early Camb, U)
KTJ.BABBAR ma-la HA.LA-su SAM GI.MES at-ru-tu PN ina SU.II PN2 e-tir
"PN has received money from PN2 appropriate to his share for the sale of the
extra reeds (of a plot)", VS 5 113: 6...9 (Dar yr 13, B) cf. Dar 379: 63
ki-i it-tal-ku SE.NUMUN ma-la SE.NUMUN PN a-na NlG.GA 6-an-na i-nam-din
"if PN goes he is to give land for land (? context unclear) to Eanna property",
TCL 13 222: 19-21 (Dar yr 2, U) cf.:
GU4.ME u LU.APIN.ME e-lat an-na-a ma-la GIS.BAN ina pa-ni-su ul-tu NlG.GA
6-an-na ul ib-bak "he is not to take oxen and ploughmen beyond this (number)
appropriate to the farm-lease at his disposal, out of Eanna property", TCL 13
182: 23 (Dar yr 2, U)

The following is difficult. The meaning is "any" rather than "appropriate to":
dul-lu SIG4.HI.A GI u GIS.UR ma-la lib-bi ip-pu-us a-na muh-hi PN i-ma-an-nu
"any jobs (requiring) bricks, canes or beams there he is to do and put on the
account of PN", VS 5 82: 11-13 (Dar yr 16, B). However, this can also be
translated "any jobs...that he may do there he is to put on the account of PN",
75 For mala in relative clauses, where it often means "any" and where there is a possible
exception to the standard spelling ma-la, q.v. HI §lb, below.
76 See AHw p591b and 597a.
77 Or "goes?" The writer's polite insistence in addressing the recipient in the third person
throughout makes this letter difficult to understand.
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i.e. taking ma-la lib-bi ip-pu-us as a verbal clause with an unmarked
subjunctive.

ana mala "appropriate to, in accordance with":
pu-ut bi-it-qu u ki-rik-tu sa I7 LUGAL a-na ma-la SE.NUMUN sa FDN sa ina
pa-ni-suPN na-si "PN has the responsibility of the upkeep and damming of the
King's River appropriate to the Lady-of-Uruk's arable land that he has in his
charge", TCL 12 90: 19-20 (Nbn yr 7, U)
PN...a-na ma-la HA.LA sa PN2 u PN3 ma SU.H PN2 u PN3...e-ti-ir "PN...
received (it) in proportions appropriate to the share of PN2 and PN3...from PN23rKf P^ > t
Joannes Strasbourg 3: 7...11 (Dar yr 6, B)

x) mihrat "opposite" is virtually always written GAB. According to AHw GAB is
probably read mehret, but the first example below has mihrat. The relevant CAD
entries are s.v. mtfurtu (M/II 52b-53, sections 4.3' and 4.4'):
SE.NUMUN A.SA tap-tu-u..jni-ih-ra-at KA.GAL DN pi-ha-at GN "(regarding)
arable land, a newly opened field opposite the Ninurta Gate in the Babylon
district", Nbn 293: 1-2 (yr 8, B)
SE.NUMUN saGAB KA.GAL DN "arable land which is opposite the Zababa
gate", Cyr 337: 1 (yr9, B)

y) Compounds involving muhhu "top of the head, front", muhhu is often written
UGU: 78
i)adimuhhi "up to":
a-di muh-hi | MA.NA KU.BABBAR EN lid-da-su "may Sir give him up to one
third of a mina of silver", CT 22 148: 9-10 (letter, 545-527, B)
There are two examples of adi muhhi enna, "until now", both from Uruk. Since the
reference is to past events leading up to the present, the verb is preterite:
mi-na-* a-di UGU en-na te-en-ku-nu ul as-me "why haven't I heard from you
yet?", YOS 3 64: 10-11 (letter, 538-534, U)
a-di UGU en-na re-es SE.B AR-i-Joi ul ni-is-si "up to now we haven't made a
check79 on our barley", YOS 3 87: 9-10 (letter, 533-526, U)

78 See the discussion in eli regarding the criteria for reading UGU as either muhhu or eJi.
79 resa...nasu. See CAD nasfi A6 p!07 (resu a).
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ii) ana muhhi:
1) "regarding", especially in letters:
a-na muh-hi MUNUS la-ta-nu saEN is-pu-ru "regarding the woman attendant Sir
sent", YOS 3 22: 15-17 (letter, early Nbn, U) cf. YOS 3 83: 6-7 (U) and
elsewhere.
a-na UGU ZU.LUM.MA...sa taq-ba- ) mam-ma ill id-din-nu "regarding the dates...
you talked about, no one gave (them)",80 CT 22 73: 28...31, 25-27 (letter, early
Dar?B)
.V
SUM.SAR a-ga-a a-na muh-hi mi-ni-i ki-i la as-*bu "this garlic, why is/that it is
not included"8 1 CT 22 8 1 : 20-22 (letter, Nbn, B )

2) "against" (either physically or figuratively):
PN...GIR AN.BAR ul-tu MURUB4-su a-na muh-hi PN2 ...is-su-hu "PN drew an
iron sword/dagger from his waist against PN2", TCL 12 117: 2...5 (Nbn yr 16, U)
pat-ri AN.BAR a-na muh-hi-i-ni it-ta-as-sah "he drew an iron dagger against us",
YOS 7 88: 19 (Cyr yr 2, U)

i-mit-tu4 ul-tu e-an-na a-na muh-hi-ia en-de-et "the estimate from Eanna is set
under my responsibility", YOS 3 12: 16-18 (letter, early ^ba, U ) dul-lu..jna-la
ina lib-bi ip-pu-su a-na UGUPN i-man-ni "any jobs that he does there he is to
put on to PN's account", Cyr 177: 10.. .12 (yr 4, B) cf. a-na muh-hi PN i-man-nu
VS582: 12-13 (Daryr 16, B)
(ana muh-hi KU.BABBAR a4 sa taq-qa-ba->) GIS.DA ki-i a-mu-ru \ MAJSTA 3
GIN KtJ.BABBAR sa ana IGI PN...ina GIS.DA ana muh-hi-ka sa-ti-ii
"(regarding that silver about which you're talking,) the ledger, when I saw it, had
half a mina (and) 3 shekels of silver down on it at PN's disposal, written out
against you", CT 22 189: 8-15 (letter, MNA, B)

3) Unusual usage, perhaps a personal idiosyncrasy for expected ina muhhi "in
charge of:
L\J.e-mi-de-e u LU.SITA5.MES sa a-na muh-hi ma-sa-hu sa SEJSfUMUN "the
inspectors and accountants who are in charge of measuring the arable land", AnOr
830: (Nbn yr 13, U)82

80 Note also the adverbial ana muhhi in a-na UGU si-pir-tu, u mar sip-ri EN lid-din "therefore,
may Sk provide either a message or a messenger", ibid.: 25-27.
81 See I §6 b i, above, for the reading as-bu.
82 Preceded by the entry in iii 1, below, ana muhhi masahi is also used in YOS 6 232: 8. Both
documents are written by Muranu <NabQ-mukin-ahi (Ekur-zakir).
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4) Unusual usage, perhaps a personal idiosyncrasy for expected adi:83
a-na muh-hi i^-mu a4 GIS.MA ul u-se-ri-iq84 "up to today the boat has not been
emptied", YOS 3 66: 3^ (letter, Camb, pre-526, U)

iii) ina muhhi
1 ) "in charge of, at, against", can often be interchanged with ana muhhi :
(people) sa ina muh-hi ma-sa-hu sa SE.NUMUN "(people) in charge 85 of
measuring the arable land", AnOr 8 30: 6 (Nbn yr 13, U)
1 ma-ne-e 1 GIN KUJBABBAR ina muh-hi-su-nu i-rab-bi "per month, per one
mina, one shekel of silver will accrue against them", Nbn 314: 19 (B). A
standard phrase, cf. MU.AN.NA ina muhhi ma-ne-e 12 GflSf KtJ.BABBAR ina
muh-hi-su i-rab-bi "per year, per one mina 12 shekels of silver will accrue
against him", VS 4 62: 4-6 (Cyr yr 6, B)86
PN.. Jtak-kab-ti u ar-ra-a-ti ina UGU UZU rit-ti-su it-ta-di "PN put a star and
markings on the skin (literally, "flesh") of her hand", YOS 6 79: 14...15 (Nbn yr
5,U)
ZU.LUM.MA ina GN ina MN ina UGU I7 GN2 ina muh-hi l+et rit-ti...i-nam-din
"he will deliver the dates in one go in Sahrlnu at the Borsippa canal.. .in
Arahsamna", Nbn 344: 4...6 (yr 9, B); cf.
ina UGU l+et rit-ti "in one go", Joannes TEBR 39: 9 (Camb yr 2, U)
PNLU.ENpi-qit-tu ina muh-hi SE.BAR ip-te-qid "PN the bel piqitti is in
charge of the barley", YOS 3 12: 13-15 (letter, early Nbn,U)

2) "regarding, concerning, because of, is almost exclusively restricted to the
Babylon texts:
na-da-nu u ma-ha-ri ina UGU ka-sap nu-dun-ne-e-a ni-pu-us-ma... "we engaged in
a business undertaking involving my dowry silver...", Nbn 356: 5-6 (yr 9, B)
te-er-si-tu4 ga-mir-tUt ina muh-hi dul-lu ina & NIG.GA i-nam-di-nu-nis-si "they
are to give him all the prepared material concerning the work, from out of the
storehouse", VS 6 84: 6-8 (Nbn yr 12, B)
ina UGU 1 GUR 5 GUR sis-sin-nu u tap-tu-itf ina UGU 1 GUR SE.NUMUN 6
GUR sis-sin-nu i-na-as-si "for each kur (of worked land) he may draw five kur as
bonus and for newly opened land (he may draw) six kur per one kur of arable
land as bonus", VS 5 49: 20-21 (Camb yr 4, B)

subordinating
83 The writer has an unusual use of ana muhhi sa for adi muhhi sa as a
conjunction elsewhere in this letter. See muhhu in HI §2, below.
below.
84 For usriq. For the use of the 3ms for a circumlocution of the passive, see VI §2,
85 This continues with the entry in 3, above.
8 ^ The latest example of this phrase in these texts is in Dar 494: 5-6 (yr 19, B).
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ina UGU KA-i mar-su nu-bat-tu* la ta-ba-a-ta "because of unpleasant talk, do not
stay the night", YOS 3 19: 23-24 (letter, early Cyr, U)

iv) ultumuhhi "from":
ma-as-sar-ti^ ul-tuUGUI7 tak-ki-ri a-di UGU I7 har-ri kip-pi ni-is-sur "we kept
guard from the Takkiru canal to the Harri Kippi canal", YOS 7 156: 7-8 (Camb
yr 3, U) cf. Nbn 760: 7-8 (yr 14, B), also with repetition of UGU.

v) Occasionally muhhi is used without a preceding preposition, with no change in
meaning from ina muhhi (first three examples). In the first example UGU could
conceivably be e/i, "against", but as muhhi has a more physical sense than eli,87
muhhi is preferred:
fPN...u DUMU-su &UGU ti-lu-u "fPN...and her nursing son", (literally, "on the
breast") repeated in line 9, Nbn 832 (yr 15, B)
u-il-tl sa PN...sa muh-hi PN2 "an IOU owing from PN2 to PN", YOS 6 161: 1...4
(Nbn yr 8, U)
kak-kab-tUi sa muh-hi ri-it-ti-su i-mu-ru "they saw the star on her hand", YOS 7
66: 12 (Cyr yr 7, U)

z) ina panat "before" (in a chronological sense) is found in the Uruk texts: 88
(land) ina Jib-to 40 qaq-qar ina pa-na-at-tu-u-a i-her-ru-u "(land) out of which
they have (already) been digging 40 units before me (i.e. before I arrived), YOS
3 19: 4-6 (letter, early Cyr, U)
(people) sa ina pa-na-tu-u-a paq-du "people who were employed before me",
TCL 13 170: 9 (Camb yr 5, U)

aa) pan(r) "face" occasionally appears on its own in construct but is usually
accompanied by ina, ana or even la as a compound preposition. It is occasionally
written IGI, but although this may be read mahar, pan is more figurative in use and
seems to be written syllabically if there is any doubt:
i) in construct, pan "before":
GIS.SUB.BA-su...pa-an DNpa-ni-su u-sa-ad-gi-il "he transferred89 his...prebend
before Kanisurra to him (his adopted cousin)", AnOr 8 48: 19, 25 (Cyr yr 5, U),
cf. sapa-ni sa-lam DN "(prebend) before the statue of Bel ", hi similar but
broken context, Joannes Strasbourg 3: 4 (Dar yr 6, B)

87 See the discussion in eli.
88 AHwpanatu "Vorderseite", p818.
89 See iv, below for pan(i) + dagalu. This text uses muhhi DN elsewhere. See above.
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ii) ana pai$/"into the presence of (denoting action towards):
a-na pa-ni-ia it-tal-ku-nu...a-mur a-na pa-ni-ka al-tap-ra-as-su-nu-tu "they have
come to me...See, I have sent them to you", YOS 3 87: 7... 12 (letter, 533-526,
U)

iii) ina parf)
1) "at the time of; before" (without action towards):
ina pa-ni RN "at the time of Cyrus", YOS 3 45: 15 cf.YOS 3 81: 27-28 and YOS
3 106: 34 (all letters, from the same person, Cyr-Camb, U)
E.MES ina pa-ni-su-nu im-qu-ta-ma "the houses fell down in their time..." (or
"before them"), AnOr 8 70: 10 (Camb yr 3, U)

ii) "to have (at one's disposal), be in charge of cf. Arabic cinda + suffix:
SUK.HLA ina IGI-su-nu ia-a-nu "they have no provisions", YOS 3 33: 10-11
(Cyryr2-3,U)
a-di 4 MU.AN.NA.MES A.SA ina IGIPN "for up to four years the field is at the
disposal of PN", YOS 7 162: 10-ll(Camb yr 3, U)
a-di 2 MU.AN.NA.MES E ina IGI-su "for up to two years the house is at her
disposal", VS 4 66: 8 (Cyr yr 8, B) cf. line 12

iv) pan(T) + dagalu , literally "to look at the face", means "to belong to" hi the NB of
this period. The causative is also used, meaning "to transfer to the possession of:
mim-ma sa...pa-ni-ia su-ud-gu-lu "everything which was transferred to me",
(passive stative) Nbn 356: 24...2S (Nbn yr 9, B)
pa-ni-su su-ud-gil-ma "transfer (impv) to him", also pa-ni-su id-da-gal "(it) will
belong to him", CTMMA 2. 54+Nbn 380: 10, 23 (Nbn yr 9, B)
GIS.SUB...pa-ni PN id-dag-gal "the prebend... will belong to PN", VS 5 74/75:
21...22(Daryrll,B)
[LTJ?] a-me-lut-tii, pa-ni FDN ta-ad-dag-gal "the woman servant will belong to
the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 7 66: 21 (Cyr yr 7, U)
GIS.SUB.BA-su pa-ni DN pa-ni-su u-sa-ad-gi-li "he transferred his prebend
before Kanisurra to him", AnOr 8 48: 25 (Cyr yr 5, U)
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v ) Japani
1) "away from":90
i MA.NA KU.BABBAR la-pa-ni PN ta-at-ta-si "you took one third of a mina of
silver away from PN", CT 22 194: 18-19 (letter, end Nbn, B)
KUS.hi-in-du sa-a-su PN Ja-lGl PN2...is-su-u "that money bag, PN took it away
from PN2", Nbn 1048: 5...7 (Nbn yr 17, B)
mi-na-a tb-en-ka la-pa-ni-ia i-re-eq-qa-ax (=AM) also: mi-na-a te-en-ka la-pa-ni-ia
i-re-eq "why have you not advised me?" (literally, "why is your advice distant
from me?"), CT 22 6: 18-20, 26-27 (letter, Cyr? B)
mi-nam-ma GIS.a-Ju sa Ibalfl-tu qaq-qarla-pa-ni GAR1N ru-tu'-qiil ta-na-sa-a4
"why are you (pi) taking the live(?91 ) alu-tree out of the far meadow?" YOS 3
200: 15 (letter, early Camb? U)

2) "against"
ma-as-sar-tU4...1a~pa-ni ANSE.ED1N.NA u sa-bi-tu, ni-is-sur "so that we can keep
watch against wild asses and gazelles", YOS 7 156: 7...10 (Camb yr 3, U)

3) Japani PN + aladu is an idiom meaning, "to have/bear (a child) by PN":92
PN.-.sa' la-pa-ni PN2...mu-ti-Mmah-ru-u tu-li-du "PN, whom she had by PN2,
her first husband", Nbn 380: 4...7 (yr 9, B)
la-pa-ni PN a-li-du la-pa-ni mam-ma sa-nam-ma ul a-li-du "he was born by PN.
He was not born by anyone else", AnOr 8 47: 15-16 (Cyr yr 5, U)
ar-ki sa 3 DUMU.MES fPN la-pa-ni-ia tul-du... "after fPN had borne three
children by me...", Roth: 21-22 (Cyr yr 9, U). See also lines 15-16, 37-38.

That some of the prepositions are clearly nouns in origin is obvious in the case of
pan(I), where the line between a prepositional meaning and that of a noun in
construct is very fine. This is supported by the fact that it is used as a compound
with ana/ina and in construct form only. When used on its own in the idiom pan (in

90 lapani occurs in NA, SB (after Tiglath-Pileser ffl, see AHw p534b) and NB only. Although it
is commonly assumed that the la of lapani is the Aramaic preposition 1-, Hartman, OrNS 8
(1933) p373, states that there is no clear evidence that la is the West Semitic preposition and
that lapan is the only instance in which Akkadian la does not have its clear negative force.
lapani has a "motion away" idea ("not in the face of/"), unlike the WSem 1- (or its Akkadian
equivalent ana). 1 * is usually prefixed to the indirect object in Aramaic. Although lapan
occurs before the indirect object in NB as seen in the given examples, no satisfactory
explanation has yet been made as to the nature of the la- prefix. The same problem occurs with
laqat "away from", in NA and NB (ABL) and CT 22 202: 20; see AHw p520a, la = Aram LW ("not
in the hand of/").
9 * The damaged sign may be too short to be BAL.
92 (Where PN is the father.) Contrast with the simple 1+et DUMU.MUNUS u-lid-su "I bore him
a daughter" Nbn 356: 4 (yr 9, B). The idiom does not appear to be an Aramaism, since Aramaic
uses either the causative or a circumlocution.
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SB, pana) dagalu, it clearly functions as a noun in the object case. This observation
lends support to the belief that the la- in lapan is of prepositional origin.
bb) qetbu "in" is used in documents involving buildings. These examples are both
from Babylon:
E e-ep-su Kl-ti GIS.SAR-tu sa qe-er-ba GN "a house plot in the Kiratu quarter in
Borsippa", Nbn 85: 1-2 (yr 2, B)
tup-pi su-pel-ti E.MES sa Kl-tim su-an-na sa qe-reb GN "a tablet (recording) the
exchange of houses in the Suanna quarter in Babylon", VS 5 58: HBarziya yr 1,
B)93

cc) sa "of: the periphrastic genitive and its use instead of the construct
Originally the determinative pronoun, "that of (PSem *_to, cf. Arabic du, da" t,
sa extended its meaning to create the relative
Aramaic di and Hebrew z.u^
clause.94 In the NB analysed here, a scant few examples of the determinative sa
remain. Apart from the third example below, the determinative is usually written in
apposition to a PN or LU, so that in reality sa is probably understood as a relative
pronoun introducing a predicative prepositional clause:
(PN) sa muhhi suti "(PN) who (is) in charge of the sfltu (farm-lease) rent"
(CAD S 426b-427a)
sa muhhi quppi "he of the cashbox",95 i.e. "the man in charge of the safe", TCL
13 182: 1, 9-10, YOS 6 67: 19 O^

sa tabtisu a family name "Saltdealer", passim

This most used particle of all had, by the time of Kuyunjik NB, already replaced the
genitive construct except hi certain frozen forms, and extended construct chains
were very rare (Woodington, p206). This certainly applies to the NB analysed
here, in which constructs continue to be much used in frozen forms. Listed below
are those constructs still in consistent use. The transcriptions are based on the
dictionary entries. Some logograms and common transcriptions (if they can be
determined) are given. Since many of the prepositions operate regularly hi
construct (exx. libbi, pan, put, muhhi, etc.), see relevant entries for the prepositions.
93Cf. the similar phrasing in the supeltu tablets Camb 349: 18, and Camb 423: 2.
94 For sa in relative clauses see HI §la, below.
95 (CAD Q p310b)iTo be contrasted with: PN s£ LTJUGU qu-up-fpul in GCCI 2 130: 7-8 (Dar yr
22, U).
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i) The frozen forms may be split into two categories:
1) Fully frozen:
a-hi kaspi/zitti...a-hi...kaspi/zitti... "one half of the silver/share...the other half...
of the silver/share..."
babtu KU.BABBAR "balance of the (owed) silver"
bit dullu "work station (?)96
bit kili "prison" (^"detention house")
bit qati "building extension"
bit sutummu "grain or date storehouse"
i-di LU-tii u hubul (UR5.RA) KU.BABBAR ianu "there is no servant hire charge
or interest on the silver"
ina hud libbis, ina migir libbis "of his/her own free will"
izqata AN.BAR "iron fetters"
misil satti "middle of the year"
pi sulpu "cultivated field"97
put zitti "the major, or'titled', share"
qat sibitti "corpus delicti" (=stolen property which has been recovered)
rehet KU.BABBAR "the remainder of the silver"
res satti "beginning of the year"
slm (SAM, KI.LAM) gamrutu "totalprice"
(n) siqil (GIN) kaspi "(n) silver shekel piece(s)"
Frozen forms involving infinitives:
arak ume, tub libbi, bullut napsate (TIN ZI.MES) (in letter greetings) "(for)
longevity, happiness, invigoration of the soul"
epusnikkasse (DU-usNlG.SID) "the doing98 of the accounts"
ina kanak tuppi suati (IM.DUB MU.MES) "at the sealing of that tablet"

96 For exa^les see YOS 6 235: 16 and VS 4 49: 19.
97 sulpu "stalk". See CAD ^tn, p256f. pi sulpu is taken to mean cultivated land as opposed to
newly broken land (taptitu) or arable land (SE.NUMUN).
98 An unexplained by-form of the infinitive epesu. See CAD nikkassu A Ij,p228.
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nade letu "laziness" (literally, "dropping of the cheek")
The frozen forms also include most of the family relationships and professions:
ab(i) ummis (AD AMA-su) "his maternal grandfather"
umm(i) ummis (AMA AMA-su) "his maternal grandmother"
bel (EN) piqitti "chief representative"
mar sarri (DUMU.LUGAL) "crown prince (son of the king)"

mar sipri "messenger"
puhurmar bani (UKKIN LlXDUMU.DTJ-i.MES) "the assembly of free citizens"
res sarri "(eunuch) assistant of the king"99
2) Partly productive, where the nomen rectum may be a name, noun or infinitive:
PN A-su sa PN2 A/DUMU PN3 "PN son of PN2 , family of PN3
ina amat, qiblt PN "by the order of PN"
ina qat (SU.II) PN etir "he received from PN"
makkur (NIG.GA) Eanna "property of Eanna"
pGt...nasQ "be responsible for...(+ noun or infinitive in construct)" See examples
below.
SA.TAM Eanna "satammu of Eanna"
sfm (SAM, KI.LAM) PN "the cost of PN"
tuppi (IM) PN ana PN2 "letter from PN to PN2
tupsar (LU.SITA5, DUB.SAR) Eanna "scribe of Eanna"
ii) Fully productive constructs. These do occasionally still occur:
se-e-nu qa-bu-ut NIG.GA FDN "sheep/goats from the pen belonging to Eanna",
YDS 7 146: 2 (Camb yr 3, U)
ZAG A.SA.ME NIG.GA 100 FDN u FDN2 "tax on the fields belonging to the
Lady-of-Uruk and Nana", TCL 13181:5 (Dar yr 2, U)
PN pu-ut e-ter KU.BABBAR na-si "PN guarantees the payment of the silver",
Cyr 177: 13-14 (yr 4, B) 101

99 See the comment at the end of appendix §4 b ii.
100 imif eqleti makkur.
101 To be contrasted with pu-ut e-ter & KC.BABBAR PN...na-si VS 4 60: 14...15 (Cyr yr 3, B).
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pu!-ut102 DI.KU5 saFDNfla-sa-a-lca "I am responsible for the Lady-of-Uruk
case", TCL 13 222: 14 (Dar yr 1? U)
pu-ut su-ud-du-du re-M-tu, u ma-sar-m, GU4 bu-us-t^ PN na-si "PN is
responsible for the caring, shepherding and guarding of the heifer calf, Dar 451:
8-10 (B)
([isqu] sa PN u PN2 DUMU.MES sa PN3 ) sapa-ni sa-lam DN "([the prebend] of
PN and PN2, sons of PN3,) which is103 (for performing) before the image of
Bel", Joannes Strasbourg 3: 3-4 (Dar yr 6, B)

However, the periphrastic genitive using sa has superseded the construct in general
usage:
[mim-ma]-su-flu sa URU u EDIN ma-la ba-su-u mas-ka-nu sa ' GASAN sa UNUG
KI "anything of theirs, in the city or outside, whatever there may be, is pledged
to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 6 90: 14-16 (Nbn yr 7, U)
i-ga-ri sa fi sa ina IGI KA.GAL...sa PN "(regarding) the wall of PN's house
which is opposite the...Gate", Dar 129: 1...2 ( yr 4, B)

The second sa in the last example is a relative pronoun in a prepositional clause.
The following extracts are particularly interesting in that the common ground
between this relative sa and the periphrastic sa can be seen clearly. In some of its
occurrences sa can be construed as both a periphrastic genitive and as a relative
pronoun. These are translated in italics and the transliterations are underlined:
SE.BAR sa SAM SUK.ffl.A...s^ maJak\-kas...sa PN u PN2 DUMU.MES sa PN3
M pa-iii sa-lam DN M ina E DN2 M TA MN MU 4.KAM a-di TIL MN2 sa MU
6.KAM RN "grain for the purchasing of...rations for the offering-prebend of PN
and PN2, sons of PN3, of/which is for before the image of Bel of/which is in the
Ninurta temple, of/which is from Simanu year four until the end of Tal rim of
year six of Darius", Joannes Strasbourg 3: 1...6 (Dar yr 6, B)
(various people) M a-na muh-hi ma-sa-hu sa SE.NUMUN sa GIS.BAN.MES sa
LU.EN.GAR.ME sa UJ.er-re-se-e M ina nap-har GARIN.MES sa'FDN...
"(various people) of/who are in charge of the measuring of the cultivators'
farmers' farm-leases' arable land, (cultivators) from/who are in the whole of the
wetlands of the Lady-of-Uruk...", YOS 6 232: 8-11 (Nbn yr 12, U)

dd) sa la and other words for "without, without the permission of': 104 salanu and
bal(u). salanu is used with personal pronoun suffixes.
(PN) sa la ma-as-a-a-al-tUi iq-bi urn-ma "(PN) without being questioned, said as
follows", AnOr 8 27 (Nbn yr 12, U)

Contenau's copy of these two signs indicates that he had not yet recognised the idiom put
nasfi since he appeared to interpret the signs as i-na.
Or, "of. See the discussion below.
When followed by a person "without the permission of is meant, (ina la is used for
infinitives.)
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ba-lu-uk-ku-nu la nu-gal-li-ib-su "we did not shave him (for ordaining) without
your permission", AnOr 8 48: 21 (Cyr yr 5, U)
u ba-al105 PN PN2...u LU.DUB.SAR.MES sa e-an-na [*\hu-tu-ru is-su->-ma se-enu mus-su-re-e-ti ul-tu EDIN i-na SU.II DUMU DTJ-i.MES i-bu-ku-ma a-na
NfG.GA e-an-na la id-di-fnfl "(regarding a herder who ran way after stealing
sheep) and without the permission of PN, PN2...and the Eanna accountants he
took the holy staff and took the loose sheep/goats away from the open, out of the
hands of the freemen and did not give them to the Eanna property", YOS 7 146:
3-6 (Camb yr 3, U)
u-il-fi.ME...ijia sa-la-na-u-a (sic) a-na mam-ma la ta-nam-din "you are not to
give the lOUs to anyone else without my permission", TCL 13 181; 19...21 (Dar
yr 2, U)
ZU.LUM.MA sa-la-nu-uk-ka a-naPN ul a-nam-din ki-i ZU.LUM.MA sa-la-nu-ukka it-tan-nu ...(reported speech) "I shall not give the dates to PN without your
permission". If he does give the dates without your permission...", Dar 475: 6-8
(yr!8,B)

ee) tah/teh "adjoining". Virtually always written DA 106 and used mainly in real
estate documents. The reading tab is made on the basis of the one NB example
where it appears with a phonetic complement: 107
...SAG7.KI KI.TA IM.MAR.TU DA-fiu (or, ta-hu ?) SILA SU.II-au "the short
side facing west next to Narrow Street", BIN 1127: 11 (Nbk yr 15, U)

However, the first of the following may have a further example of ta-hu, since the
sign following DA appears to be hu written over E erased:
E sa PN...sa DA x su-qu\-u rap-su "the house of PN..., which is next to Wide
Street", VS 5: 1...2 (Dar yr 16, B)
E sa ina SILA sa ha-bur sa DA E PN...U DA E PN2 "(regarding) the house in
Habur street, next to PN's house...and next to PN2's house", Dar 410: 1...3 (yr
15, B)

ff) ulfu"from, since", is used to refer to both time and place:
ri-ka-su sa iR-u-tu sa'PN...sa ul-tu MU 35.KAM RN...a-di MU 7.KAM RN2...a-na
KU.BABBAR na-ad-nu... "the contract (describing) the slave-status of PN, in
which, from year 35 of Nbk until year 7 of Nbn, he had been given for silver...
(was read out)", Nbn 1113: 8...11 (after yr 7, B), cf. YOS 17 302: 2-4, VS 6 96:
1-3, and elsewhere.

105 Thej-g js some doubt as to the reading of these two signs. I have therefore given a large
extract as context. CAD gives this as mala (conjunction, p!46b): ma-al PNiddinu.
106 when tJS.SA.DU is used instead of DA, the reading itfl (s.v. p, above) is assumed. The
meaning is virtually the same as tahu.
107Cf. also the lexical list Hh H (MSL V, p69): 249 DA te-hu-um and 242 DA [fe]-h[u].
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TA UD 5.KAM sa MN ina muh-hi i-ni-ia na-as-ka-ak "since the 5th of Nisan I
have been bedridden (literally, "I am thrown down on my eyes"), CT 22 83: 6-8
(letter, after Dar yr 14, B)
ul-tu E kar-re-e il-su-um-ma rul-tul KA E ka-re-e sa-ab-ta "he ran from the quay
store and was caught (coming) from the gate of the quay store", YOS 7 198: 1718 (Camb yr 6, U)
n KU.BABBAR &PN ul-tu KASKAL.II is-su-u "n silver which PN got from his
business venture", TCL 13 160: 5 (Camb yr 3, B)
PN GIS.UR.MES ul-tu i-ga-ri saPN2 i-de-ek-ki "PN is to remove the beams from
PN2's wall", Dar 129: 6-7 (yr 4, B)

The ultu sa in the following is exceptional:
ul-tu GN a-na a-su-tu at-ta-si en-na a-ga-a ul-tu sa GN a-na e-ka-a-ni ki-i al-la-ka
"I have gone out from Babylon on an expedition. Now then, after Sahrlnu where
do I go?", YOS 3 106: 22-23 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

The example in YOS 7 146 is given in dd, above.
Note: Repetition of prepositions sometimes occurs, as in
and in:

Dar 410 in ee, above

28 GLMES ul-tu UGUpi-it-ri sa bi-ritE IM.U18.LtJ sa E GAL-u u bi-rit E IM.SI.
SA "28 reeds(of property) from the unbuilt (?) land between the southern
building of the big house and the northern house", YOS 6 114: 8-9 (Nbn yr 5, U)

But not in simple strings of substantives:
ina DNj-3 u DN4 u a-de-e sa RN u PN DUMU-su it-te-mu-u "in the names of
DN!_3 and DN4 and the oaths of Nbn and his son they swore", YOS 6 232: 16-18
(Nbn, U^cf. AnOr 8 30: 13-15 (Nbn yr 13 , U)
a-na TIN ZI.MES a-ra-ku i^-mu tu-ub lib-bi u tu-ubUZU sa EN-ia u-sal-la "I
pray for the life, longevity and the wellbeing of mind and body of my lord",
YOS 3 45: 5-7 (letter, Cyr-Camb,U)

Garr (1985) comparing the use of prepositions in NWS dialects in a string of
coordinated prepositions finds that Aramaic has a distinct tendency to repeat them.
One of his examples on pi78 is:
b'rq wbsmyn j'aizm

p-ian "in heaven and (in) Earth"
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§3 Adverbs, adverbial phrases and interjections108
ahames "mutually" is treated in the dictionaries as an adverb. In earlier Akk
dialects its adverbial function is clear but this is overlaid in the MB of this study by a
reflexive pronominal function which is evident in the examples in which it is used
with prepositions (b, below). It is generally accepted as an adverb owing to its
conventionally adverbial -es (or -is) ending. It may also refer to several parties.
See also the AHw example (in ahamis pplTbf): put a-ha-(a)-mes nasu, "they are
mutually responsible", in VS 15 7: 12, and elsewhere.
a) ahames on its own, "mutually, each other, one another":
a-«na»-di UGU s£ a-ha-mes nim-ma-ru-ma "until we see one another...",
AnOr 8 56:15-16 (Cyr yr 7, U)
ul i-tur-ru-ma a-ha-mes ul i-ra^-^u-mu...SE.NUMUN...[ki-i?] fma^-hi-ri-su-nu
a-ha-mes ip-pa-lu "they are not to go back and make a claim against each other.
They will be mutually responsible (or, "they are answerable to each other") for
the arable land according to their price", TCL 13 190: 21...29 (Dar yr 12, B^cf.
VS 5 38: 34 (given in b)

b) ahames in combination with a preposition:
i) itti ahames "with each other, jointly, together":
zu-^-uz-tisti E sa PN...sa PN2...4 u PN5 it-ti a-ha-mes i-zu-zu "(concerning) the
division of the estate of PN which PN2...4 and PN5 made jointly", YOS 6 114:
1...4 (Nbn, \}\cf. YOS 6 143 (Nbn yr 10, U)
(area) s£ PN u PN2 ...it-ti a-ha-mes im-hu-ru-ma it-ti a-ha-mes la i-zu-zu
"(concerning) (a plot) which PN and PN2 bought together but did not divide
between them", VS 5 39: 1...4 (Cyr yr 6, B)
...it-ti a-ha-mes a-na KASKAL.H is-ku-nu "...they put jointly into a business
venture", Dar 280: 4-5 (yr 10, B)

For further examples see Iraq 13: 10...11 (U), Nbn 293: 8 (B) and Dar 379: 2, 60
(B).
In the Babylonian supeltu (property exchange) tablets, ahames is used with itti in
the following standard phrase:
tup-pi su-pel-ti 6.MES...sa PN...U PN2 ...it-ti a-ha-mes us-pe-lu "a tablet
(recording) the exchange of property...which PN...and PN2...exchanged with each
other", VS 5 38: 1...4 (Cyr yr 6, B^cf. also line 22 and the following:
108 j^ost of the examples are adverbs and adverbial phrases. For the idea that some
adverbial phrases are prepositional phrases with ellipsis of a pronoun see the entries on in a
libbi and itti. Interjections are indicated as such. Adverbs involved in the expression of time
are given in §4, below.

tup-pi su-peJ-tu, sa A.SA.MES sa PN...U PN2 ...a-di SE.NUMUN nu-dun-nu-u
sa fPN DAM-su ...it-ti a-ha-mes us-pe-e-lu "a tablet (recording) the exchange of
fields which PN, and PN2 who included arable land which was the dowry of fPN
his wife, made with one another, Camb 375: 7: 1...7 (yr 7, B)

ii) ana ahames is limited to the Babylon texts:
tup-pi su-pel-tu4 sa (assets) sa PN...PN2 u fPN DAM-su...a-na a-ha-mes us-pe-elu "a tablet (recording) the exchange of (assets) which PN...PN2 and fPN his
wife...made between them", Camb 349: 1...5 (yr 6, B)
afl-fla-a...(assets) [sa}...ina mi-gir lib-bi-su-nu a-na a-ha-mes us-pe-e-lu "these
are (the assets)...that...they willingly exchanged between them" ibid., 23...28
PN u PN2[...] SE.NUMUN su-a-tu a-na muh-hi a-ha-mes ul i-tur-ru-ni [...]a-na
a-ha-mes iz-za-kar Difficult. "PN and PN2 are not to come back (to court)
about each other [...regarding?] the arable land[...]they are to swear mutually
(?)", Camb 286: 13...15 (yr 5, B)

A further example is in Dar 379: 68, but with a final broken verb.
c) akanna "here":
i) In a local sense, akanna comes at the beginning of its clause:
a-kan-na ina qaq-qar lu-ul-ti-il-su "let me make him grovel here on the ground!"
YOS 3 19: 28 (letter, early Cyr, U)
PN EN lis-pu-ru(sic)-am-ma a-kan-nu it-ti-su li-id-bu-ub ^mam^-ma sa ku-tu-la-a
(sic)a-kan-nal im-ma-ru ia-a-flu!"may Sir send PN for me(? 109) to speak with
him here. There is no one here backing me up (literally, "looking behind me")",
CT 22 200: 15-21 (letter, Nbn? B)

ii) In a transferred sense, akanna is almost like an adjective or relative clause (sa
akanna):
en-na PN...a-kan-na iq-ta-ba- ) um-ma "now, PN...here has said...", CT 22 127:
5...S (letter, Dar yr 17? B)
lu-u ti-i-de dib-bi lu ma-a-du a-kan-na ina UGU-i-ni bi-su- y "you do
know that the rumours against us here are very bad", YOS 3 19: 20-21 (letter,
early Cyrus, U). Compare with the following:
ZU.LUM.MA gab-bi a-kan-na a-na sir-ire^e ina SU.H-ia ma-lu-u "all the dates
here are filling my hands to the brim", 110 TCL 9 124: 10-13 (letter, 526-522, B)

See purpose clauses (§1 a iii, above), ludbub is expected.
110 The idiom ana sirre malfl means "to be full to overflowing". See n2$ in the appendix to
part 2.
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The position of akanna in the last two examples suggest? it may actually be
functioning as a predicate in all three: "PISL.is here. He has said...", "you do know
that there are many rumours here. They are bad for us" and "the dates are all here.
My hands are full to the brim", respectively. Such an interpretation would explain
the juxtaposition of gabbi and akanna in the third example. (There are no
attestations of nouns with two adjectives in the corpora.) It is also possible that
akanna may mean "thus, in the following way" in the first example. See CAD
akanna A, A/I p259b [probably of WSem origin]. CAD has a separate entry,
akanna B, for akanna - "here" (p260f).
Further Uruk examples are in the very similar YOS 3 17: 19,48 and TCL 9 129: 17.
ana akanna, "here":
LU.ERfN.MES gab-bi ma-la a-na a-kan-na EN is-pu-ra "all the soldiers that Sir
sent here", JNES 1993: 32-33 (end Nbn? U)

d) akannak (addressed to one person),"there" is in NB only: 111
LU.SITA5 u GIS DA a-kan-na-ka "the scribes and the ledger are there", (to one
person) YOS 3 17: 28, TCL 9 129: 29 (letters, 533-526, U)
a-murPN u PN2 a-kan-na-ka "see, PN and PN2 are there", (to one person)YOS
3 66: 18-19 (letter, Camb? pre-526, U)

e) ana munhi (Uruk) and ina muhhi (Babylon) "regarding (this); therefore" are
found regularly in the following legal phrase:
LU.GAL-u s£-nam-ma a-na muh-hi ul i-sal-lat "No other creditor is allowed to
take over (the assets)" YOS 6 90: 16-17 (Nbn yr 7, U)
LU.TUK-u sa-nam-ma ina muh-hi ul i-sal-lat Nbn 314: 9-10 (yr 8), cf. Nbn 1047:
13-14

m See GINBr p!6 and CAD p261bf. Note that akanna changes to akannakunu when more
than one person is addressed. Oppenheim (1947, 120-121) says that in akannaka, -ka is
really only a "deictic, i.e. distal element", which became understood as a 2sg personal suffix to
give the meaning "there, with you", in Aramaic and Arabic. By analogy other personal suffixes
were introduced (hence akannakunu). The "Dort-Deixis" demonstrative pronouns in classical
Arabic have carried this idea to its full development, if Oppenheim is to be believed (see GVG
vol 1 p318 and note 2, p322). The attested examples are:
daliki: addressed to one female
dalika: addressed to one male
dalikma : addressed to two persons (i.e. dual)
dalikunna: addressed to 2fpl
dalikum: addressed to 2mpl
Their composition is da ("that")+ li ("to, for") + ("you", supposed, but in reality the deictic
element) suffix pronoun.
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Elsewhere, both dialects use ana muhhi and ina muhhi interchangeably:
PN iq-bi um-ma SE.NUMUN ina UGU e-ri-is "PN said to me, 'therefore farm
the land!'", AnOr 8 38: 10 (Cyr yr 2,U)
ku-um a-hi HA.LA-sii a-na muh-hi i-te-lu "He deducted as half of his share
regarding it (i.e. the deal)", TCL 13 160: 7 and repeated in line 10 (Camb yr 3,

f) anin "now" (?) Difficult. For the possible meaning "where?" see the examples
and discussion in ekani in §6 b i, above (questions).
g) arid, arfcu "afterwards":
ar-ki ina MN MU 8.KAM... "afterwards in Simanu of year eight...", Nbn 293: 9
(yr 8, B) cf. AnOr 8 70: 12 (Camb yr 3, U)
ar-ku fPN re-e-mu a-na DUMU.MES-su ha^ar-^se^-ma "afterwards fPN took pity
on her sons", VS 5 45/46: 4-5 (Camb yr 1, B)

arid is also used to change the subject matter in legal documents dealing with
separate topics:
ar-ki PN...U PN2 a-na PN3 iq-bu-u um-ma "on another occasion, PN and PN2
said the following to PN3...", TCL 13 181: 14...15 (Dar yr 2, U) 112

h) elat, ana elat "in addition; else":
mim-ma e-lat ina SU.II-su ul mah-rak "I haven't received anything else from
him", YOS 6 193: 5-6 (Nbn yr 13, U) which continues:
mim-ma ma-la IJJjnu-kin-nu e-lat u-ka-an-nu-us \+en 30 a-na FDN i-nam-din
"anything else that a witness may convict him of, he is to give thirtyfold to the
Lady-of-Uruk": 6-8
a-na e-lat a-na PN at-ta-din...sah-le-e a-na-ka a-na e-lat <ana> PN ina SU.n
PN2 at-ta-din "I gave to PN in addition...! myself gave cress hi addition from
PN2 <to> PN", Dar 296: 6.. .11, 15 (yr 11, B) a-na e-lat-su "in addition to
that" (line 15), shows that ana elat can also be used as a preposition.113

i) enna (usually as interjection, "now (then)") passim in letters:
en-na 6 MA.NA KU.BABBAR...su!-bi-la-m'm-raa "now (then), bring the 6 minas
of...silver", JAOS 36: 20 (letter, 538-532, U)
en-na mim-ma sa ina SU.II-sii ta-mu-ur i-sam-ma kul-lim-an-na-a-su "now
(then), bring and show us whatever you saw in his possession (literally,
"hands')", TCL 13 170: 11 (Camb yr 5, U)

Contrast YOS 7 7, where the different incidents are separated by lines across the tablet.
fn^B in §2 j, above, discusses the possible nominal origin of elat.
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adi muhhi enna "up to now":
mi-na-> a-di UGU en-na te-en-ku-nu ul as-me en-na NlG.SID sa SUK.HI.A
ep-sa-a-ma "why haven't I heard news from you (mpl) up to now? Now do the
ration accounts!"YOS 3 64: 10-14 (letter, 538-534, U)

j) ianu "if not, otherwise":
f\

ia-a-nu-u a-na PN a-na muh-hi lu-uq-bi-ma "if not, I shall definitely tell PN/', RA
A
11: 32-33 (letter, 533-532, U)
ia-a-nu-u 10 MA.NA K0.BABBAR...lis-ku-flini-niu "otherwise, let them deposit
ten minas of silver", YOS 381: 23...24 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
ia-a-nu-u ul a-na-ad-di-in GIS.BAN a-sarse-ba-tu-ni in-na-* "if not, I won't give
(it). Give the farming lease to whoever you want", TCL 13 182: 8-9 (Dar yr 2,
U)

k) ina libbi is an adverbial phrase meaning "therein, therefrom, inside":114
1 ME pi-i-tu bi-i-su ina lib-bi u-mas-sar "he will abandon 100 bad bunches
therefrom (i.e. from the total)", Nbn 17, 11-12 (ace yr, B)
ina lib-bi 6| GIN glr-u LA-ti PN2...ina idi GIS.MA ma-hir "therefrom, PN2
has received 6| shekels minus l/24tn (°f a shekel) for the lease of the boat"
ibid.: AnOr 8 40: 9... 10 (Cyr yr 3, U)
LU.ERIN.MES sa ina lib-bi it-ti-i-ni "the workmen inside with us" (i.e. in jail),
YOS 7 97: 8-9 (Camb ace, U)

Further examples are in YOS 6 33: 9, YOS 3 113: 13, TCL 13 167: 6 (all Uruk).
ina libbi (meaning "in which there is") also occurs in relative clauses where the
referents (here, zeru, igaru and zittu) would otherwise need to be resumed with a
possegive suffix: 115
1 GUR SE.NUMUN...sa GISIMMAR.MES sap-hu-tu ina lib-bi iz-zi-zu
"(regarding) one kur of arable land in which scattered date palms stand", Camb
286: 1...2(yr5, B)
i-ga-ri...sa PN...GIS.UR.MES ina lib-bi is-ba-tu "(regarding) a wall...in which
PN fixed beams", Dar 129: 1...5 (yr 4, B)
1 GIS.MA sa PN...sa HA.LA sa PN2 ...ina lib-bi "(regarding) a boat of PN in
which there is a share of PN2", AnOr 8 40: 1...2, (Cyr yr 3, U)

114 It is a prepositional phrase being used adverbially, as noted in earlier Akkadian (AHw,
p551a, MB, MA, NA). InVS582 ina is removed in order to accommodate another preposition
(in construct), mala in dul-lu ma-la lib-bi ip-pu-us "any work he may do therein...", lines 11-12
(Daryrl6,B).
1 ^ It is therefore possible that ina libbi is an ellipsis of ina libbi and the Aramaic 3ms suffix.
See the comments on itti, below.
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1) inanna, eninnj

"now":

i-na-an-na PN...pa-qa-ri u-sab-si "now PN...has made a claim", Nbn 356: 23...25
(yr9,B)
e-nin-ni i-na 9-ta MU.AN.NA.MES ar-ki sa 3 DUMU.MES fPN la-pa-ni-ia tuldu... "now, in nine years, by which time fPN had borne me three children...",
Roth: 20-22 (Cyr yr 9, U)
a-di i-na-an-na PN ina IGIPN2 u-su-uz "up to now, PN has been stationed with
PN2", YOS 7 102: 18 (Camb ace, U)

m) its "in addition":
u NA^.KISIB-su it-ti-* i-na-as-sa-am-ma "and he is to bring his seal in addition",
YOS 7 113: 13-14 (probably Camb yr 1, U)
1 ME 70 KUS.ME it-ti i-nam-di-nu "they are to give 170 skins in addition",
TCL 13 165: 11-12 (Camb yr 4, U)
TUG.ffl.A...it-ti-i a-na PN in-na-> "give (2pl) clothing...to PN in addition", BIN
1 16: 14...22 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

To explain this development from prepositional itti, von Soden considers that its
may be an adaptation of itti and the 3ms Aramaic suffix, i.e. -h rr , 1 16
n) kapdu (kabdul} "quickly", is common in letters:
kap-du lik-su-du "may he arrive quickly", YOS 3 21: 40-41 (letter, Cyr-Camb,
U)
kap-du su-pur-as-su-nu-tu dul-lu li-pu-su-* "quickly write to them to do the work"
YOS 3 17: 6-7 (letter, 533-526, U)

Note the repetition for emphasis in:
kap-du kap-du nu-bat-tu4 la ta-ba-ta "quickly, quickly! Do not stay overnight!"
CT 22 83: 9-11 (letter, after Dar yr 14? B)

Because kapdu cannot be connected with kapadu, CAD assumes that it must be an
Aramaism, especially since the examples given have either a precative or a
preterite (as a caique on the Aramaic imperfect, cf. AHw p443b for kapdu followed
by Aramaic imperfect). However, there is no Aramaic adjective for kpd HAL
p434f has kbd, a root whose verb conveys "weightiness, importance, pressure", and
CAD A p26f has the adjective kabtu 2: "dangerous, serious, severe", section 4:
"important, influential", u)KicK
H^ AHwp405 (n/spB). A similar development may also have occurred with libbi in ina libbi
(k, above).
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shares the feeling of urgency, importance and pressure with the Aramaic kbd, hence
the idea "quickly". If kapdu is an Aramaic loan word then there seems to have been
a sound change from Icbd. 1 17
o) kum "in exchange":
mim-ma ku-u-mu ul id-di-nu "he gave nothing in return", BIN 2 1 15: 12-13 (Cyr
yr 2, U)

p) malmalis "equally":
ma-al-ma-li-is u-za->-a-zu "they will divide equally", YOS 7 90: 17-18 (Cyr yr 5,
U)
i-na 1 PI SE.NUMUN-su-flu zaq-pi ...mal-ma-lis HA.LA PN PN2 u PN3 "there is
an equal share for PN, PN2 and PN3 in the 1 sutu plot of planted arable land...
belonging to them", Dar 379: 66...67 (yr 14, B)

q) panat "before":
qaq-qar sa FDN pa-na-tu4 URU sa FDN2 "land of the Lady-of-Uruk formerly
belonging to al Belet-sa-Uruk", YOS 6 67: 15 (Nbn yr 4, U)

Babylon appears to prefer ina pani but there is only one rather broken example:
a-ni ITI.APIN MU 19.KAM [ ? ] a-na-ku a-na KU.BABBAR a-ha-din*
.. ."before, in Arahsamna year 19, 1 gave for silver...", Dar 574: 19-20 (yr 20, B)

r) saddagad "last year"
lib-bu-u sa sad-da -qad ENlis-sa-* "may Sir take, in keeping with last year", CT
22 78: 20-21 (letter, 545-527, B) 118

§4 Expressions of time

a) Om a "today":119
a-di UGU u4-mu a4 ul iq-it (or, iq-tu\ for iqti) "to this day it is not finished",
YOS 3 19: 6-7 (letter, early Cyr, U)
117 Von Soden avoids the problem by offering a possible variant meaning for kapadu ("to
hurry", kapadu 5, p441b). For spellings from letters not in my corpora, which indicate NB
kapdu and not kabdu see GINBr pi 12.
118 CAD saddagda sVl p38ff. The interpretation of the last sign as GAD is based on sad-da-gaadin TCL 13 231: 16. (The prosopography of this text indicates that it is end Nbk-early Nbn,
Uruk.)
119 See GINBr p37. CT 22 83: 19, cited therein has simply umu in a broken context.
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a-na muh-hi u4-mu a4 GIS.MA...uJ u-se-ri-iq120 "up to today the boat...has not
been emptied", YOS 3 66: 3...5 (letter, pre-526, U)

b) Ways of saying "daily", "monthly", etc.: 121
umussu "daily" is common in letters, usually in a greeting:
s-su dDN dDN2 FDN u FDN2 a-na TINZI.ME tu-ub llb-bi sa EN-fa u-salla "daily I pray to Bel, Nabu, the Lady-of-Uruk and Nana for the longevity and
happiness of my lord", YOS 3 8: 2-5 (letter, early Dar? U) 122
ina GN u4-mu-us-su pi-ir-sa-tu4 it-ti-ia ta-dab-bu-ub "in Babylon every day you
are telling lies about me", CT 22 74: 3^t (letter, Dar, B)

arhussu (? spelled ITI-us-su) "monthly":
ivmu.MES SU.HA-ii-tu sa e-an-na sa ITI-us-su ina ITI 5^ u^-mu man-za-al-ti sa
PN "(regarding) the days for the monthly fishing duty of Eanna. In each month
5| days is the duty for PN", YOS 7 90: 1-2 (Cyr yr 5, U)

c) Expressing a certain date in the past or future:
For dates in the body of a text the formula is: UD yKAM sa ITI.MN MU
z.KAM: 123
UD 8.KAM sa ITI.SU MU 5.KAM mXur-as "on the 8th of Duzu, Cyrus year 5",
YOS 7 42: 13(Cyryr5,U)
UD 20 1.LAL.KAM& ITI.KIN "on the 19th124 of Ululu", TCL 12 88: 11 (Nbn
yr 8, B)
UD 16.KAM sa ITLBARA "on the 16th of Nisannu", YOS 7 78: 2 (Cyr yr 8, U)
UD 7.KAM sa ITI.SU "on the 7th of Duzu", TCL 13 157: 10 (Camb yr 3, U)
An exception to this rule is seen in Dar 358: 1 :
a-na UD 28.KAM sa ITLAB sa MU 13.KAM "on the 28th of Tebetu, year 13"
(Daryrl3,B)

When the year is mentioned first, a preposition is not always necessary:
MU 3.KAM mXur-as...MU 4.KAM mXur-as "in year 3 Cyrus.. .in year 4 Cyrus",
YOS 7 42: 2...5 (Cyr yr 5, U)
usriq (!) has an impersonal subject (VI §2, below).
121 "yeariy" does not appear in my corpora but note the following: lib-bu-u s£ MUAN.NA-us-su
"as (has happened) every year", YOS 3 42: 14 (letter, U).
122 cf. the earlier Uruk letters JNES 1993: 4, YOS 3 21: 3 and YOS 3 45: 3 (u4-mu-su). For
Babylon see CT 22 6: 2, CT 22 82: 3, CT 22 83: 3, and passim.
123 Contrast this with the order ITI.MN UD yJCAM MU Z.KAM RN used in the dating of texts
themselves.
124 This is the usual way of saying "19th" in these texts, cf. YOS 7 97: 3, below, »* d.
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ina MU.AN.NA IGI-ti...u MU.AN.NA lGl-ti...i-na MU.AN.NA sa-ni-ti "in the
first year...and in the first year (also)...in the second year", TCL 13 182:
11...14...19(Daryr2, U)

When the month is mentioned first, ina is used:
ina ITI.KIN MU 2.KAM mKur-as "in Ululu, Cyrus year 2", TCL 13 134: 3 (Cyr yr
4, U)
ina ITISE IGI-ii "in the first Addaru", VS 4 107: 5 (Dar yr 16, B)

d) References to a certain part of the day:
mu-si sa UD 30.KAM sa ITL.SU "on the night of the 30th of Duzu", YDS 6 137:
6 (Nbn yr 7, U)
ina ITI.GANUD 20 LLAL.KAM ina mu-si... "on the 19th of Kislimu, in the
night...", YDS 7 97: 3 (Camb ace, U)

e) "Per month, per year" needs no introductory preposition:
HI sul-lul-tu 1 GIN KTJ.B ABBAR PN a-na PN2 i-nam-din "PN is to give PN2 |
shekel per month", BE 8 47: 4-5 (Nbn, yr 5, B)

and is used in the idiomatic phrase referring to the interest rate in the Babylon texts:
(2 minas | shekel of silver) sa ITI ina muh-hi 1 ma-ne-e 1 GIN KTJ.B ABBAR ina
muh-hi-su-nu i-rab-bi "(a debt of) 2 minas 5 shekel of silver which is growing at
the rate of one shekel of silver against one mina per month (as interest) against
them (i.e. the debtors)", Nbn 314: 19 (yr 8, B)
...sa MU.ARNA ina muh-hi 1 ma-ne-e 12 GiN KTJ.BABBAR ma muh-hi-su
i-rab-bi125 "(a debt of 5 shekels) which is growing at the rate of 12 shekels of
silver per mina per year against him", VS 4 62: 4-6 (Cyr yr 6, B)

In the Uruk letter YOS 3 69 ana and sa may be translated "per":
(LTJ.RIGZ.ME...5 u4-mu dul-lu ip-pu-us u i-hal-liq) u LU.HUN.GA.ME sa ITI LU
5 GIN KTJ.BABBAR a-na TR-su a-na i-di-su i-na-as-si "(the sirkus do the work
for five days then disappear) and the labourers hired by the month, (each) takes
per man five shekels of silver per month as his wage", YOS 3 69: 6...12 (letter,
539-526, U)
BANIA SE.BAR sa 15 i^-muME a-na LU i-din "give 5 sutu of barley per 15
days to (each) man", ibid.: 18-19

f) References to the long term future are rare:
FDN u FDN2 su-lum u TIN saEN-i-fli a-na da-ris Iiq-ba-a4 "may the Lady-ofUruk and Nana grant the welfare and life of our lord forever", (letter greeting)
YOS 3 200: 3-4 (letter, early Camb, U)

125 A subjunctive is expected, as in TCL 13 144: 2 (in m §1 a, below). See IV §5, below.
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a-na u4-mu sa-a-tu pa-ni-ia u-sad-gil-ma "he transferred to me for the future",
Nbn356: 14(yr9, B)
PN a-na i^-mu ru-qu-tu mam-ma sa-nam-ma a-na la la-qe-e GIS.SUB.BA.MES u
NlG.SID su-nu-tu tup-pi is-tur-ma "so that no one else could take their prebends
and property in the future (literally, "for distant days"), he wrote a tablet",
CTMMA2 54+Nbn 380: 14-15 (yr 9, B)

g) "x time ago":
13 MU.MES a-ga-a (trees). ..a-na FDN ni-iz-za-qap..3Q SE.NUMUN ni-iz-za-qap
...20 GUR u-hi-ni ina lib-bi i-te-lu-u "13 years ago we planted (various trees) for
the Lady-of-Uruk...we planted 30 kur of arable land and 20 kur of fresh dates
came up from them", YOS 3 200: 5-8 (letter, around Camb yr 1, U)
10 MU.AN.NA PN NlG.SID <saE> 126 SU.II mim-ma ma-a-du ul-tuE[ka-Tee]127 ina muh-hi-ia u-se-es-si... Unclear. "10 years ago PN issued property from
the storage wing, a lot, from the communal storehouse on my account...", TCL 13
170: 5 (Camb yr 5, U)
10 MU.ffl.A at-ta fas?/u? su-nu "10 years ago..." (Unclear. Comes at the
beginning of a phrase), YOS 3 8: 23 (letter, early Dar? U)

h) adi tuppi tuppi, adi tuppi ana tuppi, ana tuppi ana tuppi
See Rowton (1951) for examples from a wider range of NB texts. In my corpora,
tuppu appears to refer to a period of time in the future, for covering the payment of
loans or rent. The contexts suggest that this period of time is either unspecified (i.e.
"until further notice") or has been fixed according to the accepted practices, thereby
not needing elucidation (cf. NRVG1 p52f, "agreed-on time"). Interest payments are
not mentioned either (cf. Camb 348, below). The repetition of the word tuppi is
perhaps to emphasise that the deal is "up to and including the agreed-on time". The
texts normally give the start date for the deal but not a termination date:
| MA.NA KU.BABBAR sa u-ra-si-su a-na sa-ra-pu sa a-gur-ru s£ PN ul-tu MN
MU l.KAM...a-di tup-pi a-na tup-pi PN2 ina SU.II PN e-tir "PN2 has received
half a mina of silver from PN, for his deputising job of baking bricks for PN,
which goes from Tasritu yr l...up to and including the agreed-on period" Camb
88/419: 3...7 (Written 6 weeks before the start date. Yr 1, B)
1 MA.NA 10 GIN KU.BABBAR sa PN ina muh-hi PN2 ...u fPN...a-di tup-pi
tup-pi KO.BABBAR a > 1 MA.NA 10 GIN ina SAG.DU-sii f-nam-din "(regarding
an IOU of) 1 mina 10 shekels of silver of PN, owed by PN2 and fPN. By the

Since NfG.SID and sa E look the same in NB the sense of this line improves if a
haplography of NlG.SID is assumed.
127 Restored after lines 15 and 20.
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agreed-on period he is to return the 1 mina 10 shekels capital", Camb 348: 18 128 (yr6,B)
(house for rent) s£ na-da-nu u ma-ha-ri a-na tup-pi a-na tup-pi a-na PN...id-din
"(regarding a house for rent) which he gave to PN for business purposes until
further notice (or, "for and including an agreed-on period")", Dar 499: 5...T (yr
20, B)

Notes on the derivation of tuppu 129
Von Soden gives tuppu a suggested derivation from fapapu, "to be very full"
(AHw p!349b). In trying to find a meaning for tuppu from the etymology, Rowton
links the root tpp to the Arabic root Iff which has the "basic motive" of adding or
subtracting the bit needed to either overfill or underfill a measure, or to just do it
exactly (194b-197). An idea of "approaching the exact measure" would apply in
each case. 130 From this, Rowton concludes that tuppu comes to mean a proper
"end-bit" of a period of time (cf. end pl95, "the edge portion, the portion at the limit,
the marginal portion") and also that adi tuppi (ana) tuppi and ana tuppi ana tuppi
both mean "up to, and including, a proper period of advance notice". What this may
indicate and what is supported by the MB texts in my corpora is that the tuppu may
be a period of notice (leeway or clearance period) at the time of the deadline for
completion of a contract or loan and I have interpreted tuppu in this way.

128This is virtually the whole of the text in the document, the last phrase before the witness
list being: l+en pu-ut 2-u na-su-u "one is responsible for the other".
129 tuppu does not appear to mean "tablet". At the very least, if the term meant "(the contract
runs) 'from one tablet (i.e. the start of the contract) to the next (i.e. the end of the contract)'",
then*u/tu tuppi adi tuppi would be expected.
130 In Lane (1984, p!857bf), most of the words with the root tff have the meaning of
approaching, being short of. Only flfafa(t) has the meaning "the quantity that is above the
measure" (p!858b). [In modern literary Arabic tff is attested only as D, "to make deficient,
scanty"; "to be stingy, scamping" (Wehr, 1976, p561b). The adjective tafffis "deficient, slight,
trivial".]
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Chapter III: Subordinate clauses

§1 Relative clauses
The most common relative clauses are those using the relative particle sa. In its
function as a relative pronoun sa is used when it is the subject or direct object of its
clause or in nominal clauses. As a particle (see v, below) sa is used to e*pres_s
what in English are the cases when the relative pronoun is not the subject or direct
object of its relative clause (i.e. English "to whom", "in which", "of which/whose"
etc.).

Notes
In Akkadian, the relative clause, as well as the main clause, may be nominal or
prepositional (see a ii, below). Alternatively, a predicative adjective (stative)
may be employed (see a iii, below).
For sa as periphrastic genitive ("of) see II §2 cc, above.
For sa as a subordinating conjunction ("that") see §2 k, below,
a) Relative clauses involving sa
The cases (subj, obj, nom, abbreviated from subject, object or, in a nominal or
prepositional clause) firstly of the governing noun (antecedent) within the main
clause and then of sa within its own relative clause are given abbreviated in
parentheses: 1
i) sa in verbal clauses:
DUMU-su sa ina lib-bi la i-pal-lah-su HA.LA ina lib-bi ul i-leq-qu "any son of
hers who does not respect hexwill not receive a share",
Rutten: 8-9 (Nbn yr 1, B) (subj, subj)
LU?-tu ha-liq-tu u mim-ma sa KASKAL.II-su-nu sa il-la-a...a-ha su-nu
"(regarding any) lost slave or anything in their business venture, that may crop
up...they are to share alike", TCL 13 160: 13-14 (Camb yr 3, B) (nom, subj)
(eli) PN...sa la ifl-flam-ru..."(against) PN...who was not observed...", Iraq 13:
23...25 (Camb yr 2, U) (non-direct obj, subj of passive verb)
2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR sa fPN,_3 SAM A.SA-si-na sa'PN a-na KU.BABBAR
i-sa-am-ma "(regarding) two minas of silver for fPN!_3, the price of their field,
which PN bought for silver", Nbn 359: 1...5 (yr 12, B) (nom, obj)

1 So that in the first example, maru is the governing noun in a verbal clause; it and sa are both
subject case. In the second example, sa refers to ameluttu haliqtu u mimma sa harran(i)sun in
a nominal clause, and sa is the subject in a verbal clause.
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u-il-ti sa 10 GIN KU.BABBAR sa UR5.RA i-rab-bu-u "(regarding) an IOU for 10
shekels of silver, which is accruing interest", TCL 13 144: 2 (nom, subj) (Cyr yr
9, B)
ZU.LUM.MA ki-i u-kal-lim-an-ni a-hi nu-ku-su-nu a-hi sa it-bu-ku Difficult,
"when he showed me the dates, some were cut (and) some (were what) they had
piled up", CT 22 78: 8-10 (letter, 545-527, B) (nom,2 obj)

ii) sa in a nominal or prepositional clause:
SE.NUMUN u me-re-su sa e-lis u sap-lis sa I7 es-su GAB KA.GAL DN
"(regarding) crop and arable land which is upstream and downstream from the
New Canal, opposite the Enlil Gate", Dar 80: 1-2 (yr 3, B) (prep phrase, nom)
LU.i.DUg.MES sa E ka-re-e sa it-ti PN i-sa-al-la "the storehouse doorkeepers who
were with PN were asked", TCL 13 170: 15-16 (Camb yr 5, U) (obj of verb with
impersonal subject,3 nom)
(4 people) sa ina muh-hi ma-sa-hu sa SE.NUMUN L\J.e-mi-de-e u LU.SITA5.
MES sa a-na muh-hi ma-sa-hu sa SE.NUMUN "(4 people) who are in charge of
measuring the arable land, who are the estimators and accountants in charge of
measuring the arable land (swore an oath)", AnOr 8 30: 6-7 (Nbn yr 13, U)
(subj, nom)

There is some confusion as to the syntax of the following two examples. See the
discussion in sa as preposition ("of):
PN...sa UGU qup-pu e-an-na... "PN...who is in charge of the safe of Eanna...",
TCL 13 182: 1 and 9-10 (Dar yr 2, U) (subj, nom)
and:

a-na PN sa LU UGU qu-upjpu\xl] i-din "give to PN who is the man in charge of
the safe...", GCCI 2 130: 7-8 (Dar yr 22, U) (non-direct obj, nom)

It is even possible to have relative clauses within prepositional clauses:
UDU.NITA.ME ina UNUG.KI sa al-la sa ina EDIN ma-a-du-> u \-u ub-ba-lu "the
sheep in Uruk apart from those in the open are many and are worth half (their
usual value)", YOS 3 87: 25-27 (letter, 533-526, U) (nom, nom in prepositional
clause with alia, nom in prepositional clause with ina)

iii) sa in a clause with a predicative adjective (verbal or otherwise). Since predicative adjectives lend themselves well to describing a coincident state or situation
relevant to the topic in the main clause they are often used in relative clauses as:
x -[sa + adjective]-main clause:
1 AB.GAL...sa \katf-kab-tu4 se-en6-de-ti sa ul-tu GIS.APIN sa PN...ffla SU.II
PN2 ...ab-lca-fU4 "(regarding) one cow...marked with a star, who was brought from
the plough-fief of PN...via PN2", AnOr 8 38: 1...4 (Cyr yr 2, U) (prep phrase,
nom)
hu-us-su sa it-ti E ka-a-re te-pu-u ina IGI PN "the hut built onto the storehouse is
at the disposal of PN", Nbn 499: 18-20 (yr 11, B) (nom, nom)
2 nukkusun is the 3mpl predicative adjective ventive of nalcasu,D.
3 See VI §2, below.
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2 MA.NA KU.BABBAR sa gln-nu... "(regarding) two minas of silver, which (is)
the ordinary kind...,"4 Dar 336: 1 (yr 12, B) (prep phrase, nom, taking ginu as an
adjective)

iv) sa as an independent pronoun, "whoever", referring to persons already identified:
sa al-la HI it-ti-qu ki-i ES.BAR KTJ.B ABBAR i-di GIS MA i-nam-di-nu whoever
exceeds the month, according to the decision, is to pay the silver for the rent of
the boat", AnOr 8 40: 12-14 (Cyr yr 3, U) ([subj], subj)
sa ina ma-as-sar-ti-su i-se-el-lu-u hi-tu sa PN...i-sad-dad "whoever is lax in his
watch bears the penalty (of a transgression against5 ) Gobryas", GCCI 2 103:
10...12 (Camb ace, U) ([subj], subj)
sa qer-bi i-tir "whoever is available (literally, "nearer"), pays", Camb 68: 16 (yr
1,B) ([subj], nom)
a-qab-bi-ma s£ SE.BAR ina IGI-su ul ib-ba-ku-nim-ma ul i-nam-din-nu-nu...sa
mam-ma sa SE.BAR ina IGI-su ab-kan-nim-ma a-na PNin-na-* "I'm saying
that he who ([subj], nom) has barley at his disposal they are not bringing and
giving it to me..., that whoever (subj, nom) has barley at his disposal 'bring and
give it to PN (i.e. "me" in direct quotation)'", CT 22 73: 7... 14 (letter, early Dar,
B). For further comments on the reported speech in this letter see §4 a, below.

v) When sa is a relative particle, i.e. the genitive or non-direct object in its clause
(abbreviated to gen, nondir), the antecedent is resumed with a possessive or
accusative pronominal suffix in its relative clause as in all Akkadian dialects.
Examples are limited in these corpora: 6
iXjjnu-kin-ne-e sa ina IGI-su-flu... "the witnesses in front of whom...", Nbn 68:
I(yr2, B) (nom, gen)
(people) saPNj-s ir-tiPN4 uPN5...is-pu-ru-su-nu-ti...it-te-mu-u... "(various
people) who PNM sent with PN4 and PN5...swore...", YOS 6 232: 13. ..18 (Nbn
yr 12, U) (nom, dir obj)
PN sa PN2 IM.DUB DUMU-u-ti-su is-tu-ru-ma GIS.SUB.BA-supa-fli DNpa-fli-su
u-sad-gi-li...DUM\J LU.KU4 £ FDN la-bi-ri su-u "PN, whose document of
adoption PN2 wrote and transferred his (own) prebend for DN to him.. .is the son
of the former erib-blti of FDN", AnOr 8 58: 24...26 (Cyr yr 5, U) (nom, gen)
LU.DUMU.MES DU-i [sa ina] u-su-uz-zi-su-nu "the citizens, in whose
presence...", YOS 6 116: 6 (Nbn yr 10, U) (nom, gen) cf. the similar TCL 12
117: 1 (U), VS 6 127: 1 (Dar yr 11, B) Dar 475: 1, Dar 502: 1 (both B)

4 Which continues with another relative clause: sa PN,_3...a-na SUM.SAR a-na PN4...id-din-nu- >
"which PN,_3 gave to PN4 for garlic", 1...5.
5 As given in CAD sadadu 2 h.
^ See ana as non-direct object (V §6, below) for a discussion on the choice of the term as
opposed to "indirect object". For any noun phrase which is not the subject or direct object in its
clause I use the term "nondirect object". Note also that the antecedent is not resumed on the
adverbial phrase ina libbi in i-ga-ri...sa PN...GIS.OR.MES ina lib-bi is-ba-tu "(regarding) a
wall...in which PN fixed beams", Dar 129: 1...5 (yr 4, B) (nom, nondir obj j. See also AnOr 8 40:
1...2 and further examples and comments on ina libbi, in n §3, above.
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G6ME sa PN...LU.NA.GADA sa re-e-hi sa FDN ina muh-hi-su a-na-ku '"I am
the (female) slave of PN... the cowherd, who has a debt remaining to the Lady-of
Uruk against him'", AnOr 8 56: 5...6 (Cyr yr 7, U) (nom, nom)

sa the relative particle may function as an independent pronoun:
sa PN e-li-su u-kin-nu um-ma "that about which PN confessed (was) as follows",
Nbn 1048: 7-8 (yr 17, B) (nom, nondir obj)
sa da-ba-ba an-na-a in-nu-u DN u FDN ZAH-su liq-bu-u " of anyone who
changes these statements, may Ami and Istar decree his demise",7 YOS 7 17:
15-17(Cyryr3,U)([gen],subj)

b) Relative clauses using mala,8 mimma mala9 "any...that, everything that, whatever
quantity (as yet unspecified)...that, however much"
mimma mala is used when the antecedent is not specified, with one exception. 10
The examples indicate that in its clause as relative pronoun mala can be subject or
direct object only and therefore is not resumed. Because of its similarity to sa the
same categories can be used to identify the values of mala and its governing noun.
Again the cases of the referent and the relative are given:
The observation made by Woodington on Kuyunjik NB that "mala's quantitative
sense ("as much as, as many as") has been blurred by its use as a simple relative"
(§91, p231f) more or less applies here.
i) mala in verbal clauses:
SE.BAR ma-la PN i-qab-bu-u PN2 a-na PN it-tan "whatever quantity of barley
(i.e. as yet unharvested or unspecified) PN is talking about, PN2 is to give to
PN", 11 Dar 358: 12-13 (yr 13, B) (obj, obj)
sal-si HA.LA ina mim-ma ma-la ina lib-bi iz-qu-pi ik-kal "he may consume a
one-third share from what he planted there", YOS 6 33: 13-14 (Nbn yr 3, U) (obj,
obj) cf. 11-12, also Camb 373: 7-8 and:
mim-mu ma-la L\J.mu-kin-nu u-ka-nu-us l+en 30 a-na ¥DNi-nam-din
"anything that a witness may convict him of he is to give thirtyfold to the Ladyof-Uruk", YOS 7 24: 6-8 (Cyr yr 2, U) (obj, obj^cf. YOS 6 193: 6-8

Sometimes there can be more than one relative clause dependent on mala:
mim-ma ma-la e-lat u-il-ti.ME L\J.mu-kin-nu a-na PN u PN2 u-kan-nu l+en 30
a-na FDN i-nam-di-nu "anything (which is) in addition to the lOUs, that a
witness may convict PN and PN2 of, they are to give thirtyfold to the Lady-of-

7 Cf. the similar Babylon curses in Nbn 697: 19-21 (in c, below) and Cyr 277: 16-19, which
have sa dib-bi an-nu-tu BAL-ii and sa da-ba-ba an-na- > i-nu-u , respectively.
8 For mala <tf preposition, see IJ §2/ above.
See below.
10 See Dar 378: 10-11 cited below.
1 1 Liblut and Nabu-ahhe-bullit are names for the same person.
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Uruk", YOS 6 203: 14-17 (Nbn yr 12, U) (obj, nom in prep phrase, obj in verbal
clause)

Even more unusual is:
a-na KASKAL.II mim-ma ma-la ina URU u EDIN ina muh-hi ZU.LUM.MA a" 1
ME GUR u SE.BAR a4 50 GUR ip-pu-us-su-> PN u PN2 a-ha-ta su-nu "as for
the business venture, whatever they make on the 100 kur dates and the 50 kur
barley in the city or outside, they are to share alike", Dar 395/396: 5-8 (yr 3,
B) (nom or prep phrase with ana...ahat sun, mimma mala as obj in verbal clause
with ippusu)

ii) mala in nominal or prepositional clauses. Syntactically, these examples are
hardly different from those given in mala as a preposition (II §2 w, above).
However, the contexts indicate that "any" or "whatever" are intended and that our
uncertainty in understanding mala as a conjunction or preposition has arisen through
Akkadian's ability to operate with verbless relative clauses.
SE.NUMUN ma-la ina lib-bi ina mar-ri AN.BAR ip-pu-su "he will work the
arable land, as much as there is there, with an iron spade", Dar 35: 8-9 (yr 2, B)
(obj, prep phrase)
dul-lu SIG4.HI.A GI u GIS.UR ma-la lib-bi ip-pu-us a-na muh-hi PN i-ma-an-nu
"jobs whatever may be there, (requiring) bricks, canes or beams he is to do
and put on the account of PN", VS 5 82: 11-13 (Dar yr 16, B) (obj, prep phrase)
However, there is some possibility that ip-pu-us is part of the relative clause:
"(any) jobs.. .that he may do there he is to put on the account of PN", i.e. taking
ma-la lib-bi ip-pu-us as a verbal clause (obj, obj).

iii) With predicative verbal adjectives. Most common is mala basu, usually written
ma-la ba-su-u, passim in the Babylon texts:
...u mim-mu-su sa URU u EDIN ma-la ba-su-u mas-ka-nu sa PN "...and anything
of his, whatever there is, in the city or outside, is PN's pledge", Nbn 344: 8-9 (yr
9, B) (nom, nom), cf. YOS 6 90: 14-16 (Nbn yr 7, U)

Further examples of mala basu in the Uruk corpus are limited to:
[it-te-mu-u] *ki-i mam-ma fi-na lib-bi TKARl-su i-na E.MES saURU ma-ha-zu
ma-la ba-su-u sa-la-nu-un-nu dul-lu i-te-6p-su... [they swore] "no-one in his
common storehouse (? 12 ) in the holy-city temples will do any work without our
permission...", Weisberg 1: 24 (538-534, U) (obj, nom) see also line 19 (ma-la
ki-i mim-ma ma-la b[a-su-u] PN ul-tu E ka-re-e ina muh-hi-[su] u-se-su-u u
mim-ma ina SU.R-suni-mu-ur (three people swore) "PN issued nothing of
whatever there was from the storehouse on [his (=another person)] account and
we saw nothing in his possession", TCL 13 170: 19-21 (Camb yr 5, U) (obj,
nom)

12 Weisberg gives "competency, jurisdiction" as his translation of karu. Perhaps karfi
"common stores or stocks" is meant, cf. Dar 379: 68 pa-qa-ru sa ina UGU HAlA-sii-nu ib-ba-assu-u ina ka-ri-su-nu ti-mar-ra-qu-nim-ma a-na a-ha-mes i-[x...] "any claim that arises regarding
their share(s), they are to clear it from their own stocks (?) and settle it amongst themselves
(assuming izzizu or izuzzu or iturru).
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Further examples involving verbal adjectives:
SE.NUMUN...ma-./a ina lib-bi sab-tu-\..ni-is-sur "any land that is contained in
there, let us protect", YOS 7 156: 9...10 (Camb yr 3, U) (obj, nom)
u4-mu ma-la PN bal-tu...(NiG.SID-su ma-la ba-su-u a-ki-i IM.DUB-sii ina IGI PN)
"as long as (literally,"any days that") PN lives..., (his possessions, whatever they
may be, are at PN's disposal according to his document)", Cyr 277: 13...15 (yr 7,
B) (nom, nom), cf. the similar
u4-mu ma-la fPN bal-tat i-na UR5.RA KU.BABBAR-su PN SUK.ffl.A mu-sip-tu,
...i-nam-din "as long as fPN lives, PN is to give (her) food and clothing out of
the interest in her silver", Nbn 65: 16 (yr 2, B) (nom, obj)

Note the unnecessary sa in the following, presumably under Aramaic influence or in
confusion with urn sa:
u4-mu ma-la sa PN bal-tu ta-pal-la-ah-su "for as long as PN lives, she is to serve
him", YOS 7 66: 17-18 (Cyr yr 7, U) (nom, obj)

iv) minima mala and mimma sa. As stated in the observations below, Woodington
observes that there is little difference in usage between sa and mala in Kuyunjik
NB. In the following two examples mimma sa and mimma mala appear to be
interchangeable but such an occurrence is by far the exception to the rule in the NB
discussed here.
mim-ma sa ina pa-ni EN-ia ba-nu-u ''EN li-pu-us "whatever Sir thinks is good,
may Sir do", YOS 3 8: 30-31 (letter, early Dar? U) (obj, nom)
ki-i SE.BAR u ki-i mim-ma ma-la pa-ni-ka ma-hir a-na AD-ia a-nam-din "I shall
give to my 'father' barley or whatever pleases you", CT 22 182: 20-22 (letter,
pre-526, B) (obj, nom). The use of mala as opposed to sa here may indicate
that the mimma of the first example is less specific than that of the second.

v) mala as pronoun, with the relative sa:
mal s£ ina lib-bi ip-pu-su [erasure?] PN a-na UGU ram-ni-su i-man-nu
"anything13 that he (the tenant) does there, PN (the lessor) is to put onto his
own account", Dar 378: 10-11 (yr 14, B) (obj, obj)

Observations
Woodington noted that mala and sa "had become almost interchangeable
semantically and grammatically" in Kuyunjik NB (p231). The examples in eighthcentury Nippur NB indicate a similar lack of distinction (Cole, 1996, p338).
However, in the NB covered here, if the case of the antecedent is examined, it is
possible to see that there is a significant (on the basis that there are several dozen

13 It is possible to read fi, i.e. "house" rather than mal, but the context and terminology suggest
mala (pronounced mal) is intended.
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examples of relative clauses using mala or sa) semantic difference between mala
and sa:
mala is used when the antecedent is either caseless (i.e. in a verbless clause) 14
or the object of its relative clause. 15
If the antecedent is the subject or regens (of a genitive construction) in the
relative clause then this has the effect of rendering it as defined and sa is
used. 16
sa is used as the object of its relative clause if its referent is a specific being or
item (singular or plural). 17
The second point explains why sa is used in the following example, rather than
mala, even though sehu and paqiranu refer to people making hypothetical objections
or claims:
pu-ut UJ.se-hi-i u LU.pa-qir-r[a-nu] saina UGU PNib-ba-as-su PN2 na-si "PN2 is
responsible for anyone making an objection or claim that may arise regarding
PN", YOS 7 114: 9-11 (Camb yr 1, U)

There is just one exception to this pattern in the two corpora:
L\J.ki-nis-tu4 e-an-na ma-la ina tup-pi sat-ru a-na PN...U PN2 iq-bu-u... "the
colleagues of Eanna, who were recorded on the tablet said to PN...and PN2...",
AnOr 8 48: 2S...24 (Cyr yr 5, U) (subj, nom)

These people and their professions are given in the first 16 lines of the record,
where they are addressed by the two authorities to whom they now speak in the
extract cited. Since the kinistu have been identified, the uncertainty implied by mala
is not appropriate, although it is likely that'all that" may be intended, i.e. mala <sa>.
c) Relative clauses without a relative particle 18
Ravn's analysis of this type of clause in OB, using awatiqbu as his example (1941,
p5), led him to conclude that an antecedent, if already mentioned somewhere
earlier in the proceedings, is now being referred to without emphasis. He contrasted
this with awatum sa iqbu where, he argued, the emphasis is focussed on the
antecedent. Von Soden prefers to state that the rules regarding omission are not yet
14 Excluding prepositional clauses, and not counting the common mala basfi, the corpora have
four examples.
l^ 15 examples found in the corpora.
16 I have found at least 25 examples in the corpora.
7 I have found 10 examples in the corpora (again discounting prepositional clauses).
"Jrasap isqulu" in the Hammurabi Law Code.
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as well ascertained as they have been for Arabic (GAG §166). The few examples
(all from Babylon) in the dialect under analysis here indicate that the pattern
observed by Ravn in OB was paralled in NB.
sa dib-bi an-nu-tu BAL-u rik-su PN ir-ku-su-ma a-na fPN...id-di-nu i-he-ep-pu-u
DN H* FDN hal*-la-qi-su liq-bu-u 19 "he who contravenes these statements and
destroys the contract PN made and gave to fPN..., may Marduk and Sarpanitu
decree his demise", Nbn 697: 19...21 (yr 13, B)
pa-qi-ra-nu kas-pi im-hu-ru a-di 12 TA.AM i-ta-na-ap-pal "(any unlawful)
objector is to pay twelve times the silver he received", Nbn 293: 35-36 (yr 8,
B)y cf. also VS 5 38: 38 (B), Dar 227: 12 (B)

§2 Subordinating conjunctions
In the earlier Babylonian dialects the verb in the subordinate clause appears in the
subjunctive. In the NB analysed here, the subjunctive continues to be clearly
represented in the non-ventive unsuffixed singular forms of third weak verbs. In the
other cases the preference for Cu signs at the ends of verbs suggests the scribes
know of the subjunctive -u ending although it is probably no longer spoken.20
a) adi "until":
fPN...mas-ka-nu sa PN a-di KU.B ABBAR a4 9 GIN PN2 in-ne-te-ru "fPN is the
pledge of PN until PN2 is repaid the (aforementioned) 9 shekels of silver", YOS
6 163: 6...10 (Nbn yr 11,U)
LUGAL-u sa-nam-ma a-na muh-hi ul i-sal-lat a-di SE.BAR a4 n KUR a-na FDN
i-nam-di-nu "no other creditor is to lay claim until he gives the (aforementioned)
n kur barley to the Lady-of Uruk", YOS 6 90: 16-17 (Nbn yr 7, U)

b) adi la (la^i?21 ) "before", literally, "until not" is used with verbs in the presentfuture:
a-di la-i al-la-ka uz-nu sa EN-ia a-na UGU SUK.HI.A ap-te-ti "before I go I
hereby inform Sir regarding the rations", YOS 3 45: 8-11 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
cf. ibid, line 21 and YOS 3 81: 26 (written by the same person and all spelled
a-di(-i) la-i)
LU.&A.TAM a-na GN it-tal-lak a-di la a-na ku-tal-la i-ne-hi-si te-me sa AD-ia
lu-us-me "the satammu is going off to Babylon. Before he goes back22, let me
hear news from 'my father'", CT 22 182: 16-18 (letter, pre-526, B)
19 Collations by Wunsch (1993, §211).
20 See the discussion in Chapter 3 §2 and §3 for examples. For the presence or absence of the
-t- infix in the subordinated verb see IV §1, below.
2 * The unusual spelling of the variant la*! can not be explained. Further examples are in
GINBrpll. It is not in Kuyunjik NB (although an even greater variety of endings is noted for
aga, cf. Woodington 43-44 and my V §5 k iii, below). The negating particle la is always spelled
la in spite of the influence of Aramaic »*? P. See I §5, above.
22 Forina/j/iis(u).
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KU.BABBAR a-na sa-a-su u PN id-din-nu a-na t*babV23-ba-nu-u lid-din-nu->
kap-da in-na-su-* (sic) a-di la-* *bab\-ba-nu-u iq-qi-ir "the money (Sir) gave to
him and PN may he give it at the good exchange rate. Give it to him quickly
before the good rate becomes more expensive", CT 22 148: 11-18 (letter, 545527, B)

Note that when used in an oath, the la is omitted:
ki-i a-dan-nu i-te-et-qa a-di ANSE ni-ib-ba-kam-ma ni-nam-di-nu "(woe betide
us) if the deadline passes before we bring and give the donkey", TCL 13 165:
10-11 (Cambyr4,U)

c)aricu "after":
u ar-ku UJ-tu su-a-tu ul-tu E PN a-na E LU.par-sa-a-a sa E PN2 na-ad-nu us-tahis-su "and after that servant had been given from PN's house to the Persian's
house which belonged to PN2, (the original owner) withdrew him", VS 4 87/88:
4-7(Daryrl,B)

d) asar "where; wherever, to whoever":
[u IM?].DUB.MES u rilc-su.MES a-sarin-nam-ma-ru saNlG.GA e-an-na su-nu
"(any) tablets and contracts, wherever they may be noticed, belong to Eanna",
AnOr 8 70: 23 (Camb yr 3, U). A standard phrase also used in Babylon:
GABA.RI u-il-ti a-sar ta-nam-ma-ri sa PN...si-i "(any) copy of the IOU,
wherever it may be noticed, belongs to PN" OECT 10 105: 11...13 (Nbn yr 9, B)
GIS.BAN a-sar se-ba-tu-ni in-na-* "give the fiefdom to whoever you (mpl)
want", TCL 13 182: 9 (Dar yr 2, U)

e) assa, assu "as soon as":
iq-bu-nu as-sa it-tar-da-a-nu l+etina lib-bi-si-na a-na FDN...ta-an-na-an-din "they
said 'as soon as they come down one of them is to be given to the Lady-ofUruk...'", YOS 6 71: 22...23 (Nbn yr 6, U)
as-su at-ta u PN ina su-lum ta-at-ta-al-ka-nu SE.B AR ma-dat "as soon as you and
PN went away in peace, the barley (growth) has become great", YOS 3 22: 6-8
(letter, early Nbn, U)

f) la "that; when; as,while"
i) kl "that" is used mainly in assertory oaths, with idu (§4 b, below),24 where the
sense is an assumed protasis of a conditional sentence. There is only one example
of idu kl outside of this:

This sign has defeated all who have collated this text, including myself. In both cases the
scribe appears to have written BA and put a diagonal stroke across it. I can only assume the
scribe realised he should have written BAB, but instead of completely erasing BA, used its
bottom horizontal as part of BAB. Streck has interpreted iqqir as the preterite of nakaru, i.e.
ikkir, but such an interpretation is surprising, because, in §27a, p!42 he himself states that it is
rare for adi la to use iprus. Then he gives two examples to prove his point; the first is actually
a 3fpl N present, issabta; the second is the one given above. The combination of babbanfi +
aqaru has already been suggested by Von Soden (AHw p!400b).
24 See also the Note at the end of this section.
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ul i-d&ki-i Rb-bu-u a-ga-a ta-ku-us-sa-> ina lib-bi la'-i LU.A.KIN-ia la? ha^-amma-f ral "I did not know that you were thus delayed. That is why you did not see
my messenger", YOS 3 22: 24-27 (letter, early Nbn, U)

In Kuyunjik NB la" was more commonly used not only with idu but also amaru,
saparu and semu. 25 The reason for its gradual demise may be its increasing
replacement by sa.
ii) la "when" is used to indicate past and future actions.26 The word order in
sentences using if is virtually always:
[subordinate clause ending with kf + verb] - main clause
The main verb, as the consequence of the subordinated action, is infixed with a -t-:27
ni-i-ni DPN...2 UZ.TUR.MUSEN.ME NlG.GA FDN..Jd-i ni-du-ku ina ti-du
iq-te-bir "ourselves and PN, having killed the two ducks which were the property
of Innin-of-Uruk..., we buried them in mud", Iraq 13: 10... 13 (Camb yr 2, U)
DINGIR.MES ki-i u-sal-lu-u se-bu-ta-a ak-ta-sad "when I pray to the gods I
achieve my wish", CT 22 194: 7-9 (letter, end Nbn? B)
PN...kak-kab-tu4 ki-i is-mi-tan-f nfi a-na FDN uz-zak-kan-nu "having marked me
with a star, PN consecrated me to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 7 66: 2...3 (Cyr yr 7,
U)
PN...iz-qat AN.BAR.MES Jd-f id-du-u un-da-sir "having put him in chains, PN
then let/', YOS 7 7: 125... 126 (Cyr yr 1, U)

The subject comes after the object in the following variation on the hendiadys
construction (II §1 a iv, above):
KU.BABBAR a" 3 MA.NA ina a-dan-ni-su PN a-na PN2 it-ta-din u-ll-ti fu
Ltf-tii PN2 ki-i u-tir-ri a-na PN it-ta-din "PN has given the (aforementioned)
three minas of silver to PN2 within the deadline and PN2 has given the IOU and
the slave back to PN', Dar 319: 9-13 (yr 12, B)28
u-il-ti... PNj-3 Jti-i u-ter-ru-^ a-na PN4 it-ta-ad-dinJ ^29 "PN,_3, when they return
the IOU, they are to give it to PN4", Dar 447: 10 (yr 17, B)

It is possible for more than one subordinating conjunction to precede the main verb.
This is confined to the Uruk texts. In the first example, note how easily the subject
of the two subordinated clauses changes, and in the third example there is a change
in subject in the main clause:

25 See Dietrich(1968)XXX p76 and examples on p91f.
26 For ki in conditional sentences see §3, below.
27 This occurs almost without exception in such circumstances, as Streck (1995, §34 p!55)
shows. However, he calls it a "Vergangenheitsperfekt" and not the consequential -t- form.
2 ^ The deadline referred to was Nisannu 20 and this document was written on Nisannu 22.
2^ it-ta-ad-dfn-f'1 (din = dan) for ittadnu ? i.e. a G {vgffietfr of nadanu. This sentence can be
construed as a kind of hendiadys. For further examples see ki in hendiadys constructions.
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PN...Jti-i id-di-nu-us te-er-du ina muh-hi ki-i is-sak-nu RN is-mu-u ik-te-lis "when
PN gave (the kusitu garment), in the repercussions that ensued,30 Nbk heard and
retained it", YOS 6 71: 29-31 (Nbn yr 6, U)
ina mu-si ni-ik-su a-na £ PN...lti-i ni-ik-ki-su ki-i ni-ru-bu (several objects) ki-i niisl-su-u a-na PN2 AD sa PN3 ...sa it-ti-ni ni-ib-la-ki-it "in the night, when we
made the break-in into PN's house and had got in,(and) having taken (several
objects), we went over31 to PN2, the father of PN3 who was with us", AnOr 8 27:
7...14 (Nbn yr 12, U)
fPN fkurl-ban-ni ki-i ta-fas?-suJc?l kal-bi ki-i tam-mah-ha-as ni-qa-ab-ba-as-su
um-ma mi-nam-ma kal-bi ha\-mah-has-si-> "when fPN tore up a clod and kept
hitting the dog we asked her,'why are you hitting the dog?'", YOS 7 107: 7-8
(Cambyr 1,U)

iii) la in circumstantial clauses "as, while". The last-cited example also has two
clauses subordinated to the verb, a historic present, and therefore has no -t- infix.
kl tamahhas is also a historic present, but is also similar to a circumstantial clause
subordinated to tassuk.
The subordinated clause describes an action or situation which is simultaneous to the
action of the main verb and its verb therefore has no -t- infix:
ki-i it-ba- y i-qab-ba-* um-ma... "he got up, saying..." (literally, "as/while he got
up, he was saying"), YOS 7 78: 6-7 (Cyr yr 8, U)

The same effect is achieved by using a passive stative:
ZtJ.LUM.MA ki-i u-kal-lim-an-ni a-hi nu-ku-su-nu a-hi sa it-bu-ku "the dates,
when he showed them to me, some were cut (and) some they (impersonal
subject) had piled up", CT 22 78: 8-10 (letter, 545-527, B) (Note again the
different subjects in each clause, "he, the dates, they".)

g) libbu, in ina libbi sa "because", ina libbi is a prepositional phrase which, when
followed by sa, functions as a subordinating conjunction:
ina lib-bi sa AD-u-nu at-ta a-na EN-/a as-pw-ru "because you are our father I
wrote/must write to you (literally, "my lord")", CT 22 183: 23-25 (letter, 1MB,
B)

h) libbu,32 in libbu sa. This prepositional phrase also functions as a subordinating
conjunction, "because of (this), regarding, on the basis of, and nuances thereof (to
which English does not lend itself well):
u gi-mir lib-bu-u s& ina pa-ni RN u RN2 sa qe-me u SE.B AR a-iia GN iz-bi-lu-*
a-mur...lib-bu-su SUK.HI.A su-bi-la-a-ni "and on the basis of what they
(impersonal subject) sent to GN as regards flour and barley, at the time of Nrgl
30 The meaning of terdu sakanu is unclear. AHw p!388b gives terdu as "Vertreibung" in MB
texts but queries the "SpB" usage as an Aramaism, "Aufstorung, Nachprufungsaktion", cf.: teer-da ki-i is-kun YOS 7 97: 9, 17-18 (Camb ace, U).
3 ^Cf. GAG paradigm 39 ibbalkit (pret). A -t- form is expected.
3 2 The final long vowel is represented in CAD and AHw as libbfl and libbu respectively.
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and Nbn, look (i.e. 2sg for 2pl) at all of it...(and) in accordance, send me
provisions", YDS 381: 21..33 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

i) Compounds involving muhhu:
i') adi muhhl sa "until" is found in the Uruk texts:
a-bu-uk a-na PN i-din-su a^<na»-di UGU sa a-ha-mes nim-ma-ru-ma ES.BARsu it-ti PN ni-sak-ka-nu "take her and give her to PN until we see one another in
order to make a decision with PN regarding her", AnOr 8 56:15-16 (Cyr yr 7, U)
dul-lu...li-pu-su a-di UGU sa te-e-me...ta-sem-ma-a4 "let them do the work...until
you hear instructions", YOS 7 70: 12...13 (Cyr yr 8, U)
a-di UGU sa a-na UNUG KI er-ru-bu(sic)-am-ma "until I come into Uruk", YOS
3 83: 20-21 (letter, end Cyrus? U)
a-di UGU sa at-tu-u-nu hi-tu ta-ah-ta-at-ta-* a-na-ku hitu ul a-hat-tu "until you
make mistakes I won't make mistakes"^ YOS 3 17: 36/37 /TCL 9 129: 34 36
(letters, early Camb? U)

The Uruk letter YOS 3 66 twice uses ana where adi might have been expected, in
line 3: a-na muh-hi u4-mu a4 "up to this day", and in:
a-na muh-hi u4-mu a4 GIS.MA sa Zi.DA ul u-se-ri-iq E ZI.DA qa-ti i-qab-bu-u-nu
um-ma a-na muh-hi sa LlJ.ma-gu-su il-la-kam-ma E Zi.DA i-her-ri mam-ma
ZI.DA a-na lib-bi ul i-de-ek-ki "up to this day the flour boat has not been
emptied. The flour house is finished. They say until (?) the magus comes and
checks the flour house (? 33 ), no one is to move the flour into it",: 8-9 (letter,
Camb pre-526? U)

ii') ultu muhhi sa. Also a prepositional phrase, "after, since":
ul-tu muh-hi sa IM,DUB...ilc-flu-ulc ih-li-iq-ma "after he signed the tablet he ran
away...", Nbn 697: 5-6 (Nbn yr 13, B)
ul-tu UGU sa a-na-ku paq-da-ak-ka... "since I was installed (as satammu)...",
TCL 13 170: 10 (Camb yr 5, U)

j)panat ininapanatsa "before":
ina pa-na-at sa tul-la-du "before she gave birth", YOS 6 224: 23 (Nbn yr 15, U)
ina pa-na-at sa a-na KU.BABBAR a-na PN ta-na-an-di-nu "before she was sold
to PN for silver...", YOS 6 79: 13 (Nbn yr 5, U)

k) sa "that"
The use of sa in compounds such as adi muhhi sa, libbu sa and ina panat sa is
widespread in NB.34 sa can also be used without a preceding substantive with the
verbs idu, amaru, qabu and semu, to mean "that", cf. German "dass", a usage

33 Although the verb looks like /lerfi ("to dig"), it makes more sense if it is interpreted as haru
"to examine". Discussed in VI §2 below.
34 See CAD S/I, entry b on page 1.
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already found in Kuyunjik NB. 35
scrutiny here (ii, below).

Additional uses are noted in the NB under

i) sa with idu, amaru, and semu:
a-na-ku i-de sa SE.B AR u ZU.LUM.MA ina e-an-na ia-la-nrf "I do know that
there are no barley and dates in Eanna", YOS 3 69: 12-14 (letter, 539-526, U)
cf. YOS 3 81: 7 (at-tu-nu ti-da-a4 sa...) and YOS 3 113: 24 (EN.ME-e-a lu-u
i-du-^-u sa...)36
at-ta dfiN i-mu-ru sa lu ma-a-du sa-ma-ak-ka "you, Sir, must see that I am greatly
harrassed", YOS 3 8: 11-12 (letter, early Dar? U). See also YOS 3 52: 6-8.
sa 1 SILA ZIJ.LUM.MA a-na 1 GIN KU.BABBAR ina UNUG KI iq-ta-bu-na-a-su
"they tell us that one qu of dates is one shekel of silver in Uruk", YOS 3 79: 2224 (letter, 539-526, U)
na-qut-ta-a la ta-re-sa-* sa td-ma-a la ta-sa-ma-* "don't have (2fs) any fears about
me that you haven't heard any news about me", CT 22 6: 7-8 (letter, Cyr? B)37

ii) qabu and kunnu. qabu + sa is used in CT 22 73 in reported speech. See §4 a,
below. The examples of kunnu (with -t- infix) are all from Uruk and involve the
giving of evidence in the future:
i-na u4-mu L\J.mu-kin-nu a-na PN... uk-tin-nu sa SE.BAR sa FDN a-na KTJ.
BABB AR id-di-nu mim-ma ma-la LU .mu-kin-ni u-ka-nu-us l+en 30 a-na FDN
i-nam-din "on the day that a witness or a denouncer comes and convicts PN...that
he sold barley belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk..., whatever amount that the
witness convicts him of he is to give thirty-fold to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 7 24:
1-8 (Cyr yr 3, U), cf. TCL 12 106: 1...12 (Nbn yr 12) and YOS 6 175: 1-3, YOS
6 179: 1-3 (all Nbn)

One example uses the substantive rather than the verb:
LU .mu-kin-nu-tusaPN...sa ...(6 people). ..ina E PN2... PN u-se-ri-bu-ma u-sa-ahmi-is "this is the evidence of PN that ...(6 people)... made PN go into and
ransack PN2's... house", YOS 6 108: 1...7 (Nbn yr 8)

According to the examples in CAD (kanu) the use of kunnu with sa appears only
after NB ( ABL). Sometimes no subordinating conjunction is used:
ina u4-mu LlJ.mu-kin-nu lu-u UJ.ba-ti-iq PN... uk-tin-nu lu-u KU.BABBAR lu-u
KU.GI ina SU.II PN2 u PN3...im-hu-ru... "on the day that either a witness or an
informer accuses PN of receiving either silver or gold from either PN2 or PN3...",
YOS 6 191: 1...5 (Nbn yr 12), cf. YOS 6 214 1-5, YOS 6 193: 1-3 (both, Nbn)

As stated in the entry on ki (f i, above), the increasing use of sa rather than la in the
above contexts is probably due to the influence of Aramaic.
3 ^ See Dietrich (196ft) XLTI p79 and 95, Woodington p!64. Woodington calls sa, mala and asar
"relative subordinators". Her example on p290, using Ide sa in ABL 327: 5-6, is not included in
the references on p!64.
36 idu without a subordinating conjunction is also used in verbless clauses. See Note at the
end of I §2c .
3 7 See negation, I §5, above, for more on this sentence.

Ill

1) um and compounds thereof, "when, as soon as". The verb seems to be present or
preterite, umu on its own is often used in conditional sentences (§3, below):
i) um:
u4-mu si-pir-ta-a ta-am-mar nu-bat-tu4 la ta-ba-a-ta "as soon as you see my letter
do not stay the night",YOS 3 33: 11-13 (letter, early Cyr, U) cf. YOS 3 21: 1011 and:
u LU.GAL-u-ti.MES..Ja i-bi-ittu-> "as soon as Sirs see my letter may PN and the top men not stay the
night",38 ibid.: 10-14

ii) um sa:39
u4-mu sa us-su-nu ina si-pir-tu4 EN.MES lis-pur-u-nu "as soon as they come out
may Sirs write by means of a letter", YOS 3 21: 16-18 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
114-mu sa PN...U PN2...a-na GN er-ru-bu... "when PN...and PN2...get into
Babylon...", TCL 13 222: 1...3 (around Dar yr 1, U)

iii) ultu um sa:
ul-tu u4-mu s& ki-i-ri i-nap-pa-hu i-di-su a-na muh-hi PN...i-man-nu "as soon as he
lights up the furnace he is to count up his earnings from PN...", VS 6 84: 16-17
Nbn yr 12, B)

Note: Subordinated40 verbless clauses do not have to be introduced with a
subordina ting conjunction. The examples all use idu:
lu-u ti-i-du MN a-ga-a sa MU 15.KAJM ITI! 41 di-ir-ri "you do know that this
Addaru for year 15 is an intercalated month", YOS 3 115: 6-9 (royal letter, Nbn
yr 15, U)
lu-u ti-i-de dul-lu ina UGU-ia da-a-nu "you must know that the work is (too)
hard for me", YOS 3 33: 4-5 (letter, early Cyr, U)
lu-u ti-i-de dib-bi lu ma-a-du a-kan-na ina UGU-i-ni bi-su-* "you do know that the
talk against us here is very bad", YOS 3 19: 20-21 (letter, early Cyrus, U)42

3 ° Literal translation of nubattu+ bUtu, which probably has a more idiomatic sense, something
like "do not stay a moment longer", or "act immediately".
39 For the one example of um mala sa (YOS 7 66: 17-18) see HI §1 b iii, above.
40 In fact it is not possible to judge whether the clause following the clause with idfi is
subordinated; both could be main main clauses in paratactic juxtaposition. An example with a
msg final weak predicative adjective needs to be found.
41 Text has UD.
42 dibbi is plural. The odd word order and choice of ba > asu rather than basft is discussed in
part n §3 c ii, above.
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§3 Conditional sentences
In NB, the introductory subordinating conjunction in conditional sentences is usually
la. The reasons for its having taken over from summa are not clear. 43 However,
the following nuances of la as a subordinating conjunction, when taken en masse,
make it possible to see how it could evolve into a conditional particle :
i) kf = "after, when, while".44
ii) la"= "that", cf. German "dass". 45
iii) AHw p469b gives an Amarna letter as an example of sa^a/1/..Ja "to ask if..."
(sa^l ki-imatu ruqatu "ask if the land is far", VAB 2 7: 24).46
iv) kl...(u)kl "either...or".47
Unreal48 conditions either do not occur in the texts under analysis or, if they do, no
distinction is made between them and real conditions.
a) IcT (spelled ki-i)
perfeJr

In these texts the verb in the protasis is most often G /(i.e. iptaras with a future
perfect idea)49 and that in the apodosis is present-future.50 Sometimes the verb in
the apodosis is a precative and occasionally either clause may use a verbal
adjective. If either the protasis or apodosis consists of more than one branch,
identity of tenses is maintained and the sections are linked with u or -ma but la is not
repeated before each section, la + iptaras is used for negation in the protasis, as
seen below:5 *
ki-i SE.NUMUNpa-fli PN in-da-har KliAM ip-pu-us ki-i SE.NUMUN pa-ni PN
la in-da-har u-il-ti PN2 u-rarx(=GUR)-ma a-na PN i-nam-din "if the arable land

4 3 It is not from Aramaic. The Aramaic for "if is jn hen.
44 Dietrich (\9£8, XXXVI, p74 and 88f).
45 §2 f i, above. Dietrich's examples, from ABL (NB) use the verbs amaru, idti, saparu and
semQ OV>,'d., XXX, p76 and 92).
46 Dietrich (ibid., XXXI, p76 and 92).
47 H §lb v, above.
48 I.e. hypothetical, cf. those conditions using the irrealis particle -man in literary texts. See
GAG §162. -man is not used in NB.
49 English translates this with a present. Streck (§36a, p!61f) calls it "Vorzeitigkeit in der
Zukunft", Dietrich (1968, XXXVH, p74), "futurum exactum".
50 This is in contrast with ki used as a subordinating conjunction (q.v.), where the subordinated
clause with ki is often not infixed with -t- but where the main clause always is.
5 ^ The one exception: ki-i la it-mu-ma la it-tan-nu... "if he does not swear and does not give
(it)..'.', Dar 434: 10 (yr 16, B), may be perhaps explained by the assumption of the tin tamfi as
an infix, as was originally the case.
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pleases PN he may buy it. If the arable land does not please him PN2 may give
the lOUback52 to PN", VS 5 20: 15-19 (Nbn yr 1, B)
lcf-j fPNPN tu-un^das>-sir u a-na a-sar-sa-nam-ma tat-taMcu...SE.BAR PN2 a-na
PN i-nam-din "if fPN leaves PN and goes somewhere else, PN2 is to give PN a
monthly grain (-allowance)", YDS 6 163: 10...14 (Nbn yr 11, U)
ki-i KU6.HI.A ina su-us-su-ul-lu in-da-tu-u u KU6.HI.A bi-i-su ina man-zal-ti-su-nu
uq-tar-ri-bi hi-tu sa DINGIR u LUGAL i-sad-da-du "if the fish in the tub are
inferior or (if) they offer bad fish during their service, they bear the punishment of
god or king", YDS 7 90: 14-16 (Cyr yr 5, U)
ki-i a-di UD 10.KAM sa MN PN la it-tal-kam-ma a-na muh-hi u-il-ti.J it-tf PN3
la id-dab-bu l+etGIS.NA...PN a-na PN2 f i-nam^-din-ma 13 <GlN KU.
BABBAR> PN2 *a-na PNl i-nam-din "if, by Duzu 10th, PN does not come and
discuss the IOU with PN2, PN is to give one bed... to PN2 and PN2 is to give 13
<shekels of silver> to PN", Dar 189: 9...18 (yr 5, B)

Verbal adjectives may be used in the protasis or apodosis:
ki-ipa-ni EN-fia ma^-hfr a-na E lu-us-pur-ma... "if Sir is agreeable let me write
to the house...", YDS 3 83: 13-15 (letter, end Cyrus, U); cf. YDS 7 102: 16-17
la-j ina UGU dul-lu u-su-uz-zu-> LU.ERlN.MES-su-nu ul i-hal-li-iq-> "if they
remain at work their workteam will not desert", YOS 3 17: 7-8 (letter, 533-526,
U)
ki-i ma-as-sar-ti la-pa-ni ANSE.EDIN.NA u sa-bi-ti la it-ta-sar pu-ut mi-ti-ti sa ina
GARIN ANSE.EDIN.NA i-sak-ka-nu na-su-u "if he does not keep watch against
wild asses and gazelles, he is to be responsible for any damage that the wild
asses may cause in the wetland", YOS 7 156: 19-21 (Camb yr 3, U)

Note: Assertory oaths (§4 b, below) are expressed using a protasis with kl but with
the apodosis remaining unexpressed.

b) um, um sa
Conditions can also be expressed using um and compounds thereof as the
introductory particle, cf. English "the day...". However, um is more precise than kl
in that it refers to some point in the future (albeit unspecified) and may be better
translated "if at some point..." As in the case of the examples using um and
compounds as a subordinating conjunction ("when, as soon as") the verb in the
protasis again tends to be infixed with a -t-:
u4-mu sa PN a-na UGU LU.u-ra-su i-sap-par-ru u LU.u-ra-su la it-tan-nu hi-tu sa
PN.. j-sad-da-ad "if at some point PN writes regarding a stand-in and he doesn't
give him a stand-in he will bear the punishment of Gobryas...", TCL 13 150: 4...8
(Camb yr 2, U),cf.
ina U4-mu L\J.mu-kin-nu uk-te-nu-us l+en 30 a-na FDN i-nam-di-in hi-tu sa
LUGAL i-sad-dad "if at some point a witness convicts him he is to pay thirtyfold
to the Lady-of-Uruk. He will bear the punishment of the king", Weisberg 2: 8-10
faru in hendiadys with nadanu.
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(Dar yr 2, U^cf. Nbn 679: 1^, where the possible witness is feminine, tu-uk-tinnu.
u4-mu ga-ba-ri ku-nuk ma-hi-ri...it-tan-ma-ru sa PN u fPN su-u "if at some point
a copy of the purchase document.. .is discovered,53 it is for PN and fPN", Nbn 85:
12...13 (yr2,B)
u4-mu PN a-na sim-tu, it-tal-ku-ma ar-ki-su DUMU si-it lib-bi sa PN2 DUMU-su
it-ta5-Ja-duGIS.SUB.BA.MESu NIG.SID.MES sa PN AD-su i-leq-qe "if at
some point PN passes away and (if) a true son of PN2 his son has been bom54
after his death, he may take the prebends and assets of PN his father", CTMMA
£ 54+Nbn 380: 16-19 (yr 9, B), which continues:
ki-i DUMU si-it lib-bi sa PN2 la it-ta5-la-du PN2 <PN3?> SES-su u EN HA.LA-sii
a-na DUMU-ii-tu i-leq-qe-e-ma GIS.SUB.BA.MES i) NIG.SID.MES sa PN ADsu pa -ni-su id-da -gal "if a true son of PN2 is not born, PN2 may adopt <PN3?>55
his brother and partner and the prebends and assets of PN, his father will
belong56 to him", ibid.: 19-23.

Also for comparison are:
ina u4-mu PN a-na a-sar-sa-nam-ma it-tal-ku "if PN goes somewhere else..."
Camb379: 12-13 (yr 7, B)
ki-i a-na-sar-s&-nam-ma it-tal-ku VS 4 60: 11-12 "if he goes somewhere57
else..." (Cyryr3, B)

The speaker's choice between umu or la or matima (below) seems to be based on
of the situation.58 The more likely (in his
his own assessment of the likelihood tJU
opinion) that the situation is to happen/ne will use Umu. If it is less likely, he will
use kl. matima appears to be used if the situation is highly unlikely.
c) matima is also used to express a possible (but unlikely) future condition, "if
ever". It is found in the following standard phrase seen in Babylon Achaemenid
texts:
ma-ti-ma i-na SES.MES DUMU.MES ki-im-ti ne-su-tu u sa-la-tu4 sa DUMU PN
i-rag-fguLmu...59 pa-qer-a-ni KU.BABBAR im-hu-ru a-di 1 2. TA. AM i-ta -nappal "if ever any of the kith and kin (literally, "brothers, sons, distant kin and
53 I.e. N with infixed -t- and dissimilation from ittammar.
54 N with -t- infix. See GAG §103y and paradigm 25 especially p31* n30.
55 Because it is unusual for a person not to be mentioned by name in economic documents, it is
possible that the repetition of PN2's name here may be a mistake or that the name of his brother
and partner was omitted.
56 Read idaggal.The id-da(g)- spelling is common for this verb in the present-future.
57 With ana asar elided to a-na-sar.
5 ^ I.e. the epistemic modality intended by the speaker. See Black, (1995) p!6f, especially n5
and n8, where he says, "In English what distinguishes 'if he comes tomorrow' from 'when he
comes tomorrow' is in fact an epistemic distinction of the degree of the speaker's confidence in
the likelihood of the utterance." This may also help one to consider that JcJ = "if (in the
future) was a development from kl = "when" (in the past).
5 9 This condition is common in supeltu tablets and the proposed complaint is usually phrased,
as in this case: um-ma E su-a-ti ul na-din-ma KtJ.BABBAR ul ma-hi-ir "thus: "that house was not
given and the silver was not received'" (line 37).
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family") of the PN clan complain..., the claimant is to repay twelvefold the
money he received", VS 5 38: 35...S9 (Cyr yr 6, B). For further examples see
TCL 13 190: 22-25, Dar 26: 25-29, Dalley 75: 27-32, and Dar 227: 25-29.

d) Conditions expressed without a conditional particle. In earlier dialects (MA and
earlier, see GAG §160e) conditions are generated when two main clauses are
paratactically juxtaposed (sometimes with connecting -ma, GAG §160a), cf. English
"you scratch my back, (and) I'll scratch yours". This cannot be observed in the texts
here, apart from the example from AnOr 8 79 below. Negation in the apodoses of
conditional sentences provides the only evidence of the use of la + infixed -r-,60 but
the example in AnOr 8 79 indicates that negated preterites can express a
conditional situation without the use of a conditional particle. If a conditional
sentence has been expressed using ul + preterite for the perfect ("futurum
exactum") it is therefore not easy to identify. Consequently it is possible that many
more like the following example61 exist but remain undetected:
ina ITI.DU6 MU 7.KAM PN PN2 ul i-bu-kam-ma a-na PN3 ul id-din 1 MA.NA
KU.BABBAR a-na FDN i-nam-din "(if) PN has not brought PN2 in Tasritu of
year 7 and given him to PN3, PN is to give one mina of silver to theLady-ofUruk". AnOr 8 79: 9-12 (Camb yr 7, U)

§4 The reporting of speech and oaths, using subordinating conjunctions
a) Indirect speech
Almost all speech is reported exactly as it is spoken and is therefore dealt with in the
section on speech and questions in I §6 a, above. However, the letter CT 22 73 has
a clear example of indirect speech as well as direct speech:
a-na PN2 PN3 u PN4 a-qab-bi-ma sa SE.BAR sa ina IGI-su ul ib-ba-ku-nim-ma ul
i-nam-din-nu-nu... "I'm telling PN2, PN3 and PN4 that the barley that they (text:
"he") have in their charge they are not bringing it and giving it to me", 6-9
(early Dar, B)62

^® See I §^>,above (negation) for the use of ul + preterite where a -t- infix is expected.
^l The use of inamdin and the fact that the document is dated Simanu 30th of year 7, four
months prior to the deadline, makes it recognisable as a condition.
62 Which continues with: en-na si-pir-tu4 a-na UGU EN lis-pu-ra-as-su-nu-tu um-ma it-ta-hu PN
iz-zi-za-ma sa mam-ma sa SE.BAR ina IGI-su ab-ka-nim-ma a-na PN in-na- > "Now, may Sir send
them a letter about (it), saying, 'stand by PN and that anyone who has barley bring it and give
it to PN '", 9-14. It is interesting to see how the speaker changes to the third person with sa
mam-ma...ina IGI-su. This is exactly what happens in English too.
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As noted above (§2 k), sa seems to be a caique on Aramaic di, best translated by
English, "that". Examples in OB and an SB example from Assurbanipal of direct
speech introduced by sa are given in GAG §155c.
b, c) Oaths
As with statements introduced by umma, oaths are reported exactly as spoken.63
There are two types of oath, the assertory (b, below) and the promissory (c, below).
b) In assertory oaths the meaning of what the person swears appears to be the
opposite of what is written. This, as in the earlier Akkadian dialects, is because the
oath is actually the protasis of an elliptical conditional sentence.64 The apodosis is
either unexpressed, or, in the case of the examples in i 1, the god named is the
subject of an apodosis which is otherwise unexpressed. In English, oaths may also
be represented as a conditional sentence but the apodosis can rarely be omitted65
and is usually something like "woe betide me if...", "strike me dead if...", "swear to
die if..." etc. Some of my translations are amended thus for ease of comprehension.
Note also that the verb of denial is usually66 infixed with -i- but that the verb of
confirmation is always la +preterite. This is in contrast to ordinary conditional
sentences, which give the only instance in which la and the -t- infix are allowed
(after kf).
i) Assertory oaths in letters
1 ) The deity is invoked by name, followed by ki and direct speech:
dUTU ki-i la ITI 5 MA.NA K0 B ABB AR SUK.ffl.A-su-nu dUTU ki-i mim-ma
gab-bila u-qa-at-tu-u "Samas (strike me dead) if their rations aren't five minas
of silver per month, Samas (strike me dead) if they haven't (already) finished
everything off!", YOS 3 21: 29-32 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
-i l+en UDU NfTA ka-lu-mu la a-na KU.BABBAR a-bu-ku "Nabu (strike
me dead) if I took a single yearling sheep away (which was) not for silver (i.e.
"unless it was paid for")", Peek 22: 15-17 (letter, Dar, B)
In TCL 9 132: 12-16, no deity is invoked:
ina lib-bi sa l-su 2-su a-na muh-hi a-na EN-ia aq-bu-u ki-i a-na DUMU.LUGAL
a-na muh-hi la as-pu-ru "having spoken to my Lord once or twice about it, (woe
betide me) if I haven't written to the crown prince about it" (letter, Nbn yr 1-12,
U)

63Cf-1 §6 a, above.
64 See conditional sentences, §3 above. Note that conditional sentences in Akkadian are
normally in the order protasis + apodosis. Assertory oaths are an exception to this.
65 An instance when the apodosis is omitted is in "if I haven't told you a hundred times...".
66 But not always, as seen in the extracts from Peek 22 (i 1, below), TCL 13 132 and TCL 170
(ii, below).
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2) The phrase DN lu Ide la, DN u DN2 W Idu la, etc., followed by direct speech,
may be used, and the speaker's intention is again the opposite of what is recorded.
The implication for the swearer is that the god knows that destruction or punishment
will follow if he is not telling the truth. It is also possible that lu Ide ki is a precative
or asseverative, "may DN know, if...; DN does/must know that, if...":67
dEN dNA lu-u i-du-u ki-i 2 GUR 2 PI B ANLIMMU nu-ku-su "may Bel and Nabu
know that if 2 kur 2 pi 4 sutu were cut (I'm a dead man)", CT 22 78: 1 1-1268
(letter, 545-526, B)
dEN u ^A lu-u i-du-u ki-i UDU.NITA ka-lu-mu la-pa-ni-ka ap-si-in u ku-tal-la
as-kun-nu "Bel and Nabu must know that if I did hide a yearling sheep from you
or put it aside (literally, "back") (I'm a dead man)", Peek 22: 640 (letter, Dar,
B)
lu-u i-de ki-i u4-mu PN i-kas-s£-da a-na UGU mam-ma ma-la KUR.MES
aq-ta-bu-u al-la ana UGU-ka Difficult. "Samas knows, if I've spoken to anyone
in the whole world about it apart from you by the time Gobryas arrives, (I'm a
dead man)", YOS 3 106: 7-9 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)69

A further example is in YOS 3 8: 33-36 (U).
ii) For assertory oaths in legal documents, the oath is usually introduced with
variants on the theme:
PN + ina + deity/deities + the king or the ade of the king + tamu or zakaru.
Watanabe (1987, 21-23) cites all the NB oaths with ade introductions known to her.
She also discusses the meaning of the term add70 From these it is evident that
variations occur in how the elements in the written introduction to the spoken oath
are connected.71 YOS 6 232 follows the pattern most often attested (fourth
example, below). Sometimes the deities or the king are omitted:
PN ina dEN u dNA a-de-e sa <*NA-L..it-te-me ki-i dul-lu sa PN u SES.MES-su
un-da-as-ru "PN swore by Bel and Nabu (and) on the oath of Nbn.....'(woe
betide me) if I were to abandon the job of PN and his brothers'", VS 6 84: 19-21
(Nbnyr 12, B)
67 For the difficulties in spelling and nuance of the precative and asseverative in these texts,
see I §4 b ii and c ii, above.
68 Ebeling includes the following (damaged) line in the oath but collation suggests line 13 is
a new sentence: Imal-Ja ina lib-bi whose sense is then completed by [a]-mur in line 14.
69 The unusual word order continues: (al-la ana UGU-ka) sa at-ta GISJe-e ina pa-ni-ka u
SUK.HLA ti-du-u "(apart from you) who have the ledger at your disposal and know about the
rations", (lines 9-10).
7 ® p6f and p24. The difficulty in understanding the meaning of ade is also acknowledged in
CAD. In adfi B (p!35b) it suggests that adfl refers to a "supernatural manifestation of royal
power" and that its invocation has the purpose of turning this adfi against the person who
breaks the oath that he makes. As seen in the discussion at the end of this section, I prefer the
translation "loyalty oath" (cf. AHw, p!4).
7 1 The main variations give by Watanabe are as follows:
ina DNDN2... a-de-e sa LUGAL... in her earlier examples (Nbk-Nbn, p21)
ina DN DN2... u (ina) a-de-e sa LUGAL... in her later examples (p22). Note the rare a-di-i
spelling given in three of her examples (Nbk-Camb).
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PN ina dEN dNA u mDa-ri-mus it-te-me ki-i a-dan-nu u-il-ti i-te-qu "PN swore by
Bel, Nabu and Darius, '(woe betide me) if the deadline for the IOU passes'", VS
4107:8-10(Daryrl6?B)
PN...ina dEN dNA u mDa-a-ri-ia-mu-us...it-te-e-me ki-i [unreadable] 72 sa u-il-tl
ME sa fPN DAM-a i-na E PN2 ta-ap-qi-du mim-ma NlG.GA FDN lib-bi i-ba-assi-i ki-i u-i]-ri.ME la at-tu-u-a is-si-ni "PN...swore by Bel, Nabu and Darius...
'(woe betide me) if there is73 anything belonging to the Lady-of Uruk among the
[copies?] of the lOUs which fPN my wife deposited in the house of PN2. (Woe
betide me) if the lOUs are (3fpl pronoun copula) not mine'", TCL 13 181: 9...14
(Dar yr 2, U)
ina "EN ^A FDN u dNa-na-a u a-de-e sa ^A-I^u ^EN-LUGAL-URU DUMU-su
it-te-mu-u ki-i [74SE.NUMUN sa FDN GIS.BAN.MES sa ina pa-ni LU.ENGAR.
ME u LU.er-re-se-e sa PN...U LU.sA.TAM it-ti LU.SITA5.MES sa e-an-na is-puru-na-a-si ] "mim-ma a-na na-de-e Ie-e-tu4 ina lib-bi ni-te-ep-su IGLU ni-at-ta-ru u
Ie-e-tu4 ni-it-ta-du-u " "they swore by Bel, Nabu, the Lady-of Uruk, Nana and the
oath of Nbn and Bel-sar-usur his son, '(regarding) the arable land of the Lady-of
Uruk, (i.e.) the farm-leases at the disposal of the farmers and growers whom
PN...and the satammu sent to us with the Eanna accountants, (woe betide us) if
we have done anything to indicate slacking there, or shown inconsideration75 or
been inattentive'", YOS 6 232: 16...23 (Nbn yr 13, Ulcf. the similar oath in
AnOr 8 30: 15-19 (Nbn yr 12, U), and TCL 13 177: 6-13 (Camb yr 4, U)

Other oaths in this group: TCL 13 165: 10-11, TCL 13 167: 4-6, Weisberg 1: 222676 (all, Uruk).
Another variant on the theme is:
PN nfs77 Hi + sulu or zakaru "PN swears on the life of a god" in the Uruk texts:
nis DINGIR.MES u LUGAL i-na UKKIN ta-az-ku-ur ki-i a-na-ku kak-kab-ti u
ar-ra-tu4 ina muh-hi rit-ti sa fPN...la a-mu-ru "she swore an oath of the gods and
king in the assembly, 'if I did not see a star or slave-mark on the hand of fPN...
(I'm a dead woman)'", YOS 6 224: 19...24 (Nbn yr 15, U)
PN nis DINGIR u LUGAL iz-ku-w ki-i se-e-nu a4 2...a-na KU.BABBAR ad-di-in
u mam-ma^ sa-nam-ma it-ti PN2 KI.LAM ina se-e-nu a4 1 it-ti-ia i-pu-su
Difficult. "PN swore an oath of god and king, 'I did not sell the aforementioned
one sheep and one goat and no one else with PN2 bought the aforementioned
sheep and goat from me'", TCL 13 132: 10-14 (Cyr yr 4, U)

That this document was a copy of an earlier and damaged original is clear by the scribe's hipi which he wrote each time he came to a broken area on the original tablet.
73 Difficult context notwithstanding, the subjunctive i-ba-ds-su-u should still be expected.
74 I have inserted the [] and "" in order to ease comprehension.
75 The virtually identical oath in AnOr 8 30: 15-19 has IGIJI ni-ta-da-ru. I am therefore
assuming a derivation from adaru. According to AHw (pllb) Inu + adaru appears to be an
idiom, "to show consideration".
7 ^ The introduction to the oath is broken apart from i-na d[...] but context and Weisberg's own
interpretation of the missing part suggests it fits in this category.
77 The dictionaries suggest there is confusion in the reading of MU as nfsu "life" or as sumu
"name". Since many of the texts quoted here use nisi am taking the sign MU as a reading for
nfsu in YOS 6 202: 2, 10.
7 ^ mimma is the obvious reading for this word but makes less sense here than mamma.
According to Labat no. 554, MIM is man in MB, NB and NA and mam in NA only. See also von
Soden's Syllabar, no.298 (p58). However, MAN (Labat no. 471)= mam in NB, therefore it is
appropriate that man should read mam in NB also.
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The speaker is clearly expressing his denial in both cases, using preterites for the
usual -t- forms throughout. This also happens in the following, which contains two
oaths. The second one is lengthy and broken. The text deals with a storehouse
doorkeeper (PN2) who is making a false claim. His colleagues swear otherwise and
he then confesses under oath:
nis DINGIR.MES iz-ku-urki-i mim-ma ma-la b[a-su-u7] PN ul-tu E ka-re-e ina
muh-hi-[sul] u-se-su-u u mim-ma ina SU.II-su ni-mu-ur ... [PN2] ina UKKIN nis
DINGIR.MES uLUGAL iz-ku-ur ki-i mim-ma md[PN] ina muh-hi-ia u-se-su-u u
mim-ma... (broken) "they(!) swore an oath of the gods, 'PN (the satammu)
issued nothing of whatever there was from the storehouse on his (PN2's) account,
and we didn't see anything in his possession'... [PN2] swore an oath of the gods
and king (saying) that 'PN did not issue anything on my account and nothing...",
TCL 13 170: 19-21 (Camb yr 5, U)

The following refers to a oath to be made six days in the future:
UD 16.KAM sa ITI APIN PN...MU DINGIR.MES ina MUL KAK.SI.SA a-na
PN2...u PN3...u-se-eI-/i ki-i ZU.LUM.MA sa FDN sa ina pa-ni-ia aq-qab-ba-kunu-su um-ma SE.BAR su-pel-tu4 sa ZU.LUM.MA a-nam-dak-ku-nu-su Difficult.
"on the 16th of Arahsamna PN will swear an oath of the gods on the star Sirius
to PN2...and PN3, '(regarding) the dates of the Lady-of Uruk in my charge, (woe
betide me) if I say to you Til give you barley in exchange for dates'"79 YOS 6
202: 2.. .9 (Nbn yr 16, U)

Sometimes it is difficult to make the oath fit the context:
dUTU riu i-del Jd-i ul-tu muh-hi sa tal-li-ka lu-u rma-dal la as-mu-u u fLtLERiNl.
MES la fil-ma-tu-* "Samas must know (that) since you went, (woe betide me) if
I have not had the greatest trouble and that there is a lack of workers", YOS 3
22: 8-12 (letter, early Nbn, U) 80

c) Promissory oaths

These oaths refer to future promises in legal documents and do not give the opposite
meaning of what is stated. They are expressed with ki ad(i)/ki adfa8 1 followed by
direct speech, with the verb in the present tense (without -t- infix).
PN...ifla dEN dNA u RN.. Jt-te-me ia'-i a-di-ia (n date) fPN2 sa ina IGI? <-ia?>l
ab-ba-kam-ma a-nam-dak-ka "PN swore by Bel, Nabu and Darius... 'on (n date) I
79It appears that PN has dates, but not barley, since the text then says if he does swear he is to
give a certain amount of dates (because he will therefore be telling the truth that he has no
barley). If he doesn't swear, this must mean that he is in a position to give barley (as opposed
to dates), therefore he is to give barley. Coquerillat (Palm p80a) prefers to think PN has not
been authorised to deal with the Lady-of-Uruk's dates but is allowed to give barley.
80 The writer is complaining because he cannot cope with the excessive barley yield. My
translation agrees with that in CAD: "Samas knows I have been very hard pressed since you
left" (samu Ib), but is the opposite of Cocquerillat's view (Palm p94 + n!65). She understands
this as an oath which is unexpressed ("sous-entendue") on the basis that the writer would not
want to report that things were going badly when in fact they are. I assume she makes this
assumption because she would expect the writer (whom she identifies as an ineffectual man)
to be happy if the barley is doing well, particularly as he then warns: mim-ma a-ki-i pi-i sa
mam-ma la tal-la-ki "in no way, in spite of what anyone says, do you have to go (to check)",
ibid.: 19-21. (See mimma emphasising negatives).
8 1 ad in the Uruk texts. Von Soden transcribes it adi in AHw p469b, in ki C 2 b £; adi and adfa
are in the Babylon texts only. See the discussion at the end of the section for a possible
meaning for Jcf ad/kl adfa.
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shall bring PN2 who is at my disposal? and give him to you'", Dar 339: 1-7 (yr
12, B)
PN...ina ^N^A u RNL.ana PN2 ...it-te-me ki-i a-di-i (n date) fPN...ab-fba?*kamt-maV a-na PN2 a-na-ad-din-nu "PN swore by Bel, Nabu and Darius...to
PN2, 'on (n date) I shall bring fPN...and give her to PN2'", Dar 434: 1...9 (yr 16,
B)

In the following, the addition of prepositional adi is exceptional yet the context
indicates that the meaning is the same as in the first two examples above:
PN...ina dEN dMUATI u RN...it-te-.me ki-i a-di-ia a-di (n date) 8 GUR SE.BAR
34 GUR ZU.LUM.MA 13 GIN KU.BABBAR...a-na-as-sa-am-ma...a-nani-difl-n2a
"PN swore by Bel, Nabfi and Darius...'on (n date) I shall bring...and give to you
8 kur barley, 34 kur dates (and) 13 shekels of silver'", Dar 339: 1-7 (yr 12, B)

Further examples: YOS 7 50: 6-9 (U) AnOr 8 79: 5 (U), Dar 176: 5-10 (B) and
Dar 504: 5-8 (B). The following two examples have been separated from the
above on the grounds that the first one offers no specific date for the completion of
the promised act, while the second contains two assertory oaths and one promissory
oath introduced by a single kl:
i-na dEN dNA u FDN it-te-mu-u ki-i a-di nu-u-nu ma-la ni-bar-ri 10-ii nu-u-nu a-na
SA.DUG4 sa FDN ni-nam-din "they swore by Bel, Nabu and the Lady-of-Uruk
'regarding any fish we catch, we shall give one tenth of the fish as a sattukkuoffering to the Lady-of-Uruk'", TCL 13 163: 16-18 (Camb yr 3, U). Note that
nibarri, which looks like a final weak indicative, must grammatically be subjunctive.
PN ina dNA u a-di-i sa dNA.L..it-te-me ki-i a-di-i (n date) fPN fPN2 u fPN3 la-tani-ka ab-ba-kam-ma...a-nam-dak-ka lu-u u-il-ti lu-u n-ik-^sa^-{tiT\ lu-u IM.DUB.
MES...a-fla-as-s£-am-ma a-nam-dak-ka mim-mu sa ni-ik-li u pe-el-sa-tu4 it-ti-ka
ad-da-ab-bu "PN swore by Nabu and on the oath of Nbn..."on (n date) I shall
bring and give to you fPN, fPN2 and fPN3, your servants. I shall bring and give to
you either the IOU, contract or tablets. (Woe betide me if) I am planning any
deception or lie with you", JRAS 1926 : 9-16 (yr 10 Nbn, B)

These two examples raise significant points regarding the meaning of ad(i).
Because no date is specified in the first example adi cannot be the preposition.
Because of the consistency in the use of tense and the significant evidence provided
by the second example, it appears that a condition is being stated, where ad/ad(i) is
a nominal clause functioning as the protasis of the condition and where the apodosis
of the condition is the promise, which usually82 includes the date by which the
swearer intends to Mfil it. The translation would be something like "if it is (to be?)
a loyalty oath, (on n date) I shall...".

82 TCL 13 163 being the exception, of course.
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Discussion regarding meaning of adu and ki ad(i)/kl adia
Previous observations (including those in CAD and AHw) regarding the meaning of
adu and ad are brought together in Weisberg (1967, 32-34). He concludes that the
adu is a loyalty oath in the form of a treaty between the sovereign and a vassal or a
craftsmen's guild, i.e. people who have autonomy within the confines of their
country or workplace. The adu is needed only because the swearer is actually being
allowed to keep his autonomy (ibid., p34). Watanabe also summarises earlier
conclusions about the meaning of adu (1987, 6-8, which includes comments on
Weisberg). She believes that the "ade-Vereidigung" is made before gods and
confirms Weisberg*s findings that there is no evidence of adu prior to NA and NB.
She does not doubt that adu is an Aramaic loan word.
I agree with both Weisberg and Watanabe that the conclusion of CAD that adu B
must mean "majesty (?), power (?)" is not necessary. 83 I assume that when a
person swears ina DN DN2... u (ina) a-de-e sa LUGAL he is swearing on the
names of the gods and the loyalty oaths taken by both the king and the gods. I
consider that adu (properly, adfl?) must be plural (since both parties have to take
oaths) and ad84 the singular and that they come from Aramaic is cad "agreement,
contract" (HAL, p744). 85 The use of the singular kf ad suggests the reference is not
to an actual oath, hence the translation "if it is (or, "were to be?") a loyalty oath".
As for the spelling, I assume ad was adopted from Aramaic after NB's loss of final
short vowels as the spelling a-du would otherwise have been used and then
perpetuated.86 Instead, i u was Akkadianised with the spelling a-di, perhaps by
analogy or false etymology87 with adi the prepositioa That the final vowel is
lengthened (spelled a-di-i) and the Ics oblique suffix is added is peculiar to Babylon
83 The difficult TCL 13 167: 4-6 is cited: PN...ina dEN u ^A u a-di sa LUGAL a-na PN2... it-te-me
ki-i ina KADINGIRfas-rfim?gu?l-mu ta-at-ta-si-iz u ti-m-tu ina lib-bi te-te-ep-su My suggested
translation is: "PN swore by Bel, Nabu and the loyalty oath of the king to PN, '(woe betide me)
if you threw (assuming ramfl, iptaras form) yourself down' [or,] 'you complained (assuming
ragamu) (and) planted yourself at the King's Gate and created a brawl'" (Camb yr 5, U). The
suggestion for ragamu is in CAD sirfcu A b, p!07a, however, targumu, tattasiz and tetepsu
cannot be prohibitions and the use of ip^us and iptaras forms together in the same apodosis
is not found elsewhere in my corpora. For a comment on the mood of tattasiz see IV §3s.
84 Or even "ad"?
8 ^ This is in contrast to NA which seems only to have adfl and ade as a plurale tantum, more
correctly, adu and ade.
86 If my suggestion is correct, it could also indicate that short final vowels had been lost even
while a distinction was still being made between the subject and oblique cases in the plural,
because the plural (ina) ade is never (ina) *adu.
87 A false etymology for adf could be the interjection add or enna adu "now then, here then",
which, according to CAD (A I p!31) is attested in western dialects of Akkadian as well as in NB
letters (from Uruk, Babylon, Nippur and elsewhere). It is not attested in NA or in the letters of
my corpora. The style of the letters in which (enna) adfl appears suggests they come from the
reign of Nbk and earlier.
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and is presumably an innovation or a misinterpretation made by the speaker, and
this explains why the protasis in the Uruk text TCL 13 163 does not have *kl adni.88
ad relates only to the swearer's own (hypothetical) oath. The seriousness of the
swearer's commitment is indicated by his willingness to take a binding loyalty oath
on it. ad is also found in earlier NB.89
Statistical analysis of the oaths in the two corpora. The number of oaths per text is
based on the presence of kl:
number of texts

Id

Id ad(i)

Uruk

18

17

3 (all ki-i a-di)

Babylon

11

5

7 (4 ki-i a-di-i, 2 ki-i a-di-ia, 1 Id
a-di)

88 Or " *ki anniT Nor is it in ABL 282: rev 4-7 and ABL 1342: 25, which both have more than
one person swearing (references taken from Dietrich, 196& §33 p92). (Presumably in Babylon
it would be *kf adini.)
89 In Kuyunjik NB the promissory oaths are (virtually?) always ki-i a-di (see Dietrich's four
examples, 1968, §33 p92).
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Chapter IV: The finite verb
2 - The
A section with examples of finite verbal forms is given at the end of <p».rb
I
following inflections are observed:

3

i-

1-........-0, -u, -0

3f

ta-

i-........-a

2m

ta-

ta-.......-a

2f

ta-

ta-.......-a

Ic

a-

zii-

The spelling of the ending of the 3mpl is ambiguous; the ending is occasionally not
represented. See the discussion in chapter 3 §2, where it is concluded that a final
vowel was usually intended but that it was a matter of personal choice whether to
record it with or without an extra -u/-u sign (or whether to record it at all). There is
no evidence that the Common Semitic 2fs -I final was used.1

§1 The verbal system in the texts under analysis
iprus, iparras, iptaras (and iptanarras and paris) in NB have recently been
thoroughly investigated by Streck (1995, part II). I shall therefore limit myself to
giving the main features of the three finite categories along with comments on the
few attestations of verbs with a -tan- infix, (paris has already been discussed in
chapter 1,1 §2, above.) In keeping with Streck I shall name the systems according
to their G forms so as to avoid identifying them as preterite, perfect etc. Some
developments in NB are worth noting here, especially the use of iptaras. The
criteria for the use of iptaras appear to be quite clearly delineated in most cases, a
fact which I am not sure Streck made fully clear.

1 See also the comments on 2fs imperatives (I §5a, above).
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a) iprus
This form is used to refer to an action completed at the time of writing i.e. a preterite
(a term which I use for convenience elsewhere). The following three points are
>(\o fca.ble/ in NB (including KB from Kuyunjik):
i) iprus replaces iptaras when iptaras is negated or in a subordinate clause except
when iptaras is in the protasis of a future conditional sentence (III §3, above, and
Streck,pl20):
ki-i a-na DUMU.LUGAL a-na muh-hi la as-pu-ru "(woe betide me) if I haven't
written to the crown prince about it", TCL 9 132: 15-16 (letter, Nbn yr 1-12, U)

ii) The Icp/preterite has replaced the cohortative (i.e. SB i niprus has become
niprus).
hi) On page 127 (§25a) Streck notes that the precative is no longer always formed
with lu-, Ii-, owing to the influence of the Aramaic imperfect. His examples (using
kapdu + iprus on page 129) clearly demonstrate this. Most of the examples are
those in which the relevant verb has a consonantal inflectional prefix. The texts in
my corpora mostly (but not always) 2 use lu-, li- + pret, but in the case of idu it is
sometimes difficult to draw the line between its precative, whose 10 prefix (if prefix
is what it is) is not attached to the 3ms or 3cpl finite forms, and between its emphatic
(i.e. using the asseverative morpheme 10) and preterite forms.

b) iparras
As well is its use in referring to the present (in both main and subordinate clauses)
and the future (main clauses),3 iparras is used in the following cases:
i) as an imperative in verbs of the third persons (see I §4e, above and Streck, §8b,
p95f).
ii) As the historic present (Streck, §12a-g, 106-109) iparras is still productively
used, mostly with qabu. It is used in circumstantial clauses, i.e. in describing an act
occurring simultaneously with another (HI §2f, above).
There is no evidence of a "Gt" present (iptarras) in the NB of these corpora.

2 See
I, §4c ii, above.
3 See iptaras below for the future in subordinate clauses.
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c) iptaras
In the texts under scrutiny here, most4 of the examples of iptaras fit into three
categories:
i) The perfect, which refers to a recently completed action whose effects are still
noticeable at the time of writing, or significant to the present, and which is therefore
common in recorded speech and in verbs like saparu, qabu and subulu. All
examples appear to be in main clauses:5
at-ta-pal-sa-> "I have prostrated myself (napalsuhu), CT 22 151: 13 (letter, B)
DUMU LUGAL si-pir-ti il-tap-ra urn-ma... "the crown prince has sent a message,
thus...", YOS 6 71: 19-20 (Nbn yr 6, U)
nu-ul-te-bi-la "we have brought", YOS 3 113: 9 (U)
it-te-en-tir "he has been paid", Dar 469: 10 (B)

ii) iptaras in this category may be considered a derived form. In the separative
iptaras, -t- is used to introduce a direction away either with verbs of motion (exx.
alaku, mussuru) or with verbs of taking or carrying (exx. nasu, abaku):
it-ta-as-si "he took away", YOS 3 79: 39 (U); ta-at-ta-si "you took away", CT
22 194: 19 (B), ni-it-ta-si "we took away", Dar 296: 9 (B)
gab-bi ana MN it-tal-ku-* "they all went away in Duzu", YOS 3 69: 4-5 (letter,
539-526, U), cf. CT 22 182: 6 (B)
si-mir-re-e-su ip-ta-tar il-ta-su-um "he undid his fetters and ran away", YOS 7 88:
17(Cyryr2,U)

or to introduce a reflexive, reciprocal or intransitive element similar to Streck's
"flexives (inflectional) -ta" (§48, p215ff). These uses of iptaras are uncommon
and the distinction between the infixed and the non-infixed forms are often vague:6
im-ta-har "he bought", Nbn 85: 7 (B) i-da-har-in-ni "they received from me", Dar
296: 5 (B) (reciprocal)
(ana muhhi) i-te-lu-u "they made withdrawals (?) (therefrom)" Dar 551: 8 (yr
22, B), cf. the singular (ana muhhi) i-te-lu in TCL 13 160: 7 (B) (reflexive)

4 Some -t- forms cannot be categorised, cf. iptatarin ii, below.
5 I am unable to find this observation in Streck. Woodington approaches the subject on p87. In
the paper on subordinating conjunctions by Dietrich (1969), he refers throughout to the
appearance of iprus, iparras and iptaras as futurum exactum (see iv, below) forms in subordinate clauses. The lack of other forms of iptaras is not emphasised. As there are no conclusions in his paper, it is possible to overlook this very significant point.
6 Perhaps the -t- infix introduces a personal element to focus the action on the person. The use
of ahames "mutually, together etc." has replaced reciprocal iptaras in most cases. See n §3 a
and b, above.
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LU.DI.KU5.MES im-tal-ku-ma "the judges deliberated...", Roth: 42 (Cyr yr 9,
U) (reciprocal, intransitive)
ina muh-hi ku-ru-up-pi...at-ta-sab "I sat on the chest", YOS 7 78: 12... 13 (Cyr yr
7, U) (intransitive, reflexive?)

All four verbs in the following are preterites with an intransitive or reflexive
element:
PN...ina ^N u *NA u a-di sa LUGAL a-na PN2 ... it-te-me ki-i ina KA DINGIR
tas-ffjni? gu^mu ta-at-ta-si-iz u ti-ru-tu ina lib-bi te-te-ep-su "PN swore by Bel,
Nabu and the loyalty oath of the king to PN, 'you did not throw (ramu) yourself
down (and) plant yourself at the King's Gate and create a brawl'", TCL 13 167:
4-6 (Camb yr 5, U) 7

iii) Consecutive -tVerbs which describe the consequence of a previous action which is presented in a
subordinate clause with kl are invariably infixed with -f-.
DINGIR.MES ki-i u-sal-lu-u se-bu-ta-a ak-ta-sad "when I prayed to the gods I
achieved my wish", CT 22 194: 7-9 (letter, 1MB, B)
(two ducks) ki-i ni-du-ku i-na ti-du tnfi-iq-te-bir "(two ducks) when we killed
them we buried them in the mud", Iraq 13: 13 (Camb yr 2, U)8

There is one example using aricu and this also generates a consequential -t- :
u ar-ku...ul-tu E PN a-na E PN2...na-ad-nu us-ta-hi-is-su "and after...he had been
given from PN's household to PN2's...household (PN3) withdrew him", VS 4
87/88: 4...7(Daryr 1,B)

iv) When iptaras is used to refer to the future in subordinate clauses, it is best understood as a future perfect (futurum exactum). It is usually found in the protasis of
conditional sentences, following kf, but also occurs after other subordinating
conjunctions or phrases, such as arid, asar, (ina) um:
as-s£it-tar-da-a-nu l+et ina lib-bi-si-na a-na FDN...ta-an-na-an-din '"as soon as
they (f) come down one of them is to be given to the Lady-of-Uruk...'", YOS 6
71:22...23 (Nbn yr 6, U)
[ar]-Ja'PN ana sim-tu it-tal-lak...pani FDN tad-dag-gal "once PNhas died...(she)
is to belong (G) to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 7 66: 20-21 (Cyr yr 7, U)
u4-mu pa-qa-ri ina muh-hi PN if-tab-su-u..."the day a claim arises9 against PN
(the slave)...", Dar 492: 8-9 (yr 19, B),cf. YOS 6 143: 7 (U) (ld-i...it-fab-su-u)
7 This difficult statement is discussed in the comments at the end of HI §4c, above (assertory
oaths).
8 Contrast this with the G form in the subordinated sa...i-du-ku-ma i-na ti-du iq-bi-ri "which...
they had killed and buried in mud", 14...17.
9 Literally, "will have come into existence" (NFuh«ru«v»
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i-na iit-mu LV.mu-kin-nu lu-u ba-ti-qu it-tal-kam-ma a-na PN...uk-ri/i-flu..."the
day a witness or denouncer comes and gives evidence to convict PN...", YOS 6
122: 1...4 (Nbnyr9, U) cf. Nbn 679: 1-4 (B) (ina u4-mu fPN...tu-uk-tin-nu...);
Weisberg 2: 8-10 (U) (ina u4-mu LU.mu-kin-nu uk-te-nu-us...) etc.
i -na u4-mu PN...ifla E LtJ.KAS.TIN.NAM it-tan-ma-ru PN2 SES-su mul-le-e a-na
muh-hi-su un-da-al-lu "the day PN...is seen in the tavern, PN2 his brother is to
give compensation himself YOS 7 77: 1...7 (Cyr yr 8, U) 10

ina u4-mu u-du-u...mim-ma sa ar-ki u-de-e...it-ta-as-ba-tu..."if, in the future (any
other) item...anything (coming) after the items (in question) are found...", TCL
13 142: 7... 12 (Cyr yr 7, U)

The following has both a future conditional and a future subordinated clause:
dUTU lu-u i-de ki-i u4-mu PN i-kas-sa-da a-na UGU mam-ma ma-la KUR.MES
aq-ta-bu-u al-la ana UGU-lca Difficult. "Samas knows, (I'm a dead man) if I
speak to anyone in the whole world about it apart from you, by the time Gobryas
arrives", YOS 3 106: 7-9 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

Although it is unusual for urn to use iparras, it appears that the -t- infix is avoided
when a subordinating conjunction expressing the future contains sa and its clause
has only a single verb:
ul-tu u4-mu sa ki-i-ri i-nap-pa-hu i-di-su a-na muh-hi PN...i-mafl-nu "as soon as
he lights up the furnace he is to count up his earnings from PN...", VS 6 84: 1617 Nbn yr 12, B)
u4-mu sa us-su-nu ina si-pir-tu4 EN.MES lis-pur-u-nu "as soon as they come out
may Sirs write by means of a letter", YOS 3 21: 16-18 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
u4-mu sa PN...U PN2...a-na GN ir-ru-bu... "when PN...and PN2...get into
Babylon...", TCL 13 222: 1...3 (around Dar yr 1, U)

If there is more than one verb note how the final verb subordinate to sa and mala 11
in the following two examples reverts to the iptaras futuram exactum:
u4-mu sa PN...a-na UGU LU.u-ra-su i-sap-par-ru u LU.u-ra-su la it-tan-nu hi-tu sa
PN2 ..j-sad-dad"if PN writes about a stand-in but does not present a stand-in he
will bear the punishment of Gobryas...", TCL 13 150: 4...8 (Camb yr 2, U)
SE.NUMUN ma-la ina llb-bi i-pet-tu-ma dul-lu ina lib-bi la ip-pu-su u ul-tad-du-u
sa re-he-et SE.NUMUN ma-la i-pu-su sis-sin ul i-na-as-su-u "any arable land that
they open there but do not do the (upkeep-)work and have let it fall fallow; they
will not draw a bonus on any remaining arable land that they have worked",
Camb 142: 9-16 (yr 2, B)

1® My interpretation of this statement is explained in V §la i, below.
11 Whose function is similar to sa. See ffl §lb, above.
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An exception to this pattern may have come about as a result of the second verb
being negated:
a-di UGU sa at-tu-u-nu hi-tu ta-ah-ta-at-ta- > a-na-kuhi-tu ul a-hat-tu "until you
make mistakes I won't make mistakes", YOS 3 17: 36-37 /TCL 9 129: 34-36
(letters, early Camb? U)

Notes
1) The preterite and perfect of separative or consecutive iptaras are the same (i.e.
the "Gtt" perfect (iptatms) does not occur in the NB of these texts):
ul-tu GN a-na a-su-tu at-ta-si "I have gone out from Babylon on an expedition",
YOS 3 106: 30-31 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U) (perfect + separative)
KU.B ABBAR a J 3 MA.NA ina a-dan-ni-su PN a-na PN2 it-ta-din u-ll-tl \u\ LTJl-tu
PN2 ki-i u-tir-ri a-na PN it-ta-din "PN has given the (aforementioned) three
minas of silver to PN2 within the deadline and PN2 has given the IOU and the
slave back to PN", Dar 319: 9-13 (yr 12, B) (The second ittadin is perfect and
consecutive.)

2) The 3ms perfect and futurum exactum (which is invariably subjunctive) of
nadanu are ittadin and ittannu respectively. Contrast ittannu in TCL 13 150 above
with ittadin in OECT 10 105: 11. There is one unexplainable instance of ittannu
replacing ittadin in CT 22 82.12
d) Verbs with the -t(a)n- infix (iptanarras)
On page 118f and p!60 n371, Streck observes that the Gtn is more or less
unproductive. This is confirmed in the texts here, where it survives only in the
Babylon legal phrase adi 12 TA.AM itanappal "he is to pay twelve-fold",13 and in
the Gtn preterite of sasu: istassu, "they read (pret.) out". 14 The unusual forms of
amaru in Nbn 85: 13, Nbn 573: 7 and YOS 7 77: 6 15 may be interpreted as an N
futurum exactum (iftapras),16 but the following may be intended as an Ntn futurum
exactum, although it may simply be a misspelling of it-ta-na-ma-ru.:

12 UDU.NITA Jd'-i id-din-nu UDU-NfTA ul at-tu-u-a ul-te-pi-il u it-tan-nu "when he gave the sheep
the sheep was not mine, he had swapped it and given it (away)", 9-12 (letter, middle Dar, B). (It
may be significant that the scribe has a tendency to put (C)VC-CV spellings for (C)VC endings
throughout.)
13 As in VS 5 38: 38 and Dar 26: 28.
14 As in Nbn 356: 30, Nbn 1113: 14 (both B) and YOS 7 7: 74 (U).
*5 it-tan-ma-ru,it-tan-naJmarl-ri and it-tan-ma-ru, respectively, "(if) he has been seen",
probably ittanmar.
i** As may be the following forms of eteru: it-te-en-tir "he has been paid", Dar 469; 10 (B\cf.
Dar 266: 9 (B) which are to be contrasted with the N preterite, in-n6-et-ti-ir in Dar 474: 9 (B)
and in-n6-tirin YOS 7 114: 6 (no difference in meaning intended).
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i-na u4-mu PN...it-ti fPN...it-na-ta-na-ma-ru hi-tu sa PN2 i-sad-dad "the day
PR..is (regularly?) seen with fPN... he will bear the punishment of Gobryas",
YDS 7 92: 1...7 (Cyr yr 6, U).

§2 The derived forms of the verb
a) D form
The examples of the D forms are transitive or factitive.
u-mar-ri "he will chop/prune", Dar 35: 8 (B)
u-ha-mu-ka "they are giving you confidence", CT 22 194: 17 (B)
(fish) u-hal-la-qu-> "they make lose (fish)", TCL 13 163: 5 (U)
u-qar-rab-bu-u-nu "they (who) present", TCL 13 157: 6 (U)

kullumu, 11 murruqiL, mussuru and su/luare always D:
u-mar-*raq-ma "he will clear (of claims)", Dar 537: 13 (B)
DUMU.MUNUS-su saPN ul tu-mas-sar "she is not to abandon PN's daughter",
BE 8 47: 6 (Nbn yr 5, B)
u-sal-la "I pray" passim

D verbs may have either a consequential or futumm exactum -f- infix (c iii and iv,
above):
PN...iz-qat AN.BAR.MES ki-i id-du-u un-da-sir "having put him in chains, PN
(then) let", YOS 7 7: 125...126 (Cyr yr 1, U)
A«"» $>
PN...kak-kab-tu4 ki-i is-mi-tan-Snfl a-na FDN uz-zak-kan-nu "having marked me
with a star, PN (then) consecrated me to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 7 66: 2...3 (Cyr
yr 7, U)
un-da-al-lu "he will have filled", YOS 7 77: 7 (U)
uq-tar-ri-bi... "(if) they offer...", YOS 7 90: 15 (U)

b) S forms are causative
Babylon:
pa-qa-ri u-sab-si "he made a claim", Nbn 356: 27
pu-ut e-te-ru u-sa-as-sa-an-ni "he made me guarantee the repaying", TCL 12 122:
8
u-se-zi-ib "he produced", Camb 253: 5
u-se-el-lu "he is to swear", VS 6 120: 11, cf. u-se-el-li, Dar 468: 11
17 An example is in CT 22 78 injr iii, above.
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u-se-ti-iq "(whom) he passed on to", Dar 551: 12
tu-sak-ka-al-la "she is to nourish", BE 8 47: 4, 10
tu-sad-gil "(which) she transferred", Nbn 65: 8, 15
la u-sar-su-u "they made him not have", Nbn 356: 34
a-na LU mu-kin-nu-u-tu u-se-es-se-bu "they will make him give evidence", VS 6
97: 11-12 18
u-se-lu-* "they are to swear", Dar 358: 6

Uruk:
u-se-ri-bu-ma u-sa-ah-mi-is "he made go in and ransack", YOS 6 108: 8 (Nbn yr
8)
(A.MES) u-sa-as-bat "he is to make water flow", YOS 7 162: 8
u-se-er-reb "he is to make enter", TCL 13 164: 14
(EN) lu-se-bi-la "may Sir bring", TCL 9 132: 23
lu-se-lu-nu "let them load up", YOS 3 29: 17

Note The spelling of usellu, tusakk&Jr usesseb(u) and userreb suggests a doubling
of the middle radical in initial weak in the present-future; contrast with the spelling
of the preterites usezib, usetiq and useribuma.
Consecutive and futurum exactum S forms:
nu-ul-te-rib-su "we (then) made him enter", YOS 7 88: 21 (U)
us-ta-hi-is-su "he (then) took him back", VS 4 87/88: 7 (B)
ul-tad-du-u "they will have let fall fallow", Camb 142: 14 19

c) N forms are passive, with the exception of the N of basu, which has ingressive
meaning (See the entry on basu in §3 b, below.):
Babylon:
in-na-di-in "(that) it is given", CT 22 182: 8
im-ma-si-ih-ma "it was measured...", Nbn 293: 10
in-ne-ter-ru "he was repaid", Nbn 314: 11, Camb 68: 15 (indicative)
ta-nam-ma-ri "(wherever) it (f) is seen", OECT 10 105: 12
la an-na-mir "I was not seen", Nbn 1113: 18
in-na-din-nu "they are sold", Peek 22: 26
in-na-as-sa-hu-* "they are being pulled up", CT 22 81: 18

°Cf. the singular a-na \timu-kin-nu-tu ina lib-bi u-se-*si-ma, which on collation is probably
sib on an erasure, rather than usesimma, Nbn 442: 6 (B).
19 Full extract is in c iv, above.
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Uruk:
li-in-na-din "may it be given"
in-n6-ter "he was repaid", YOS 7 114: 6
is-sa-al-lu-ma "he was asked...", YOS 7 46: 16
in-na-an-di-na "it is (usually) given", JNES 1993: 27. cf. in-na-an-di-nu TCL 13
182: 25
ta-an-na-ad-nu "(when) it (f) was given", YOS 6 71: 32,cf. ta-na-an-di-nu
"(before) she was(!) sold", YOS 6 79: 13
tan-nam-m "it (f) was seen", YOS 7 102: 26
ta-an-na-an-din "it (f) is to be given", YOS 6 71: 23
is-si-ni-qu-ma "they were checked...", TCL 13 142: 3
ip-par-su "they were dispersed (in a sale)", AnOr 8 70: 15
in-nam-ru-ma "they were inspected...", Iraq 13: 18
ZU.LUM.MA in-nam-mi-du "dates (which) are estimated (for an imittu)", YOS
738:6

Perfect and futurum exactum N forms are rare. (There are no examples of
consecutive forms.):
it-te-en-tir "he has been paid", Dar 469: 10 (B)
it-tan-ma-ru "(if) he is seen", Nbn 85: 13 (B)20
it-te- se-mu-u "(if) it is heard", Nbn 682: 7 (B)
ina u4-mu u-du-u...ina SU.U-suit-ta-as-ba-tuhi-tusaPN...i-sad-da-ad "(the
day)...(any other) item is found in his possession he will bear the punishment of
Gobryas", TCL 13 142: 7...13 (Cyr yr 7, U)

§3 Irregular and rare verbs
a) usuzzu
Infinitive G:
u-su-uz-zu passim
GUB-zu passim
i-na u-su-uz sa.... "in the presence of, Nbn 1113: 26 (B)

20 For other examples using amaru see c iv, above.
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Predicative form (stative):
u-su-uz-zu "he was standing" (?) YOS 6 235: 7 (U)
u-su-uz "he is stationed" YOS 7 102: 18 (U)
u-su-uz-za-ti "they (fs collective) were stationed" referring to servants (amelutti),
BIN 1 120: 10, (U)
u-su-uz-zu "(who, mpl) were stationed", RA 11: 11 (letter, 533-532, U)
u-su-uz-za- 3 "they (fpl.) settle for (=Ma)", VS 5 45/46: 12 (Camb yr 1, B)

Imperative (2pl):
it-ti PN iz-zi-za-ma "stand by PN...", CT 22 73: 12 (letter, early Dar, B))

G preterite:
la iz-za-zu "he will not agree",21 TCL 13 182: 7 (U)

G present:
la iz-za-zu "he is not to stay", YOS 3 179: 33 (U)
*iz-zi-zu "(who, ms) stands by", CT 22 73: 5 (B)
iz-zi-zu "he stands by", TCL 13 182: 7 (U)
iz-za-az-zi-ma "he is to convene (with=ittf)", Dar 163: 9 (B)
iz-zi-zu "(in which) they stand", (referring to trees) Camb 286: 2 (B)
li-iz-zaz-ma "let him be stationed", YOS 7 102: 15, 22 (U)

These examples suggest an unclear distinction between past and present forms.
Kuyunjik NB clearly had i for preterite and a for present as the second vowel
(Woodington p!49). Streck (1993b, 280-282) provides examples suggesting a
present singular izzaz and plural izzizzu. The number of examples in my corpora is
insufficient for such a supposition except that the singular i/zi'z functions as a
secondary predicative verbal adjective form to usuz and that izzaz is indicative.
Streck (ibid., p282) gives usuz as the standard predicative form.
G with reflexive -fta-at-ta-si-iz "you (sg) stayed/placed yourself', TCL 13 167: 5 (U)

21 The Akkadian preterite indicates that agreeing is a single act already completed but that
the emotion of agreement continues up to the present. In expressing the same idea English
uses the present.
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S forms:
Infinitive: su-uz-zu-zu "registering", Joannes TEBR 66: 15 (B)

Preterite:
u-sa-az-za-[az] "he recorded", Dar 296: 15 (B)
us-ziz-zu "they recorded", Nbn 356: 35 (B), us-zi-zu Roth: 45 (U)
Present. Even in the S the second vowel can be both i or a:
u-sa-az-zi-iz "he is to register", YOS 7 113: 15 (U)
u-sa-az-zu-ma "they will register", Dar 384:5 (B)
u-sa-az-ziz-su-nu-tu "they will employ/station them", YOS 7 156: 12 (U)
The following three examples from YOS 3 83 (U) are all difficult:
u-sa-az-ziz "I (?) have registered", YOS 3 83: 8 (see line 23, below)
u-sa-az-zi-zu "(which) he (they?22 ) registers", YOS 3 83: 16
u-sa-az-za-zu-ma "which I register", YOS 3 83: 23

With infixed -t-;
i) as perfect:
ul-ta-az-z[izl] "he has recorded", YOS 3 107: 31 (U)
ul-taz-zi-iz "he has registered", Dar 296: 4 (B)

ii) as futurum exactum
ki-ila ul-te-zu- y "if they don't consent(?)/register(?)",23 Dar 384: 13 (B)

Precative:
lu-sa-az-ziz "may he register", YOS 3 107: 8 (U)

b) Other irregular and rare verb forms:
edu "to know", is used in the preterite where English uses the present:24
i-de "he knows", YOS 3 87: 24, 6, YOS 3 8: 6 (both U)
G
te-de-e "you know", TCL 13 181: 6 (U)
i-del-e "I know", TCL 13 222: 15 (U)
i-du-u "(if) I knew", Dar 53: 8 (B)

22 See impersonal subject (VI §2, below) for full context.
2 3 The context is unclear.
24 The preterite refers to the act of comprehension. Once the fact is comprehended a
continuing state of knowing has been reached.
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i-du-'-u, i-de "they know", YOS 3 113: 10, 24 and YDS 3 17: 37 (both U)
i-du-u "they know", YOS 3 8: 33 (U)

S

su-du-u (umma) "(the facts) were made known...", Camb 286: 7 (B)
(predicative form)
u-se-di "it was made known", CTMMA2 54: 15 (B)
nu-se-di "we made known", Nbn 356: 23 (B)

itulu S is attested once:
a-kan-na ina qaq-qar lu-ul-ti-il-su "let me make him grovel on the ground, here!"
YOS 3 19: 28 (letter, early Cyrus, U)

basu usually occurs as a predicative stative in mala basu, but the finite form is also
sometimes used, with the same meaning: 25
G

i-ba-as-su-u "(wherever) they may be", JRAS 1926: 14 (B)
i-ba-as-si-i "which may be", TCL 13 181: 13 (U)

ma-la i-ba-as-su-u "whatever there may be", YOS 3 66: 13 (U)
The N form is the ingressive of basu "to come into existence":
ib-ba-as-su-u "(which) may transpire", Dar 379: 68 (B)
ib-ba-as-su "(which) may (pi) be", YOS 7 114: 10 (U)
N futurum exactum:
u4-mu pa-qa-ru ina UGU PN it-tab-su-u "if (ever) a claim arises against PN", Dar
492: 9 (yr 19, B)

isu "to have" is discussed in the Note at the end of I §2 c, above.
c) Quadriliteral Verbs
The two corpora give examples of three verbs:
nabalkutu "to move over"
SE.NUMUN ma-la ib-ba-lak-ki-tu-u-ma "any fields that they passed over (i.e.
left fallow)...", YOS 6 150: 12 (Nbn yr 11, U)
a-na PN...ni-ib-la-ki-it "we went over to PN...", AnOr 8 27: 13...14 (Nbn yr 12,
U) 26

The Babylon texts are limited to the use of the participial derivative nabalkattanu
"transgressor". 27
25
2 *>
an
27

Cf- GAG §78b "prefixed stative".
Reading this as a preterite, according to GAG paradigm 39: i.e. nibbalkit. From the context
infixed -t- would also be expected, nittabalkit.
SeeV§lc, t>eW>.
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napalsuhu "to prostrate oneself:
at-ta-pal-sa-* "I have prostrated myself (for attapalsah) CT 22 151: 13 (letter,
Nbn or earlier? B)

namarku "to be late"
LU.ERIN.MES ma-du-tu ib-ba-ku mis*s-hu i-gam-mar-ma u a-na-ku am-me-rik-ki
"he is taking lots of workers to finish the work stretch and I am falling behind",
YOS 3 17: 51 (letter, 533-526, U)

supelu "to exchange", is the causative of the Common Semitic root p(l ("to do") not
otherwise attested in Akkadian:
us-pe-el-lu "that he swapped", VS 6 120: 7 (B)
ul-te-pi-il "he has swapped (it)", CT 22 82: 11 (B)
us-pe-e-lu "(which) they swapped", Camb 349: 5, 28, cf. us-pe-lu in VS 5 38: 4,
22 (both B)

§4 The ventive and its spelling
The ventive is found on the finite forms, imperatives, statives and precatives of
verbs of motion. Because of the loss of short final vowels of verbs and predicative
forms and the uncertainty regarding the final vowels in 3m plurals of strong verbs, it
is not surprising to find that ventives can be identified with consistency only in
plurals (2pl and 3pl) and in the singular and Icpl of final weak verbs.28
with enclitic -ma
singular

-a

-amma

plural

-n

-nimma

a) Uncoupled verbs
i) In singular, uncoupled,29 forms, ventives can still be identified in roots with a final
weak radical:
Babylon:
i-na-as-sa-a "(which) he will bring", Rutten: 5 (Nbn yr 1)

28 Ventive spellings are also retained in singular verbs with accusative and dative suffixes.
See V §3 d and e, below.
29 I.e. those not in paratactic coordination with another verb following.
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il-la- y "which may come up" Nbn 273: 14 (yr 7)
tas-sa-a "she brought", Nbn 310: 9 (yr 8)
a-na-as-sa-* "I shall bring", ibid.: 18
lis-sa-> "may Sir bring", ibid.: 28, CT 22 78: 18, 21 (letter, 545-527)
Uruk:
us-sa-' "he is coming out", YOS 321:9 (letter, Cyr-Camb)
ni-is-sa-* "when we raised", YOS 7 97: 16, "we took (in oath)", YOS 3 126: 31
(letter, 525-524)
i-la-a "which may come up", JNES 1993: 32 (letter, end Nbn?)
ki-ias-sa-> "when I raised", YOS 3 17: 27 (letter, early Camb?)
a-na e-an-na <na>-sa-:> "(which) was brought to Eanna", YOS 7 2: 5 (Cyr ace)
1+en LU.SITA5 lis-sa-* u lil-lik "may an accountant bring (wool) and go...",
YOS 3 19: 18-19 (letter, early Cyr)

ii) Plural ventives in all verbs are also unmistakeable:
Babylon:
i-tur-ru-ni "they come back (to court)", Camb 286: 1430 (yr 5)
Uruk:
u4-mu sa us-su-nu ina si-pir-tu4 EN.MES lis-pur-u-nu "as soon as they come
out may Sirs write (us) a message", YOS 3 21: 16-17 (letter, Cyr-Camb)
it-tal-ku-nu "they have come", YOS 3 87: 7 (letter, 533-526)
it-tar-da ^ a^-nu "(as soon as) they (fpl) come down", YOS 6 71: 22 (Nbn yr 6)
EN-/a lu-se-bi-lu-nu "may my Lord bring up", YOS 3 83: 17-18 (letter, end
Cyr?)
lu-se-lu-nu "may they bring up", YOS 3 29: 17 (letter, early Camb?)
i-sa-a-ni "bring", (2pl impv) TCL 9 98: 26 (letter, 540?)
TCL 13 157 (Camb yr 3) has two examples:
(two people) sa ZU.LUM.MA NlG.GA FDN a-na e-an-na u-qar-rab-bu-u-nu
"(two people) who bring the dates which are the property of mnin-of-Uruk into
Eanna", 5-6
il-<lu>-nu "(which) come up", 13

30 See also CT 22 73: 9 cited in b , below.
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iii) With suffixes:31
li-is-su-nu-si-ne-e-ti "may they bring it",32 YOS 3 107: 17 (letter, early Camb,
U)
su-sa-a-nu-us-su-nu-tu "make them come out", TCL 9 111: 10 (letter, 533-532,

iv) Other examples with ventive endings but without a clear ventive meaning:33
Babylon:
i-leq-qa-> "he will take", CTMMA 1 54+Nbn 380: 24 (yr 9)
(sa)...i-ti-ru-nu "(which, 3pl) exceeded", VS 5 113: 5 (Dar yr x+3)
us-ha-nu "pull out" (2pl impv), CT 22 79: 22 (letter, 545-527)
a-hi nu-ku-su-nu "some were cut" (pi stative), CT 22 78: 10 (letter, 545527)

Uruk:
ih-hi-su-nu "they deducted", TCL 12 90: 15 (Nbn yr 7)
i-ne-eh-su-nu "they will deduct", ibid.: 19
ta-at-ta-al-ka-nu "(so that) you (mpl) may go", YOS 3 22: 7 (letter, early Nbn)
hur-sa-a-ni "find out" (2pl impv), YOS 6 224: 18 (Nbn yr 15)
ba-sa- > "which was" (msg subjunctive stative), TCL 13 132: 15 (Cyr yr 4)
ab-ka-na "taken away" (fpl subjunctive stative), ibid.: 3

Note It must not be forgotten that the ventive is identical with the Ic dative in verbs
without motion, such as nadanu, qabu, saparu and maMru:34
sa taq-ba-> "of which you spoke to me", CT 22 73: 30 (letter, middle Dar, B)
i-qab-ba-> "he says", CT 22 80: 15 (letter, Nbn? B)
31 For other examples of ventives with dative suffixes see V §3 f, below (personal pronouns).
32Ie. cress (sahlu, fpl). The spelling may be very proper (pronunciation lissussinet?), or may
reflect a change in the pronunciation of suffixes. See the discussion in part 2 §5 f and g, below.
33 Such occurrences are not to be taken as unique to NB; they occur in MB and SB as well. Aro
(1955, p89, 3) noted the standard use in MB of ventive singular endings for such verbs as
saparu and subulu (whose spellings, incidentally, continue into NB: al-tap-ra, li-is-pu-ra, u-sebi-la, etc.). He interpreted the receptor as the goal of the verb, hence the ventive. This pattern
became standardised in MB but was already noted in OB (p91). On page 91 Aro notes MB
kudurrus with verbs hitherto unknown in ventive form such as qabu, nadanu, nakaru and
nakasu. saparu, qabu and nadanu continue in ventive form in NB. See examples and Note 1,
below.
34 These are verbs which normally demand an object and a recipient or experiencer. See VI §3
a, below (ana and the indirect or non-direct object). Examples of qabu in the plural are also
found in two Uruk letters:
iq-ta-bu-nu "they have said", YOS 3 169: 13 (539-526)
iq-ta-bu-u-nu "(about which) they have said", YOS 3 107: 14 (early Camb).
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sa aq-qab-ba-* "about which I was (historic present) speaking", CT 22 193: 26
(letter, 551-520, B)
"he has said", CT 22 195: 13 (letter, 551-527, B)
Iiq-ba-a4 "may they (mpl) speak", passim in letter greetings
SE.BAR a4...PN u PN2 i-da-har-in-ni "that barley, PN and PN2 have received it
from35 me", Dar 296: 4-5 (yr 11, B)
il-tap-par-ra-nu "they have written (to me?)", CT 22 193: 10 (letter, 551-520, B)
lis-pu-ru-u-nu "may they send to us" (polite impv), YOS 3 113: 19 (letter,
early Cyr, U)
sup-pur-ra-nu "send (2pl) to me (us?36 )", YOS 3 127: 16 (letter, 538-532, U)37
il-tap-ru-u-nu urn-ma ina GN sab-ta-nu "they have written, 'we're held up in
Ur'", YOS 3 8: 25-26 (letter, early Dar? U)

The ventive is not used with the Icpl dative suffix in the following:
i-qab-bu-u-na-a-su/i-qab-bu-u-tna-stf urn-ma "they tell us...", YOS 3 17/TCL 9
129: 39, 36 (letters, 533-526, U). Contrast this with the archaically spelled
ventive in:
iq-bi-u-nis-su-nu-tu "they said to them", GCCI 2 101: 7 (Cyr yr 4, U)

b) The ventive is often used suffixed with an enclitic -ma. As it is therefore not
common in pause, it commonly appears in sentences where two verbs are coupled.
The first verb is ventive and the second is often nadanu or a verb of speaking or
swearing, often in oaths.
Singular and Icpl:
(various items) a-na-as-sa-am-ma...a-na PN...a-nam-din-ma... "(I swear) I shall
bring (various items) and give (them) to PN...", Dar 309: 5...6 (yr 11, B)
PN...ab-ba-kam-ma a-nam-dak-ka "(I swear) I shall bring PN...and give (him) to
you", Dar 339: 6...7 (yr 12, B),cf.:
PN...ab-ba-kam-ma a-nam-dak-ka-su-nu-tu (sic) 38 "(I swear) I shall bring PN...
and give (him) to you (pi)", YOS 7 50: 7...9 (Cyr yr 5, U)
ki-i a-dan-nu i-te-et-qa a-di ANSE ni-ib-ba-kam-ma ni-nam-di-nu "(woe betide
us) if the deadline passes before we bring and give the donkey", TCL 13 165:
10-11 (Cambyr4,U)

35 maharu takes ana normally for the non-direct object. See VI §3a, below.
36 Although one person has written this letter, he slips into the Icpl on line 8.
37 See also YOS 3 8: 24, cited in b, below^
38 For anamdakkunusu. See V §3fY below for sound changes exhibited by nadanu when
suffixed with personal pronouns.
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Plurals are easily identifiable:
fPN u-bil-lu-nim-ma...t[aq-bi]... "they brought fPN (into court) and...she said...",
Roth: 30...33 (Cyr yr 9, U)
se-pi-ri u-bil-lu-nim-ma rit-ti sa fPN u-ad-di-ma iq-bi... "they brought a scribe (of
Aramaic) in and he made out (what was on) the hand of fPN and said...", RA 67:
20-23 (Nbnyr 17, B)
IM.DUB KI.LAM ...i-na-as-su-nim-ma a-na PN i-nam-di-nu-* "they are to bring
the purchase tablet and give (it) to PN", VS 5 74/75: 18...20 (Dar yr 11, B)
SE.BAR...U] ib-ba-ku-nim-ma ul i-nam-di-nu-nu "they are not bringing and
giving me the barley", CT 22 73: 7...9 (letter, early Dar? B). See also lines 1314
i-mah-ha-ru-nim-ma a-na GN u-sa-ak-sa-du-nu "they will receive and bring back
to Babylon", YOS 7 63: 6 (Cyr yr 7, U)
ur-ra-da-nim-ma a-na UGU FDN u FDN2 il-la-ka "they (fpl) are corning down
and going to FDN and FDN2", YOS 671: 21-22 (Nbn yr 6, U)
SE.B AR lis-su-nim-ma lid-di-nu-nu "may they bring and give barley", YOS 3 8:
24 (letter, early Dar? U)39

Note on Ibina(mma), binna(nimma), "give me". As discussed in imperatives (I
§4d, above), this verb is probably a combined contraction of the Aramaic and NB
(ventive) imperatives for "to give". The indirect object is always Ic.

Conclusions, and comments on the orthography
The ventive can clearly be seen in final weak singular forms and all plurals apart
from Icpl. It may well exist in other forms but its existence is masked by the
ambiguities of the script. In the final weak forms it continues to override the
subjunctive. There are more examples of ventives from Uruk than from Babylon.
In singular final weak forms the spelling is usually Ca-\ although the few examples
using Ca-a or a4 indicate a long vowel. QThis is to be contrasted with the case of the
plurals of verbs with a strong final consonant, which are often spelled Cu-^ or
CVC-'.)
In the plural, the spelling is usually -nu and sometimes -ni (it-tal-ku-nu, i-fur-ru-ni).
Observations
Earlier scholars had believed that the ventive plural was the Akkadian reflex of the
energic form in the Semitic languages. Landsberger identified the true nature of the
39Cf- lis-su-nim-ma...lid-din-> in YOS 3 81: 24...2S (letter, Cyr-Camb, U).
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ventive in 1925,40 but Rimalt maintained that the Aramaic-un and -an imperfect and
imperative endings were responsible for the continuation of -mm endings in NB
(1932, pi 18), without acknowledging the existence of ventives. The above
evidence for the survival of the ventive shows that its uses have not been influenced
by Aramaic.

§5 The subjunctive
Examples of the subjunctive are given in the tables at the end of -paob 2.. As in
earlier phases of Akkadian, the subjunctive continues to be written in relative
clauses and after subordinating conjunctions. However, it can only be seen clearly
in the (non-ventive) singular and Icpl forms of final weak verbs41 or predicative
adjectives.42 It is also distinguished in the Gt (futurum exactum) of nadanu. (See
note 2 at the end of c, above.) The one exception to the consistent use of the
subjunctive occurs in the relative clause in the statements of debt accruing interest in
the texts from Babylon, in which the indicative is often used instead.43
For comments on the subjunctive in roots with a strong final consonant, see
3t,c, below.

40 "Der Ventif des Akkadischen", ZA 35 (1925), 113-123. The term "Ventif" was first coined
by him on pi 13. Some scholars such as S. Langdon and Ebeling used the the term "allative".
4 1 £.g. with leqQ in: PN...& ar-ka-tu4 PN2 il-qu-u "PN..., who took the legacy of PN2", YOS 7 66:
4...5 (Cyr yr 7, U).
42 E.g. mala basti.
43 Contrast: u-il-ti sa 10 GIN KIJ.BABBAR sa UR5.RA i-rab-bu-u "(regarding) an IOU for 10
shekels of silver, which is accruing interest", TCL 13 144: 2 (nom, subj) (Cyr yr 9), and: (n
silver) s&UI ina muh-hi 1 ma-n6-e 1 GfN KC.BABBAR ina muh-hi-sti-nu i-rab-bi "( a debt of) n
silver, which is growing at the rate of one shekel of silver against one mina per month (as
interest) against them (i.e. the debtors)'1, Nbn 314: 19 (yr 8).
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Chapter V: Nominal forms

§1 Nouns and adjectives
a) The singular and plural of nominal forms
i) In singular nominal forms ending in a strong consonant there is a considerable
variety of spellings of the final syllable, although Cu or (for the feminine) tu(4)
endings continue to be most used. This variety of endings is caused by the loss of
the final vowel, as exemplified by the following: *
ina u4-mu ina si-mitit-ttafl-ku-* "on the day they die", YOS 7 17: 12 (Cyr yr 3,
U)
si-zib...i-sab-ba-tu "they will deliver...milk", YOS 7 79: 14...15 (Cyr yr 8, U)
ku-pur "bitumen", VS 6 84: 5, 9, 15 (Nbn yr 12, B)
bu-qul us-ha-nu "uproot the hops", (2mpl ventive impv) CT 22 79: 20 (545-527,
B)
pu-ut ma-as-sar-tu4 sa u-hi-in na-si "he is responsible for watching the green
dates", YOS 7 162: 9 10 (Camb yr 3, U)

Nominative and oblique forms are not differentiated except in the case of oblique
msg nominal forms having a Ics possessive suffix, e.g. (ina) muhhia (see §4 c i,
below2 ). The loss of differentiation is best seen in the examples of final weak
nouns (cf. verbs), of which the following examples are all oblique:
a-sur-ru-u "foundation",3 YOS 7 2: 9 (U), BIN 1 118: 12 (U), VS 4 66: 10 (B),
Dar 499: 9 (B) and elsewhere.
DUMU-su sa UGU ti-lu-u "her son, who is on the breast" (i.e. a "babe in
arms"), Nbn 832: 2, 9 (yr 15, B)
a-ka-lu bab-ba-nu-u i-nam-din "he is to give good food", VS 6 104: 10 (Cyr yr 8,
B)
a-na *bab\-ba-nu-u lid-din-nu-> "may they give at the good (exchange-) rate",
CT 22 148: 14 (letter, 545-527, B) cf. line 17.
ku-um su-gar-ru-u "as a bonus", Dar 378: 7 (yr 14, B)

1 See also the Graeco-Babyloniaca texts for further evidence that final vowels in these cases
were not pronounced. The fact that CVCCV spellings are more popular than CVCVC spellings
is presumably due to conservative scribal habits, as discussed in part 2 sections §2 and §5.
2 §4c also has examples of historically correct spellings of nudunnfi with suffixes in Nbn 356.
^ The phrase is uru isanni batqa sa asurru/asurrS isabbat "he is to keep the roof waterproofed
and undertake the repairs to the foundation(s)". Plural citations are in ii, below.
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qaq-qar..Jca-sa-al u ka-lu-u...bi-in-na-nim-ma "give me flooded or salinated
land...", YOS 6 33: 4 (Nbn yr 3, U), cf. YOS 6 41: 10-12 and TCL 12 90: 22
(all from Uruk and written by the same scribe)
ina muh-hi 1 ma-ne-e... "against one mina...", Camb 379: 7-8 (yr 7, B)
ul-tuEka-re-eil-sum-ma "he ran from the storehouse...", YOS 7 198: 17 (Camb
yr 6, U)
PN SES-su mul-le-e a-na muh-hi-su un-da-al-lu "PN his brother is to give
(futurum exactum) compensation himself, YOS 7 77: 6-7 (Cyr yr 8, U)4

Although -u endings are common among oblique forms, -e does not seem to be
found in nominative forms:
u4-mu pa-tu-u ia-a-nu "there is no day off, YOS 3 113: 25-26 (letter, early Cyr,
U)
/(Or )

ina u4-mu u-du-u...mim-ma sa ar-ki u-de-e...it-ta-as-ba-tu..."if, in the future (any
other) item^.anything (coming) after the items (in question) are found...", TCL
13 142: 7...12 (Cyr yr 7, U)

ii) Plurals of nominal forms
The corpora contain very few examples of plural nouns which are not written in
some way logographically.5 Most are written either fully with logograms (exx.
ZU.LUM.MA, LU.ERIN.MES, DUMU.MES) or syllabically, in the singular, with
MES or ME (exx. UDU.NITA.par-ra-tu4.MES, u-il-ti.ME).
The evidence indicates the following plural endings exist.
distinction :6
mpl

-e (-e)

fpl

-at, -et1 (-at/-et)

There is no case

-an, -ane; (-an, -ane)

Examples:
UJ.pa-qu-de-e "delegates", BIN 1 169: 14 (B)
u-de-e es-ru-tu "items in good order", Dar 280: 16 (yr 10, B)
UJ.mu-sah-re-e "buying agents", Stigers 36: 5 (U)

4 Apodosis of a conditional sentence introduced by ina urn. The text concerns PN bailing his
brother out of detention on the condition that his brother keeps away from the alehouse. If his
brother is found there PN has only himself to blame. See mullfi, AHw p670f. CAD interprets it
differently: "should PN be seen (again) in the tavern, his brother will give him his just
deserts", A/H muM A p!89f.
^ Singular forms are more often written syllabically.
^ Final weak endings, where attested, are given in parentheses.
7 The vowel change appears to be due to vowel harmony, as noted in Kuyunjik NB by
Woodington (p6l).
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a-sur-re-e "foundations", Cyr 177: 16 (B), Dar 378: 6 (B)
ka-lu-me-e "lambs", Peek 22: 5, 12 (B)
si-mir-re-e-su "his fetters", YOS 7 88: 17 (U)
LU.qi-pa-a-fli "deputies", TCL 13 124: 1 (U), RA 11: 20 (U)
nu-dw-na-ne-e "dowries",8 Dar 379: 65 (B)
mu-us-sa-ne-e "exit dues", YOS 3 79: 36 (U)
e-latre-ha-a-numah-ru-tu "this is on top of (any) earlier remaining debts", TCL
13 165: 13(Cambyr4,U)
pa-as-ka-ni-su i-saq-qu "he is to water its obstructions (i.e. soil lumps)", VS 5
49: 14(Cambyr4, B)
ak-kul-lat "clods, clumps", Camb 142: 7 (B)
sul-lul-ta-a-ta "thirds" (sg sullultu), YOS 7 79: 15 (U)
ha-sa-ra-a-ta "storage depots" (sg hasani), TCL 13 182: 13 (U)
LU.EN.MES pi-iq-ne-e-tu "deputies", YOS 6 41: 9 (Nbn yr 3, U)9
bi-sih-he-e-ti "requisites", YOS 3 79: 19 (U)

b) The construct
The construct survives mostly in frozen forms only, although a few examples of its
productive use are noted:
ZAG A.SA.ME NIG.GA 10 FDN u FDN2 "tax on the fields belonging to the
Lady-of-Uruk and Nana", TCL 13 181: 5 (Dar yr 2, U)

The construct has largely been replaced by the periphrastic genitive using sa. For a
full examination of the construct and the periphrastic genitive see "sa", n §2 cc,
above.
c) Participles and adjectival forms denoting an activity:
i) Not many examples of participles can be found in the texts under scrutiny here.
Those that are used, are being used as nouns and are not productive as participles of
a verb, with the possible exception of nadin.
(LU.) batiq "denouncer, informer", YOS 6 191: 1, 231: 1, 203: 1, 214: 1, TCL 12
106: 2 (all are Nbn texts from Uruk)
8 Sg nudunnQ.
9£f. pi-iq-ne-e-ti in TCL 12 90: 2, 8 (B). The singular is piqittu.
1® imit eqlet makkur.
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LU.man-di-di "measurer", YOS 3 113: 18, 22 (U}cf. TCL 13 182: 27 (U)
UJ.na-di-na nu-dun-nu-u "the giver of the dowry", Nbn 1113: 27 (after yr 7, B)
Sometimes they occur in apposition to another noun:
su-purPN na-din E "the nailprint of PN the seller of the house", VS 5 38: 51
(Cyr yr 6, B) cf. the similar Camb 428: 22, TCL 13 190: 45 and Dar 26: 42 (all
B)
[l]u-u DUMU sa-bit SU.II-i-nf su-u "let him be a son, our helping hand",
CTMMA2 54+Nbn380: 11 (yr9, B)
(ana) dGASAN a-sib-ti GN "(for) the Lady who dwells in Uruk", YOS 6 71: 23
(Nbn yr 6, U)

Although D and S participles are attested often in personal names (exx. musallim,
mukin, muballit, munahhis, musetiq, musezib) the following are the only ones found
outside them, and again they are purely nominal:
mukinnu "witness", passim
musahhiru "buying agent, deputy", YOS 7 70: 6, Stigers 36: 5, as a plural
LU.mu-sali-re-e (both U)

There are two examples of a S participle:
fPN...mu-se-ni-iq-qi-ti "fPN the wet nurse", BE 8 47: 1...2 (Nbn yr 5, B)
PN...LU.mu-sa-ktf GU4.MES sa LUGAL "PN...the feeder of the king's oxen",
YOS 7 146: 10...11 (Camb yr 3, U)

ii) Other adjectival forms denoting performers of an activity
The particularising morpheme -an(u) on a verbal root results in an adjective
denoting a particular activity specific to a situation, such as stealing (in a particular
situation) or serving:
LU.pa-qe-er-a-nu "claimant", Nbn 293: 35 (B^cf. VS 5 38: 38 (B)
UJ.ta-ba-(a)-la-nu "pilferer", YOS 6 175: 3 (U), YOS 6 191: 4 (U)

lamutanu, latanu "servants, retinue" is an NB term derived by von Soden from
Aramaic fiuei rather than lamu: 11
fPN u pH] la-mu-ta-nu "fPN and [H, damaged? erased?] the servant", CT 22
110: 6 (letter, 551-527, B)
MUNUSJa-ta-uu YOS 3 22: 16, YOS 6 246: 6 (both Nbn, U)

In AHw p540a latanu is given as the feminine of lamutanu.
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PAP 3 a-me-lut-tu, la-ta-ni-ia si-i-ni "fPN!_3, altogether they are three of
my retinue", JRAS 1926: 5 (Nbn yr 10, B)

is used passim in the Achaemenid texts in the Babylon
nabalkattanu (blkt, N)
corpus to mean "defaulter" in legal contracts:
na-bal-kat-ta-nu 10 GIN KU.BABBAR i-nam-din "he who defaults is to pay ten
shekels of silver", VS 6 104: 20 (Cyr yr 8),cf. Cyr 64: 11. Camb 97: 11 and Dar
499: 12 use the variant spelling na-bal-kat-ta-nu.

The nominal form pan-as,1 2 apart from being used passim for PNs derived from
professions such as nappahu, is otherwise found in only one text in the corpora, and
once again with nominal value:
a-ki-i LU .as-sa-be-e saina GN...a-sab-bu "in keeping with the tenants who live in
GN", YOS 7 186: 6...7 (Camb yr 6, U^ cf. also line 9.

d) Infinitives
Although infinitives have verbal function, morphologically they are nouns. They are
mostly used with ana and ina as well as other prepositions and often as the regens
in a periphrastic genitive. G, D and S forms are attested:
i) Roots with a strong final consonant:
na-da-nu sa TUG.B AR.DUL5 ...ia-a-flu "there was no giving of a kusitu garment",
YOS 6 71: 2S...29 (Nbn yr 6, U)
i-<na> MU.AN.NA y SE.BAR z ZU.LUM.MA...a-fla na-da-a-ni a-na NlG.GA
e-an-na UGU-sii is-ku-nu "they imposed on him the giving of y barley and z
dates to Eanna property per year", TCL 13 182: 17-18 (Dar yr 2, U)
ina la qa-re-bi sa PN "in the absence of PN", YOS 6 78: 9 (Nbn yr 4, U} cf. Liv
a-di-i pa-ra-su tu-sak-ka-al-la "she is to nourish (the baby) until weaning time",
BE 8 47: 3^ (Nbn yr 5, B)
PN a-na gu-ul-lu-bu i-na ma-harDN ta-a-bi "PN is fit for (ritual) shaving before
Kanisurra", AnOr 8 48: 28 (Cyr yr 5, U). See also line 20.

There are many instances of put ...infinitive...nasu "to be responsible for...":
PN pu-ut e-ter KU.BABBAR na-si "PN is responsible for paying back the
silver", Cyr'l77: 13-14 (yr 4, B^cf-Nbn 314: 14-16, VS 4 60: 13-14 (all B)
pu-us-su-nu a-na la ha-la-qu na-s£-a-ka "I am responsible for their not escaping",
YOS 7 70: 17 (Cyr yr 8, U)

12 Cf- the intensive or habitual adjectival parras (GAG §55 c23).
13 See CAD qerebu Id, p230a.
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pu-ut tur-ra sa GIS.MA a-na GN PN ti PN2 na-su-u "PN and PN2 are responsible
for returning the boat to Uruk", AnOr 8 40: 6-8 (Cyr yr 3, U)

Babylon also regularly uses:
i-na ka-na-ku IM.DUB su-a-ti "at the sealing of that tablet...", TCL 13 190: 13
(Dar yr 12),cf. Nbn 293: 37 14, VS 5 74/75: 23
and

i-na sa-ta-ri sa tup-pi MU.MES "at the writing of that tablet", Camb 349: 3# cf.
Dar 379: 70: fPN... sa PN AD-su t rifl-tu4-su sa-ta-ru saUJ.se-pi-ru is-tu-ur
"(regarding) fPN... whose father PN had put the writing of an (Aramaic) scribe
on her wrist ", AnOr 8 74: 3-4 (Camb yr 4, U)

and

ina a-sa-bi sa fPN "in the presence of fPN", VS 5 73: 20 (Dar yr 10, B)

The following two infinitives have replaced finite verbs in a hendiadys construction
(II §1 iv, above):
u as-su ma-ti-ma la sa-ha-ri-im-ma a-na UGU LU-tu su-a-tu la ra-ga-mu... tup-pi
is-tu-ru-ma... "so that there would never be another claim made regarding those
servants...they wrote a tablet...", Nbn 668: 17.. .20 (yr 12, B)

ii) Final weak roots:
PN u PN2 a-na UGU su-li-i sa ZU.LUM.MA su-up-ra-> "contact PN and PN2
about the shipping of the dates", YOS 3 29: 8-13 (letter, Camb? U^cf.:
ina UGU (items) a-na su-lu-u mEN la i-sel-li "regarding (the items) for loading,
may Sir not be lax", YOS 3 19: 29...31 (letter, early Cyr, U)
PN a-na u4-mu ru-qu-tu mam-ma sa-nam-ma a-na la la-qe-e GIS.SUB.BA.MES
...tup-pi is-tur-ma "so that in the future no different person would take the
prebends...PN wrote up a tablet...", CTMMA 2 54+Nbn 380: 12... 14 (Nbn y 9,
B)cf.:
a-na la e-ne-e fPN sa-ta-ri tas-tu-ur-ma "so there could be no change, fPN made a
written record...", Cyr 337: 17(yr 9, B)

e) Abstract nouns
As in earlier EaWc*\isr\, abstract nouns are formed by the addition of -ut(u), usually

spelled x-u-tu: 15
LU.GU.GAL-u-tu "canal inspectorship", YOS 7 38: 5 (U)
IM.DUB DUMU-u-tu "tablet of adoption", AnOr 8 48: 17 (Cyr yr 5, U). See
also lines 19 and 25.
UJ.mu-kin-nu-tu "the giving of evidence", YOS 6 108: 1 (U), Iraq 13: 18 (U),
VS 5 57/58: 14 (B) and elsewhere, cf.:
a-na LV.mu-kin-nu-u-tu u-se-es-se-bu "they will make sit to give evidence", VS
6 175: 1 (Cyr yr 2, B). See also YOS 6 175: 1
* 4 i-na ka-na-ku-ka.
15 Most of the examples are logographic.
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ra-sin-u-tu "soaking", YOS 7 79: 7 (U). See also line 1.
LU.MU-u-tu LU.BAPPIR-u-tu sa PN...a-aa e-pis-nu-tu a-na PN2 id-din pu-ut
LU.MU-u-tu LU.BAPPIR-ii-tu....na-si "(regarding) the baking and brewing
prebends which PN gave to PN2 to do, 16 he is responsible for the baking and
brewing prebends", VS 6 104: 1...10 (Cyr yr 8, B)

For other examples see YOS 6 108: 1, YOS 6 79: 16, YOS 7 162: 5 (all U).
f) Collectives are usually singular forms functioning as plurals:
amelut

"servants" 17

UJ.si-ra-ku "siriois", 18 GCCI 2 103: 5 (U)
KU6.ffl.A bi-i-su "bad fish", YOS 7 90: 15 (Cyr yr 5, U)

For examples with adjectives see g, below. In the following the collective is
qualified by the msg participle i-pu-us (for epis). The word order precludes a finite
or predicative (active stative) form:
LU.RIG7.MES i-pu-us dul-la sa e-an-na "the sirkus who do the work in Eanna",
YOS 6 108: 5-6 (Nbn yr 8, U).

In this example the collective W.qastu governs a fsg stative:
GIS.DA sa LU.PAN.MES...«ia muh-hi sat-ra-tu "the ledger on which the bowfief men are recorded", YOS 6 116: S...9 (Nbn yr 10, U)

g) Adjectives
In the texts under scrutiny here, predicative verbal adjectives in subordinate clauses
are often found instead of attributive adjectives. However, those few examples that
do exist follow the patterns: 19
msg

C, Cv; (-u)

mpl

-at; (-fit)

fsg

-t

fpl

-at, -et; (-et)

(la-pa-ni) mu-ti-su mah-ru-u "t>y)her first husband", CTMMA2 54+Nbn 380: 6
(Nbnyr9, B)
E ab-ta "ruined house", Camb 423: 1 (B)

16 The word episanutu specifically refers to the carrying out of prebendal duties.
17 The spellings are various: LtJ-tii in Nbn 668: 5, 19 (B); a-me-lut-tu4 in JRAS 1926: 5 (B) and
YOS 6 219: 3 (U); a-me-lu-ut-tu4 in Dar 379: 51 (B) etc. It can also be used as a singular, cf.: ame-lut-tu4 su-a-tu4, "that servant" (referring to a male slave), VS 5 46: 7-8 (B).
18 Tn TAD S/m (sirku A. ollO") the oroblematic variant spellings of the plural of sirlcu are
;.MESFinal weak endings are again given in parentheses.
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5 GUR SE.BAR la-bi-ru "5 kur of old20 barley", YDS 7 99: 1 (Camb ace, B)
6 MA.NA KIJ.BABBAR pe-su\-u "six minas of white silver", JAOS 36: 20-21
(letter, 538-532, U) (object case)
SES-su ra-bu-u "his elder brother", AnOr 8 48: 27 (U) (subject case)
u4-mupa-tu-u ia-a-nu "there is no day off, YOS 3 113: 25-26 (letter, U)
(ina UGU) KA-i mar-su "(because of) bad talk", YOS 3 19: 23 (letter, U)
fsg
te-er-si-fu, ga-mir-tu4 "everything needed", VS 6 84: 6-7 (Nbn, B)
qal-lat-su-nu sa-hir-tu4 "their female slave-child", Nbn 693: 4 (B)
LU-tu ha-liq-tu "lost servant", TCL 13 160: 13 (B)
| GU.UN [...] si-bir-ti "half a talent...broken up", TCL 13 190: 15 (Dar yr 12, B)

In the following it is unclear whether the adjectives are singular or plural. In the
first, Misiritmay refer to fPN only, and in the second, as it concerns a number, the
qualifying adjective could be singular, cf. labiru, above. However, the spellings
may simply be by-forms of the plural, i.e. Msiret, Akkadet babbanet:
fPN...u DUMU.MUNUS-su...KUR.mi-5ir- )-i-tu4 "fPN...and her (baby)
daughter.. .Egyptians", Camb 334: 3. .,4 (yr 6, B)
UDU.NITApar-ra-tu4.MES a4 30 ak-ka-di-i-tu4 bab-ba-ni-tu4 "the
(aforementioned) young sheep, thirty fine Akkadian (ones)", Dar 297: 5-6 (yr
11, B)

mpl
UD.MES ma-du-ti "many days", Nbn 1113: 17 (after yr 7, B)
GIS.UR a-ba-lu-tiit pe-ti-nu-tu "dry, sturdy logs", Nbn 441: 5-6 (yr 10, B)
rne-e har-pu\-tu i-Saq-qu "he will irrigate using early (flood) waters", VS V 49:
8 (Cambyr4, B)
u-de-e es-ru-tu i-nam-din "he will give the items back in good order", Dar 280:
6-7(yrlO,B) 21
60 DUG.tan-nu-tu re-qu-tu "60 empty barrels", Dar 395/396: 1 (yr 3, B)
tpa^-niha-du-tu "happy face" (plurale tantum), JNES 1993: 7 (letter, Nbn yr 17?
[2 lahru 1 U]DU ka-lum bal-tu-tu "two ewes and one yearling sheep, alive",
YOS 6 137: 18-19, also line 21 (Nbn, U)
20 In reality the adjective applies to the 5 GUR, not the SE.BAR (=uttetu ). See §2, below
(numbers).
21Cf. CAD isaru 2, "in good condition", I, p225.
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LU.ERIN.MES mi-tu-tu ab-ku-tu uhal-qu-tu "deceased, abducted, or missing
workers", RA 11: 30-31, also 14-15 (letter, 533-532, U}cf. TCL 13 150: 1-2
(§3a, below)
re-ha-a-nu mah-ru-tu "earlier remaining (debts)", TCL 13 165: 13 (Camb yr 4,
U)
fpl
SUM.SAR es-se-tu "new garlic",22 CT 22 81: 17 (letter, B)
qu-ru-be-e-m, "presented" (referring to two goats and a ewe), CT 22 82: 25
(letter, Dar, B)
e-lat u-il-tlMES mah-re-e-tu "on top of superseding(? earlier?) lOU's", Nbn 344:
9 (yr 9, B), cf. mah-re-e-tu4 in AnOr 8 68: 13 (Camb yr 3, B) and VS 4 107: 6
(Daryrl6?B).

Collectives take singular adjectives:
UJ .a-me-lu-su-nu hal-liq-tu4 "their missing servants", Dar 379: 57 (yr 14, B)
KU6.HLA bi-i-su "bad fish", YOS 7 90: 15 (Cyr yr 5, U)
D and S adjectives are also attested:
KU6.HLA ni-uh-hu "selected fish", Nbn 293: 16 (B)23
UJ.qal-la-su us-su-ru "his marked slave", Dar 492: 2 (yr 19, B)
1 U8 mu-us-su-us-tu4 "one loose ewe", TCL 13 134: 4 (Cyr yr 4, U)
GISIMMAR.MES su-up-pu-hu-tu "scattered date palms", Nbn 293: 1 (B)24
LU£RIN SU.II su-ul-su-du-u-tu "well-equipped25 helpers", TCL 13 150: 1-2
(Camb yr 2, U)

Note: there is one example of an adjective used as a predicate:
KU.BABBAR qa-al-la-al sa a-na ZU.LUM.MA in-na-din "the silver is too
inferior26 to be given for the dates", CT 22 182: 6-8 (letter, pre-526, B)

22 See AHw entries for sumu , "garlic", which is sometimes treated as fpl. See also CAD essu c,
p375b, which has two NB entries in the plural, both written es-se-e-tu.
23 From rehu D, i.e. "made to remain". Von Soden (AHw p993b) notes that the idea of ruhhu
meaning "selected", is based on the interpretation in CAD I, p!64b (ippatu).
24 To be contrasted with GISIMMAR.MES sap-hu-tu in Camb 286: 1-2 (B).
25 From sursudu "well-founded, established, fixed, solid, well-equipped". See CAD S/ffl
pp364bf.
26 See CAD (Q, p60) for the intensive adjective qallalu, "of poor quality". See also VI §1 a,
below. See the end of c, above for comments on the forms parras, parras.
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h) Id/ai/e27
LU.sa-ram saki-la-le-e at-ta "you are satammuof both (temples)", YOS 3 8: 29
(letter, early Dar? U)

i) gabbi and kalu
The invariable collective pronoun gabbi (virtually always spelled gab-bi)2S "all,
everything", has almost completely replaced the Common Semitic kalu. It is usually
used in apposition to a noun and comes after that noun. It is therefore like an
adjective but without agreement (cf. aga, §4 k, below). In the first example it is an
independent pronoun:
LU.HUN.GA.MES ia-a-nu gab-bi a-na MN it-tal-ku-* "there are no hired men.
They all went away in Duzu", YOS 3 69: 4-5 (letter, 539-526, U)
LU.ERIN.MES gab-bi ma-la a-na a-kan-na EN is-pu-ra.."all the soldiers that Sir
sent here", JNES 1993: 32-33 (letter, Nbn yr 17? U)
ZU.LUM.MA gab-bi ul u-sa-az-ziz "the dates are all unregistered", YOS 3 83: 8
(letter, end Cyr, U)29
A.SA gab-bi "all of the field", VS 5 49: 2 (Camb yr 4, B)
ina ku-ta-al-li-ia PN u DUMU.MES UJ.si-si-i gab-bi uk-ti-il "he detained PN
and all the horsemen behind my back", CT 22 74: 8-10 (letter, middle Dar? B)

Note: There is just one example of kalu in these texts. Unlike gabbi, it functions as
a noun in construct and is probably a frozen expression:
raan-za-a7-tu4 LU.SU.HA-u-tu sa kal MU.AN.NA "(regarding) the fishing duty for
the whole of the year", YOS 7 12: 2 (Cyr yr 2, U)

27 The examples in CAD (kilallan a, d',p354b and AHw, p475b) suggest kilalle is non-literary
NB. The examples of NB kilallan and the feminine kilattan are from literary NB texts (CAD a,
e'/?354b).
^gab-ba in: SE.BAR a-na GIS.BAN-ia gab-ba la en6-de-e-tu4 al-la-> n GUR "the barley yield
for my farm-lease is not all estimated apart from n kur", YOS 3 8: 7-9 (letter, early Dar? U).
29Cf. line 16: mah-ru-tu sa u-sa-az-zi-zu "the first ones which do get registered", impersonal
subject; see VI §2, below.
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§2 Numbers
a) Cardinal numbers
For the most comprehensive analysis of numbers in NB see part one of Streck
(1995). The material in my corpora, where not used by him, mostly support his
findings. Numbers 1-10 have what Streck call Genuskongruenz, with l+en for
masc , 1+et for fern "one", n-ta for fern and n for masc for 2-10, i.e. the expected
polarity is absent. There is no evidence that the -fa ending is the logographic TA;
rather it is a feminine complement. Streck, in his references to earlier discussions
on the subject (§28, 23-26), finds that, as early as in 1904, Clay noted that it was a
phonetic complement in numerals connected with feminine substantives (BE 10,
p23, note to no. 6 line 1) and is therefore not the distributive TA (.AM).:
i)isten,istet: 30
l+en GU4 bi-i-ri sa ina lib-bi i-ma-al-la-ad-du "one/any male calf which may be
born"Dar257:6(yr9,B)
ina UGU 1+et rit-ti "in one go", Joannes TEBR 39: 9 (Camb yr 2, \J\ cf. Nbn
344: 5 and TCL 13 182: 26. Contrast with the exception ina muh-hi 1-ta rit-tu4
AUWE5 70: 7 (Camb, U)
1+et si-pir-ta-ka "one letter of yours", CT 22 6: 41 (letter, Cyr? B). Contrast
with the exceptional l+en si-pir-tu4 CT 22 194: 25 (letter, end Nbn?, B)
PN...D PN2 SES-su ra-bu-u sa is-te-et AMA su-nu "PN...and PN2, his elder
brother, who are of one mother ", AnOr 8 48: 27 (Cyr yr 5, U)

ii) 2-10:
2-ta MU.AN.NA.MES "two years", TCL 13 187: 9 (Dar yr 16, B)
2 ZAH ul-tu E EN-ia ad-di-ma "I planned3 1 two escapes32 from my owner's
house", Nbn 1113: 17 (after yr 7, B)
PAP 3-ta a-me-lut ut-su "altogether, three servants of his", Nbn 273: 4 (yr 7, B),
cf. Nbn 760: 13 (5-ta a-me-lut-tu4) and YOS 7 164: 4 (see tv, below). Contrast
these with PAP 3 LU-tu sa PN "three servants of PN", Nbn 832: 3 (yr 15, B)
a-na 5 UJ.mu-sah-re-e...id-din "give...to the five assistants", Stigers 36: 5-6
(Daryrl2,U)

iii) Larger numbers:
1 ME ERIN.MES "100 workers", YOS 3 200: 45 (letter, early Camb, U)

30 istet is usually spelled 1+et, but note fPN 1+et-tu, Ltla-me-Iut-tu4 "fPN, one servant", in Nbn
990: 9-10 (yr 16, B).
31 For nadfl "to plan", see CAD nadfl 2h, 87b-88.
3:2 Assuming the infinitive, halaqu.
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ina MN 2 ME GU4.ME ba-ab-tu4 4 ME GU4.ME 50 UJ.sa-bi LU.IGI LU.LIBIR
UJ.sa-har...a-na PN i-na-ad-di-nu-ma... "in Duzu he is to give 200 oxen, the
balance of the 400 oxen, 50 workers, the seniors (superiors?), elderly (and)
young...to PN...", TCL 13 182: 20...22 (Dar yr 2, U)
2 LIM Ii-bit-tu4 "2000 bricks", Nbn 256: 6 (yr 7, B) (collective)
12 LIM a-gur-ru AnOr 8 52: 9 (Cyr yr 6, U) (collective)
iv) Numbers in the expression of age:
DUMU ITI U4.MES "a month-old baby", VS 5 35: 4 (Cyr yr 1, B)
DUMU.MUNUS-su DUMU 3 ITI.MES "her daughter, a three month-old baby",
Camb334: 3 (yr6,B)
PN DUMU 5 MU.AN.NA.MES u PN2 DUMU 4 MU PAP 2-ta UJ-ut-ta-su-nu
"PN, five years old, and PN2, four. Altogether, two servants of theirs", YOS 7
164:2-4(Cambyr4,U)
fPN miNUS.qal-lat-su-nu sa-hir-tu4 sa 6 MU.AN.NA.MES-sii "fPN, their little
slave girl, who is six years old", Nbn 693: 3-5 (yr 13, B)
1 ANSE sal-mu 6-u "a six year-old black donkey", Dar 550: 1 (yr 22, B)
1 GU4 4-u sa PN 1 GU4 4-u sa PN2"one four-year-old ox of PN, one four-yearold ox of PN2", TCL 13 164: 2, 3 (Camb yr 4, U)
2-u-tu u-qa-ti-ma "(any male calf) is to reach two years of age",33 Dar 257: 7 (yr
9, B)

b) Ordinals
Only those for "one" and "two" are attested in the two corpora. See Streck §§ 4649,59-61.

i) mahrii/mahntu "first,34 former, earlier35":
E mas-ka-nu mah-ru-u "former pledge property", Nbn 344: 7 (yr 9, B),cf. Nbn
605: 7 E mas-ka-ni-su mah-ru-u "his former pledge property"
ina ITI SE IGI-u "in the first Addaru", VS 4 107: 5 (Dar yr 16? B) as
opposed to ITI SE ar-ku-u, Dar 366: 22
e-lat 2L1Mli-bit-tu4 mah-ri-tu4 "(this is) in addition to 2000 earlier
bricks (collective)", Nbn 256: 6-7 (yr 7, B)
ra-su-tu IGI-ti "the earlier debit", Camb 322: 16 (yr 1? B)
ina MU.AN.NA IGI-ti "in the first year", TCL 13 182: 11, 14 (Dar yr 2, U)
33 See CAD sunu^tu, an untranslated hapax (S/m, p314a). Contrast this with the older CAD
entry in qatfl 4b "bring to an end/to bring to term? translated "she is to bring to term a second
(calf)". However, the spelling tu-u-qa-ti-ma would be quite exceptional for tuqattima, sol
have interpreted sunu^tu as the state of being two years old.
34 Streck, §46, p59, cites three Nbn texts which use isten/istet for "first".
35 "Earlier" as opposed to arkti.
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u-il-ti.MES mah-re-e-tu* "former lOUs", VS 4 107: 5-6 (Dar yr 16? BX cf u-il-ti
IGI-tu4 Nbn605:9(yr 12, B)

h') sanu/samtu "second, other":
MU-su 2-u "his second/other name", TCL 13 193: 3 (Dar yr 16, B)
ina MU.AN.NA sa-ni-ti "in the second year", TCL 13 182: 19 (Dar yr 2, U)

c) There are different ways of writing the same fractions:
mi-sil MU (AN.NA) "middle of the year", passim
\ GIN mi-sil bit-qa KU.GI "half a shekel (and) half of an eighth of a shekel of
gold", YOS 6 223: 8 (Nbn yr 12, U)
UDU.NITA.ME ina UNUG KI sa al-la sa ina EDIN ma-a-du-> u \-u ub-ba-lu
"the sheep in Uruk which are not in the open are many and are fetching half
(their normal price36 )", YOS 3 87: 25-27 (letter, 533-526, U). See also 17-18.
sal-si HA.LA "third share", YOS 6 33: 13 (Nbn yr 3, U).cf. YOS 6 67: 16 sal-su
HA.LA (Nbn yr 4, U)
3-su ina in-bi ik-kal "he may consume one third of their fruit", VS 5 49: 10
(Cambyr4, B)

There is also a form sullultu, which according to Streck is used with thirds of shekels
(see his two examples from Nbn, §57 p66f). Two further examples are given
below, the second of which indicates that its use was not limited to shekels and that
it had an anomalous plural sullultat:
in sul-lul-tu 1 GIN...PN a-na PN2 i-nam-din "per month, PN is to give \
shekel to PN2", BE 8 47: 4...5 (Nbn yr 5, B)
ina ITI.MES a4 8 sul-lul-ta-a-ta si-zib...i-sab-ba-tu "in the aforementioned 8
months, each will deliver one third share of milk", YOS 7 79: 14... 15 (Cyr yr 8,
U)
3-ta 4-tu.ME ina SU.II PN...an-da-har "I received three quarter (-shekel)
pieces37 from PN", YOS 6 223: 9...10 (Nbn yr 12, U)
8 GIN 4-tu KU.BABBAR "8| shekels of silver", AnOr 8 40: 3 (Cyr yr 3, U)
5-sii HA.LA ina e-bu-ru...ik-kal-^ "(...they) may consume a one fifth share of
the harvest", YOS 7 167: 11...12 (Camb yr 4, U)

esru "one tenth; tithe tax":
10-u nu-u-nu...ni-nam-din "we shall give one tenth of the fish...", TCL 13 163:
17...18 (Camb yr 3, U)

36 As explained above in chapter I §2 b n31 p28, x n kaspa ubbal means "x is worth n silver" in
NB.
37 rebff "quarter-shekel". Streck §58, p67.
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es-ru-u CT22 78: 17, 22, 33 (pre-526, B) cf. CT 22 8: 6 10-u sa DN "the tithe of
Nergal" (B).

1/24th of a shekel = gin* 38
ina lib-bi 6] GIN gir-uLA-ti "6± shekels minus ^2 4th therefrom", AnOr 8 40: 9
(Cyryr3,U)
8| GIN gir-u KU.GI "8^ shekels and !/2 4th of a shekel of gold", YOS 6 223: 2
(Nbn yr 12, U)
4 GUR SE.BAR u gi-ra-a a-na PN...i-din "give PN four kur barley and ^2 4th of
a shekel", GCC II 130: 5...1 (Dar yr 22, U)

d) Approximative numbers
When two numbers are asyndetically juxtaposed and the first is smaller than the
second, this generates the approximations "between x and y; x or y". See Streck
§l(}pl4:
3 4 GIS [MAJ.MES PAP.TA.AM 1 LU.<MA.>LAH4 su-pur-am-mu "there are
three or four boats altogether, send one boatman", YOS 3 45: 32-33 (letter, CyrCamb, U)39
20 30 GUR ina libl-bi a-na E GU4.ME ^in^-na-^ "give 20 or 30 kur therefrom, for
the ox-shed", YOS 3 113: 13-15 (letter, early Cyr, U)
5 ME 6 ME GUR SE.BAR "500 or 600 kur of barley", YOS 3 52: 12 (letter, Cyr,
U)
1 LIM hu-sa-bi sa BAN BANMESf ka-birina lib-bi id-du-ku-* "they destroyed
1000 fronds of one or two BAN (in size40)", YOS 3 200: 29-30 (letter, early
Camb, U)

ina lib-bi sa l-su 2-su a-na muh-hi a-na EN-/a aq-bu-u "because I have
spoken once or twice to my Lord...", TCL 9 132: 12-14 (letter, Nbn yrs 1-12, U)

"n-fold" in Uruk is l+en n (Streck §68b, p72). This may be an influence of
Aramaic:41
l+en 30 a-na FDN i-nam-din "he is to give 30-fold to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 6
175- 8-9 (Nbn yr 12, U),cf. TCL 13 147: 8, YOS 6 122:11 and passim in YOS 7
7, etc 42

38 "Carob pip", i.e. grammatically not a fraction.
39 This is discussed at the end of this section, in a larger extract.
40 The reading of BAN and BANMIN is not clear. The units of thickness may refer to <jfi. See
R1A "Masse", p483 and CAD <jfl B4 p290. If the units are units of qfi (SILA), then BAN and
BANMIN are 6 qfi and 12 qfi respectively. However, their actual size remains undetermined.
41Cf. Segert (1986), hd >lp "thousand-fold", literally, "one thousand", or "a certain thousand",
6.4.4, p!46.
42 Some of these are given in adi (U §2, above).
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EN43 30 a-na FDN i-nam-din "he is to give thirty-fold to the Lady-of-Uruk",
TCL12 106: 11 (Nbn yr 12, U)

The Babylon texts use the standard Akkadian formula adi n.TA.AM "n-fold" in:
a-di 12.TA.AM i-ta-nap-pal "he will pay twelve-fold", VS 5 38: 38 (Cyr yr 6, B)
e) The distributive adverbial AM, and istena , "each (one), one each"
In Babylon44 AM is used in the following frozen legal phrase:
1+en.AM (or a4? See the following discussion) sa-ta-ri il-te-qu-u "they each took
a copy", Nbn 243: 17-18 (yr 6), VS 5 39: 22-23 (Cyr yr 6)

and elsewhere, but with many variant spellings of istena: 1+en-ra a4 (or TA.AM?),
1+en-a-fa a4 (or TA.AM?), l+en-na-ta a4 (or TA.AM?), \+en-ni-ta-\ l+en-a-tama, l+en a4 (or AM?), 1+en-a.TA.AN, and l+en-a-ta. There is a problem in
interpreting the (TA).AM/AN seen in some of these. Streck (§61,69-70) interprets
it as a determinative and reads the attendant words as variants of istena/istenu
whose endings are -a, -na, -na-a, -na~a\ -na-a-a ) (§61f-h).45 CAD (istena, I/J
p279a) alternates AM with a4 spellings and proposes istena as the reading for the
variant spellings.
The variations suggest that scribes differ in their interpretations of istena/istenu as to
whether it contains the distributive (TA).AM or not.46 The following examples may
also be explained as a use of the distributive:
urn-ma 1 SlLA.AM ZU.LUM.MA a-na su-mu-ut-tu4 lud-da-as-su-nu-tu u dul-lu lipu-su-* "(I said) 'let me give them one sila of dates each as a sumuttu-ration for
them to do the work'", YOS 3 79: 9-11 (letter, 539-526, U)
3 4 GIS r.MAl.MES PAP.TA.AM 1 LU <.MA>.LAH, su-pur-am-mu 1 GIS.MA sa
pa-ni-su ma-hfr lu-up-he-e-ma lud-das-su "there are three or four boats
altogether, send one boatman and let me caulk and give to him (any) single boat
that he fancies", YOS 3 45: 32-35 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)

43 Probably meant to be l+en rather than adi.
44 There are no examples of this phrase in the Uruk corpus.
45 In §61g (p70) he gives examples of the rarer isfenfi/a', with the endings -u and -nu-u-u\
46 Since it is possible to interpret istena as "each of the aforementioned...", some scribes may
have even considered that isfena involves the demonstrative a, both in speaking and writing.
Alternatively they may have thought the word was actually *istenata(m) (suggestion offered
by J. A. Black).
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§3 Pronouns, pronominal suffixes and demonstratives.
a) Independent personal pronouns (subject case)
These are the same as the copular (anaphoric, predicative) forms: 47 Since there
are not many examples, rather than giving transcriptions, the citations are given in
transliteration:
Singular
3m

su-u YDS 3 200: 45

3f

Sl-l

49

si-i Nbn 356: 33, CT 22 48: 9

Plural
su-nu AnOr 8 70: 73, Dar 280: 748
si-na YOS 6 71: 20, YOS 3: 4
si-i-ni JRAS 1926: 7

2m

at-ta RA67:31,CT22:74:22
YOS 3 106: 9, YOS 3 8: 6

at-tu-u-nu TCL 9 129: 34
at-tu-nu TCL 13 152: 16, YOS 3
81: 6

2f

at-ta YOS 3 22: 6,

(not attested)

Ic

a-na-ku YOS 7 7: 85, 102
a-na-lca Dar 296: 11
a-na-ku CT 22 195: 16, Dar 514: 20
ia-a-tu Nbn 356: 4, 19 (exceptional)

a-ni-ni YOS 3 200: 12

b) Predicative suffixes. These are the endings (in transcription) seen on predicative
verbal adjectives.50
Singular

Plural

3m

-0

-0

3f

-at

-a

2m

-at

-atun

2f

-at

(not attested)

Ic

-ak

-an

47 Reiner calls this the "free form subject case" (1966, plOl). The by-forms issu, issunu etc.
are discussed in I §1 d ii, above.
48 Copular form found in the idiom ahat sun. See I §1 d i, above.
49 MUNUS.a-mi/-tu,, si-i ta-ad-dan-nu urn-ma "this woman gave it to me", YOS 6 235: 19 CU)
50 I.e. parvs and pans forms; exx. salim, hepat, marsak, huppfi, etc.
For full examples and
discussion see I §3, above.
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c) Suffixed (possessive51 ) pronouns on non-verbal forms, i.e. nominal and
pronominal forms and prepositions:52
Singular

3c

2c

Ic

Plural

-su, (-s)

-ka (-k)

-a

3m

-su-nu (-sun)
(-sun after dental)

3f

-si-na (-sin)

2m

-ku-nu (-kun)

2f

(not attested)

Ic

-i-ni, -e-ni (-in, -en)
(ml enl)

-u-a, u-a (on those masculine and plural forms
which have a final -u when followed
(u^a)
by a suffix)

Examples (because they have more than one form, the Ics forms are dealt with
separately at the end):
ina pa-ni-su "at his disposal", TCL 13 182: 23 (Dar yr 2, U)
ina IGl-su "at her disposal", VS 4 66: 8, 12 (Cyr yr 8, B)
flu-dun-na-su53 ta-sal-lim "she will recoup her dowry", Nbn 356: 38 (yr 9, B)
u-il-ti sa PN SES-u-Jca i-na pa-ni-ka ip-qi-du "the IOU which PN, your (ms)
brother entrusted to you", TCL 13181: 16 (Dar yr 2, U)
mi-na-a ina ITI l+et si-pir-ta-ka ul am-mar "why have I not seen a letter of yours
(2ms) in a (whole) month", CT 22 6: 41 (letter, Cyr? B)
kap-du te-en-ka ina SU.II mam-ma al-la-ku lu-us-me "quickly let me hear your
(2fs) advice via any courier", CT 22 151: 16-17 (letter, early Nbn, B), cf. te-enku-nu ana UGU lu-us-mu (2mpl), YDS 3 106: 38 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U).
dib-bi-su-nu ni-is-me-ma ES.BAR-sti-flu ni-ip-ru-us "let us hear their argument so
that we can make a decision about them", YOS 3 96: 16-19 (letter, 533-526, U)
E-su-nu "their house", VS 4 66: 5 (Cyr yr 8, B)
A.SA-si-aa "their (f) field", Nbn 359: 3 (yr 9, B)
su-lum-ku-nu "your well-being", CT 22 9: 5 (letter, 554-527, B)

51 Reiner calls this the "subjoined case" (1966, plOl).
52 Written with the more usual spellings where possible, and with the probable pronunciation
in parentheses.
5 ^ Unusual spelling. The usual spelling is nu-dun-nu-u. Contrast this with ku-um nu-dun-ne-esu "instead of her dowry", ibid.: 31. This is an indication that the two scribes Nadin and Nabusum-iskun (patronymics lost), who wrote the document between them, could still use the
historically correct forms of nouns (at least those with final long vowels). This was not the
norm. See §1, above.
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A.SA.MES-i-ni "our fields", Peek 22: 25 (letter, Dar, B)
First person singular forms (subject case):
i) masculine:
mu-ta-a "my husband", Nbn 356: 23 (yr 9, B)
UJ.qal-la-a "my slave", Dar 53: 6 (yr 2, B)
ik-ka-a ku-ru "my patience (literally, "mood") is short", YOS 3 69: 23 (letter,
539-526, U)
PN SES-ii-a "PN my brother", YOS 6 79: 14 (Nbn yr 5, U)
AD-u-a "my father", CT 22 182: 5, 1054 (letter, pre-527, B)
SE.NUMUN-u-a "my arable land", Cyr 337: 9 (yr 9, B)
DUMU-u-a, AD-ii-a, DUMU-u-a ra-bu-u "my son, my father, my eldest son",
AnOr 8 47: 12, 13, 14 (Cyr yr 5, U)
nu-du-nu-u-a su-u "he is my dowry", TCL 13 179: 9 (Camb yr 3? U)
it-ta-bu-u-a "by my side", CT 22: 73: 5 (letter, B)
ii) feminine (subject and object cases):
DUMU ba-nu-ta-a la i-si "I have no free status", Nbn 1113: 19 (before yr 7, B)
se-bu-ta-a ak-ta-sad "I have achieved my wish", CT 22 194: 8-9 (letter, 551522? B)
fPN AMA-a "fPN my mother", YOS 6 186: 4 (Nbn yr 7, U)
si-pir-ta-a "my message", YOS 3 21: 10, YOS 3 33: 11 (letters, Cyr-Camb;
early Cyr, U)
DAM-a "my wife", TCL 13 181: 11 (Dar yr 2, U)
MUNUS.qal-Jar-a "my slave-woman", AnOr 8 56: 10 (Cyr yr 7, U)
per-ta-a lis-si "may he take my post", CT 22 200: 15 (letter, Nbn? B)55
rit-ta-a is-tu-w "he inscribed my hand", Roth: 27 (Cyr yr 9, U)
Plural with Ics ending:
[rik]-sa-a-tu-u-a ta-mu-ra-a-ma "you (pi) saw my contracts", TCL 12 122: 17 (Nbn
yr!2,B)

54 Contrast with the five writings of AD-ia in the oblique cases: lines 2, 4, 15, 19, 22 in the
same text.
55 Interpretation explained in I §2 d n48 (ana, prepositions).
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iii) As in earlier Akkadian dialects, the first person suffix on genitive case singular
nominal forms and prepositions is -ia56 in NB, even though the case endings have
fallen out of use:
a-na PN ma-ri-ia id-din "give to PN, my son", Nbn 243: 4-5 (yr 6, B)
NIG.SID sa SUK.HI.A-tf-/a ep-sa-a-ma "do (2mpl impv) my rations account",
YDS 3 64: 13-14 (letter, 538-534, U)
ul-tu E su-tu-um-mu-ia "from my storehouse", YOS 7 42: 10 (Cyr yr 5, U)
ina pa-ni-ia, ina muh-hi-ia "before me, against me", passim
it-ti PN mu-ti-ia "with PN, my husband", Nbn 356: 11 (yr 9, B)
ina IM.DUB-ia "in my tablet", ibid,: 14 but note the unexplained ia-a-tu u PN
mu-ti-ia (subject cases, lines 5, 20) for the expected a-na-ku u PN mu-ta-a "my
husband and I", cf. line 23: mu-ta-a sim-tu4 u-bil-ma "my husband passed
my husband, fate took him")
away..." (literally,

Of particular interest is CT 22 182 (letter, pre-527, B) which has the -ia suffixes for
all the oblique forms. 57
Note: attu- is a pronominal particle on which personal suffixes are hung if a
nominal form is not available. It is etymologically connected with the deictic
particles rr* in Aramaic and ^iya- in Arabic. All the attestations in the corpora are
given below:
UDUJSTfTA ul at-tu-u-a "the sheep was not mine", CT 22 82: 10 (letter, middle
Dar?B)
u at-tu-su a-na ]cu-[me?*]58 il-ta-par-ri "he has sent his own (sheep) instead",
ibid.: 28
1+en LU.KIN.Gl4.A-lca at-tu-ka li-il-ki u li-ih-hi-is "may a messenger of your
own go there and back", Peek 22: 32 (letter, Dar, B), cf. CT 22 8: 759
at-tu-u-a is-su-nu "they are mine", CT 22: 74: 10-11 (letter, middle Dar, B)
la at-tu-ku-nu su-u "it is not yours", JAOS 36: 26 (letter, 538-532, U)

56 The one exception is probably an intended -ia: DNDN2 su-]um uTTN&SES-i liq-bu-u "may
Bel (and) Nabfi decree the good health and life of my brother", which is probably a scribal
error in that it is preceded by IM PN a-na LtJ.SA.TAM SES-ia, YOS 3 19: 1-3 (letter, early Cyrus,
U).
57 a-na ku-tal-la in line 18 probably has no suffix.
58 The me has been included by both Campbell Thompson and Ebeling, but even after
collation I am still not convinced that it is there.
59 A difficult sentence where attuka is used predicatively. See chapter I §1 a, above.
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d) Resumptive and proleptic suffixes
i) Resumptive suffixes. In these corpora resumptive suffixes are confined to
relative clauses in which the relative particle (i.e. sa) referring to the subject
(antecedent) is either the genitive or indirect object in its clause. For further details
and examples see relative clauses, e :60
LU.DUMU.DU-i.MES sa i-na pa-ni-su-nu PN...GIR AN.BAR ul-tu MURUB4-sii
a-na muh-hi PN2 ...is-su-hu "(these are) the citizens in front of whom PN...drew
an iron dagger from his belt against PN2...", TCL 12 117: 1...5 (Nbn yr 16, U)

ii) The proleptic suffix, often associated with NB, is hardly ever used outside of
(single61 ) child-father relationships:
PN A-su sa PN2, PN DUMU-su sa PN2 "PN, son of PN2", passim
PN A-su sa fPN "PN, son of fPN", Nbn 356: 2 (yr 9, B)62
fPN DUMU.MUNUS-su sa PN "fPN, daughter of PN", passim
fPN DUMU.MUNUS.A.NI sa PN Nbn 65: 1 (yr 2, B)

In the two corpora there is one example only of a proleptic suffix outside of these
uses:
fPN MUNUS qal-lat-su sa PN "fPN, the slave of PN", Dar 163: 5-6 (yr 5, B)
Discussion

Much has been written about the origins of the proleptic suffix. It is attested in
Akkadian as early as OB but its popularity in NB is often blamed on Aramaic. A
study of the texts copied by Strassmaier reveals that it reaches its maximum
popularity after the beginning of Nebuchadnezzar. This is maintained until the time
of Cambyses. In Darius texts it starts to be omitted. On examination of the material
translated in BR 8/71 find that the first occurrences of the proleptic suffix (always in
filiation contexts only) appear early in the 7th C, but that only one generation is
given: 63
6 ® There is one example where a name is resumed in order to ease comprehension of the
following rather long-winded record:
LtJ.DUMU.DtJ.MES sa ina pa-ni-su-nu PN...pu-ut PN2...ina qa-ti PN3...a-na [erasure*] e-te-ru
KU.BABBAR a-Jti-i u-il-ti sa PN3 sa ina muh-hi PN2... PN fna*l-su-u "(these are) the citizens
before whom PN has taken responsibility for PN2...away from PN3...for the paying of the silver in
accordance with PN3 's IOU owed by PN2", Dar 502: 1...8 (yr 20, B). Collation of the erasure
indicates the trace of an e, probably an attempt to fit e-te-ru on the end of line 4.
61 If there is more than one child they are introduced as A.MES or DUMU.MES sa PN, e.g. YOS 6
221: 1-2 (Nbn yr 17, U).
6 ^ Identification of a person by using his mother's name (matronymic) is unique in these texts.
63 According to San Nicolo (BR 8/7 nl p2f), it was rare to record more than just the ancestor in
the second half of the 7th C. The father's name began to be included when it became more
important to distinguish people in economic texts as more people took part in legal activities.
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§4064 (Assur-nadin-sumi yr 5 = 694, Dilbat) The proleptic suffix is used in about
half of the cases in this text.
BRMI 32 §6 (Samas-sum-ukin yr 2 = 666, Dilbat) In this text the proleptic suffix
is used in all cases bar two.
VS 4 5 §86 (Samas-sum-ukin yr 15 = 653, Babylon) The proleptic suffix is used
in one case in this text.
BRM I 38 §22 (Samas-sum-ukin yr 20 = 648, Borsippa) The proleptic suffix is
used in all but two cases in this text.

In the BR 8/7 texts the proleptic suffix followed by two generations (i.e. PN
A/DUMU-sii sa PN2 A/DUMU sa PN3/FN or fPN DUMU.MUNUS-su sa PN etc.)
appears first with one example in TUM IIAH 69 §70 (Npl yr 7 = 618, Borsippa).
Further examples are:
TUM II/III = BE 8 8 §83 (Npl yr 8, B) The proleptic suffix is used in all bar one
case.
Lutz II 2 §82 (Npl yr 10, U) The witnesses and scribe have two generations.

Detailed discussions with references on the subject are already given by Kaufman
(131-132) and Huehnergard (1989, 227-229). They make the following points
which may help our understanding of the origin of the proleptic suffix:
1) Examples of the proleptic suffix are extant from OB and OA onward, where it is
rare and is said to emphasise and determine the nomen regens.
2) It is more frequent in peripheral texts, exx. Nuzi, Amama, Ugarit, unattested in
MB, sporadic in MA, but is not noted in the languages adjacent to Akk, apart from
the infinitive construct+noun in Phoenician.65
3) Sumerian (Gudea, Ur III) has a literary construction called by Thomsen (§164,
p91) "the anticipatory genitive",66 which is paralleled in the early Akk dialects after
OAkk, and in MA by the construction sa N2 Nrsu (Huehnergard, 1989, p230 and

San Nicol6 is unwilling to say that this need to be more specific is exclusively due to
population increases, particularly in the towns (top, p3). I am sure that increasing
urbanisation is a major factor and that more records would have had to be kept. Giving two
generations also avoided ambiguities caused by those who had the same name as a
grandfather or uncle. San Nicolo also notes that in Hellenistic Uruk the grandfather's name
was used in texts involving temple staff who came from a narrow circle of families.
6 ^ The § numbers are those of the BR 8/7 translations. §40 is Bohl, Orientalia Neerlandica
(Leiden, 1948, 116ff.)
65 See Garr's pleonastic genitive (1985, p!67), Isbtnm dnnym "so that the Danunians may
dwell? (literally "for their dwelling, the Danunians").
his house" (her first example).
66 £.g. lugal-la e-a-ni "of the king
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nn. 81-82). It is argued that this has an emphatic effect; that it indicates
"topicalisation" of the rectum by bringing it before the regens.
4) Additional observations: The periphrastic genitive67 in OAram, according to
Hug, is used only when the number, name or definiteness of the regens must be
clearly represented (1993, 94-95). Garr gives two examples from Tell Fekheriye
and three68 other examples (1985, p!72). Given the rarity of the periphrastic
genitive in OAram it is therefore no surprise to find the proleptic suffix unattested.
The periphrastic genitive became rapidly commoner in Mesopotamian Aramaic, e.g.
in Ahiqar.
In conclusion, it has to be said that no common thread can be seen running through
the above points. I must agree with Kaufman and his view that the construction
grew popular within Neo-Babylonian Akkadian itself, and was then copied by
Aramaic. My reasons are: a) the proleptic suffix is "endemic" to Akkadian from
OB onward, b) Aramaic does not seem to be the source, and c) the existence of the
Sumerian anticipatory genitive is probably not a reason for the appearance of the
proleptic suffix as the word order changes for the anticipatory genitive but not for
the proleptic suffix. However, this does not explain the origin of either, or whether
the appearance of one was inspired by the other, or whether both sprang up
independently and at the same time. Since both constructions are unsimilar it is
safest to assume that they both developed spontaneously within their respective
languages. Although the proleptic suffix is noted in some of the other early Semitic
languages, this is probably due to Akkadian influence.
e) Object (accusative69 ) pronoun suffixes:70
3m/fs

-us71
-as

3mpl

-su-nu-tu/ti
-us-su-nu-tu

X
67 I.e. the use of dy and a noun instead of the noun in construct. See n §2/ above.
68 He is uncertain about one of the examples.
69 Reiner calls this the "object case" (1966, plOl).
70 There is one probable example of an independent accusative pronoun in the corpora of this
thesis: ia-a-ftul "me", TCL 12 122: 13 (yr 12? U). The third person independent forms suafu,
sunutu etc. are discussed in i, below, since they function as demonstratives for nouns in the
subject or object cases.
71 It will be seen that the loss of the final vowel in the short suffixes necessitates a vowel
preceding the suffix, so that assimilations seen in earlier phases of Akkadian do not-»l«*XKjJ
place. (Contrast iddinusand idinsu/iddissufor "he gave it" and "give it", below.) This
secondary development is discussed inf*rV2§5f, as it is an indication that NB was still a
spoken language in the mid-sixth century.
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Cu-nis-su-nu-tu (ventive)72

-as-su (ventive)
3fpl

-si-ne-e-tu/ti

2m/fs

-ka

2m/fpl (not attested)

Ics

-an-ni

Icpl

-na-a-su

-an-nim-ma (ventive)
ifl-m'73

Examples: 74
a-na mah-ri-ku-nu ub-la-as ES.BAR-a-ui suk-na "I have brought him before you.
Make (a) decision (literally, "our decision") regarding us", Nbn 356: 28 (yr 9, B)
(ventive)
PN..Jd-i id-di-nu-us... RN is-mu-u ik-te-lis "when PN gave it (the kusitu
garment, fs), Nbk heard and held it back", YOS 6 71: 30...31 (Nbn, yr 6), cf.
line 32.
ir-sa-an-ni-ma "he wanted me", Nbn 356: 3 (yr 9, B)
ub-la-an-ni-ma "he brought me", TCL 12 122: 10 (Nbn yr 12? B) (ventive)
[a-na] E PN tu-sa-ah-hi-sa-^-in-ni "(as for) me, you (2mpl) made me go
back to the house of PN", ibid.: 12-13
su-pur-as-su-nu-tu "send them", YOS 3 19: 34 (letter, early Cyr, U)
PN is-me-e-su-nu-ti-ma "PN complied with (literally, "heard") them", VS 5 20:
10 (Nbn, yrl,B)
a-na ma-as-sar-ti u-sa-az-ziz-su-nu-tu "they will install them to do the watch",
YOS 7 156:'l2(Cambyr3,U)
su-sa-a-nu-us-su-nu-tu "make (2pl impv) them come out", TCL 9 111: 10
(533-532, U) (ventive)
su-kun-si-ne-e-tu75 "put them", YOS 3 4: 12 (royal letter, 543-539, U)
lis-su-nu-si-ne-e-ti "let them bring it" (sahlu, fpl), YOS 3 107: 17 (letter, early
Camb, U) (ventive)

72 The spelling: iq-bi-u-nis-su-nu-tu "they said to them", GCCI 2 101: 7 (Cyr yr 4, U) is an
archaism.
73 See GAG §84d and paradigm 12 n6 (pll*). This happens after plurals with -uor -a ending.
According to Winckworth (1950, p69) this would be a development from ispurani (ventive) and
the dative or accusative suffix (he does not seem to imply which)-ni. The example given in
TCL 12 122 suggests a rare use of 4^ as a glottal stop.
74 For the type: PN...& Pl^ a-na DUMU-u-tu il-qu-si-ma "(of) PN, whom PN2 took for
adoption...", VS 5 57/58: 6...S (Barziya yr 1, B), see in §1 v, above (relative clauses).
7 ^ See also the next example. These are very correct spellings. Presumably the spoken
versions are sukussinet and lissfi(nu?)ssinet unless an extra vowel has developed which
separates the suffix from the verb (cf. the comments in n71, above). See also part 2 §5 f, below.
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kul~lu-u-na-a-sti "they hold us back", TCL 9 98: 5 (letter, 540? U)
Notes:

i) Variant spellings for "he gave it/him/her, he will give it/him/her", or the
imperative "give it/him/her" suggest a sound change in Uruk:
Imperatives:
i-din-su "give her" (2ms), AnOr 8 56: 15 (Cyr yr 7, U), to be contrasted with
i-din-su "give it", YDS 7 102: 24 (Camb ace, U)
Finite forms:
i-nam-din-su "he is to give him", YOS 7 1: 12 (Cyr ace, U)
it-ta-din-su "he then gave her", YOS 6 79: 16 (Nbn yr 5, U)
i-nam-di-su "he is to give him", AnOr 8 52: 16 (Cyr yr 6, U), YOS 6 191: 13
+YOS 6 214: 13 (Nbn yr 12, U)

However, the legal document from Babylon, Nbn 178: 28 (yr 4, not in this corpus)
has id-di-is-su-nu-ti "he gave them". CAD nadanu a 17' (p45a) explains this as
-ns- > -ss- > -s- an occasional occurrence.
ii) Ventives with suffixes can still be identified as ventives:
ki-ila i-tab-ka-as 1 MA.NA KU.BABBAR.. j-flam-difl "if he does not bring him,
he is to pay one mina of silver", YOS 7 1: 12.. .14 (Cyr ace, U).
ki-i la i-fab-lcu-fli-is...KU.BABBAR i-nam-di-nu "if they do not bring him, they
are to pay..silver", YOS 6 230: 9...10 (Nbn yr 12, U)

iii) Because the loss of short final vowels has led to the pronunciation of the 3sg
suffixes as -vs, when the suffix is followed by -ma the two are linked by -i- :
a-rnurPN a-na EN-ia al-tap-ra EN li-bu-ku-si-im-me ina SU.H-su EN lit-pur-ru
"look, I've sent PN to my Lord. May Sir take her and send her via him", CT 22
183: 19-22 (letter, 1MB, B)
a-na IGl-ia su-pur-as-si-im-ma "send (2ms) him to me", YOS 3 19: 27-28 (letter,
early Cyr, U)

The same development is seen in the following verb, which is actually a plural:
ina sa-£s-tu4 is-ba-ta-sim-ma a-na PN...id-di-flu-us "they caught him in the act of
burglary and gave him to PN", AnOr 8 27: 3...4 (Nbn yr 12, U)
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In both cases the consonant cluster which would have resulted from the -vs + -ma is
resolved by adding -im-. Note also that the vowel of the suffix is coloured by the
preceding vowel in the verb. 76
f) Indirect object (dative77 ) pronouns
The independent forms are not well attested, having mostly been replaced by the
equivalent subject pronoun forms. This is particularly obvious in the Ics and they
are therefore given alongside the suffixed forms with their most common spellings.
For discussions on the ventive endings q.v.:
Independent
3ms

sa-a-su

Suffixed78
-as-su

(3fs not attested)
2ms

(not attested)

-ak-ka

Ics

a-na-ku/te,

-a19

ia-a-ti (exception)

-am-ma80

ia-a-sr (royal only)

-in-ni

3mpl

(not attested)

-as-su-nu-tu

3fpl

(not attested)

-as-si-na-a-ti

2mpl

(not attested)

-ak-ku-nu-si
-ak-ku-nu-su
-ak-ki-nu-su (in CT 22 9 only)

Icpl

a-ni-ni

-an-na-(a)-su
-fle-sTCL13 181: 17

-an-si YOS 7 156: 6...10
See Note, below, for suffixes on plural verbs.

76 As perhaps -ma is coloured to -me by the preceding -im in the first example.
77 Reiner calls this the "indirect object case" (1966, plOl).
78 Which is also ventive when in the second and third persons. The ventive is normally used
with verbs of motion and is therefore not used in the following: l+et DUMU.MUNUS u-lid-su "I
bore him one daughter", Nbn 356: 4 (yr 9, B).
7 ^ Identical with the ventive. Only singular final weak verbs show this ending unequivocally.
80 I.e. ventive + ma.
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Examples. Independent:
a-na sa-a-su i-kul-lu-> "as for it (referring to money for rations), they have used it
up", JAOS 36: 19 (letter, 538-532, U)
KU.BABBAR a-na sa-a-su uPNid-din-nu a-na ^bab^-ba-nu-ulid-din-nu-'
"(any) money (that Sir) gives to him and PN, may (Sir) give it at the good
(exchange-) rate", CT 22: 148: 11-15 (letter, 545-527, B)
su-lum ia-a-si "all is well with me", YOS 3 2: 4 (royal letter, Nbn, U), cf.:
su-lum a-na-ku u a-na mam-ma ma-la it-ti-ia "all is well with me and all who
are with me", CT 22 6: 5-6 (letter, Cyr? B) also CT 22 194: 6, CT 22 151: 5-7
u sa ina pa-ni RN a-na-ku a-na L\J.ERiN.ME.S...tad-din-na-an-ni "and what you
(2ms) gave to me for the workers at the time of Cyrus", YOS 3 45: 15...17
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U), cf. the similar:
u sa a-na-ku ina pa-ni RN a-na LU.ERlN.MES...tad-di-flu a-mur "and check what
you gave to me in the time of Cyrus", YOS 381: 30...31 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
u-il-ti-ka sa ina UGU PN sa a-na-ka ta-ad-din-nu a-na-ka SE.B AR e-tir-ka
"(regarding) PN's IOU which you gave to me, I myself will pay you for the
grain", Dar 475: 9-12 (yr 18, B)
ia-a-ttif>\..bi-in-na-nim-ma "to me..., give (2mpl)", TCL 13 182: 11..12 (Dar yr
2,U)
en-na a-ni-ni iq-ta-ba-na-a-su...a-ni-ni ul-tu lib-bi ul-te-lu-na-su "now he has said
to us...he has made us go out of there", YOS 3 200: 26...31 (letter, Camb yr 1?
U)

It is interesting to note that according to Woodington (1982, 28-29), Kuyunjik NB
adheres to the older yasi, nasi forms, and their replacement by the nominative anaku
and anini was yet to develop.

Suffixed:
e-lat n sa...a-na-ku ad-da-as-su "on top of n which I myself gave to him", YOS 7
7: 102, cf. line 108 (Cyr yr 1, U)
a-qab-ba-as-su "I say to him", YOS 3 17: 12 (letter, 533-526, U)
PN iq-qab-ba-as-a-su "PN says to her", TCL 13 179: 10-11 (hapax. Camb yr 3?
U)
SE.BAR a4 ... PN u PN2 i-da-har-in-ni "that barley, PN and PN2 have received it
from me", Dar 296: 4-5 (yr 11, B)81
ni-iq-ta-ba-as-su-nu-tu "we said to them", TCL 9 98: 8 (letter, 539-526, U)

mi-nu-u ki-i ina UGU-su-flu EN i-sak-ka-na mu-hur-su-nu-tu u kap-du su-pur-assu-nu-tu dul-lu li-pu-su-> "whatever (demands) Sir imposes on them get from
81 For maharu with ana for the indirect object see ana and the indirect or non direct object, VI
§3a iii, below. For imtahar > iddahar (hapax), see part 2 §4 iii, below.
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them and write to them quickly so that they can do the work", YOS 3 17: 5-7
(letter, early Camb, U)
ta-ad-da-as-si-na-a-ti "she gave to them", VS 5 45/46: 12 (Camb yr 1, B)
sa a-qab-ba-ku-nu-su um-ma "regarding what I said to you (2sg!)...", YOS 3 33:
26 (letter, early Cyr, U)
lib-ba-ku-nu lu-u ta-ab-ku-nu-si "may your heart be good for you", YOS 3 2: 5-6
(royal letter, Nbn) cf. line 18
LU.ERIN.ME sa...u-kal-li-mu-ku-nu-si "the workmen I showed to you...", YOS 7
70: 7 (Cyr yr 8, U)
4«-pw]-ralc-lca-lti-flu-su82 ...PN sa as-pur-ak-ki-nu-su "I wrote to you...PN, whom I
sent to you... CT 22 9: 9...20 (letter, 554-527, B)
i-qa-ba-ki-nu-su "he says to you", ibid.: 16
SE.BAR in-da-har-an-na-a-su [u?] u-il-ti it-tan-na-an-na-su "he bought the barley
from us [and?] gave us an IOU", TCL 9 98: 11-14 (letter, 539-526, U)
kul-lim-an-na-a-su "show (msg) to us", Nbn 1113: 16 (after yr 7, B) also TCL 13
170: 11
ta-qab-an-na-su urn-ma...ZU.LUM.MA a-nam-dak-ku-nu-su "you (msg) are
telling us, 'I am giving you (mpl) the...dates", YOS 3 169: 5...8 (letter, middle
Nbn,U)

Note that 2pl and 3pl verbs with dative suffixes are virtually always ventive.83
i-nam-di-nu-nis-si "they will bring to him", VS 6 84: 8, 11, 15 (Nbn yr 12, B)
LlJ.si-ra-ku sa...id-di-nu-nis-su-nu-tu "the sirkus whom...they gave to them...",
GCC1 2 103: 8 (Camb ace, U)
en-na a-ni-ni iq-ta-ba-na-a-su...a-ni-ni ul-tu lib-bi ul-te-lu-na-su "now he has said
to us...he has got us out of there", YOS 3 200: 26...31 (letter, Camb yr 1? U)
Notes

1) Indications that the vowel in the Icpl suffix was sometimes reduced (first ex.) or
even completely suppressed (second ex.)ar*found in: 84
mi-nam-ma ul ta-di-in-ne-si-ma "why didn't you (2ms) give (them, rpl) to us?",
TCL 13 181: 16-17 (Daryr2,U)
a-ni-ni SUK.HI.A u NiG.BA bi-in-na7-an-si-ma ma-as-sar-tu4...ni-is-sur "give us
rations and provisions so that we can do a watch", YOS 7 156: 6...10 (Camb yr 3,
U)

82 Pleonastic 2sg suffix as well as the expected 2pl suffix.
83 An exception is i-nam-din-nu-us-su-nu-tu "they are to give them", TCL 157: 11 (Camb yr 3,
U).
84 Both examples suggest the stress falls on the last syllable of the verb. See part 2 §5.
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CAD has further examples s.v. bi (B, 216-217). 85 Woodington finds one example
with -nsi in Kuyunjik NB. 86 It must not be discounted that the spellings with na-si
as opposed to na-a-si also indicate a reduction or disappearance of a.
2) Another contraction is noted for nadanu. luddin+am+ka, iddin+am+su become
luddakka, iddassu. CAD expresses it as syncope of iddin etc. before -aCC-, i.e.
ventive sg + pronominal suffix: 87
lu-ud-dak-kam-ma "let me give to you", Cyr 337: 12 (yr 9, B)
lud-da-as-su-nu-tu "let me give to them", YOS 3 79: 10 (letter, 539-526, U\ cf.
the singular lud-das-su, YOS 3 45: 35 (U)

Other pronouns
g) mimma', ayyu, the indefinite pronouns "whatever, whichever":
mim-ma sa ina pa-ni EN-ia ba-nu-u <*EN li-pu-us "whatever is pleasing to my
Lord may Sir do", YOS 3 8: 30-31 (letter, Dar yr 1? U)
u mim-ma sa KASKALJI-su-au sa il-la-a "and anything (else) in their business
venture that may come up...", TCL 13 160: 13-14 (Camb yr 3, B)

For other examples of minima emphasising negation see I §5. mimma is often
qualified with mala in verbal clauses.
There is only one example of ayyu, which is in the negated masculine plural ayyutu:
a-a-u-tuina lib-bi uli-mu-ural-la 1 ME 21 LU.ERIN.MES "he did not see any
of them apart from 121 workers", RA 11: 11-13 (letter, 533-532, U)

h) ram(a)n&, ram(a)nisun etc., "oneself, themselves", etc. is commonly used in the
idiom eli ramnis+ kunnu88 "to confess", literally, "to convict oneself:
PN u PN2...iq-bu-u e-li fram^-ni-su-nu u-kin-nu urn-ma "PN and PN2 spoke,
confessing as follows", YOS 7 97: 10...12 (Camb ace, U)>cf. the similar example
in Iraq 13: 20 (U)
PN [x? erasure?] UGU ram-ni-su u-kin um-ma "PN confessed as follows...", YOS
7 78: 11-12 (Cyr yr 7, U); cf. the similar TCL 13 142: 3 (U)

85 = Ibina(mma) etc. bi-in-na-an-sim-ma in TUM 2-3 203: 6 is given by von Soden in GAG Erg.
§42j.
86 lib[bi]ni lu tabansi "our hearts are very happy", ABL 349 r 13.
87 nadanu la 16' (ABL NB) and IT (late NB) (N I, 44-45).
88 For further examples of this idiom see eli (H §2 k, above, prepositions). All bar one
example come from Uruk.
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Further uses:
1 AB.GAL u DUMU-su ul-tu [erasure] sa NlG.GA e-an-na a-na ra-ma-ni-su-nu
ib-ba-ku "they took (historic present) a cow and her calf from out of the Eanna
property for their own use", YOS 7 79: 22-23 (Cyr yr 8, U)
a-ki-i u-il-ti mah-ri-tu4 ul-tu ra-man-ni-su i-nam-din "he is to pay out of his own
pocket according to the earlier IOU", Nbn 600: 18-20 (yr 12, B)

i) mam(ma) "anyone)', with negative, "no one":
en-na mam-ma ina LU.ERIN.MES sa ina GIS.DA sa RN RN2 a-na muh-hi-ia
sat-tar mam-ma ina lib-bi a-na mam-ma la ta-nam-din-* "now anyone from the
workers who are recorded in the ledgers of Nbk and Nrgl as my responsibility,
you are not to give anyone (resumptive) of them to anyone", RA 11: 23-27
(letter, 533-532, U)
kap-du t£-en-ka ina SU.II mam-ma al-la-ku lu-us-me "quickly send (2fs) me
news via any courier", CT 22 151: 16-17 (letter, early Nbn, B)
ina lib-bi ma-am la as-pu-rak-ka "because of this I did not send you anybody",
Peek 22: 31 (letter, Dar, B)
it-ta-hu PN iz-zi-za-ma sa mam-ma sa SE.BAR ina IGl-su ab-ka-nim-ma a-na PN
that anyone who has barley at his disposal bring
in-na-* "stand by PN and
(2pl) it and give it to PN ", CT 22 73: 12-14 (letter, Dar? B)

Demonstra fives:8 9
j) Demonstratives with "Hier-Deixis", "this, these":
i) aga appears not to change according to number, gender or case at this stage of
NB.90
lu-u ti-i-du MN a-ga-a sa MU 15.KAM ITI! di-ir-ri "you do know that this Addaru
for year 15t^an intercalation", YOS 3 115: 6-9 (royal letter, Nbn yr 15, U)
13 MU.MES a-ga-a GIS hum-mu-tu Nl.T\JKKl-e...ni-iz-za-qap "it is 13 years
since we planted the quick Dilmun date palms" (literally, "these 13 years"), YOS
3 200: 5...6 (letter, Camb yr 1? U)
SUM.SAR a-ga-a "this garlic", (sumu may be plural or singular) CT 22 81: 2021 (letter, Nbn? B)

89 I hesitate to call them demonstrative pronouns as most attestations in the corpora are
adjectives. Those which are pronouns are given at the end of the entry for "Hier-Deixis", as my
corpora have no "Dort-Deixis" attestations. Woodington finds that four fifths of her
attestations are adjectives (top, p43).
9 ^ Woodington finds that more than three quarters of the demonstratives in her corpus consist
of ag&, annB and agannti. She also finds a fs form agiit (sic) and plural forms agannfifu (m) and
aganndtu (f) (1982, 42-45). aga is probably an Aramaism, cf. hak(a) "that", attested in later
Aramaic. See von Soden (1966, pp5f, no. 1).
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ii) annu is attested in the singular m and f forms, as well as the plural form annutu:
sada-ba-ba an-na-a in-nu-u "anyone who alters this statement", YOS 7 17: 1516 (Cyr yr 3, U), cf. Cyr 277: 16 (B) and:
sa dib-bi an-nu-tu BAL-ii "anyone who alters these statements", Nbn 697: 19
(yr!3,B)
E.MES si-na-a-ta a-di u4-mu an-na ina pa-ni-su-nu "those houses (have been)
at their disposal up to now "(literally, "this day"), AnOr 8 70: 9 (Camb yr 3, U)
i-na GIS.BAN an-ni-ti...la iz-zi-iz "he did not agree to this farm-lease (=sutu)",
TCL13 182:6-7(Daryr2,U)

iii) aga and annu as demonstrative pronouns:
a-ga-a sa a-qab-bak-ku-nu-su "this is what I say to you", YOS 3 33: 25-26
(letter, early Cyr, U)
al-la a-ga->-i "apart from this", CT 22 182: 11 (letter, pre-526, B)91
an-nu-ti E &PN "this is the house of PN", VS 5 38: 12 (Cyr yr 6, B) and
elsewhere in the supeltu tablets from Babylon.
e-lat an-na-a "apart from this", TCL 13 182: 23 (Dar yr 2, U), cf. the equivalent:
PN an-ni-t[i] i-pu-ul um-ma... "PN answered this, thus", Nbn 1113: 16-17 (after
yr7,B)

Observations
The msg form of annu has the variant anna, either by analogy with aga, or by
analogy with the Aramaic equivalent dena. Discounting those examples which are
similar, examples of aga/annu are found in 8 Uruk texts and 8 Babylon texts in the
corpora. Uruk has a clear preference for aga and Babylon prefers annu. The
figures for aga/annu are Uruk 5/3, Babylon 2/6. Both forms are seen to function
independently as well as adjectivally.
k) "Dort-Deixis", i.e. "that, those". The forms ullu; u/lfruetc., (GAG §45,2) are not
attested. 92 Instead, they appear to have been completely replaced by both the old
pronominal adjective suari,93 which now functions as the main singular or plural
91 See GINBr p!5 for spellings ending in -ior -P. Woodington also finds them in Kuyunjik NB
(p43f). This ending is also seen for adi la (q.v. subordinating conjunctions), but no
satisfactory explanation has been found for these spellings, apart from that they suggest the
addition of a new sound.
92 The NB in the Kuyunjik letters still uses uM (ullu, sic. Woodington, p42). Woodington does
note that both annfl and ulld are being replaced by aga and its variant forms. There is one
survival of ullti in the adverb ahulla (<ahi+ulla "on the other side") functioning as a
preposition with periphrastic sa: n SENIMUN-.a-hi-uWa-' sa ^qa-pa-de-e "n arable land
apposite the Qapade canal", YOS 6 67: 4 (Nbn yr 4, U). The unusual spelling, rather than the
expected a-hu-ul-la-a, cannot be explained.
93 This is not noted in the earlier NB of Woodington.
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demonstrative adjective (m or f), i.e. "that, those (aforementioned)", and sometimes
by sunutu and sinati for the masculine and feminine plurals:
a-na muh-hi AB.GAL.MES su-a-ti "regarding those cattle", YOS 7 7: 37 (Cyr yr
AB.GAL su-a-ti "that cow", ibid., 47, 49
GI.MES su-a-ti it-ti PN i-zu-uz-ma "he shared those area units (reeds) with
PN...", VS 5 39 8-9 (Cyr yr 6, B)
a-na muh-hi a-me-lut-tu4 su-a-tu4 "regarding that (male) servant", VS 5 45/46: 78(Cambyr 1,B)
E su-a-ti sa PN su-u "that house is PN's", Dar 410: 9 (yr 15, B), cf. also lines 6
and 12
mim-ma HA.LA sa PN3...i-na LU-tu su-a-ti ia-a-nu LU-<tu> su-a-ti sa PN2 u
SES.MES si-i "PN3 has no share whatsoever in that servant. That (female)
servant belongs to PN2 and his brothers ", Dar 551: 12... 13 (yr 22, B)

Note the following unusual spellings, all from Babylon:
19 GIN KU.BABBAR ina SAM SE.NUMUN su-MA-a-ta ik-li "he held back 19
shekels from the purchase price of that field", VS 5 20: 1 1-12 (Nbn yr 1, B)
i-na sa\ta-ri tup-pi MU.MES... "at the writing of that tablet...", Camb 349: 32 (yr
6, B). A phrase often used to introduce the names of the witnesses to a legal
case. Note tup-pi HA.LA su-a-ti in Dar 379; 70 (yr 14, B). The spelling
MU.MES comes about as a play on sumati , the (fern) plural of the word for
"name", sumu (pronounced /su: /) whose logogram is MU. (See the logograms
appendix, §3 c.)

There are few examples of the plural forms. The document Dar 551 is particularly
interesting in that it has both singular (given above) and plural forms:
mim-ma NlG.SID sa PN ir-su-u PN2 u...SES.MES-su a-na UGU NIG.SID su-nutu i-te-lu-u u HA.LA s^PN3 SES AD-su-nu i-na NIG.SID su-nu-tu ia-a-nu
"any possessions94 that PN acquired, PN2 (his son) and his brothers forfeited
(any rights to) those possessions and PN3, their father's brother, has no share in
those possessions", 7-9 (yr 22, B)
E.MES si-na-a-ta a-di u4-mu an-na ina pa-ni-su-nu "those houses have been at
their disposal up to today", AnOr 8 70: 9 (Camb yr 3, U), cf. also lines 16 and

Note the exceptional:
KUS.M-ifl-du sa-a-suPN la-IGI PN2 ...is-su-u "PN took (subjunctive) that money
bag away from PN2", Nbn 1048: S...7 (yr, 17, B)

94 Although NfG.SID = mAJcassu usually is understood to mean "accounts" in NB it can also
mean "possessions", cf. AHw,"Besitz".
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1) a and the Aramaic emphatic state
The appearance in NB of the particle a (written either a4 or a^), which is not noted
in Kuyunjik NB (Woodington, p332) has been thought to be due to the Aramaic
emphatic -a > ,95 Its main use in the dialects under discussion here is for anaphora,
i.e. to refer to something mentioned earlier. Although the uses are the same in Uruk
and Babylon, Babylon has two ways of spelling it in these texts, as opposed to
Uruk's one, as will be noted below.
i) "the (aforementioned), this, that", common to both dialects.
In Uruk:
re-he-et ZU.LUM.MA a4 ni-im-su-uh "we measured the rest of the
(aforementioned) dates", YOS 3 113: 19-20 (letter, early Cyr, U)

If the quantity of the item in question is given, the quantity always follows the a:
a-me-lut-ti a4 12-ta PN a-na e-an-na i-la-xl "those (aforementioned) 12 servants,
PN will bring up? to Eanna", BIN 1 120: 13-14 (Nbn yr 3, U). See also line 12.
SE.BAR a4 1136 KUR... "the (aforementioned) barley, 1136 kur...", YOS 6 78:
6 (Nbn, yr 4, U) 96
Us a4 1+et 1+efl 3Q...e-li-nu-suip-ru-su...se-e-nu a4 30 a-di 1+et U8 sa kak-kabtu4...a-na FDN i-nam-di-nu "for that (aforementioned) one ewe, they made a
thirty-fold charge against them (assume e-li-su-nu). Those 30 sheep, along with
the (original97 ) single ewe (marked) with a star...they are to give to the Ladyof-Uruk", TCL 13 147: 8...16 (Camb, yr 1, U)

In three letters a is used with items being mentioned for the first time in their
respective texts but which have evidently been referred to in earlier correspondence. In the first extract a qualifies an area of land familiar to the parties in
question, presumably referred to in earlier transactions but not referred to previously
in this document:
pu-ut bi-it-qu u ki-rik-tu sa I7 LUGAL a-na ma-la SE.NUMUN sa FDN sa ina
pa-ni-su PN na-si e-lat 1 ME a4 u qaq-qarMES sa GN sa ina IGIPN2 "PN is
responsible for the repairs and regulation of the King's Canal in regard to the
arable land belonging to the Lady-of-Uruk that is in his charge. This is on top of
the aforementioned (?)100 (kur) and the lands at GN which are in the charge of
PN", TCL 12 90: 19-21 (Nbn yr 7, U)

9 ^ See discussion below. See GAG §63g: "suffigierte aramaische bestimmte Artikel -a (sog.
Status emphaticus)". See also §192b. The subject is not covered by Kaufman but he feels that
the loss of the Aramaic status emphaticus and the rare use of the indeterminate state may be
as a result of the influence of Akkadian's three states, as it then mimics them (1974, p!34).
96Cf- the similar YOS 6 198: 8, YOS 6 163: 9, YOS 7 11: 4, TCL 13 132: 5, YOS 7 114: 4, TCL 13
182: 12, 24, 26.
97 s4ina SU-H-sii-nu am-ra-tu, "who had been discovered in their possession", line 15.
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SE.BAR a4 5 ME GUR "the (aforementioned) 500 kur of barley", TCL 9 98: 6
(letter, 540? U)
a-na UGU SUK.HI.A a4 la ta-se-el-lu "regarding the (aforementioned) rations,
do not be lax", YDS 3 45: 20-21 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
KU.BABBAR a4 5 MA.NA...& a-na EN-ia a's-puJrul "(regarding) that
(aforementioned) five minas of silver I sent to Sir", ibid.: 26...27

In Babylon it is used in the standard phrase referring to items pledged as security to
pay off a debt (first two examples):98
LU.TUK-u sZ-nam-ma ina muh-hi ul i-sal-lat a-di muh-hi sa PN KU.BABBAR a4
2 MA.NA 11 GIN in-ne-ter-ru "no other creditor may lay claim until PN is repaid
his (aforementioned) 2 minas 11 shekels of silver", Nbn 314: 9-11 (yr 8, B)
LU.TUK-u sa-nam-ma ina muh-hi ul i-sal-lat a-di-i UGU sa PN KU.BABBAR-su
a4 45 MA.NA...i-sal-li-mu "no other creditor may lay claim until PN receives
his (aforementioned)99 45 minas of silver", TCL 13 193: 14...17 (Dar, yr 16, B),
which continues:
la'-i ina MN KU.BABBAR a4 45 MA.NA...la it-tan-nu...(S slaves+property) E
mas-ka-nu sa PN ki-i SAM ha-ri-is ku-um KU.BABBAR a4 45 MA.NA...pa-ni
PN id-dag-gal "if he (the debtor) does not give that 45 minas of silver hi
Simanu, (...the eight slaves +property), PN's security, will belong to PN at a
prearranged price instead of the the 45 minas", ibid.: 17...24

Note the spelling of a in the following:
ina KU.BABBAR a* 1 MA.NA sa nu-dun-ne-e "out of that (aforementioned) one
mina of silver of the dowry", Nbn 243: 13 (yr 6, B)
KU.BABBAR a> 11 MA.NA PN a-na PN2 i-nam-din "that (aforementioned)
silver, 11 minas, PN is to give to PN2", TCL 12 88 (Nbn yr 8, B)
ina MN ZUXUM.MA a > 7 GUR DIS BAN ina SAG.DU-su-nu i-nam-din "in
Tasritu he is to give the (aforementioned) 7 kur 1 (panu) and 1 sutu of dates in
their original quantity", AnOr 8 68: 4-6 (Camb yr 3, B)

ii) In reference to time: "this year, month, day; the (aforementioned) year, month,
day in question":
SE.BAR sa MU.AN.NA a4 ir-re-su it-ti-su EN lu-sa-az-ziz "all the barley that
he is cultivating this year, may Sir register it with him", YOS 3 107: 6-7 (letter,
Camb pre-526, U)
ina ITI.MES a4 8 sul-lul-ta-a-ta si-zib...i-sab-ba-tu "hi those (aforementioned)
eight months (split into) thirds they are to do the milking", 100 YOS 7 79: 14...15
(Cyr yr 8, U)
a-di UGU u4-mu a4 "up to today", YOS 3 19: 6 (letter, early Cyr, U)
98 Further examples are given in I §6, above ( negation ). The one example from Uruk:
LO.GAL-ii U-nam-ma a-na muh-hi ul i-sal-lat is in YOS 6 90: 16-17 (Nbn yr 7).
99 See iii, below for a applied to nouns which have a suffix.
1°° Referring to three men sharing: i.e. they work for two months and 20 days each.
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a-na muh-hi u4-mu a4 "up to today", YDS 3 66: 3-4 (letter, Camb pre-526? U)

It is noticeable that Babylon uses not only a4 but also a ) . There is no difference in
meaning implied, as indicated in the following:
a-na KASKAL.n mim-ma ma-la ina URU u EDIN ina muh-hi ZU.LUM.MA a > 1
ME GUR u SE.BAR a4 50 GUR ip-pu-us-su-> PN u PN2 a-ha-ta su-nu
"regarding the business venture, whatever they make out of their (aforementioned) 100 kur dates and 50 kur of barley, either in the city or out in the country,
they are to share and share alike", Dar 395/396: 5-8 (yr 3)

The other texts which intermix a4 and > are: Nbn 243: 13, 17 (both examples given
above), TCL 13 144: 6-8, (ZU.LUM.MA a\ ZIZ.AM a') and line 9 ([...] KU.
BABBAR a4). The same scribe is responsible for the duplicates Dar 319 and 76-1117 172, and on line 6 of each he has KU.BABBAR a4 3 MA.NA and KU.
BABBAR a > 3 MA.NA respectively.
Of 19 texts 8 use a ). 4 texts use both a > and a4.
iii) a with nouns qualified by suffixes or adjectives. As the particle does not come
between its referent and the suffix, this is the evidence which indicates that it is a
separate word: 101
LtJ.ERlN.MES-ia a4 100 "my (aforementioned) 100 workers", YOS 3 106: 28
(letter, Cyr-Camb, U)
LU.iR.MES-ka a4 ''EN lip-tu-ru-ma lis-pur-£s-su-nu-tu "those slaves of yours,
may Sir release and send them",YOS 3 8: 31-32 (letter, beginning Dar? U) 102
a-di PN KU.B ABBAR-su a ) If MA.NA i-sal-lim "until PN is repaid his
(aforementioned) If minas of silver", Cyr 177: 9-10 (yr 4, B), cf. TCL 13 193:
15-16, quoted above.
SE.BAR a4 5 GUR pe-si-ti gam-mir-ti "the (aforementioned) five kur of white,
ripe barley", YOS 7 99:' 5-6 (Camb ace, B)
UDU.NITApar-ra-tu4.MES a4 30 ak-ka-di-i-tUt bab-ba-ni-tu4 "the (aforementioned) 30 fine Akkadian103 yearling lambs", Dar 297: 5-6 (yr 11, B)

iv) a as a copula. If a were to come before its referent, it and its referent would
then assume subject-predicate status, cf.: an-nu-u E sa PN "this is the house of
PN", VS 5 38: 12 (Cyr yr 6, B). There are no attestations of this use of a, but the
101 There are no examples in the corpora of a qualifying a noun which has an adjective. I
assume that a would follow the adjective, cf. E ep-su an-nu-u ("this building plot"), VS 5 38: 18
(Cyryr6,B).
102 Line 9 of this letter has al-la-\ which is mistakenly read alia AM in CAD AH, (plb).
103 If the lambs are taken as a collective, this would explain the fsg adjectival forms.
Contrast this with tan-nu-tu a4 10 re-qu-tu la-bi-ru-tu "the 10 (aforementioned) empty old
barrels", VS 6 111: 7-9 (Camb yr 3, Borsippa). However, a case can be made for the adjectives
being plural. See §1 g, above.
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following may be understood by taking a as a copula, with ina temeka
predicate:

as the

ki-i at-ta ta-at-tal-ku ina t£-me-ka a4 "if you go, that is up to you", YOS 3 69:
25-27 (letter, 539-526, U)

Discussion
These texts show that, since it can come after the suffix, the a particle is not attached
to its referent object, and, judging by the last example, may even function as an
independent pronoun. Although the origins of the a particle may be seen in the
Aramaic emphatic/determinative ending on singular nominal forms, NB a does not
change when its referent is in the plural. It appears that the earliest appearance of a
as a demonstrative104 occurs during the reign of Nbk, 105 at which point it still
imitates the Aramaic emphatic suffix. The three earliest instances of it that I can
find are in:
SE.BAR a4 8 GUR "the (aforementioned) 8 kur of barley" (mentioned
previously in line 1), Nbk 66: 7 (yr 8, Sihirtu, near to Babylon? 598 B.C.)
KU.BABBAR a4 4 MA.NA "the (aforementioned) 4 minas of silver" (mentioned
in line 1), Nbk 91: 9 (yr 11, B, 594)
PN...pu-ut qaq-qar a4 I ME na-si "PR..is responsible for the (aforementioned)
100 kur of land" (referring to land described in lines 4-5, AnOr 9 7: 44 (yr 13
Nbk, Uruk, 592)

By the time of Nbn and later, a has become far commoner than any of the demonstratives. By this time it has also diverged from the Aramaic in that it can be used as
a demonstrative adjective separate from its referent noun, and even as a pronoun.
v) a is surely a separate development from the distributive adverbial "...each,
apiece", logographic AM, TA.AM (Hyatt, 52-54), cf. istena "each one, one
each"(CAD I, p279a). See the discussion in §2, above (numbers).

104 As apposed to AM, the distributive. See v, below.
105 Hyatt does not find a in his texts (range of dates 1170-605). See orthography (part 2 §1).
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Chapter VI: Other topics

§1 Comparative and intensive forms of nouns and verbs
a) Nominal forms. As in the other Akkadian dialects, the comparative is morphologically identical to the adjective:
(man-nu) sa qer-bi i-tir "(whoever) is nearer, pays", Camb 68: 16 (yr 1, B) and
passim.

The intensive adjectival form parras is attested only once in the corpora, as is the
elative-intensive suprus:
KU.BABBAR qa-al-la-al sa a-na ZU.LUM.MA in-na-din "the silver is too
inferior1 to be given for the dates", CT 22 182: 6-8 (letter, pre-526, B)
LU.ERIN SU.II su-ul-su-du-u-tu "well-equipped helpers", TCL 13 150: 1-2
(Camb yr 2, U)

b) Verbal forms To say that x is more (as an amount) than y, the texts
followed by either etequ or ataru . For "x is less than y", alia + matu is used:
I GIN KU.BABBAR ku-um a-hi UALA-su-nu ina 8 nik-kas GI.MES sa E...al-la
TUR...at-ru PN u PN2 a-na PN3 u PN4 it-tan-nu "(referring to the equal division
of a house and a barn between four people) PN and PN2 are to give \ shekel
(sic, presumably "mina") of silver as part of their share, for the 8 reed-units by
which (the size of) the house...exceeds (the size of) the barn..., to PN3 and PN4,
YOS 6 114: 19...21 (Nbn yr 5, U)
ZU.LUM.MA ma-la al-la GIS.SU G[UR] it-ti-ru-w-nu PN [xx] ZU.LUM.MA
ma-la al-la GIS.SU GUR i-ma-at-\tu-u?} PN a-na PN2 ...[i]-nam-din "(any) dates
exceeding the 60 kur (needed to pay off a debt), PN [may have?]. (Any) dates
less2 than the (required) 60 kur, PN is to give to PN2...", Dar 494: 12...16 (yr 19,
B),cf. YOS 7 90: 15-18 (U)

See alia in prepositions (II §2, above), for further examples. There is no evidence
of D and S forms being used specifically to convey plurality or intensity.

1 Literally, "the silver is inferior, that it can be given for the dates". See CAD (Q, p60) for
qallalu adj., "of poor quality".
2 For al-la + maffisee CAD matfi Ib p432a. Several MB examples are given.
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§2 Impersonal subject
The impersonal subject is used as a circumlocution for the passive (GAG §75i). As
in earlier Akkadian dialects the 3mpl active is often used, cf. English, "they say
that...", with the "they" not referring back to any definitely identifiable subject. As
the examples below indicate, the action of the verb is emphasised in a way that
cannot always be conveyed by a predicative verbal adjective. All but one of the
examples come from Uruk:
sa 1 SILA ZU.LUM.MA a-na 1 GIN KU.BABBAR ina GN iq-ta-bu-na-a-su
KI.LAM ul ni-ip-pu-us a-kan-na 2 PI SE.BAR u 2 PI ZU.LUM.MA a-na 1 GIN
KU.BABBAR...i-qab-bu-u "they've told us one sila of dates is one shekel in
Uruk, so we didn't make a purchase. Here, they say two sutu of barley or two
sum of dates is one shekel...", YOS 3 79: 22...2V (letter, 539-526, U)
sah-le-e saGAKfN...iq-ta-bu-u-nu um-ma ina E Ltj.GAR UMUS na-da-a4 su-purma Ii-is-su-nu-si-n6-e-ti "(about) the cress from the...wetland, that they've said
is deposited (3fpl) in the sakin temi's house, send word so they (impersonal) can
bring it", YOS 3 107: 11...18 (letter, early Camb? U)
ri-ka-su salR-u-tu sa PN...is-tas-su-u-ma "the contract giving the slave status of
PNL.was read out", Nbn 1113: 8...14 (after yr 7, B)

Other examples are AnOr 8 27: 18 (U), AnOr 8 38: 8, and in the difficult YOS 3 66:
6:
a-na muh-hi u4-mu a4 GIS.MA sa Zi.DA u] u-se-ri-iq E Zi.DA qa-ti i-qab-bu-u-nu
um-ma a-na muh-hi sa LlJ.ma-gu-su il-la-kam-ma E ZI.DA i-her-ri mam-ma
Zi.DA a-na lib-bi ul i-de-ek-ki "up to this day the flour boat has not been
emptied. The flour house is finished. They say, until (? because?) the magus
comes and digs/ examines (? 3 ) the flour house, no one is to remove the flour in
it", YOS 3 66: 3-9 (letter, Camb pre-526? U)

The spelling of u-se-ri-iq as a 3ms (using) is problematic as VC finals are very rare
for 3mpl finite forms. This happens in the following example also:
ZTJ.LUM.MA gab-bi ul u-sa-az-ziz "the dates are all unregistered", YOS 3 83: 8
(letter, end Cyr, U). Contrast:
mah-ru-tu sa u-sa-az-zi-zu... "the first ones which do get registered...", ibid.: 16,

In both of these cases the subject could be Ics. The following two examples also
pose a problem since the forms of salu that are used are difficult. The first one
appears to be a passive but with a 3mpl ending added for good measure. Although
the second one is probably a passive4 it is included for comparison:
3 GINBr derives this from herfi "to dig". CAD has "because of the fact that the magus was
supposed to come in order to check on the flour storage", deriving it from haru "to examine"
(maeusu, p48bf). It is not referred to in AHw. The spelling suggests heru but the use of ana
libbi rather than ina libbi suggests the flour is already in there, making digging inappropriate.
4 salu N is very rare; AHw pllSlb believes both of these examples are 3mpl G.
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PN is-sa-al-u-ma iq-bi... "PN was questioned and said..." AnOr 8 47: 18 (Cyr yr
5,U)
PN PN2 u PN3 ...i-sa'-aHa 5 um-ma... "PN, PN2 and PN3 were asked(?) as
follows...", TCL 13 170: 14...16 (Camb yr 5, U)

§3 ana and the indirect, non-direct object or as a nota accusativi
a) ana and the indirect or non-direct object.6 With verbs of giving, consecration,
showing etc., i.e. verbs which demand a donor/agent (subject, in the nominative) as
well as a recipient/experiencer (indirect object, in the dative), ana is used for the
recipient/ experiencer in earlier dialects of Akkadian. This usage is observed in the
NB here, but with notable additions (ii and iii, below):
i) ana as the indirect object of verbs of giving, consecration, etc.:
PN LU.ta-ba-la-a-.nu...KU.GI SA5...a-na PN2...a-na KU.BABBAR id-di-nu "PN
the pilferer...gave red gold...to PN2...for silver", YOS 6 175: 3...5 (Nbn yr 12, U)
mam-ma ina llb-bi a-na mam-ma la ta-nam-din-* "do not give (mpl) anyone
therefrom to anybody", RA 11: 26-27 (letter, 533-532, U)
e-pu-us NIG.SID sa'KU.BABBAR sa KASKAL.II saPN...a-fla PN2...id-di-numa... PN3...u PN2...it-d' a-ha-mes i-pu-su-* "(regarding) the doing of the
accounts for the silver from the business venture which PN passed to PN2 and
(which) PN3...and PN2...carried out together...", TCL 13 160: 1...4 (Camb yr 3,
B)
a-na FDN u-zak-ku-su "he consecrated him to the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 6 224:
23-24 (Nbn yr 15, U)
u-de-e...saPN...UGU ram-ni-su u-kin-nu...a-na PN...U PN2 u-kal-li-mu "items...
which PN...confessed about.-.(and) showed to PN and PN2", TCL 13 142: 1...6
(Cyr yr 7, U). See also lines 9-11.

With some verbs, for example speaking and sending (messages),7 the direct object
is not given (although it may be implied):
PN...a-aa PN2 iq-bi um-ma... "PN...spoke to PN2 as follows...", YOS 19 110:
1...4(Nbnyr 15, U)
a-na PN EN li-is-pu-ru "may Sir write to PN", CT 22 200: 11-12 (letter, Nbn?
B). The direct object, being the message itself, is understood, cf.:

^This word begins line 16 and is indented in the line.
6 I make the distinction between indirect and non-direct object in that the verbs in category i
generally do need a recipient/experiencer. The verbs in the other categories are transitive but
do not necessarily have to have a recipient/experiencer. If they do have one I prefer to use the
term "non-direct object" to show that there is a difference.
7 Using the verb saparu to mean "to write", sataru refers to the act of writing something and
not the act of writing to someone, from OB onwards, according to CAD.
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a-na PN a-na muh-hi a-sap-par "I am writing to PN about it", RA 11: 16-18
(letter, 533-532, U)

In the above uses of ana, its prepositional, directional value is still
those uses described below, it is best reconciled as a particle,
towards" can no longer be understood. These uses are not noted by
Kuyunjik NB and their appearance in these corpora suggest they are

noticeable. In
since "motion
Woodington in
a development

in later NB.
ii) With verbs of removing, holding back (from) or taking (from):
a-na muh-hi sah-le-e s£ a-na PN ak-lu-u um-ma ul ta-na-as "regarding the cress
that I held back from PN, saying "you are not to take (it)", YOS 3 12: 9-12
(letter, early Nbn, U)
HA.LA sa PN u PN2...uJ-tu E GAL-U...PN ii PN2 a-na PN3 SES-su-nu GAL-u
it-ta-bal-> "the share of PN and PN2 which PN and PN2 took from their elder
brother from the big house", Dar 379: 35-37 (yr 14, B)

Hi) In the following, used with maMru, it seems to have replaced ina qat?
re-he-et KU.B ABB AR a-na PN la ta-mah-har "do not get the rest of the silver
from PN", CT 22 194: 20-21 (letter, 551-522, B)
a-di 3-ta MU.MES i-di E PN a-na PN2 u PN3 ul i-mah-ri "for three years PN is
not to take rent from PN2 or PN3", Dar 395/396: 16-17 (yr 3, B)

b) ana as a nota accusativi. In these texts, and perhaps elsewhere in NB only,
kullu9 and Icunnu sometimes use ana with the direct object:
(9 people) sai-na GUB-zu-su-nuPN...u PN2...a-na PN3 u-ki-il-lu "nine people in
whose presence PN...and PN2...detained PN3" YOS 6 224: 11-13 (Nbn yr 15, U),
cf.:
LU.DUMU.DU.MES sa ina pa-ni-su-nu PN...a-na PN2 u-ki-il-lu-u "the citizens
before whom PN detained PN2", Camb 329: 1...4 (yr 6, B)
ina u4-mu {PN...a-na PN...tu-uk-tin-nu um-ma... "if (ever) fPN...accuses PN...of
the following..." Nbn 679: 1...5 (yr 12, B) 10

8 See CAD maharu la 10', p55b, where YOS 3 9: 28 is cited (...ana ikkare muhur "take...from the
farmers").
9Contrast these examples with YOS 3 12: 9-12 in iii, above.
l%f. YOS 7 24: 1-8, given in TTT §2 i, above (sa, subordinating conjunctions). To be contrasted
with ina iv/nu Ltj.mu-fa'n-nu lu-u LtJ.ba-ti-iq PN...uk-tin-nu... "on the day that either a witness
or an informer accuses PN...", YOS 6 191: 1 (Nbn yr 12, also in sa, m §2 K above ), cf. YOS 6214
1-5, YOS 6 193: 1-3 (both Nbn, U).
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Part 2: Orthography and phonology

§ 1 Orthography: Patterns of spelling in the corpora
A full systematic study on NB orthography (spelling) and stress has yet to be made
and is beyond the scope of this thesis.
There are several reasons for there not having been such as study, the main one
being that scholars have tended to think that the number of variant spellings for the
same words was an indication of the corrupt and dying nature of the language rather
than realise that the criteria for spelling words were changing.
Other reasons:
a) In verbal forms and statives historically long vowels are sometimes augmented or
even replaced by the > (4*-) sign rather than a vowel sign.
b) Sometimes <$» appears by itself at the end of a word after a VC or CVC sign,
thereby indicating a long vowel whose identity cannot be determined by script alone.
c) The conveying of plurality by the addition of MES or ME onto many syllabic
spellings1 gives the impression of a codified or jargonistic language existing in
written form only.
There are probably two main reasons for these radical changes in the spelling:
a) On the basis of the regular use of CVCVC spellings for pars/pirs/purs nominal
forms, corroborated by the evidence provided by the (admittedly later) GraecoBabyloniaca (GB) texts, sound changes had evidently taken place and scribes
developed their own ways of circumventing the constraints imposed by cuneiform,
as will be seen below. In the case of CV signs, the indication is that when they
came at the end of a word they were mostly being used for their consonantal value
only. This is why it became possible to spell a word in a variety of ways. If the CV
sign chosen by the scribe has the historically correct vowel it is probably the
indication of a good scribal education.

1 Of nominal forms which can be singular or plural in their spelling, and which may even be
followed by suffixes.
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the choice of signs is the
b) Linked to this development in the change of criteria for
se letters were consonanfact that scribes probably knew of the Aramaic script, who
el. 2 Scribes may have
tal or, possibly, consonantal but with an undetermined vow
that the vocalic value of a
applied this consonantal value of signs to cuneiform, so
needed, a vowel sign was
CV sign could be ignored. If vowel clarification was
orically long vowels.
included in the spelling of a word. This was usual with hist
n place from MB, it is
Before trying to examine the sound changes that had take
studies on aspects of
worth looking at the main points of various existing
Ginnis). Examining these,
orthography (Hyatt, Winckworth, Weisberg, Aro and Mac
what sound changes there
and then looking at scribal training will help to identify
probably were:

1: Hyatt (1941)
than that under scrutiny
It must be remembered that Hyatt is dealing with earlier NB
YOS 3 and later dated
here, although he does refer to material from CT 22,
documents.
iaca texts (p3f).

Hyatt observes a loss of final vowels in the Graeco-Babylon

ucid Uruk, written in
In his discussion of the Aramaic incantation from Sele
e words are used, and that
cuneiform, Hyatt notes that different spellings for the sam
vowels, indicating that the
it was the consonants which were consistent but not the
disregarded its accomwriter was looking for the consonantal value of a sign and
it was added as a plene
panying vowel.3 If a vowel was meant to be pronounced
vowel signs, of which it
writing or <ft»- was used. [In fact <** was used more than
could replace any, as mentioned above.]4

c or syllabic does not really matter; modern
2 Whether the WSem script was (or is) alphabeti
en without all but the long vowels. The
Hebrew and Arabic remain comprehensible when writt long vowels is seen as early as the TF
for
use of the consonants y and w as mattes lectionis
inscription. See appendix §la.
sd-an and 8: pa-tu-u-ru a-si-ii li-is-s£-ni
3 Contrast especially lines 5: pa-tu-u-ri a-si-ir li-isexamples given by Hyatt (4-5). For a
"the table of him who ties the tongue", one of the tation written in cuneiform see appendix
discussion on the choice of signs in the Aramaic incan
§lb.
discuss the curious word pi-la-*. See the
4 Although Hyatt makes this point, he does not
discussion on Winckworth, below.
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Words with short final vowels, including all verbs (in all moods) and words with
suffixes, had their final sound spelled in a variety of different ways, indicating that
the final vowel had disappeared.
Hyatt lists on page 23 all the variant ways in which emuqu can be spelled, arguing
that these variants indicate that the scribe would be concentrating on the consonantal
value of the signs. According to Hyatt it was likely to be chance if he chose either a
sign containing the same vowel as the preceding syllable or the historically correct
vowel. [If it is true that the scribes randomly chose any sign as long as it contained
the desired consonant, as Hyatt implies, then Hyatt is suggesting that scribal training
for NB must have been radically different from that of earlier periods, where lexical
lists, historical or literary works from pre-NB times comprised the syllabus.
Contrary to Hyatt's belief the spelling of the NB of my corpora clearly indicates a
continuing tendency to follow historically correct spellings and therefore gives
evidence of a tradition in scribal training which is not so radically different from that
of earlier times.]
24 27: Regarding the doubling of final consonants in the spelling, either with
geminates such as dullu, qallu, or where it is unjustified, e.g. in (sa satti) an-nit-ti,
Hyatt does not think there is any great difference in pronunciation between a final
VCCV or VCV. 5 [He therefore does not consider the possibility that the consonant
doubling may be some attempt at indicating stress or anaptyxis.]
28-35: Here, Hyatt tackles the problem of cuneiform's spelling of QVC^ forms
after the loss of final short vowels. Hebrew could not pronounce pars, purs, pirs
unless it inserted a light vowel before the final consonant. Hyatt wonders whether
NB also inserted some kind of sewa-type vowel but concludes that it can be only a
very reduced vowel, otherwise variant spellings such as su-lum/sul-mu ka-sap/kaspu would not be found. [The evidence provided by the GB texts and the spelling
CVCVC noted in such cases as a -tar, si-zib, ka-sap suggests a (reduced?) vowel is
present. As for the su-lum/sul-mu variations, that is simply scribal choice.] On p34
Hyatt discusses the problematic spelling of the word mahiranu in TUM 3/2 14. Line
3 has PN ma-hir-an A.SA and line 5 PN ma-hir-nu A.SA, "PN, the buyer of the
field", [ma-hir-nu appears to be an exceptional spelling and may be a reflection of
the scribe being more familiar with the Aramaic script, in which long vowels were
not always recorded.]

5 He uses examples from the Aramaic incantation and GB to support this: mi-in-ni (= min), miil-in-ni (= m^in), a-tap-pi=cc8cK|>,& qin-nu = ca lav.
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38-44: In his discussion of plural endings on nouns and verbs, Hyatt finds that the
masculine plural ending on nouns is usually spelled -e (in both nom and obi cases,
p40). On p38, Hyatt gives 3mpl verbs and statives, which usually finish with CV.
Imperative plurals are usually written CV-' or CV-a4. On 41-42 he notes some
examples of 3mpl verbs which are spelled Cu-u/u.6 Because in most cases (in
Hyatt's corpus) the spelling ends with CV, he concludes that it did not affect
comprehension whether an extra final vowel was given or not. If the final sign was
CV the vowel was not pronounced (p44, top) and if a verb ended with a long vowel,
there must have been a psychological reason for spelling it thus. He also wonders
whether final weak spellings influenced the strong verb endings: [of those endings
that are given long] "ip-ru-su-u endings are predominant" [i.e. more than ip-ru-su']. On page 44 he reminds us of the parallel of Syriac and its vowelless and vowelfinal forms for 3cpl and 2fs verbs.

2: Winckworth (1950)
Winckworth's main issue is the use of 4* and the possibility of its having replaced
the n in the ventive plural -uni(tn) at some time in the period between OB and NB.
He believes that the appearance of 4»~ must have been due to an actual sound
change rather than a new trend in spelling. Systematic research is needed to
ascertain when <$>»- started to be used as a vowel instead of a glottal stop.7
Winckworth makes a valid point that final n is sometimes replaced with 4*- when in
pause. [It is worth noting that it rarely also happens with final m. This is a point
dismissed by him.] 8 He wonders whether it is significant that in most cases the lost
n is a stem consonant. Inciting the cuneiform Aramaic incantation (line 22) pi-la-*
for Aramaic pPlan, he has avoided the traps that both Gordon and Dupont-Sommer
fall into when they assumed pi-la- > to be feminine. The full phrase is pi-la-nu ba-ri
pi-la-> "someone, son of someone", for which a feminine would be unlikely as the
father would be alluded to rather than the mother.9
Winckworth argues that in OB the ventive plural was dropped and 4» replaced it,
because ventives never seem to end in 4r (p69). [Whether it did or not, or whether
6 i-tam-ru-u, i-dib(sic)-bub-bu-u, id-din-nu-u (all indie, p41); bal-tu-u "they live (indie, p42).
7 In the eighth century NB letters from Nippur, recently published by Cole (1996), there is one
example: ft ta-qab-bi- y "(about) what you said..." in 55: 5. Otherwise it appears to be limited
to non- Akkadian names and roots with a historical glottal stop.
8 See §4, below.
9 See appendix §lb.
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OB ventives actually disappeared, according to him, these verbs lost their ventive
meaning and the endings that appear to be ventive in NB will have been
reintroduced.] His citation ofis-pur-ni (YOS 3 126: 6) as an example of the ventive
plural ispwuni is invalid as this is probably is-pur-<an>-ni.

3: Weisberg (1967)
p!07: In his discussion regarding scribal choices of signs, Weisberg says that choices
are made on the basis of the signs that are available and on personal choice. Scribal
training is not discussed. [His comment that a scribe would choose a graphically
simpler sign than the historically justified one has no basis in fact. For example UD
is used far less often to write to than either TU or TUM, ana is usually written a-na
and not DIS etc.]
On p!08 Weisberg states that Gelb says that scribes were influenced by the
Aramaic script when writing ba-ta-ku-lu and ba-la-ta. [These types of spellings
cannot be seen to be general since patterns in sign choices, especially in the writing
of common words, are rendered fuzzy by scribal training. There is also no evidence
that scribes actually started choosing signs that were less ambiguous than others, nor
does it matter that final vowels, mimation and case endings were neglected; these
had passed out of use anyway. There is also no cause to make an argument for
choosing to write hi-tu instead of (the "historically justified") hi-ta when case
endings are no longer observed anyway. There is no evidence in the texts of my
corpora that tu is used in preference to to].
110-111: Regarding the spelling i-M-ri-is-su (ABL NB), Weisberg comments that ihi-ri-su would be explicit enough. [The i-hi-ri-is-su kind of spelling is rare in my
corpora.]

4: Aro (1975)
In this paper, Aro discusses the loss of final short vowels in examples from GINBr.
Although the spellings in the GB texts indicate that CVCCV became CVCVC, he
asks whether all short vowels were lost. In the case of the sg suffixes, they seem to
have lost their final vowel, i.e. doll* data* But this cannot happen with CVC
nouns and Aro asks how one can normalise difcia, 0-en-*a.
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Some of his speculations are very wild: superfluous final vowels originated after a
syllable which was long or stressed, e.g. i-ba-a-ta. Final vowels became weak and
were subject to all kinds of assimilations, as happened in NA. Any vowels left are
just a reflex [or overcorrection?] of the traditional spelling.
Vocal harmony is often observed.
15-17. Although the subjunctive is often retained according to "classical rules", Aro
notes that it is also often just left off and -i is used, especially in Persian and
Seleucid times. He notes that 4r is not used for the subjunctive (pi6, top), but if 4*
is used only for plural endings on verbs ending with a strong consonant, is he
implying that the singular and plural endings are of the same length? He therefore
concludes that both subjunctive and plural forms of strong verbs are ispuru, singular
indicative /spur. 10 There is no evidence to disprove this, since CV endings are not
conclusive. He also suggests (p!7) that the addition of vowel signs or <&• on the
2nd/3rd pi forms is a restitution through analogy with final weak forms, which had
kept their long endings. [Since 4«- is only rarely used in final weak verbs in my
corpora, except when the final vowel is a, I do not follow his line of reasoning.] 11
p!8. Imperative singulars which are written with doubled middle or final radical may
imply either stress on the final syllable or doubling of the middle radical, as in muhw-ti and sup-pur, for example. [Such spellings are very rare in my texts.]
On p!9 Aro notes that the users of NB try to keep the language's identity. [This is
quite noticeable in the NB in my thesis. Far more spelling variations occur in the
earlier NB of Hyatt's study. In my conclusions I suggest that this conservatism has
something to do with the conservatism of Nbk and Nba]

5: MacGiiwis (1995)
This has a small section on orthography (189-191) which deserves mention as it
makes points which are not covered in the above studies. He concentrates mainly
on the spelling of names. By looking at the spellings of foreign names in cuneiform
and in the Graeco-Babyloniaca he concludes that a doubled consonant in the spelling
does not necessarily imply a doubled consonant. He also provides evidence to
suggest that the name Nidintu was probably pronounced Nidint. He explains broken
10 See my conclusions about the stress
11 See my observations below.
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writings as an indication of alphabeticisation, perhaps as a result of increased
contact with Elamite writing practices which Persian rule may have brought into
Babylonia. Although it has long been known, CVC signs are sometimes used for
which the vowel is not the expected vowel. 12

§2 Excursus: Scribal training and its effect on the spelling: lexical lists and the
Nabu-sa-hare exercises
A digression is now made from the corpora here to consider the topic of scribal
training, the reason being that scribal training would have a profound influence on
the presentation of written material. Only by knowing about the syllabus covered by
trainee scribes will it be possible to identify any scribal habits which in turn would
help to identify the extent to which MB was still a living language.
The numbers of lexical lists for which NB copies exist indicate that lexical lists
continued to be a major factor in the the teaching of cuneiform. However, the
existence of lexical lists alone cannot tell us much about the programme of training
which was followed, or how students progressed from copying sign lists, then word
lists, to writing fluent Akkadian.
Fortunately the Iraqi excavations in Babylon from 1979-80 in the two temples13 on
the western side of the processional way14 have now revealed hundreds of student
exercises which provide an insight into the syllabus followed by student scribes.
The texts (about 250) have been well examined by Cavigneaux (197915 and 1981)
and since they provide a wide cross section of material they will be far more
informative as regards training than the lexical lists alone.
Written evidence shows that the temples were built by Nebuchadnezzar 0979, p28).
There was also a letter of Nebuchadnezzar (79 B32 in Appendix 2 of 1981, p!39f)

12 See von Soden SyllabarpXXXV, 8. In my texts a few examples are found;mas-sir for mussur,
"divulged", CT 22 193: 28 (B); it-ta-dan-nu (=dm)- ) for ittadnu "they have given, Nbn 756: 12
(B), sa-turfor sati'r"was written", Dar 447: 5 (B) and sat-tur for "(which) was written (3ms
subjunctive stative)", Dar 468: 1 (B).
13 6.NIG.GIDAR.KALAM.MA.SUM.MA, Nabu-sa-hare, and fi.HI.LI.KALAM.MA, the temple of
Asratu. See below.
14 According to George (1985, p!2), in the Kadingirra quarter.
15 Sumer41. This has no date but covers two symposia from 1979 and 1981. Cavigneaux is
providing preliminary information, so I assume 1979.
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found in the rubble of the south palace, north of the temple[s?] It can therefore be
assumed that the material is later than his reign. 16
The tablets were pressed into the floors in various rooms of the temples, as opposed
to simply being fill (1979, p28). According to Cavigneaux, their careful positioning
suggests they were deliberately placed as offerings when new fill was put on the
floors. This is supported by the fact that many of them have colophons with the
trainee's name and a dedication to Nabii, often with a request to Nabu to grant good
fortune and academic success and a comment on its placement in the temple (1981,
37-38). None of the tablets is dated. Most of them are large and divided into
columns, on which there are often different kinds of exercises demanding different
levels of competence.17 Tablets were also found in the fill of the neighbouring
temple. George argues that this is the temple of the minor deity Asratu,
E.HI.LI.KALAM.MA (1985, p!5). 18
Cavigneaux (1981) has presented the material according to the numbers of
exercises found. If one excludes his first category (colophons, see h, below), one
may assume that the more numerous the exercises, the more numerous the students
and consequently the earlier the position of the exercises in the syllabus. 19
a) Sign copying
The same sign is repeated several times. Usually BAD or A.
b) The copying of sign lists Sa (Syllabary A) and Sb (Syllabary B)
c) The copying of the
Anum lists of god names (79ff)
On page 80 Cavigneaux has placed most of the exercises within the definitive Anum
list. 20 He gives about 240 entries. The order of entries follows the order in the
definitive list21 almost exactly, as does the spelling.

.
/

16 Unlike, perhaps, some of the trainee texts in UET 7 nos. 126-165, in which the students
practised writing Sa (and sometimes Sb) in old (paleographic) signs for which the king had an
interest.
17 Although Cavigneaux does not say so, it must therefore be assumed that the exercises were
produced by different students.
18 Although it is not important to this thesis, George concludes that the Nabu-of-accounting
CM(£ (E.GIS.LA.AN KI) was housed/within the main (Nabu-sa-hare) temple (1985, 13-15). In
(1992), 311-313, he argues that the E.GIS.LA.AN KI temple was in the Eridu quarter of Babylon.
19 This does not explain the number of colophons. Perhaps colophons were practised earlier
on in the syllabus than expected.
20 As given in Litke (1958).
21 However, they compare well with the MB texts from Kish, nos. 135-139, in OECT 4, and OECT
12 135.
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d) Hh bilingual lists
The order of entries only loosely follows the general order of canonical Hh so the
exercises cannot be interpreted as direct copies of Hh. The spelling begins to show
Neo-Babylonianisms.22 The beginning of the list is most often represented.
Cavigneaux notes that the beginning often comes after the An=Anum list (plOl).
Since the catchline to the An=Anum lists is ur5-ra: hu-bul-lum, this may have
determined the order of learning. Among these, Cavigneaux finds examples of lists
of kings, constellations, stones, etc.
e) Acrographic lists
These are lists of words with the same initial sign (what Cavigneaux calls
"paradigmes", as they are usually lists of conjugated verbs). These were found by
him to be based on the sign list Sa. Most of the exercises begin with the first five
signs in Sa, in the order that they appear in Sa 23
f) Lists of professions and proper names
Judging by the order of Cavigneaux's entries it is at this point that trainee scribes
appear to adopt an NB way of spelling.24 It must be assumed that by now, trainees
were able to spell words according to their historically correct form yet could also
spell as they liked. This is obviously a significant point, as it implies that students
could now exercise their own whims in their spelling. It is very unfortunate that no
other trainee texts have been found to clarify this. Cavigneaux finds examples of
lists of PNs and fPNs, both with and without DNs, and lists of hypocoristic PNs and
fPNs. 25
g) Further evidence of the trainees' freedom of choice of signs can be seen in the
model texts, i.e. letters, lOUs, legal texts and contracts. The examples on 135-136
include standard fixed legal phrases such as rasu sanamma ina muhhi ul isallat adi
PN kaspis isallimu, eli I mane 10 siqil kasap ina muhhis iiabbi, etc.

22 Exx.: p!07f. 79 Bl/55 rev i and 79 Bl/147 lines 5 and 10 respectively: LIJ.SAG sa re-e-su.
pi 10, 79 B1/162: 2' LtJ.SU.HA gal-la-bi.
23 I.e. A, SUR, SUK, HAR, AH. See Cavigneaux (1981) 118-123 for a discussion and examples
of the exercises. It is extremely significant that the exercises, consisting mainly of verbs,
contain NB spellings, e.g. 195 rev.: 6-7 a-man-gur, a-man-gu-ur, 67 rev. i' ta-nam-[diri\, 173: 5
dal-ha-tu4. See also the examples in 146 rev. i' and 70 rev. ii and elsewhere. A common feature
of these "paradigmes" lists, including the one in OECT 12 137, is the spelling of the same verb
in two ways, with the final syllable spelled with a CVC sign then with CV-VC: a-lam-mad, alam-ma-ad; a-lam-mis, a-lam-mi-is; a-sab-bat, a-sab-ba-at etc. Such practices may help to
explain why it is the word endings that are so much more variable in their spelling than the rest
of the word.
24 See the examples and comments below.
25 Personal names are also found in UET 7 147 and 180 (not copied). 147 also has a list of the
fractions of a shekel. The spellings are typically NB.
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h) Colophons
These cannot be fitted into the sequence of scribal training in that they seem to have
been practised by students at all levels of competence. In his preliminary
observations (37-38) he describes their content.26 He does not say whether the
quality of the writing indicates that the students practised writing colophons very
early on, as even the simplest exercises have quite elaborate colophons (exx. 102,
105, 106). The poor preservation makes it very difficult to determine how often
different people wrote on the same tablet and which pieces were written by students
or teachers. It must be noted, though, that among those colophons that are well
preserved enough to be transliterated, he gives only four which are given twice on
their respective tablets. The repeated piece appears to be the student's copy. [I
presume the original is the teacher's.] Another example of one tablet with
contributions by different people is 79/B1 79, which has the simplest exercises on
the front (BAD and A repeated), while the reverse contains a colophon too
complicated to have been done by any student.

Observations on these and the school texts from Kish and Ur
It is significant to note that the texts are never dated, and that exercises on date
writing have not been found. There are only four examples of metrological
exercises in Cavigneaux's catalogue. These are all capacity measures and are
written on large tablets with at least seven columns.27 The texts from Kish and Ur
are not dated either and no dating exercises are found. UET 7 182-198 are
mathematical texts, including multiplication tables, squares, square and cube roots.
None is given in OECT 12. NB spellings are noted in the non-lexical and nonmathematical exercises. There are a good many legal and letter exercises in the
OECT 12 texts.

Patterns of spelling observed in the trainee tablets
Some examples of spellings which identify the dialect as NB (using 1981) are given
below. In examining these, it must not be forgotten that these kinds of spellings
regularly occur in literary Babylonian (SB, jB). However, it must be remembered
that many of these SB texts, from which the Nabu-sa-hare students copied, are
copies made by Neo-Babylonian scribes. As well as the unfortunate lack of dates,
there is insufficient evidence of any of these students becoming fully fledged scribes
later.
26 See my introduction above.
27 59+152, 70, 186 and 206.
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1

sa re-e-su'

6

tas-li-su

79 B 1/147

5

sar-ri

pi lOf 79 B 1 222 rev

1

um-man-ni

6

ba-^-i-ri

1

gal-la-bi

8

[s]a-km te-e-mu

p!08 79 B 1/55 rev

Personal names
p!27 79 r iii (last three entries)

bul-lu-tu

bul-lut

p!33 68 r i

fdKURUN.NAM i-lat
re-mat
at-kal

§3 The spelling of finite verbs, predicative adjectives ("statives") and imperatives
I now return to the main corpora to discuss the spelling of finite verbs, predicative
adjectives and imperatives. Examples of these, taken from the two corpora, are
listed at the end of ^a^b 2. • Since the point at issue here is the spellings of the
inflections, examples are separated according to roots which end either in a strong
consonant or which are final weak in their ending. Any which are probably
questions are avoided since they would then have a lengthened ending.28 For ease
of reference I have split some of the larger sections up into different verb classes
(strong, initial weak, middle weak, primae nun, D, S, N etc.) and I present these in
the 3-2-1 singular and plural order of person as seen in the paradigms in GAG and
elsewhere. Finite forms are followed by statives then imperatives.
28 As noted in part 1 I §6 b ii, above.
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VC and CV spellings are separated for ease of reference. In order to help separate
the later texts, the Darius texts are identified in italics. The two corpora provide
very inconclusive evidence that the final I of 2fs remained. 29 It will be noticed that,
for the singular and Icpl forms, the VC and CVC word final syllable signs are by far
the commonest. 3 °
According to the spelling patterns the following categories are identifiable. Strong
verbs are those with three consonants in the root:
a) No final vowel
i) When there is no final vowel the spelling is usually (C)VC (i-hal-li-iq, is-kun,
etc.). This includes the singular and Icpl of verbs and statives and imperatives
ending in a consonant.
ii) The endings of the initial and middle weak verbs have CV final spellings more
often than do verbs with a strong final consonant, and more so in the Uruk texts.
The CV signs are usually Cu or Ca, and since the CV signs are used interchangeably without changing the meaning, the final vowel was not being
pronounced and the signs were evidently being chosen for their consonantal value
are frequently written
only. 3fs statives, which hav»e *o fW*| voue^
with a final ti^, a sign often used for feminine endings in all nominal forms apart
from abstracts. They are also sometimes written with ti.
b) Short final vowels
i) In the subjunctives of all verbs and predicative forms with a strong final
consonant, CV final spellings are commonest. There are a few exceptions with
(C)VC found among the strong verbs and these are listed first. There are no
instances of a final CV being augmented by a vowel or > (4t+) sign. Although
scribal training exercises involving the subjunctive are not found, the properties of
the subjunctive are still observed (d, below). Cu endings are twice as common as
all the other endings put together. However, the presence of Ca, Ci and VC endings
show5once again that a Cu final is probably more a reflection of the scribe's
knowledge of correct historical orthography rather than evidence of a final vowel.

29 The problem of the 2fs is addressed in the sections on imperatives and questions (part 1 I
§4a and §6b ii, respectively). Most of the 2fs attestations in the corpora are final weak, with
suffixes, imperatives or in questions.
30 Final VC of course was the norm in the earlier dialects. The use of CVC finals is a
characteristic of NB spelling.
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ii) The final weak sg finite forms, imperatives, Icpl and the 3ms stative indicatives
are spelled with a CV (normally Ci or Ce) final throughout. On the basis of this,
the ambiguous i-he-ru-u in TCL 13 182: 26 must be a plural.
c) Plurals of verbs with a strong final consonant
Word final CV and often CV-> signs are noted (i-nam-di-nu, i-nam-di-nu-\ etc.).
Subjunctives and indicatives consistently follow the same pattern, namely Cu (- ) )
for 3mpl and Ca (->) for 3fpl and 2pl imperatives. As a CV sign alone is not a
conclusive indication of a final vowel, the implication may be that the final vowel
was no longer pronounced, in spite of the consistency of the vowels used, and that
4»- was used as much to convey plurality as to convey a long vowel,31 because in
some cases 4» follows a (C)VC sign (i-nam-din-\ i-hal-li-iq-* etc.). The examples
of plurals spelled as singulars could suggest a loss of the final vowel but they are
very few. However, the Cu-(°) and Ca-(>) gender distinctions indicate that a final
vowel existed, but whether it was written as short or long was a matter of personal
choice.
d) Plurals of final weak (indicative or subjunctive) and singular final weak
subjunctives are written CV-u throughout (iq-bu-u, i-na-as-su-u etc.). a4 and not a is
used as a plene spelling (also noted with 2pl impvs). The long vowels therefore
clearly indicate a 0 or a ending. Occasionally there is a Cu-^ or a Ca-^ spelling.

Other observations about the spelling
The spelling in the later texts begins to differ slightly from that of the earlier texts.
The signs sometimes cross the morpheme boundaries, i.e. instead of CV-CV or CVCVC one finds CVC-VC, CVC-V, CVC-> or VC-VC for V-CV-VC. This is more
noticeable in the Darius texts from Babylon.32
Earlier examples are:
tas-pur-an-ni-ma CTMMA 2 54+Nbn 380: 3 (B)
i-nam-din-* (3mpl) passim
su-bil-an-na "bring", (2pl impv) YOS 3 33: 33 (U)

31 The only other regular appearance of 4* is in final weak singular ventives without suffixes.
32 E.g. ina-ad-din-nu-* Dar 384: 6 and Dar 396: 13, cf. the 3ms ina-an-din Dar 499: 13, 15.
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It is possible that the scribes used some kind of word-building involving the attaching
of suffixes and plurals to the basic singular verb form.33 Similar patterns are seen
in nominal forms:
pa-qe-er-a-nu Nbn 293: 35 (B)

pa-qer-a-ni VS 5 38: 38 (B)
gir-u " l/24& shekel", AnOr 8 40: 9, YDS 6 223: 2 (both, U)

The reason for this may be that, as stated in chapter IV §1, above (nouns and
adjectives), many nouns are written logographically, so that in plurals -an, -anu and
-ut (or ME/MES) endings would be added to the logogram. This is particularly
common among singular abstract nouns:
GEME.LUGAL-u-tu "female slave status" and
DUMU.DTJ-u-m "free citizen status", both in Nbn 693: 12 (B)

Another development in the later texts is the use of AS for ina in verbs, pronounced
in:3*
ina-as-su-u, ina-as-sa-ru Camb 142: 7, 9 (B)
ina-an-din Dar 499: 13, 15 (B)

This reflects the change in value of the signs by the time of these texts. Scribes
were no longer happy to use a CV sign for a consonant and a long vowel, so a, u, i
and e signs would be inserted as plene spellings to assist in the reading. The
scribes observed the vowel value of the CV signs; 35 it is very rare to see broken
spellings such as ki-na-at-te-a-su "hiscolleagues", Dar 410: 5 (B) and in-za-hu-rue-ti "dyed red " (sg), YOS 7 7: 140 (U).
The doubling of the middle radical in the present-future is retained in most cases,
e) Observations on the use of > (<*»* )
As seen in the example of i-nam-din-* above, it is a scribal habit to end the plurals
of verbs ending in a strong consonant with CVC- 5 , suggesting that 4»- may be as
much a marker of plurality as an actual representation of a long vowel. It may be
33 This reminds one of the scribal "paradigms" exercises; however, the examples given by
Cavigneaux maintain their correct syllable breaks (1987, 119-122).
3 4 See ina as a preposition (q.v.) and in the Graeco-Babyloniaca texts, where it is transcribed
IV.

35 The broken spelling iq-bi-u-nis-sti-nu-tu "who (pi) spoke to them", GCCI 2 101: 7 (Cyr yr 4,
U) is probably a scribal archaism.
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used in verbal forms in the same way that MES is used as a marker of plurality in
nominal forms. 36 When a final long vowel needs to be shown to exist, such as in the
plurals and all subjunctives of final weak verbs, a vowel sign is used. For a long a,
a4 is used in preference to the sign A. The A sign tends to be reserved for nouns
and ventives. 37
4»~ is used sometimes to represent the demonstrative a "the aforementioned" in the
texts from Babylon.

The development in the use of <t»-in NB and NA material prior to my corpora.
i) In both Kuyunjik NB and NA, 4^ is consistently used in roots with a historical
glottal stop or a long vowel, such as e >elu, ma^du, re yu, etc. It is only rarely used
without a qualifying vowel, as in u-sap-^lu (3ms preterite, BRM 7 40: 3, 8, 13,
Dilbat, SSU) and ^Pir-* (passim) 38
ii) It occasionally appears as a word final instead of a plene vowel ending, in verbal
and stative use only (i.e. not in nominal forms). In the NB from prior to Nbk it is
very rare to find a final 4* exclusively marking a plural ending of a strong verb,
exx.: li-ta-sab-> (ABL 258: 10, letter, Esarhaddon?) il-ta-kan-> (ABL 804: rev 12,
letter, Asb?)39 Even in the reign of Nbk, it is not much used outside of roots with a
historical glottal stop (a, above), cf. ru-gum-ma~ > ul i-si "there is to be no complaint", AnOr 8 8: 21-22 (Nbk yr 19).40
Even more rare are examples of 4*- as an inital: m>-ia-^ (Ala? ABL 275: rev 1, letter,
Asb), URU. >-ta-a-a/UJMa-a-a (Utayya? Itayya?41 ABL 1117: 8, l^letter, Asb) .
iii) There is one example of 4* being used for the AH sign:
at-ta-pal-sa-> "I have prostrated myself, CT 22 151: 13 (letter, B)

36 4^ is not normally used as a marker of plurality in nouns. It is possible that E-su ici-sub-ba-*
is plural: "his building plots", YOS 7 11: 5 (U) (subject case). See ia'subbtf, AHw p493. In
Seleucid NB, verbs are sometimes written with logograms and made plural with MES or ME, for
example DU.ME-nim-ma "they came", in BM 21946: 16, SUB.ME "they set fire to" (iddti) and
DU.MES "they did" etc.^M 25127:1-9). (The texts are in CCK.) Streck (1995, pi 14) cites a text
from Seleucid year 165 ( Vestnik Drevnej Istorii 1955/4 VIE: 9-10), which has i-nam-din.MES.
37 i-re-'-a "he is to pasture", TCL 13 182: 29 (Dar yr 2, U) is probably a ventive.
38 This was also noted by Woodington (15-17). She gives a long list of examples where it is
used as a final sign in final weak verbs (iq-ta-ba-*), or final vowels on strong verbs (id-di-in->,
ab-ka->, as-bu->).
39 ih-ta-has-* "they mistreated" in ABL 610: 10 indicates that it occurred in NA also, but very
rarely.
40Cf. TCL 12 8: 17 (SSU yr 1,668 B.C.).
41 See PKB p270 and n!737. LU.ii-fu-'-a-a in ABL 349 rev 3 (NB).
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§4 Phonology and sound changes
As far as it is possible to ascertain, given the difficulties and free variation
acceptable in the spelling, the NB in the corpora used the same consonants as MB
and SB. However, the glottal stop no longer had phonemic value and was limited to
word initial position, where it could be represented with vowel signs, as in earlier
phases of Akkadian. The appearance of intervocalic "m" signs to separate two
different vowels suggests intervocalic wmay have been generated.42 The vowels
a, e, i and u are used. Unstressed vowels are sometimes omitted in the spelling and
it is difficult to know whether this happens because they are indeed lost in speech or
whether the vowel has become a weak sewa, cf. ta-ba-la-a-nu,43 tab-la-nu 44 e-pisa-nu-tu 45 e-pis-nu-tu 46 i-mah-har (passim) and i-mah-ri 41 (Although Deller
[1962] indicates that CVC signs may read CVCV in NA, it is doubtful that the same
occurs in NB, given NB's loss of short final vowels.)
Sound changes.
i) s+dental > If dental:
il-tap-ra "he has sent/written", (YOS 6 71: 19) passim
al-ta-kan "I have put", YOS 3 17: 14 (U)
il-da-a-ta "foundations", Nbn 441: 2 (B)
al-ti sa... "wife of...", Nbn 756: 3 (B)
il-tu-ru-ma... "(which) he wrote and...", Nbn 442: 4 (B)
il-su-u-us "(in which) they called him", Nbn 68: 7 (B)

ii) r+ plosive > s + plosive
sa-as-tu. "crime", AnOr 8 27: 23 (U)
1 U8 mu-us-su-us-tu4 "one loose ewe", TCL 13 184: 4 (U)
is-ku-su "they bound", YOS 7 88: 22 (U); "(which) he bound", Rutten: 3 (B)
si-pis-tu4 "letter", CT 22 78: 30 (B)
GU4 bu-us-tu4 "heifer calf, Dar 257: 1,10 (B)
pa-as-ku "obstruction", TCL 13 144: 3, 9 (B),cf.:
pis-la deceit48
42 Exx. u-ba-mu-u, u-za-mi-zu- >. The problem of/m/in these texts is discussed in appendix §2
d.
43 YOS 6 175: 2, YOS 6 235: 1 (both U).
44 YOS 6 191: 4 (twice) and the near duplicate YOS 6 214: 4 (twice) (both U). Conversely,
consonants at syllable boundaries are sometimes spelled CV-C(V), suggesting a pattern of
breaking up even simple consonant clusters. For a discussion of the problems of the existence
or non-existence of unstressed vowels see part 3 §3, below.
45 VS684:4(B).
46 VS 6 104: 4 (B).
47 In both Dar 395: 17 and the duplicate Dar 396: 17
48 Cf. per-ku in Camb 142: 7. The root is prk ("obstruction, deviousness") and the plural is
paskan. See the comments in appendix §3 fn 30 (akkullat).
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iii) -mt-OT-md- > -nd-:
un-da-sir, tu-un-da-sii49 etc. "he/she abandoned", passim
in-dah-su-us "he (then) hit him", YOS 7 97: 7 (U)50
in-da-har "(if) it is agreeable", VS 5 20: 15, 17 (B)51
tan-di-di "(that) you measured", Peek 22: 30 (B)

or even -dd-:
i-da-har-in-ni "they received from me", Dar 296: 5 (B)
iv) -dd- > -md- or -nd-, -mm- > ~nm-\ -ss- > -ms-:52
i-nam-din "he gives", passim
i-man-dad "he will measure", VS 6 104: 14 (B)
i-nam-sa-ru "they guard", YOS 7 5: 14 (U)
i-nam-sar-ru-> YOS 7 156: 15 (U)
nin-sa-bu "drainpipe", Dar 129: 10 (B)

v) -dn- > -nn-:
it-tan-nu "he will have given (futurum exactum, subjunctive); they have given",
passim

vi) rs, ss > Is:
su-ul-su-du-u-tu "well equipped", TCL 13 150: 2 (U)
il-su-u-ma "(which) they read", YOS 6 116: 10 (U)
il-su-u-us "they called him", Nbn 68: 7 (B)

Other unusual changes
st/lt,rt >tt? rk>kk:
it-ta-kan "he has set", CT 22 200: 9 (B)
si-pit-tut "letter", CT 22 79: 20 (B)
si-ik-ka "sirku slave", YOS 7 50: 8 (U)
sp> tp.

lit-pur-ru "may he send", CT 22 183: 22 (B)

49 Cyr 337: 17 (B).
50 Contrast with ni-in-da-ha-as-su "we hit him", in line 15.
51 To be contrasted with the more "proper" spelling: im-ta-har "he has bought", in Nbn 85: 7
(B).
52 i.e. dissimilation of doubled radical to nasal + (voiced) radical in roots with a nasal as the
first radical. The dissimilated sound is usually spelled with "m" signs but sometimes also "n"
signs.
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rs> Is:
pe-el-sa-tu "deceit", JRAS 1926: 16 (B)
Loss of final nasal?54
i-sal-la-> "he is to recoup in full", (salamu) Camb 373: 8 (B)
u-ru i-sa- y "he is to keep the roof sound", (saflu)Camb 117: 7 (yr 2, B)
a-nam-di-> "(that) I shall give", Dar 504: 8 (B)

I and rconfusion?
E sa ina IGI a-bu-ru gi-is "(regarding) a house opposite the Gissu Gate",
Camb 117: 1 (yr2, B)

-qd- > -qn- is found only in the plural of bel piqittu55 (bele piqdatu in earlier
Babylonian):
L\J.EN.MES.pi-iq-ne-e-tu "appointed officers", YOS 6 41: 9, cf. LU.EN.
MES.piq-ne-e-ti in TCL 12 90: 2, 8 (both U)

§5 Comments on the pronunciation and stress of the NB under discussion
Difficult as it is to establish how a language was spoken when the only evidence is
in writing, the problem of understanding stress in the NB of these texts is
compounded by the various ways in which it is possible to spell the same word. The
main aim of this thesis has been to improve the comprehension of sixth-century NB
and establish whether it still merits credibility as a coherent language alongside
earlier NB. I shall concentrate mainly on word shape and pronunciation and make
suggestions about stress where possible.

General overview
It will help to be reminded of how words are spelled in the texts. By now it will be
understood that final short vowels had been dropped. Although instances of wordfinal (C)VC spellings exist in abundance to corroborate this, final CV signs were
still being written but for their consonantal value only. As for the spelling of words
f- Strecki-re-es-sj-* "he is to fulfil a prebendal duty", (Npl or early Nbk, Uruk) from resenu
(1993b, p277).
55 The singular LtJ.EN.pi-qif-an-na in TCL 12 90: 25 (U) is exceptional.
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with two consonants for a single one, in the NB here it seems to have been a scribal
choice, in that very occasionally56 the scribe added a CV sign to a preceding (C)VC
sign, perhaps to disambiguate the (C)VC sign.
In the earlier NB of Kuyunjik not only were random CV signs being used at the
ends of words undoubtedly ending in a consonant but also the spelling regularly
broke syllable boundaries. As seen from the examples in the appendix to this
chapter such "unconventional" spellings are not so much in evidence in the NB of
this thesis and they probably reflect a higher level of scribal training. It is known
that Nebuchadnezzar and Nabonidus took particular pride in Babylonia's heritage
and almost certainly encouraged an improved programme for the teaching of scribes
in the scribal schools in the main cities.57 The existence of Aramaic with its
comparatively simple script may have been luring scribes away from Akkadian and
cuneiform from prior to the reign of Nbk onwards. Whether this was the case or not,
the following conservatisms abounded:
Logogram + MES for a plural noun and much use of logograms (with or without
phonetic complements) in general.
Simple nominal forms were spelled CVCCV even though examples of CVCVC
spellings forparsu-type nouns, along with the loss of final short vowels, indicate
parsu-type nouns were generally pronounced paras, pin's and purus.58

Patterns of word shape observed
a) CVCV/CVCV > CVC (CVC?)
ina qi-it sa MN "at the end of Duzu", Nbn 256: 4 (yr 7, B); cf. Joannes Strasbourg
mal sa ina lib-bi ip-pu-su... "whatever he does therein...", Dar 378: 10 (yr 14, B)
se-en a4 2 "the two (aforementioned) sheep and goat", TCL 13 132: 5 (Cyr yr 4,
U)
56 In the letter CT 22 82 it happens several times; see lines 25, 27, 29 and perhaps 12 (middle
Dar,B).
57 As evidenced by the many student texts from Babylon and Kish, some of which were
exercises in archaic signs, and also the lack of difference between the Babylon and Uruk
styles. See §2, above.
58 Examples: KUR.mi-sir "Egypt", passim; su-lum "peace", passim; (Sim) ha-ri-is/su
*
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on this paper are in §1 above, entry 4.
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te-en $a EN-ia "my Lord's advice", CT 22 82: 30 (letter, middle Dar? B)

Geminate nouns may also fall in this category, i.e QVC2C2V becomes QVQ:59
ma-am "anybody", Peek 22: 31 (B)
ina E dul sa PN "in PN's workshop", YOS 6 235: 16 (Nbn yr 12, U)
E sa ina IGI a-bu-rugi-is "(regarding) a house opposite the Gissu Gate", Camb
117: 1 (yr2,B)60

b) (C)VCCV preterites in verbs with a final weak consonant (not plural, subjunctive
or ventive plural)
Most spellings continue to be VCCV (exx. ib-ni, im-nu, taq-bi) but if the final vowel
is lost an actual pronunciation and stress i&n, fmun, taq^b must be expected.6 1 The
Graeco-Babyloniaca texts provide the only piece of concrete evidence that this was
the case.62
ih-ri eHSep63 "he dug", BM 34797: 3

That a VC ending is probable for these verbs is indicated in the spelling as-bi in
Rutten: 20 (B) for the predicative "he sits". 64
c) (C)VCCV > CVCVC
Although much evidence for the CVCVC pronunciation of simple nominal forms
comes from the GB, further evidence can be found by looking at nouns recently
adopted from neighbouring languages. Scribal training will have involved the
copying of many standard Akkadian nouns in their CVCCu or logographic form.
Because loan words have no prior history in Akkadian, they will not have been
practised in a CVCCu or logographic written form, so their spelling is often more
representative of their actual pronunciation, hence:

5 9 The Seleucid NB of the GB texts follows the same pattern: mu-uh-hi oE "top" Geller: 1;
bir-ri pep "well" Gelled (= HSM 1137) 3. (For the use of H to transliterate £ see appendix
§2.)
60 Contrast with KA.GAL gi-is-su in Dar 129: 1 (yr 4, B).
61 The accent marks the stressed syllable. The pattern of breaking up clusters of even two
consonants (anaptyxis) is suggested by the insertion of an extra syllable (either by CVC or CV
signs). The difficulty is that when two dissimilar plosives or fricatives of differing location are
spoken, there is a pause (voiced or unvoiced, depending on whether the two consonants are
voiced or unvoiced) between them, which the scribe may be tempted to represent as a separate
unstressed syllable.
62 £xx. qab-ri KOpocp "grave" andpal-gu <Jx)cXay "ditch". All examples of GB are taken from
appendix §2. Aro (1955, pll), has atappu=cce<x<|>.
63 Note that the spelling beaisa resemblance to the present i-he-ri"he is to dig" in VS 5 49: 8,
17,22(8).
64 The more traditional a-si-ib is in Nbn 194: 8 and VS 5 57/58: 15 (both B).
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bitni-zi-il "undrained land", TCL 12 90: 22 (U)65
(qaq-qar sa FDN) ka-sa-al "(the Lady-of-Uruk's ground) drained by ditches", YOS
6 33: 4 (U)
ma-gu-su66 "magus", YOS 3 66: 7 (U)

Most common in mainstream NB is su-lum "peace, wellbeing", passim in letters. As
well as the examples already given at the beginning of part 1 V, note also ba-ti-il
"stoppage", in CT 22 8: 5, bu-qul "hops", in CT 22 79: 22 and i-ri-ib "income" in VS
5 74/75 : 6 (all, B). More unusual are the technical terms gi-di-im and gid-dil,
"bunch (of palm branches)" and "string (of garlic)" respectively, in CT 22 80:, 6, 7
(letter, 545-527, B).
This category includes 3ms statives and sg imperatives. Knudsen (1980) suggests
the stress is on the first syllable (p3) or that there may be no stress (p!5). 67 Not too
much importance should be laid on such spellings as si-rik-ki, ba-rak-ki6 * as the
vowel in CVC signs is occasionally variable. (2pl imperatives and final weak
singular subjunctive statives and all plural statives would remain unaffected since
they do not end in a short vowel.)
d) (C)VCCVCV > (C)VCCVC
Examples:
MUNUS.qaUat "female slave", passim
qaq-qar "ground", passim
nap-tan "meal", VS 6 96: 3 (B)69
tarn-lit, lah-rat "offspring; ewe", YOS 7 7: 55, 109, 110, 114 (U). tarn-lit is also
in AnOr 8 28: 12 (U)

In the GB examples of this form an interesting pattern is observed in that occasionally the two syllables are separated by an anaptyctic vowel* (Anaptyxis in more
complex word structure is discussed below.):
sap-lis coKlxiXic "below", BM 35727: 2, 4
ina ik-le-[ti] w ix^eiS in darkness", Geller

(

6$ Both nizlu and kaslu are in the lexical items in appendix §3.
66 See CAD MIp49a, where both ma-gu-us (TUM 2/3 184: 8, Dar, Nippur) and mgws (from an
Aramaic docket, no. 1798) are cited. Kent, p201b has magu- "uncertain etymology".
67 Knudsen begins his paper with a summary on earlier conclusions about stress ("in
Akkadian" [presumably OB and SB]) then makes his own conclusions by looking at OB letters.
68 Barik-ill spelled mba-ri-Ja-DINGIR.MES in TCL 13 182: 4, 15, 21 and in the seals at the end,
and spelled raba-ralc-A:i-DINGIR.MES in TCL 13 181: 2,15 (both Uruk).
69 nap-ta-nu in YOS 3 66: 22 (U).
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Non-standard nouns are carefully spelled:70
hal-lat "orchard tax (?)", BM 36432: 1 (B)71
UZU.Aa-ar-raf-il.MES "cartilage (?)", VS 5 57/58: 2 (B)72

In the case of the trisyllabic tab(a)lan "pilferer", the short vowel is suppressed to
create a CVCCVC form. Contrast the following spellings:
ta-ba-la-a-nu,13 tab-la-nu 74

Because unstressed vowels are sometimes omitted in the spelling (see e, below), it
is difficult to know whether this happens because they are indeed lost in speech or
whether the vowel has become a weak sewa- cf, e-pis-an-nu-tu,15 e-pi-sa-nu-tu?6
e-pis-nu-tu.11 According to Knudsen's rule 6, the word would be stressed
epis(a)niit.
e) (VC)VCCVC > (VC)VCCVC and other more complex patterns.
The suppression of a short vowel immediately following a stressed syllable (closed,
penultimate, Knudsen's rules 1, 2, and 3) is found in ul i-mah-n "he is not to
receive", Dar 395/396: 17 (B) (imaher) (contrast with i-mah-har passim), and i-neeh-su-nu "they are to deduct", TCL 12 90: 22 (U) (ineh^sun) ,78 It also occurs in the
nominal form LU.mu-sa/2-lre-el "buying agents", YOS 3 127: 21 (U). Conversely,
as mentioned above,79 the pause between two CVC signs may be expressed by a
sign suggesting a third syllable (anaptyxis):
ki-i ta-hal-liq "when she escaped", CT 22 183: 6 (taheli<j?) (B)

70 The spelling of the town Sahrlnu as URU.sa-aft-ri-in (Dar 358: 22, B) indicates that it fits into
the CVCCVC category.
7 * hal-la-ti in YOS 162: 1 (U). From the Aramaic root (11 "to enter", according to von Soden
(1966, p9, no.40).
72 Also in appendix §3 (lexical items).
73 YOS 6 175: 2, YOS 6 235: 1 (both U).
7 ^YOS 6 191: 4 (twice) and the near duplicate YOS 6 214: 4 (twice) (both U). Conversely,
consonants at syllable boundaries are sometimes spelled CV-C(V/VC), suggesting a pattern of
breaking up even simple consonant clusters (cf. e, below).
75 Dar 543: 6 (U).
76 VS684:4(B).
77 VS6104:4(B).
78 Perhaps even in the plural ul i-rag-mu (rather than i-rag-<gu>-mu?) "they are not to
complain", VS 5 38: 34 (B) (iragum?).
79 n61 in b.
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la'-i ul-taq-qab-bU'U "if you make recite" (S futurum exactum of qabu), YOS 19
1 10: 8 (ulta<jebu?).80 Contrast this with ul tu-sa-aq-bi "you are not to make
them recite", in line 6 (tusaqeW).
a-* "set",/(impv. siikna) /, Vo5 3 £2'. ^o (u)

It is also possible, but less likely, that CV-for-VC signs also indicate a pause (CV
signs are commonly used in word final position for their consonantal value only, so
such spellings may not be significant.):
pi-qi-da-a4 "entrust", JAOS 36: 10 (impv. piqda ) (U)
*su-di-gi-il "transfer", CT 22 8: 11 (impv, stidgil) (B)
u-se-ri-iq "he emptied", YOS 3 66: 5 (usnq?) (U)
na-qut-ta ta-re-sa-* sate-ma la ta-sa-ma-* "don't be afraid that you (pi) have not
heard from me", CT 22 6: 7 (taiesal...taSsmSl) (letter, Cyr, B)
i-si-ni-ma iq-bi um-ma "he spoke again...", YOS 7 42: 5 (U)
lu-he-ri-is "let me dig it", YOS 3 17: 12 (U) (luhris?)

f) Nouns and verbs with suffixes
The loss of short final vowels produced a diversity of choices as far as speaking and
writing nouns and verbs with suffixes are concerned. Since the suffix no longer
ended in a vowel, a vowel had to be inserted between it and its preceding noun or
verb in order to break up the word final consonant cluster, which meant that
assimilations which had occurred in earlier phases of Akkadian did not always
materialise:
mu-ti-su "her husband", Nbn 356: 33 (B) (subject case, i.e. mutis, SB mussa)
PN u fPN as-sa-ti-su "PN and fPN, his wife", Roth: 12-13 (Cyr yr 9, U) (subject
case, i.e. assatis, SB assassu)81
in-dah-su-us "he (then) hit him" YOS 7 97: 7 (U) (SB indaliassu)82
ta-ad-di-nu-us "she gave him", Nbn 1113: 14 (B) (SB i'ddi$u!)83

Alternatively, scribes could choose to continue with the old spellings so that one still
finds such examples as E-su and DUMU.MUNUS-su "her daughter", passim; us-ta80 Aro (ibid.: p!4) makes the same observation about qabfl. However, his first two examples
are historic presents.
81 Perhaps even pronounced *aWs,cf. al-tisa... "wife of...", Nbn 756: 3 (B).
82Cf. ni-in-da-ha-as-su "we (then) hit him", in line 15.
83 nadanu is somewhat irregular in the formation of its suffixes; contrast the above with: it-tadin-su "he then gave her" (YOS 6 79: 16, U) and the impv i-din-su "give it" (YOS 7 102: 24, U)
and i-din-su "give her" (AnOr 8 56: 15, B). For more examples see parb 1 V §3e, note i,
where I suggest a dialectal difference between Babylon and Uruk exists. For the contraction of
nadanu and dative suffixes see ibid, f, note ii.
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hi-is-su (ultatfsus?) "he then took him back", VS4 87/88: 7 (B), pu-us-su-nu na-saa-ka "I am responsible for them", (object case) YOS 7 70: 17 (Cyr yr 8, U), ra-suut-su "her claim", VS 4 114: 8 (B) and a-hat-su "his sister", Roth: 11 (U). Confusing the issue are non-etymologic spellings which cannot be explained, such as:
su(sic)-ufl-su "his name", Nbn 697: 2, 5 (B)
te-en-ka "your advice", (2fs) CT 22 151: 16 (B)

g) Words with suffixes of more than one syllable
On p!2(h) Knudsen indicates that the addition of long suffixes does not suggest a
change in orthography and it appears too that in the NB of these texts word and
suffix appear to be treated as separate entities. Knudsen does not discuss the
position of stress in such compounds. According to GAG §381, it is probable there is
a stress within both elements:
li-is-su-nu-si-ne-e-ti "let them bring them out", YOS 3 107: 17 (U) (lissunus-sintt)
su-kun-si-ne-e-tu "put them", (sg impv) YOS 3 4: 12 (U) (sukun-sinSt)
as-pur-ak-ki-nu-su "I sent to you", CT 22 9: 20 (B) (aspurak-Mnds)84
id-na-ku-nu-su "he gave to you", YOS 3 200: 14 (U) (idnak-kwtis)*5

Conclusions about the stress on the basis of the above
According to Knudsen rules 4/5 the antepenult is stressed if the penult is open and
has a short vowel. 86 Therefore I assume that in a CVCCV
word in
which anaptyxis has taken place the stress will remain on the first syllable.87 The
pattern of stressing the antepenult may in fact be felt as a secondary stress in such
words of more than two syllables but which end in a closed syllable containing a
long vowel or if it is open and has a circumflexed vowel (Knudsen's rules 6/7). The
presence of a strongly stressed final syllable in such words as tablan and episnut
will explain the suppression of the immediately preceding vowel.
In some long words the stress cannot be ascertained:
fPN mu-se-ni-iq-qi-ti "fPN the wet-nurse", BE 8 47: 2 (B)

84 Cf. a[s-pur]-rak-«ka»-ki-nu-su in line 9.
85 Note the suppression of the unstressed syllable in the ventive iddina.
86 Regardless of whether the penultimate vowel is long or in a closed syllable (cf. his
examples, fstapar "he has sent" and nakiru, "enemies").
87 Cf. the above examples: lu-he-ri-is (Ju/ieris?); ina ik-le-[ti\ iv ixiXeifl (fk*l€fi) and sap-Jis

ccwjxocMc (sapa li&).
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Appendix to part 2
Spelling patterns of finite, predicative and imperative forms
The numbers follow the numbering in the analysis in §3 above, namely verbs, predicatives
and imperatives are spelled:
a)
b)

with a strong final radical (singular and Icpl)
with historically short final vowels, which includes i) subjunctives, ii) final weak

singular indicatives
c) plural forms, strong final radical, indicative and subjunctive
d) weak final radical, singular subjunctive and plural indicative and subjunctive

Note that the Darius texts are identifed in italics

Babylon

Uruk

a) Verbs with a strong final radical
i) (C)VC endings_________
G forms
3ms
is-ku-un "he put", Roth: 43
is-tu-ur "he wrote", VS 5 20: 11
(rit-ta-a) is-tur "he inscribed my hand",
Roth: 27
is-sa-bat "he took", VS 5 39: 19, 20
im-ta-har "he bought", Nbn 85: 7
ih-li-iq "he ran away ", Dar 53: 6
i-sal-lat "he takes charge", passim
i-sak-kan "he is to plant", VS 5 49: 12
i-dab-bu-ub "he argues", Nbn 65: 12
id-dag-gal "it will belong ",VS 45 74/75: 22
Dar 319: 9 and passim
i-zaq-qap "he will set up (doors)", Dar 499:12
la id-dab-bu "he is not to conspire", Dar 189: 14

ih-li-iq "he deserted", YOS 7 146: 10, 12
ip-qi-id "he appointed", YOS 7 5: 5
ip-ta-taril-ta-su-um "he released (and) ran
away", YOS 7 88: 17
i-zaq-qa-ap "he is to plant", YOS 6 33: 10
i-zaq-qap "he is to plant", YOS 6 67: 10
id-da-gal "will belong" (G), YOS 6 33: 13
i-dag-gal "will belong", YOS 6 67: 15
i-sab-bat "he undertakes", YOS 7 2: 9 and
passim
i-sak-ka-an "he puts", YOS 6 33: 10
i-sak-kan YOS 6 67: 11 TCL 13 222: 18
i-zab-bil "he will bear", YOS 6 108: 12
id-dab-bu-ub "he argues", YOS 6 78: 15

other sg forms and Icpl
ta-sab-bat "she is to take", VS 4 66: 11
tar-gu-mu "you (2ms) complained", Nbn
1113: 15
al-tap-par "I have sent, written", passim
nim-hu-ur "we received", Nbn 356: 10
nis-tur "we wrote", Nbn 356: 21

ta-az-ku-ur "she swore", YOS 6 224: 20
as-se-dir "I have organised?", YOS 3 19: 9
al-ta-kan "I have put", YOS 3 17: 14
ni-im-su-uh "we measured", YOS 3 113: 20
ni-ip-te-qi-id "we entrusted", YOS 3 169: 10
rnil-iq-te-bir "we then buried", YOS 7 102: 13
ni-ik-nu-uk "we signed", Roth: 36
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initial weak
i-pu-ul "he answered", Nbn 1113: 17
it-tal-lak "he has gone (away)", CT 22 182:
ip-pu-us "he is to make", VS 5 20: 16, VS 5
49:9
ik-kal "he is to consume", VS 5 49: 10
lib-batf*clear on collation "he will lead
away", Dar 309: 17

i-ta-ba-ak "he has taken away", AnOr 8 38:
17
il-lak "he goes", YOS 3 22:14
it-ter "he is to pay back", YOS 7 113: 17
it-fe-er "he is to pay back",TCL 13 182: 24
ip-pu-us "he does", YOS 6 67: 11, 16
ik-kal "he consumes",YOS 6 33: 14
ib-ba-ak "he leads away", TCL 13 182:23
te-te-ru-fubi "she has entered", YOS 6 186:
6
ni-te-mi-id "we imposed", YOS 6 78: 18

middle weak
we ground", YOS 7 186: 16 1

i-qi-is "he presented", Cyr 337: 15
i-sam "he bought", TCL 13 190:13
i-re-eq "is distant", CT 22 6: 27
pnmae nun
id-din "he gave", VS 5 20: 14, Nbn 17: 16
passim
i-nam-din "he will give", passim
it-tan 2 "he will give", Dar358: 13
i-na-an-din, "he will give", Dar499: 8, 10,
ina-an-din ibid.; 13, 15, TCL 13 187: 11,
Dar 345: 6
i-na-as-sar "he watches", Cyr 200: 7, VS 5
49:7
it-ta-din "he has given", OECT 10 105: 11, Dar
319: 11, 13, and passim

i-na-as-suk "he is to pull out",YOS 6 33: 9
i-nam-din "he will give", TCL 13 222: 21
and passim
i-nam-di-in "he will give", passim
i-na-ad-di-in "he will give", TCL 13 182: 18,
27,30
ta-nam-din "you give", BIN 1 120: 13
ad-di-in "I gave", TCL 13 132: 12
at-ta-din "I have given", TCL 13 132: 10,16
and passim
a-na-ad-di-in "I shall give", TCL 13 182: 9,
15
it-ta-as-sah "he pulled out", YOS 7 88: 19

ta-ad-din "she gave", VS 5 35: 7, Cyr 337:
16, 19
at-ta-din "Ihave given", Dar 296: 7,11,
JRAS 1926: 8

1 See AHw p!387bf. It was the tradition in earlier phases of Akkadian to spell the first root consonant
of this verb with such signs as tc4, t6 and tet. However, the few spellings using te must imply that this
verb is t&nu and not tenu. Its Semitic cognate is thn. te6 = ti. cf. fe5-e-na-> "grind", (2pl impv) YOS 7 186:
13. The choice of signs for t rather than t indicates the tradition was upheld in these texts.
2 This unusual spelling (id-dan?) most resembles the usual subjunctive futurum exacrum it-fan-nu.
However, the context implies that it means the same as the indicative inamdin, suggesting that it comes
from Aramaic (yitten?).
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D, S and N Sg and Icpl forms
u-kin "he confessed", Dar296:10
u-mas-sar "he abandons", Nbn 17: 12, VS 6
84: 18
u-sal-lam "he is to make good", Dar 53:15
tu-mas-sar "she abandons", VS 4 66: 10, BE
847:6
tu-un-da-sir "she then abandoned", Cyr 337:
17
tu-sad-gi4-lu\ "she transferred", Rutten: 13, 19
in-na-di-in "it will be given", CT 22 182: 8

D, S and N...
u-kin "he confessed", YDS 7 78: 12
u-mas-si-ir "he released",YOS 7 28: 9
tu-mas-sar "you abandon", YOS 3 87: 20,
YDS 3 17: 43
nu-up-ta-ki-ir "we fettered", YOS 7 97: 14
nu-te-er "we turned back", Roth: 39
(factitive)
nu-te-il_ "we bound", YOS 6 78: 18 (from
e^elu)
u-sa-as-bat "he will install", YOS 6 67: 12
u-sa-ah-mi-is
108:8 ' "he made destroy", YOS 6
u-se-er-reb "he is to make enter", TCL 13 164:
14
u-se-ri-iq "he (impersonal subject) emptied",
YOS 3 66: 5
ta-an-na-an-din "it (fs) is to be given", YOS 6
71:23

a, ii, CV final spellings, all verbs with strong final consonant
is-ku-su "he bound", Rutten: 4
ir-gu-mu "he complained", Nbn 1113: 4
i-mah-ri "he receives", Dar 395/6: 17
i-sa-a-lu "he asks", CT 22 6 passim
i-na-a-pu "he supplements", TCL 13 187: 8
ta-na-as-sa-hi "she deducts", Nbn 65: 19
ta-a-re-me3 "she presents", Nbn 65: 19
tul-du "she bore", CTMMA 2 54+Nbn 380: 4

ul-te-bi-lu "I have brought", Peek 22: 21
and passim in letters

is-ku-nu "he put", BIN 1 120: 13, 17
iz-ku-ru "he quoted", TCL 13 132: 10
il-tap-ra "he has written", YOS 6 71: 19
il-tap-ru "he has sent, written", YOS 7 102: 15
i-nam-di-nu "he will give", AnOr 8 40: 13
ta-az-ku-ru "she swore", TCL 179: 15
al-tap-ra "I have sent, written", YOS 3 66:
11, TCL 13 222: 38
i-ba-a-ta "it (i.e. the boat) stays the night",
YOS 3 113: 30
ta-ba-a-ta "you stay the night", YOS 3 19:
24 and passim
i-pu~su "he did", TCL 13 222: 16
i-mu-ru "he saw", TCL 13 222: 11
i-re-su "he cultivates", TCL 13 182: 11
tal-la-ki "you go", YOS 3 22: 21

VC-CV spelling:
i-ta-bak-ku "he has taken", CT 22 82: 25
il-ta-par-ri "he has sent", ibid.: 29
u-sal-la-al-la "he will roof over", Dar 499: 15

3 ta-re-e-me is expected.
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b) Short final vowels, verbs with a strong final radical
i) Subjunctives, (C)VC final spellings
in-da-har "(if) it is agreeable", VS 5 20:
15,17
ip-ta-al-lah "(if) he serves (...a-na PN)",
Dar53:14
in-na-di-in "(which) is given", CT 22 182: 8
tu-sad-gil "(which) she transferred", Nbn
65: 8, 15

is-ku-un "(when) he put", YOS 7 97: 9, 18
u-ki-in "(about which) he confessed", Weisberg
2:7
tad-din "(that) you gave", YOS 3 106: 26
ni-ip-te-se-en...ni-il-ta-kan "we covered
up...we put", Weisberg 1: 26 (in oath)
ni-id-da-bu-* "(when) we complained/objected",
YOS 3 200: 13

Subjunctives, i, continued, CV finals, strong verbs
im-hu-ra "(who) received", Camb 165: 5
in-hu-ru "(which) he received", Peek 22:22
is-tu-ru "(which) he wrote", Dar 486: 5
it-tan-nu "(if) he gives",4 passim
as-kun-nu "(if) I put", Peek 22:10
ad-da-ab-bu "I plot", JRAS 1926: 16 (in
oath)
tan-di-di "(that) you (sg) measured", Peek
22: 30
tah-li-qu "(when) she fled", RA 67: 13
un-da-as-ru "(if) I abandon", VS 6 84: 21

iz-qu-pi "(that) he planted", YOS 6 33: 14
is-sab-ta "(who) undertakes", Weisberg 1:
29 (futurum exactum)
it-tan-nu "(if) he gives", passim
i-sak-ka-na "(whatever) he puts", YOS 3 17:
55
i-sal-li-mu "(until) he is paid off, YOS 7
11: 10
u-mas-si-ru "(who) abandoned", YOS 7 146: 12
ni-il-su-mu "(when) we ran", YOS 7 88: 19
uq-tar-ri-bi "(if) they offer", YOS 7 90: 15

CV finals, initial weak verbs
i-bu-ku "(who) took", Nbn 832: 6
i-te-qu "(when) he passed", CT 22 79: 19
ip-pu-su "that he does", Dar 378: 10, 13
i-ru-ub-bu "(when) he enters", Dar 266: 5, 7
il-lak-ku "(who) goes", CT 22 82: 19
id-din-nu "(when) he gave", ibid.: 9

ir-ru-bu "(when) he entered", YOS 7 97: 10
ir-ru-bu "(that) comes in",YOS 3 17: 49
i-ru-bu "(who) entered", YOS 7 114: 4
i-ta-am-ri "(who) has seen", Weisberg 1: 29
ip-pu-su "that he does",YOS 6 33: 12
it-ti-qu "(who) passes", AnOr 8 40: 12
it-ti-ri "(which) exceeds", YOS 7 90: 17
i-ir-ri-su "(which) he cultivates", TCL 12 90:
16, 17

4 Futurum exactum. The evidence that this and not *iddannu is the correct spelling for the G perfect of
1955,- p40).
nadanu
'
*
\--— (Aro,
--- MB
*-** in
v**^**. as
A«A back
««j far
ivjuiiu as
LJC found
wall be
[auajJU can
: In the parallel TCL 9 129: ta-sak-ka-na "(whatever) you (sg) put", line 6.
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tu-li-di "(whom) she bore", CTMMA 1 11: 6
tu-h'-du "(whom) she bore", CTMMA 2 54:
7
tu-sak-ka-al-la "she is to nourish", BE 8 47:
3,10
in-n6-ter-m "(until) it is paid", Nbn 314: 11
it-tan-raa-ru "(where) it may be seen",6 Nbn
85: 13
ta-nam-ma-ri "(where) it (f) gets found",
OECT 10 105: 12
ta-at-na-mar-ri "(if) she has been noticed"7 ,
Nbn 682: 5
Tra-zil-zi "(which) she divided", Nbn 65: 12
tu-uk-tin-nu "(if) she confirms", Nbn 679: 4
it-ta5-la-du "(if) there is born",8 CTMMA 2
54: 18, 20
i-ma-al-lal-ad-du "(which) is bom", Dar257:
6
e'elu
i'-Mu-u, i-^-i-lu "(whom/which) he bound",
Liv 19: 7, 18

6 Futurum exactum,
1 Futurum exactum,
8 Futurum exactum,
9 ina libbi ki (part

tu-li-du "(whom) she bore", Roth: 22
tu-ul-la-du, tul-la-du "(whom) she may
bear", Roth: 16, 38
ta-na-an-di-nu "(before) she was given",
YOS 6 79: 13
a-re-e-me "Ipresented" (in oath), Weisberg
2:6
tal-li-ku "(when) you went", YOS 3 169: 21
tal-Ji-ka "(when) you went", YOS 3 22: 10
ttal-am-ma-ra "(therefore?)9 you see", YOS
3 22: 27
nim-ma-ru "we saw" (in oath), Weisberg 1:
25
uk-ti-ni "(if) he confirms", YOS 6 108: 11
uk-tin-nu "(if) he convicts", YOS 6 122: 4,
YOS 7 38: 3
i-na-ad-di-nu "(which) he is to give", TCL
13 182: 28
ta-ad-di-na "which you (2ms) gave", TCL 12
90:6
is-sak-nu "(that) it was put", YOS 6 71: 30
in-na-an-di-nu "(which) is to be given", TCL
13 182: 25
ta-an-na-ad-nu "(when) it (3fs) was given",
YOS 6 71: 32

i.e. N with infixed -t-; ittammar (ittanmar).
i.e. N with infixed -f-; tattammar (tattanmar).
i.e. N with infixed -t-; ittelad.
1 in §2f i, subordinating conjunctions).
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b, ii) Final weak sg and Icpl forms:
iq-bi "he said", passim
ik-f/il "he retained", VS 5 20: 12
it-te-q6 "he took", Dalley 76: 15
it-te-me "he swore ", Dar53: 7, Dar 789: 4
and passim
u-saMa "he prays", passim in letters
i-na-^s-sf "he is to lift out", TCL 13 144: 4
i-leq-qe "he is to take", CTMMA 2 54: 19
i-leq-qa-* "he will take ", CTMMA 2 54:
24
u-rab-bi "he is to grow (them)", VS 5 49:
12
(it-ti PN u PN2) i-leq-qe "he is to take (from
PN and PN2)", Dar 379: 62, 66
i-man-nu "he counts up", VS 6 84: 17, Dar
378: 11, 15
i-ma-an-nu "he counts up", VS 5 82:13
i-man-ni Cyr 177: 12
i-he-er-ri "he is to dig", Cyr 200: 7
i-he-ri", VS549-.8, 17,22
i-saq-qu "he waters", VS 5 49: 7, 10,14
ti-ru-u sa-an-nu "he is to level the roof, Dar
378: 6
=i-sa-afl-flu in VS 5 82: 7
i-te-lu "he deducted (?)", TCL 13 160: 7,
10 (as part of his share)
D and S forms
u-sab-si "he instigated", Nbn 356: 27
u-ma-ri "he prunes", VS 5 49: 7
u-se-el-lu "he will swear", VS 6 120:11
u-sal-la "I pray", Peek 22: 4 TCL 9 124: 4

iq-bi "he said", YOS 6 33: 4 and passim
us-53-> "he is coming out", 10 YOS 3 21: 9
ti'-sa-al-li "he prayed", YOS 6 150: 2
ti-sal~la "he prays", passim in letters
i-ga-ri i-lam-mu "he is to surround with a
wall", YOS 6 33: 11 (double ace)
i-her-ri "he digs", YOS 3 66: 8
i-he-m-u "he (or his workers?) 11 is to
dig", TCL 13 182: 26
i-de-ek-ki "he removes", YOS 3 66: 9
i-sel-li "he slacks" YOS 3 19: 31, YOS 3
79:20
i-sa-an-na "he is to level", YOS 7 2: 8
i-re-'-a "he is to pasture", TCL 13 182: 29
(resu) i-na-Zs-su "he checks", RA 11: 8
it~ta-as'Si "he has carried away", YOS 3
79:39

DandS
u-sal-li "I prayed", YOS 3 22: 23
ni-is-me "let us hear", YOS 3 113: 27
nu-us-> 12 "let us go out", YOS 7 97: 8, 17
nu~sal-li "we prayed", JNES 1993: 8
ni-he-er-ru "we were digging", (historic
present) Iraq 13: 11
nu-se-si "let us let out", YOS 7 97: 9

10 Ventive, q.v.
e (spelling, p!93).
11 The context is singular but see the discussion in §3d, abov
preterite.
12 The Babylonian cohortative has the same form as the Icpl
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ina ep-su SU.H-su te-el-li "he will lose the
job" literally, "his hand will forfeit the
work", VS 5 49: 19
tas-sd-a "she brought", Nbn 310: 9
taq-bi "she said", Nbn 356: 2", Cyr 337: 9
tal-te-qe "she has taken", Camb 349: 40
ta-s£-an-nu "she is to level", VS 4 66: 11

ni-it-ta-si "we took away", Dar296: 9

taq-bi "she said", YOS 7 97: 21
ta-s£-an-na "it changes", 13 CT 22: 24
ta-qab-bi "you say",YOS 3 169: 11
ta-kel-li "you (msg) hold back", YOS 3
169: 25
(resu) at-ta-su "I have checked",14 YOS 3
200: 20
as-me "I heard",15 YOS 3 64: 12
a-her-ri "I am digging", YOS 3 19: 10
ah-he-ri "I am digging", YOS 3 17/TCL 9
129: 10
a-pe-et-te "I open", YOS 3 87: 22
a-bat-tu "I sin",YOS 3 17: 37
aq-ta-bi "Ihave said", TCL 13 222: 10

c) Plurals, strong consonant ending
id-dag-gal "they will belong", Dar 319: 9
iz-zaq-qar "they have sworn", Dar551:16
i-rag-gu-mu "they complain", Nbn 293: 32,
TCL 13 190: 22
ip-pu-su "they are to do", Camb 142: 9, 14
ip-pa-lu "they will be responsible", TCL 13
190: 29
u-se-es-se-bu "they are to make him sit!",
VS 6 97: 12
nu-up-tu4 i-nu-up-pu- 3 "they supplement", Dar
163: 13
u-kin-nu-> "they confessed", Dar 296: 8
id-di-nu-> "they gave", VS 5 74/75:17
i-nam-di-nu-* "they are to give", TCL 13
144: 7, 8 ,VS 5 74/75: 20,
i-na-di-nu-yina-ad-din-nu-^i-nam-din-*/
i-nam-di-in-> "they give", Dar 395/6:13,15
i-nam-din-nu-* "they give", Dar 163: 8
it-ta-an-ni "they have given", Dar 379:54
i-te-et-w "they ha ve paid back", Dar 379: 64
ina-as-sa-ru "they are to watch", Camb 142: 9

ip-qi-id "they entrusted", YOS 75:5
ip-pu-us u i-hal-liq "they do and they
desert", YOS 3 69: 9
ip-ru-su "they decided", TCL 13 147: 13,
Iraq 13: 26
i-sad-da-du "they bear", YOS 7 90: 16,
Weisberg 1: 3016
i-sad-dad~> TCL 13 163: 20
i-nam-din-* "they give", ibid: 7
i-hal-li-iq-* "they desert",YOS 3 17: 8
is-ku-su ik-nu-ku u...ip-qi-du "they bound,
sealed and... deposited, YOS 7 88:
22...23
u-hal-la-qu-> "they make lose", TCL 13 163:
7
ir-ri-su "they cultivate", YOS 6 150: 217
i-mu-ru "they saw", YOS 7 88: 22
u-kin-nu "they confessed", YOS 7 97: 12
it-tan-nu "they have given", YOS 6 114: 21
i-nam-sa-ru "they guard", YOS 7 5: 14
i-nam-sar-ru-\ YOS 7 156: 15
up-ta-ki-ru-* "they then fettered", YOS 7 97:
6
u-za-mf-rzul-' "(when) they divided", YOS 3
200: 11

word will not change with me",
13 The full sentence is ^a-mat-ka it-ti-ia Ja ta-sa-an-na literally, "your
meaning probably something like "I will not deceive you".
14 Fromnasfl,cf.l?A 11: 8, given above.
?".
15 Is actually a perfect in a negative question, "why haven't I heard
da-du. The context implies "they
16 a-de-e sa LUGAL ul-te-en-nu-u hi-tu sa DINGIR.MES uLUGAL i-sadvened the loyalty agreements of the
(referring to the craftsmen listed in the document) will have contra
a plural.
gods and the king". Contrary to Weisberg's evidence, this must be
17 The same spelling is used for the 3ms indicative in line 12.
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3fpl
i-sal-la-ta- > "they have right to", VS 5 46: 8
ik-ka-la "they are to consume", TCL 13 160:
16

il-la-ka "they go", YOS 6 71: 22
in-na-ab-ta "they became ruins", AnOr 8 70:
12
ip-par-su "they were dispersed", ibid.: 14 18
2mpl
ta-zab-bil-la-> "you will bear", GCCI 2 101: 10
ta-ad-din-na-> "you gave", YOS 3 17: 42/TCL 9
129: 39
ta-nam-din-na-* "you are to give", TCL 13
163:13

c, continued
Subjunctives
ip-pu-us "(whatever) they do", Dar280: 7
u-sad-gil-* "(which) they awarded", Cyr 277:
6 but u-sad-gil in line 10
i-pu-su-> "(which) they did", TCL 13 160: 4
i-tab-ku "(if) they (don't) bring (him)", VS
6 97: 13
ip-pu-us-su-> "(that) they do", Dar 395/6: 7
u-za-^-a-zu "(until) they divide", TCL 13
160: 16

ir-ru-bu "(when) they enter", TCL 13 222: 3
i-mu-ur-> "(when) they saw", YOS 3 21: 9
i-zu-zu "(which) they divided", YOS 6 114:
4
in-nam-mi-du "(that) they are estimated",
YOS 7 38: 6
it-tan-nu-> "(if) they give", TCL 13 163: 9
in-nam-ru "(who) was seen", Iraq 13: 25
im-mal-la-du "(who) are born", YOS 6 150:
18
ik-ka-la- 3 "(cows which) graze", YOS 6 41:
17

d) Plurals (indicative)
iq-bu-u "they said", Roth: 6
is-sa-> "they brought", Nbn 68: 5
is-mu-u "they heard", Nbn 1113: 8
il-te-qu-u "they have taken" passim cf ilqu-u "they took", VS 5 38: 40, VS 5
82:13
i-leq-qu "they will take", Rutten: 9
i-Jeq-fgul-u "they will take", Dar 379: 60
i-na-as-su-u "they are to lift out", TCL 13
144: 11
ina-as-su-u "they are to lift out", Camb
142: 7, but i-na-as-su-u they take in
line 16
i-te-lu-u "they deducted (?)", Dar 551: 8
u-se-lu-> "they will swear", Dar 358: 6

iq-bu-u "they said", YOS 6 78: 16
and passim
is-mu-u "they heard", Roth: 29
i-her-ru-u "they dug/are digging", YOS 3
19:6
i-her-ru "they dig", YOS 3 17: 40 cf. i-herru-u TCL 9 129: 38
u-sa-an-nu-u "they changed/revoked (?)",
Roth: 44
u-ba-mu-u "they will look for", YOS 7 1:
15
i-nu-u "they changed", Roth: 43
ul-ten-nu-u "they will have contravened",
Weisberg 1: 30
i-re-e-a4 "they (fpl) pasture", TCL 12 90:
23
ta-ah-ta-at-ta-* "you (mpl) will have
sinned", YOS 3 17: 36, TCL 9 129: 35

18 This text refers to houses which fell down (im-qu-ta-ma, line 10) and were then sold (ip-par-su).
Camb yr 3.
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d, continued
Subjunctives, singular:
iq-bu-u "(which) he said", Dar296: 3, and
passim
il-qu-u "(which) he took", Nbn 293: 7 ,VS
538:7
ir-su-u "(that) he accumulated", Dar551: 7
is-su-u "(that) he took ", Dar 189: 12
i-na-as-sa-a "(which) he will bring",
Rutten: 5
i-rab-bu-u "(which) grows", Nbn 26: 8, TCL
13 144: 2 contrast with
i-rab-bi ibid.: 10, VS 4 62: 6, Camb 379:
8 19
i-nu-u "(who) changes", Cyr 277: 16
il-la- > "which may come up" Nbn 273: 14
(ki-i ...la) ih-te-ru-u "if he doesn't dig...",
VS 5 49: 18
it-tab-su- u "(if) it arises", Dar 492: 920
2ms
ta-ad-du-u "(when) you deposited", Dar
358: 8
2fs
ta-sa-ma > "(that) you heard", CT 22 6: 8

iq-bu-u "(which) he said", passim
is-mu-u "(that) he heard", YOS 6 71: 32
ak-lu-u "(which) I held back", YOS 3 12:
11
i-na-as-su-u "(when) he summons", YOS 6
193: 13, YOS 6 191: 14
ta-mat-tu-u "(lest) it (f) be lacking", YOS
3 45: 22
as-sa-> "(when) I raised", YOS 7 97: 21,
YOS 3 17: 27
as-mu-u "(that) I am troubled", YOS 3
22:11
ni-is-sa-> "(when) we raised", YOS 7 97:
16

d, continued
Subjunctives, plural
ul-tad-du-u "(if) they have caused (the
work) to drop", Camb 142: 14
is-su-u "(which) they took", TCL 13 160:
5
i-ba-as-su-u "(wherever) they may be",
JRAS 1926: 14

in-da-tu-u "(if) they are short", YOS 7 90:
15
i-ma-tu-> "(that) they are lacking", YOS 3
22: 12
i-ba-as-su-u "(whatever) there may be",
YOS 3 66: 13
ta-sem-ma-a4 "(until) you hear", YOS 7
70: 14
3fpl
iq-ba-a4 "(in front of whom) they said", YOS 7
107:4

-19 This phrase usually runs as follows: n kasap.Ja arah/sattu ina muhhi (1) mane l/i2 siqil kasap ina
muhhis irabbi "n silver... on which there grows a monthly/yearly (interest of) 1 ' 12 of a shekel of silver
per (one) mina". As it is a set phrase in the Babylon texts, this may explain why the verb is sometimes
indicative.
2® N futurum exactum.
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a i, ii, continued
Predicative forms (statives)
3ms
ma-hire-tir "received (and) paid", passim
mas-sir "divulged", CT 22 193: 28
sa-tir "is written down", CT 22 189: 15
na-din "given", Nbn 85: 8
a-pil "is responsible", Nbn 243: 17
as-bi "he is to sit", Rutten: 20 (B)
a-si-ib "he was sitting", Nbn 194: 8
3fs
e-ter-tu4 "is paid", Camb 15: 20
et-re-et "is paid", VS IV 114: 8
mah-rat "has received", YOS 7 150: 15

ma-hire-tir "received (and) paid", passim
na-si-qi "designated", YOS 3 19: 4
ma-a-du "is (too) much", YOS 3 17/ TCL
9 129: 10
(lu ma-a-da)21 da-a-nu "it is (much too)
hard", YOS 3 19: 11
3fs
har-sa-at "she has researched", YOS 6
224: 18
ab-ka-at "is led away", YOS 6 221: 14
el-le-et "she is pure", YOS 7 167: 14
en-de-et "estimated", YOS 3 12: 18
en6-de-e-tu4 "estimated", YOS 3 8: 8
Ics
mah-rak "I received", YOS 6 193: 6__

subjunctive singular
na-ad-nuTCL 1290: 13
sa-ab-tu "seized"YOS 7 88: 17
qur\-ru-ub "brought in",22 YOS 3 45: 14
3fs
sat-ra-ti "written", YOS 6 136: 6
se-en6-de-ti "marked, branded", AnOr 8 38: 1
ab-ka-tu4 "led away", AnOr 8 38: 4
paq-ad-da-ti "entrusted", YOS 7 7: 46
Ics
sak-na-ka "(before) I was assigned", YOS 3 8:
na-as-ka-ak "(that) I am bedridden", CT 22 83: 8
36

paq-du "entrusted", Nbn 65: 2
sak-nu "put", Nbn 1113: 11
na-ad-nu "given", Nbn 1113:10, 12
3fs
bal-ta-at "is living", Nbn 65: 6
SUM-aa-m, "is given", Joannes TEBR 66: 8
e-le-et "is bound", (e'elu) Nbn 359: 8
2ms
sa-ab-ta-ta "is seized", Cyr 337: 10

c, continued
subjunctive plurals
-' "given", Nbn 441: 13

at-ru "(which) exceed", YOS 6 114: 20
na-ad-nu "given", YOS 6 150: 24
di-ku-> "killed", YOS 7 68: 2
a-sab-bu "living", YOS 7 187: 7, 10
paq-du-> "entrusted", TCL 13 152: 13
ta-bu-> "suitable", ibid.: 15
'(dib-bi) bi-su-* "(rumours) are bad", YOS 3 19:
21
2pl
se-ba-tu-ni "you like", TCL 13 182: 9_____

21 Adjective in AHw p573 but according to CAD ma-a-da is adverbial. See part 1 §3 i, above.
22 After akka >I in line 12.
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b, ii, continued
final weak
(put) na-si "is responsible for", passim

(put) na-si "is responsible for", passim
qa-ti "finished", YOS 3 66: 5

3fs
he-pa-a-tu4 "is broken", Nbn 604: 10
ka-la-a-ta "held back", YOS 6 71: 24 (written
he-pat "is broken", Camb 375: 17
twice, with indie and subj spelled the same)
(put) fla-sa-a-tu/'she is responsible for", CTMMA ma-na-a-ta "it is valued", YOS 3 79: 15
129+Nbn953:22
(put) na-sa-a-ka "I am responsible for", TCL 13
222: 14

d, continued
subjunctive
(mala) ba-su-u "whatever there may be", passim (mala) ba-su-u passim
te-pu-u "adjoined", Nbn 499: 19

us-su-u "leading out onto", YOS 6 114: 6, 11
ma-nu-u "assigned", YOS 7 79: 2
ba-nu-u "pleasing", YOS 3 8: 30
sa-ma-ak-ka "I am harrassed", YOS 3 8: 12

plurals
qa-tu-u "finished", TCL 13 160: 11
hu-up-pu-u "are broken" (i.e. cancelled), ibid.:
13
ma-lu-u "full", TCL 9 124: 1323
su-du-u "it was made known", Camb 286: 724

Imperatives, all spellings (a i, continued)
2sg
a-bu-uk "take", CTMMA 2 53: 11
a-mur "look", passim in letters

a-mur "look", passim in letters
e-pu-us "do", YOS 3 106: 12; YOS 3 69: 31
su-bi-lu "bring", YOS 3 79: 32; YOS 3 106:
14
su-ri-bi "drive (them) in", YOS 7 198: 16

primae nun:
id-din "give", Nbn 243: 5
i-di-in "give", Dar 385: 7
u-sur "help", in PNs

i-din "give", TCL 13 134: 6
id-din "give", Stigers 36: 5
u-suk "throw", YOS 6 235: 11

23 Reading: ZtJ.LUM.MA gab-bi a-kan-na a-na sir-re-e ina SUH-ia ma-lu-u "all the dates are here. They
have filled my hands to overflowing". For the late Akkadian idiom ana sire...malu/mullti, "to fill to the
brim or to overflowing, to be fed up", see CAD siru A (p210a) and AHw sirfi H (pllOSb).
24 Semantic plural? Cf. the plurals used as an impersonal subject.
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c, continued)
2mpl
suk-na "set", Nbn 356: 28
ep-s&-> "do" CT 22 9: 18

Final weak (b, ii, continued)
2ms
qi-bi "say", CT 22 74: 24
2fs
su-ul-li-> "pray", CT 22 151: 15

2mpl
in-na-> "give!", YDS 3 113: 15,17; TCL 13
182: 9
sVricufli-fla- 5 "set", YOS 3 52: 20, JAOS 36:
3625
pi-qi-da-a4 "entrust", JAOS 36: 10
tor-da-' "send", /AO5 36: 30
a-mu-ra-> "see", YOS 3 29: 22
a-mur- i YOS381:32
te6-e-na-> "grind", YOS 7 186:
13

qi-bi "say", YOS 3 200: 40
i-si "take", YOS 3 106: 12
i-&-> "bring", YOS 7 7 : 69
i-[b]i-> "count", YOS 7 7 : 69

(d, continued)
2pl
qi-ba-a4 "say", TCL 13 170: 18

^^ This pi-qi-da-a4 and a-mu-ra-* suggest anaptyxis has taken place. The expected pronunciation is
piqda. See part H§4 a (imperatives) and the discussion in part 2 §5e(pronunciation and stress).
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: Conclusions

§1 A summary of the main characteristics of the NB of this thesis
Syntactical characteristics
The SOV order is retained.
The predicative verbal adjective ("stative") common for describing a state or
circumstance, often replaces the passive and sometimes is used instead of a
perfect or active verb.
Subjunctive and ventive moods are clearly retained in verbs with a final weak
vowel and in singular verbs with accusative or dative suffixes.
Verbs in subordinate clauses are not infixed with -f- unless they convey a future
perfect idea (futurum exactum), nor do negated verbs except when they are the
protasis in a conditional sentence (also as futurum exactum).
A new type of construction based on the hendiadys construction is used with la.
The periphrastic genitive (using sa) has taken over from the construct as the
normal productive way of expressing possession.

Morphological characteristics
•

In the precative of third person D and S forms, lu- appears to have taken over
completely from earlier Babylonian li-.
The 3fs verb begins with t- except in the archaic phrase PN simtu ubil "PN
died" (literally, "fate took PN").
There is also little evidence for the survival of the 2fs verbal suffix -I.
ana is sometimes used occasionally to indicate the direct object or the indirect
object of a verb.
Prepositional compounds such as ina libbi ("therein") or ana muhhi ("therefore,
regarding, because [of it]") are used adverbially.
The proleptic suffix is much used but in very restricted situations only. It
becomes less common in the time of Darius.
The Ic independent pronouns anaku and anlni have replaced the Ic dative
pronouns in all but royal letters.
The pronouns for the direct and indirect objects are the same
-Ic, sunutii-kunusi etc.).

(-s,

The loss of the final vowel on the short suffixes has led to the introduction of an
extra vowel between the verb or noun and its suffix (iddinus, mutis).
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The demonstrative ullu, etc. (for "Dort-Deixis") has been replaced by suatu,
sunutu etc.
a is a new (from Nbk onward) demonstrative adjective and pronoun meaning
"that/those (aforementioned)".
The demonstrative for "Hier-Deixis", aga\ does not change for person or gender.
The verbal system now consists of only 12 productive tense-forms (G, D, S, N;
each with examples in iprus, iparras, iptaras ). The Gtn survives in two nonproductive instances in texts from Babylon.

Orthography
CVC signs replace CV-VC signs more often than they do in earlier phases of
Akkadian. Syllable boundaries are not always respected in the spelling.
CV signs are often used instead of a VC sign for a word final consonant.
The > (<$» ) sign is often used to replace long vowels in verbs but not in nominal
forms. Long vowels at the end of nominal forms and final weak verbs
(excepting ventives) are usually spelled CV-V.
Signs with m are sometimes used for sounds other than /m/. Conversely, words
which in earlier phases of Akkadian contained an m are spelled with signs not
containing an 122. This suggests that m was sometimes either lost or modified,
perhaps to w.
In spite of scribal tendency to spell conservatively, examples of CVCVC
spellings for parsu-type nouns, along with the loss of final vowels, indicate
parsu-type nouns are pronounced paras, pins and purus.
The spellings CVCV for nominal forms and VCCV for final weak verbs
suggest that both are pronounced CVC.

§2 Evidence for influence from other languages
The demonstrative adjective and pronoun a "that/those (aforementioned)"
almost certainly originates from the Aramaic emphatic singular ending a \
The occasional use of the third person preterite instead of the precative is
assumed to be due to Aramaic influence.
It is possible that the loss of final short vowels is due to Aramaic influence, as is
the change from the CVCCV structure of simple nominal forms to CVCVC.
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In Aramaic, geminates are treated as biconsonantal roots in all but the Gt, D and
Dt equivalents. The odd spellings for idabbub1 "he plots, conspires" etc., may
be as a result of Aramaic influence. The Aramaic equivalent would be *idab.
The influence of Old Persian is limited to administrative terms such as magusu,
datu and gardu. OP PNs appear in the Darius texts from Babylon.
The verb kanazu (ak-te-en-zi "I have put aside", YOS 3 106: 28, U) is an OP
loan word also found in Aramaic. 2

§3 Differences between the NB dialects of Babylon and Uruk
As stated in the introduction, the differences between the dialects of Babylon and
Uruk are not great. However, as there are differences in the content of the two
corpora, this lack of difference may not be significant. 3
There is a much higher incidence of purpose clauses in Uruk NB than in
Babylon NB
Regarding the demonstratives aga and annu, Uruk prefers the former and
Babylon the latter.
Regarding the pronoun copula, both sources use the standard su etc. but the
Uruk corpus uses issu instead, perhaps with a future implication. Babylon uses
issu only once.
Babylon has a much greater incidence of ahi...ahi "one part-the other part",
than does Uruk, but this is probably due to a content difference as ahi...ahi
usually refers to the two parts (given half-yearly) of an annual rent supplement
(nupru), a practice not noted in Uruk.
The Babylon scribes appear to use more logograms than do the Uruk scribes, for
example in the archaic 12 TA.AM ("twelve-fold") and DUMU.MUNUS.A.NI
("her daughter"), team iqbi "he spoke thus" is an archaism found in marriage
contracts, all from Babylon.
In keeping with this last point, there is perhaps a greater incidence of scribal
error in the Uruk corpus, suggesting that the Uruk scribes were not so well
educated as the Babylon scribes. However, the spelling oddities in the letter CT
22 200 indicate that the Babylon scribes were not always better.

1 la id-dab-bu "he is not to conspire", Dar 189: 14 (B), ad-dab-bu "(if) I plotted" (pret), JRAS
1926: 16 (U); ni-id-da-bu-> "(when) we complained", YOS 3 200: 13 (U).
2 HAL p!91b has a derivation from OP ganz-/ginz- "treasure".
3 The Babylon texts have a considerable proportion of Darius texts in comparison with Uruk (a
ratio of more than 6:1). I have not included such characteristics as the gradual reduction in the
use of the proleptic suffix and the increase in the breaking of syllable boundaries in the
Babylon Darius texts.
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§4 Final remarks and the extent to which the NB of this thesis was a living language
On pages 1 If Woodington queries whether Kuyunjik NB was a living language.
Without actually addressing the problem or offering an opinion she gives an
example of a person who is rebuffed by Sargon II for not writing in cuneiform.
It is commonly accepted that sixth-century NB was dying out. However, before
establishing whether late sixth-century NB was a living language it is necessary to
indicate that there are varying levels at which a language can be living or dead.
a) It is a "mother tongue", spoken everywhere by everyone whether at work or in
the home.
b) it may be used at home but no longer at business (e.g. by immigrants).
c) It may be used by individuals in smaller communities within larger communities
speaking a more widespread living language.
d) It may be used at business, school or the temple, but not at home.
e) It may be used as a lingua franca to communicate between groups of people who
have their own individual languages.
In all these cases the languages can be considered alive, as they would still be
expected to evolve over time and introduce neologisms and new idioms. The
common criterion is that the language has to be productively spoken1 to be
considered alive.
Whether the NB of the period 556-500 B.C. was still a spoken language is
problematical as all evidence lies in written records alone, recorded on clay and only
the clay survives. Aramaic may have been used much more, but the material was
recorded on waxed writing boards or parchment, long perished. We are only able to
base our opinion on what survives and on that basis NB certainly was a living
language (of categories d and e) in the latter half of the sixth century B.C., for the
following reasons:
a) It has idiomatic and colloquial usages. 2
1 Not necessarily with the mouth, as present-day sign language (BSL, ASL etc.) users will
testify.
2 lapan+aladu "to have (a child) by", resa + nasfl "to summon"; ina inia naskak"! am
bedridden", PN su mala 100 sabe ina muhhi idabbub, "that PN gossips about it as much as 100
workers" etc.
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b) There are so many (thousands of) records of statements which one would
assume to have been recorded verbatim, and which indicate that the language was
fluent and grammatical. Some of the letters are solid grounds to suppose the
language was alive in that they were written by the writer himself (sometimes to
members of his own family) and not by some intermediary scribe. Also the content
of many documents and letters is so trivial that the act of recording them in a dead
language along with the expense of hiring a specialised scribe to do so would have
been unnecessarily extravagant.3
c) Were NB a dead language the scribes would spell all words according to the
styles found in the materials from which they learned their art, namely lexical lists
and, later on, some copies of earlier NB documents. Were NB dead or just a written
language, then the spelling would imitate that of the teaching texts and become far
more archaic. The content of the recorded material would become very Limited4 and
there would be no new words coming into use. If, by chance new words could enter
the language they would continue to be spelled in CVCCV patterns.

I conclude that the NB under discussion was still spoken, although it may have been
limited to the affairs of long-established temples, law courts and businesses. There
is no way of finding out if families of Babylonians or Urukians still spoke NB at
home. The lack of difference between the dialects of Babylon and Uruk does not
help the issue, as the distance between the two cities should encourage considerable
difference, were NB a "mother tongue". However, the similar educational
backgrounds of the scribes, along with the enthusiasm of such royals as Nabonidus
for the heritage (both material and in writing) of their country, indicate that
preservation of NB was encouraged. The composition of new material, royal,
historical, literary and vernacular continued.

3 Were such trivia merely learning texts, the scribes' patronymics and exact date of
composition would not be given.
4 As was the case in the NB of Seleucid Uruk, where the type of material recorded was quite
restricted. (See the introduction, n40 pll.) MES was used for all plurals, nominal or verbal.
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Appendices

§1 Aramaic works which are of particular interest for the understanding of the
orthography ofNB.
a) The Tell Fekheriye bilingual inscription
This statue of an Aramaean vassal king is of interest to the student of the influence
of the Aramaic script on Akkadian orthography in general, in that it has on it a NA
cuneiform dedication with an Aramaic translation. Its dating is problematic as
some of the letters are archaised, but most recent conclusions are that it is from the
9th century B.C.1
Of particular interest is the evidence that Aramaic was already using the
consonants w y i » 2 signs as matres lectionis for long vowels and diphthongs,
especially in place names and loan words:
1,15: dmwt' "the statue"
2,4: gwgl "canal inspector"
6,7,13: gwzn "Gozan"
7: ssnwry "Samas-nurl"
9: tslwth "his prayer"
12; wysym smh "and who puts his name"
19: s'ryn "portions", wprys "parfsu- (half a kur ) measure"3
22: btnwr "in an oven"
23: wmwtn "and pestilence"
23: nyrgl "Nergal"
Historical glottal steps are represented withs:
20: m>h "a hundred"
ibid.: s5h "a ewe"
22: w'l ymPnh "and may they (3fpl) not fill it"

1 Bordreuil and Millard (1982), and Greenfield and Schaffer (1984), based on analyses of the two
scripts (which both have archaisms in the forms of their characters) and the prosopography. Sader
(1987 23-29) provided evidence that it may be mid 8th century, but more recently, Lipinski
summarised the evidence to date it once more to the mid 9th century (1994, 21-30).
2 8 for long a is not used, cf. line 1: sm "he put", = Sam; line 2: wntn Imt kin "and giver to all the
lands"= wnStttimat ku/Mn; line 23: mwtn "pestilence" =mutan, indicating thats was still used for a
glottal stop in Aramaic.
3 See AHw 833b for parfsu references in the original Akkadian.
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Observations
s is not used to represent long a, only the glottal stop.
The feminine ending is written with h in the first two examples. Another example
is slh "basket(?) water supply(?)" (line 3).
b) The Uruk incantation in cuneiform
This was first copied by Thureau-Dangin in TCL 6: 58 (=AO 6849), and remains
unique as the only completely Aramaic text written in cuneiform characters. The
script places it in the context of Seleucid Uruk, i.e. at least two hundred years later
than the period of the NB of this study. Hyatt has already studied it exhaustively as
regards final vowel orthography (1941, 4-9) since its repetitive nature is very
useful in showing that the same words can be spelled in different ways as well as
highlighting the fact that the signs chosen by the scribes were chosen primarily for
their consonantal value. The spelling is discussed by Gordon 0^3^ pM<^.He notes
that signs have syllabic values only and that long medial a was not usually
differentiated from short a, nor was long I usually differentiated from short i,
leaving 0 and e as the vowels most commonly represented.
Observations about the spelling which are of interest to students of earlier NB:
i) CV final for -C:
mi-in (passim) mi-in-ni in line 34 < |D 4 mm "from"

1,27,32: na-sa-a-a-tu < n»an nasayt "I held"
5, 8: pa-tu-u-ri a-si-ir li-is-sa-an, pa-tu-u-ru a-si-ir li-is-sa-ni ("table"=-iins patur),
"the table of him who ties the tongue"
17: qu-u-mi-ni

< pap qunun "stand", 2fpl impv

19,20: man-nu < ja man "who?"
2l,25,33:ha-la-ti-in-ni/ha-la-ti-i-ni <j'&n halatfn "mixtures".5
22: pi-la-flu ba-ri pi-la- > < pz "someone, son of someone"6
24: la-bi-su < vri? Jabis"wearing". Contrast with line 20: la-bi-is.

ii) Use of the sign > (<* )
Gordon's observation that long medial a was not usually represented is significant
for our understanding of the use of the Aramaic N and Akkadian 4*. Therefore if
4 The interpretations in Hebrew script are provided by Gordon and Dupont-Sommer.
5The cuneiform in Thureau-Dangin's copy does not read ha-la-qi-i-ni-in/ni , which is what Gordon
reads as rp^ "leeches". He vocalises this as )&lak(/q)inn. The Arabic equivalent is written with
(ain andnotghain ( (alaq).
6 pi-la-> fotpelan is discussed in the review of Winckworth (partS §2, above).
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Aramaic in cuneiform does not usually show a then neither would Aramaic in
Aramaic script, which would indicate that K was being used to represent the glottal
stop and not a.7 As far as Seleucid NB was concerned <*"- was no longer used to
represent a glottal stop; it was being used to indicate the presence of a long vowel
almost exclusively in finite or predicative verbal forms or in words with a historical
glottal stop as a medial or final root consonant. 8 It was the cuneiform equivalent of
a "macron sign". 9
Where the emphatic ending is used' is not the automatic choice of sign:
2: si-ip-pa-a < *&x> "the threshold". Contrast with:
6:mi-ir-ra- > < ioa "the bitter poison"

Either this means that the glottal stop of the emphatic was no longer pronounced, or
4* was no longer directly associated in cuneiform with a glottal stop in spite of its
continuing use in words with a historical glottal stop. <$»- is never used in initial
position. The glottal stop seems still to have existed in medial and final position in
Seleucid Aramaic but cuneiform scribes did not relate it to 4^. The Babylonian
scribes evidently did not hear it, or if they did, they did not see the need to
acknowledge it as a separate phoneme. Woodington (p!5) gives bibliographical
references on ^«-, whose use in Kuyunjik NB is explained as being of Aramaic
influence. As s is not a vowel marker in Aramaic, either the Babylonian sepiru
scribes heard the accompanying vowel and thought s meant the vowel, or they
adopted the 4» as a convenient macron sign.
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to analyse the use of 4* in Seleucid NB. Suffice
it to say that the scribes never saw the need to limit 4»- in either NB or Aramaic
cuneiform to its historically correct positions even though the presence of such
words as ba>asu in both languages must have drawn their attention to the
correlation between 4"- and the glottal stop.
> in medial position occurs only in line 35,

bi->-sa-ti-ia

*IUPK:I bPisati "my

nastiness'! This, however is the only Aramaic word in the text which has a medial
glottal stop in its root. The scribe may simply have recognised its very similar NB
cognate which is traditionally written with 4r (long or otherwise).10
7 As noted in the Tell Fekheriye inscription above. In Biblical Aramaic, where it was also not used,
used to represent a. Final long
w^S
when the diacriticals were later added,, (qamas)
a was written with rr as in the negating or interrogative particle TO ma and nouns (sg, unsuffixed,
nominative) with feminine endings.
8 It was also used in the Babylon texts for the demonstrative a.
9 Idea suggested by J.A. Black.
10 Cf the vocalisation of Aramaic nasa' as a caique on the Akkadian, ni-se-e, "women", in lines 12
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iii) Most final vowels are written CV- \ The exception is e:
3: li-is-sa-ni-* "my tongue". Contrast this with lis-sa-ne-e "his tongue", inline 25.
6: di-> "of
10,26:a-na-^ "I"
u-ma-* "and", passim

Rare exceptions to this are the 2fs impvs ri-hu-ti-i as-ka-hi~i "run (and) find" in
line 41 but note that on line 16 the first command is spelled ri-hu-ti-* vys* »om.
It is interesting that the Seleucid scribe does not adhere to the spelling conventions
associated with NB (i.e. where <*" is not normally used in non verbal forms or in
verbs with a final weak radical) while writing the Aramaic. However, he does
continue to use CV signs in a way that shows that a CV sign on its own cannot
confirm that a final vowel is present unless it is supplemented with <$»- or a vowel
sign.
iv) y is written with "h" signs:
13, 38: ta-ra-ha, ta-ra-hi <inn "door"
4; ha-al-li-tu < n^y 'allit 11 "I went in"

§2 Graeco-Babyloniaca
Some hints as to the pronunciation of sixth-century NB may be obtained by looking
at Graeco-Babyloniaca (GB), a term coined by Sollberger (1962) for a particular
body of material dating from at least 300 years later. The GB are clay tablets with
Akkadian (and sometimes Sumerian) on the obverse and Greek (which is a
transcription of the Akkadian or Sumerian) on the reverse. The tablets turn over
from left to right rather than from top to bottom. Knudsen (1989, p72) calls the
Akkadian late literary Babylonian. The presentation of the tablets indicates that
the cuneiform was the teaching text of which the Greek was a transcription. The
unfinished Schileico tablet, which has the Greek only, is evidence of some kind of
letter writing exercise. 12 Exact dates for these tablets cannot be ascertained (they
were never dated, apparently) but the Greek script of the latest tablets appear to
indicate that they cover a period from the second century B.C. to the second century
and 37; and ga-ab-re-e (line 12) and ga-ba-re-e (line 37) for gabtg "men", as noted by DupontSommer (1942-44, p46).
11 The root is cll
12 See fn 17, below.
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A.D. (Geller, personal communication13 ).
The extant material is very sparse but the examples follow consistent patterns. It
must be noted that the signs 8, x are used for the plosives /t, k/ and T, K" for the
emphatics /t, q/. For sounds not present in Greek, the lunate sigma which resembles
c is used for s as well as s and an invented sign is used for £ which looks like H in
Geller's 14 tablet 15 Of interest to the study of NB are the following patterns of
sound change:
i) Loss of final short vowels although retained in the cuneiform:
bir-ri

pep

"well" Geller (= HSM 1137)13 cf.

mu-uh-hi oH "top" Geller: 1
mu-sir-ri ocetp Geller: 2
nap-pa-su16, vo4>4>ac"air-hole" Geller: 5
sa-ag: sa-an-gu cay "priest", BM 35458: 6
pa5 sit: ra-a-tu <$a cetf par "canal", BM 34797:9

Although the tablet 17 published by Schileico in 1929 has no cuneiform, the
following is of interest (Note also the assimilation of ana and Sin.):
tnAna-Sin-taklaku etc [civ 8a]xoJyax Schileico: 2
pYl "shepherd", Schileico: 3

ii) Dissolution of consonant clusters by adding an extra vowel (Sprossvokal,
anaptyxis). Knudsen thinks this is due to direct Aramaic influence (p79):
ih-ri eSSep

"he dug", BM 34797 18: 3

qab-ri uropop "grave", Geller: 4
ma ik-le-[ti] w \x\tert in darkness", Geller: 9

13 His colleagues at University College, London, who have provided the datings, suggest that some
may even be third century A.D, although this is open to debate. Geller is in the process of editing all
available GB texts, copying all unpublished texts and recopying all published texts. Whatever their
dating, it is remarkable that such a small corpus of texts covers such a wide period. All the texts come
from Babylon.
14 = HSM 1137, the Akkadian incantation text from the Harvard Semitic Museum, discussed in Geller
(1983).
15 See Black and Sherwin-White (1984, p!36) for the use of the lunate sigma for s and s and the
invented sign for /h/, which I represent with H. This paper incidentally deals with a tablet with Greek
letters only, but which so far has proved unreadable. It is not Akkadian, Greek or Sumerian, contrary
to the conclusions of Maul (1991). Unlike the other GB tablets it turns over from top to bottom and is
also much smaller than them. (On p!31 the writers refer to Pinches' estimate of the GB tablets in the
British Museum as being about 5" high by 9" wide when complete.)
16 Is genitive.
17 This is a tablet with a letter in Greek characters on one side but the other side, intended for the
student's transcription, was not published, and according to Schileico is blank ("stark herausgebogene
anepigraphe Ruckseite", 1929, pi 1).
18 Text discussed by Pinches (1902). The Akkadian is an extract from Hh n 203-214.
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sap-lis ccKfato "below", BM 35727: 2, 419
pal-gu 4>aXtty "ditch", BM 34797: 6

iii) Retention of final consonant cluster if the final letter is - 1
[rapasti] pa<$«c8 "wide", Samas hymn: I 20
\pu-luh-ta] <j»to3B "fear", Samas hymn: 3
[ina] rburl-[t/l [i]pup6 "in the well", Geller: 10
mitertu piirepe "canal", BM 34797: 10
iv) Loss or modification of m sometimes occurs:21
mu-uh-hi oH "top" Geller: 1
ina [a\p-ti mu-siT-ri w 0481 oceip "through the window",22 Geller: 2
-la'l uocp<x[x] "bathtub", Geller: 10
-ri

wuap

"dawn" Geller: 7

(ma-ri) dUTU (piap) cau&c "son of Samas", Geller: 6
Qrai

coei "days", Schileico: 3

Nabu-rlmanni vapo[u]pujav Schileico: 2-3

But note that it is sometimes retained in initial position:
popiA Jiopxac C[<MJTI or auev] "Babylon, the link with hfeaven]", BM 34791: rev. 6.
PN iiap r cl<x PN2 "PN son of PN2", Schileico: l-^cf.^irepe in BM 34797: 10 and
|AOp in Geller. 6, above.

Note also that there are no instances of 4»~
Further comments on the development ofm in NB.
Knudsen concludes that historical m is softened to w then to u between unrounded
vowels. If the preceding or following vowel is rounded then m is lost altogether
(Knudsen, p75). -mm- is kept and initial m is lost only in a [rectum in a] construct
chain. This latter would explain the otherwise unrecognisable oE for mu-uh-hi in
ina ap-ti mu-uh-hi "through the top window". 23 However, there are so few
19 Given by Sollberger (1962). The Akkadian is an extract from Hh n 228-234.
20 Also in Sollberger (1962). The Akkadian is an extract from BWL 136 11: 169-172. The word is
also spelled pcw|xxc8 in Schileico: 4 (oCov pcujxxce).
21 Knudsen, 75-77.
22 See AHw musertu, p683a.
23 Further evidence that signs containing m were being used to convey some kind of glide or labial
fricative (/w,vJJ/, or even /y/) can be seen in the many variations on the spelling of the names Darius
and Xerxes, some containing 'm' signs and some not:
yS 6 166: 7
t*Da-ri->-mus
Darll5:6
nDa-ri-mu-su
Dar281:3
mDa-a-ru-es-su
E>ar 183: 9
mDa-ri-us-su
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examples that these patterns cannot be considered to be hard and fast rules.
Judging from the spelling of NB loan words in Aramaic, intervocalic m has the
reflex w in Aramaic, suggesting w in Seleucid NB and probably earlier. See for
instance GAG §3 la, Kaurman (1974, p!42f) and Lipinski ( 1994, p!99).
Foreign words with a w or bilabial fricative or glide are spelled in NB with "m"
signs, such as Bit Amukkani, the tribe of Chaldeans spelled byt ^kn put rr3 in the
Assur Ostracon line 15,24 u-mar-za-na-pa-ta25 for Old Persian *vardanapati. The
spelling u-ma- or u-mi- for the initial w-fricative is more or less standard; note the
cuneiform spellings given by Kent for the Persian names Vahauka-, Vahyazdata,
Vidarna- etc. (1950, p207f). u-ma-> is the spelling of wa- "and" in the Aramaic
incantation in cuneiform, discussed below. Gordon explained the presence of the
initial U sign as being necessary to make the MA sign read w-, as initial w did not
occur in NB. 26
For the loss or changing (to w?) of intervocalic and final m in the texts of the
corpora see suatu (V §4e, above), kum fh §2, above) and note the spellings u-bamu-u "they are to search for", YOS 7 1: 15 (Cyr ace, U); u-za-mi-fzrf-* "they
divided", YOS 3 200: 11 (early Camb, U) and u-za-mi-zu-su "(when) they divided
it",ibid.:29.27

MJc-ma-ar-Su
TUM n/m 177: 17
*Ak-si-ia-ar-si
TUM H/OI98: 18
"Ak-si-ma-ak-su
VS 6 177: 8, VS 6 178: 9
«Ak-si-i#/a?-mar-ar-si
BE 8 119: 22
mfjj §j.fr-su
UET 4 50: 19, UET 4 115: 17
mjji-si-ia-ar-su
TUM H/m 173: 16, 174: 16,175: 16
According to R.G. Kent, Old Persian, New Haven (1950), pp.189-90, the Old Persian is Darayavahu-,
with the -s ending coming from the nominative and genitive inflections. Xerxes is Xsayarsan-. Note
also the name "Sa^NA-su-u in VS 6 166:4 (Dar yr 36), which is spelled mS4-dNA-MU in VS 6 177: 5
(Xerxes ace), indicating that the word for "name" was su. The name mSul-lu-u-a in the letter CT 22
66: 18 (not in the corpora), is presumably Sulluma.
24 Brinkman proposes the actual name to be Awukani or Awkani in PKB, p260 n!662. In TCL 12 90
line 211 have URU t ma-muk-a-nu (Nbn yr 7, U).
25 CT 22 73: 23 (letter, early Dar, B).
26 Which he called "contemporary Babylonian", i.e. the NB of Seleucid Uruk (1939, pill and note
32).
27 To be contrasted with u-za^-a-zu "they are to divide" in TCL 13 160: 16 (B).
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§3 Lexical items of interest
It is to be expected that NB and Aramaic, in coexisting with each other, should
exchange loan words and idioms. Those words and idioms which have entered the
NB vocabulary from Aramaic in the sixth century relate to everyday activities such
as farming (exx. gitipu, Jcas/u). 28 Some words from Old Persian also find their way
into NB in the Achaemenid period. These tend to be loans from administrative and
legal terminology (exx. data, gardu) and are more in evidence in texts from the
reign of Darius onwards. There are also several words which already exist in
Akkadian but which have acquired new meanings (exx. labku, murruqu, zaqapu).
Those words and idioms which appear (as far as can be established) for the first
time in the period 556-500 B.C. in the corpora of this thesis are given in the list
below. I have also included a few which had already appeared for the first time
during the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, because they have become far more popular
during the latter half of the sixth century. The numbers from von Soden refer to his
articles in OrNs.29
akkuUat "clods, clumps" is given as a plurale tantum in CAD (A/I p275bf).
Although CAD stated that the word appears in Nbk and Dar, its chosen entries are
from Camb 85 and Camb 142: 7 (yr 2, B).30
bagani from Aram b * and gan "in (or "with") the protection of (AHw 96a and
no. 23) is attested twice, in CT 22 74: 25-26 (letter, middle Dar, B) and CT 244:
16. Both examples are ba-ga-ni-( >) RN (Darius) ina muhhik, ina muhhikun. The
contexts suggest the writer in both cases wants the recipients to be deprived of the
protection of the king.
batar al

Neither of the two contexts in which it appears can give a clear

interpretation:
DINGIR.MES lu-u i-de ki-i 3 u4-mu sa a-naUNUG KI al-li-ku dul-lu-a sa ITI
UD.MES la ba-tar al us-ku-u i-qab-bu-u-na-a-su um-ma "the gods must know it is
three days since I went to Uruk. My job is a month's work at least (?).
Afterwards(?) they tell us..." YOS 3 17: 37-39 (letter, early Camb? U). As the
parallel text TCL 9 129 omits the sentence prior to us-ku-u, I therefore give the
tentative translation "afterwards", for usku and it therefore appears that la batar al
28 For Akkadian loan words in Aramaic, see Kaufman (1974).
29 Numbers 1-97 are in OrNs 35 (1966), 5-20; numbers 98-171 are in OrNs 37 (1968), 261-271 and
numbers 172-242, which include amendments to the earlier sections are in OrNs 46 (1977), 183-197.
3° har-ri i-her-[ritf] *par-*ki*MES u ak-kul-lat ina-as-su-u "they are to dig the canal; they are to
remove the obstructions and clumps". The collated word confirms a suggestion put forward by von
Soden (parJdi, AHw p834a) that paskuis a late spelling of parku, cf. pa-as-ka-ni-su i-saq-qu "he is to
water the obstructions in it" (to soften them), VS 5 49: 14 (Camb yr 4, B).
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is at the end of its clause.
i-ta-pal-lu-* mam-ma ina ku-tal-li-su ia-a-nu it-ta-hu for bale)31 ba-tar al na-si-ik
si-pir-ti UJ.sa-tam EN-i-ni it-ti gi KX a-hi-su-nu [....] tal-li-ku-ma "they have
paid.32 There is no one backing him up...May our lord the satam's letter come
with...their brother (?)", TCL 9131: 10-15 (letter, Sippar? not in my corpus)

Von Soden (no. 12) suggested it came from Aramaic ba-^tar ("in the place") and
hal (?), "nach jenem, fernerhin(?)" but later decided the evidence for this meaning
was inconclusive.
dat "royal decree, command" is a loan word from OP, appearing in NB from the
time of Darius onward (AHw p!22bf). An example is in Dar 53: 15 (yr 2, B). 33
epis(a)nut refers specifically to the performing of prebendal duties in later NB.
The examples in AHw 229b suggest that the pronunciation may be epi&nut or
episnut,34 e.g. e-pis-nu-tu in VS 6 104: 4<jCyr yr 8, B).
gard(u) "people conscripted to work" is an OP loan word (AHw 282a). See
Stolper (1985, 56-58). An example is LU.ERIN.MES sa ga-ar-du, CT 22 74: 26
(letter, middle Dar, B).
gidmu "bunch of dates on the spadix", is, according to von Soden, a loan word from
Aramaic (gidma\ AHw p287b and von Soden no. 25). gidma > itself is not in HAL,
but the Semitic roots jzm and jdm (HAL gzm, p!79b)35 mean "to cut off or "clip
off', so that gidmu appears to be a loan word36 evidently referring to the action of
cutting the dates off the tree. It is in CT 22 80: 6 (letter, 545-527, B) and also
appears in a Darius text, VS 3 135: 2 (yr 23 or 43, from near to Babylon, not in the
corpus).
gitip "loose", refers to garlic in CT 22 80: 9 (letter, 545-527, B). This is derived
by von Soden (no. 168) from Aram qe tipa "plucked". Earlier publications have the
spelling gidipu.n

31 Von Soden (no. 12) amends this to it-ta-hu-<su?>.
32 Or possibly, "has he paid?".
33 a-ki-i da-a-ta sa LUGAL u-sal-lam "he will make restitution in accordance with the (pertinent)
royal decree".
34 A similar contraction is observed in tabalanu, below.
35 gzm is not in HAL vol V (Aramaic lexicon).
36 Cf S T( e>c. It is unlikely that it is Akkadian; gadamu "to cut off" appears twice only, in a MA
text, according to AHw p273a.
37Cf. gidipu (plurale tantum) in CAD G p66a.
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harmil is a particular cut of meat, identified as "cartilage" by von Soden (AHw
(p326a and no. 48) and derived by him from Aram garma* "bone", and el a
diminutive suffix. 38 An example is in VS 5 57/58: 1-2 (Barziya, B). 39
haruttu "date palm frond" is derived by von Soden from Aram tfiruta. See von
Soden no. 50 and AHw 329a. The word first appears in Nbk texts and becomes
popular in the phrase libbi (u) haruttu inamsar ratbu ul umam "he is to watch the
shoots and the fronds; he is not to prune the fresh growth", cf. VS 5 49: 6-7 (Camb
yr 4, B) and Dar 35: 7-8 (yr 2, B).
iarit, iaritut "heir, executor", come from the Aramaic iar6 ^ and iare tfira >,
respectively. These two words appear only in the connected texts Nbn 668 and
TCL 12 122 (both probably from yr 12, B). See von Soden no. 58.
kasal "land drained by ditches" (CAD K p244b) appears in three Nbn documents
from Uruk, written by the prolific scribe Nadin, and nowhere else. Each time it is
qualified by Icalu.40 See von Soden no. 65 and AHw p454a. He derives it from
Aramaic kisla "furrow, ditch".
la-*, la-i. These spellings of la appear with adi la,41 indicating that there might be
a sound change or a lengthening of the vowel. These spellings42 are already being
used for the final vowel in aga in Kuyunjik NB.
labku "moistening (of the soil under palm trees)", is in Camb 142: 8 (yr 2, B) and
the similar VS 5 49: 8 (Camb yr 4, B). See CAD L p33bf, where texts from
Cambyses and Darius are listed. The month Abu (the driest month) is always
specified as the month in which the moistening takes place.
latan is the feminine form of lamutan, "servant", from Aram le wa "to escort"
according to von Soden (lamutanu, no.7643 and AHw 534a). Both variants are
given in the same entry in CAD (L 77b-78). Although latan begins to appear in
Nbk,44 it becomes far commoner in later NB. Examples are in JRAS 1926: 5,12
(Nbn yr 10, B) and YOS 3 22: 16 (letter, early Nbn, U). How latanu has developed
from lamutanu is unclear.
38 See GVGI §223a, p402.
39 4-u HA.LA ina UZU ha-ar-mi-ilMES sa GU4.MES "one fourth share of ox gristle".
4° ka-sa-al (u) ka-lu-u YOS 6 33: 4-5, YOS 6 41: 10, cf. TCL 12 90: 22.
41 Examples of la-i YOS 3 45: 8, YOS 3 81: 26 (same scribe); of la->: CT 22 148: 17.
42 And variants thereof, cf. a-ga->-i in CT 22 182:11.
43 Which includes details on latanu.
44 CAD has examples of lamutanuin ABL (NB).
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magus "magus" (OP LW), is in YOS 3 66: 3-9 (letter, Camb pre-526? U).
According to CAD M/I p48bf, it occurs in Darius texts and later.
murruq has the new meaning "to clear from claims", in NB, especially in the
Darius45 and later texts. According to CAD M/II p222bf, it has taken over from
zukku. See AHw maraqu D, p608b.46
musahhir "buying agent, dealer" is from the Aramaic shr G/D "to go around doing
business", rather than saharu D. See von Soden no. 96 and CAD Nf II p231. An
example is in Stigers 36: 5 (Dar yr 12, U). 47
nap "to include a payment in addition to rent" (von Soden nuptu, no 106, AHw
742b spB [seit 53048]) is a denominative verb from nuptu "an additional bonus".49
In the texts of my corpora the usual expression is nuptu napu and refers to paying
an addition to the rent of a property at specific times of the year, usually new year
and mid-year. The texts are all from Babylon and from Cambyses or later.
Examples are in Camb 117: 8-9 and Dar 163: 13. Dar 499: 10, instead of the usual
nuptu napu, has nu-up-tu4 i-nam-din (yr 20, B).
bit nizil "drained land" is from nazalu "to empty". There are two attestations, of
which one is TCL 12 90: 22 (Nbn yr 7, U). See CAD l^II p 304a and AHw p799a.
nuhhut "debased(?), devalued(?)" is a term applied to silver and sometimes linen,
from Cyrus onwards. The Akkadian cognate nahatu means "to make less",50 but
Tropper (1995), who examines the cognate nht in the other Semitic languages,
concludes that the Semitic meaning may include "cut up", "sheared off', or
"smashed up" (p61, top). See CAD N/II p318a. Examples are in the Babylon texts
VS 5 78: 3, TCL 13 193: 1 and Dar 550: 3-4 (yr 22). 51
sanaq "to need" is a new meaning for a verb which already has a variety of
meanings in Akkadian. The new meaning is from Aram sPneq. See CAD S p!45b
45Cf. UD pa-qa-ru Tina UGTJl PN IR sa PN2 x it-tab-su-u PN2 PN u-mar-* raq-ma a-na PN3 i-nam-din
"if ever there is a claim against PN, PN2 's slave, PN2 (the buyer) is to clear PN of claims and give him
to PN3 (the seller), Dar 537: 13 (yr 22, B).
46 The entry for mrq in HAL (p603a) gives no indication that mrq in NB may come from Aramaic.
mrq with the meaning "rubbed out" (D passive) is not attested in Aramaic until the Samaria papyri of
the time of Artaxerxes ffl.
47 (n dates) ina SUK.ffl.A-su-nu 5a-na 5 LU .mu-sah-re-e 6sa PN... id-din "give (n dates) from out of
their rations to PN's five dealers".
48 CAD N/E p327b has an example from Nrgl (ace yr), i.e. 30 years earlier.
49 nuptu is attested in KuyunjikNB (ABL 1117: 11).
50 And is attested in OB and SB.
51 The example from Dar 550 is a-na 5/6 MA.NA <KtJ.BABBAR> BABBAR-u nu-uh-tu ina 1 GIN
bit-qa "5/6th of a mina of debased (?) white <silver> of one-eighth alloy".
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(sanaquB), von Soden no. 128 and AHw entry II, p!022b. An example is in YOS 3
33: 34 (letter, early Cyr, U).52
serpu "scissors, shears" is first attested in CT 55 225: 2 (Nbk yr 33). See CAD
p316a and AHw serpu, serapu, p!037b. No derivation is suggested. Examples are
in YOS 7 97: 7, 16, 19, 21 (Camb ace, U).53
sumuttu "a kind of ration" is proposed by von Soden as coming from summunu
i.e. a one-eighth ration. There are only two attestations, YOS 3 79: 10 (letter, 539526, U) and a text from Ur, UET 451:10 (Nbk, yr 29).
samat "to mark" is used to refer to the dedication of a person to a god in Uruk from
Nbk onwards. Von Soden (AHw pl!55b) says it is a denominated verb from simtu
"mark, brand", cf. [ina] sen-du AN.BAR saFDN i-sem-mi-tu4 "they will mark them
using the iron brand of the Lady-of-Uruk", YOS 6 150: 20 (Nbn yr 11). See also
CAD /L 307a.
tab(a)lan "pilferer" appears in a group of texts discussed by Renger (1971,
p501ff), referring to lawsuits against people involved in handling precious metals in
Eanna. The texts are all from around Nbn yr 12. See AHw 1296b. The only other
attestation from outside of this series is in YOS 7 170: 18. Both this and two of the
Nbn texts (YOS 6 191: 4, YOS 6 214: 4, yr 12, U) have the spelling ta-ab-la-nu or
tab-la -flu, suggesting the pronunciation "tablan".
te>iqtu, teqtu "trouble, inconvenience" is from Aram *fe Iqa. See von Soden no.
151 and AHw 1344a. The native Akkadian cognate is saqu (OB siaqum) "to
squeeze, encroach on". An example is in YOS 3 21: 18 (letter, Cyr-Camb, U).54
terdu sakan "to follow up(?); to create a disruption(?)" is difficult to translate. It
appears only twice, in YOS 6 71: 30 (Nbn yr 6, U) and YOS 7 97: 9, 17-18 (Camb
ace yr, U). It is not listed in CAD sakanu. See von Soden no. 242 and AHw
p!388b, meaning 3.55

52 LtJ.HUN.GA.ME a-na SUK.HI.A sa-an-qu- y "the hired labourers are in need of rations".
53 ser-pu AN.BAR.
54 te (=TT)-eq-tU4 ina lib-bi-ku-nu la i-sak-kan-* "they are not to create trouble where you are
concerned".
55 Von Soden seems uncertain as to whether the Aramaic originator means "checking", or
"upheaval". The idea of checking or investigating is noted in the entry for the verb trd in HAL p363
(there is no noun entry).
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uras "public service duty" is spelled urasu in the other dialects in which it appears,
namely Nuzi, MA and NA.56 The term is discussed by Dandamaev (1984, p325f)
and Shiff (1987, p!63), and they conclude that it refers to a public service imposed
on citizens to help with the construction and repair of canals and roads. Wealthy
citizens may pay someone else to do their work for them, cf. Camb 88/419 (yr 1,
B).
umarzanapat "citizen" is a loan from OP vardana- ("town") and *pati ("citizen").
There is only one attestation so far, mMU-dU.GUR57 LU\u-mar-za-na-pa-ta in CT
22 73: 23 (letter, early Dar, B). See AHw p!447a.
zaqap "to pay an indemnity" appears in legal NB. An example is in TCL 13 187:
6-7(DaryrlO,B).58

§4 Corpora of texts
a) Texts cited and comments on the material available
The corpora of this thesis are drawn from texts published in copy. The lists of texts
in appendix §3a will show which publications have been most useful in providing
material for the corpora. Other collections of copies of sixth-century and
Achaemenid texts which were not accessed for examples are UET 4, TUM 2/3 and
CT 55,56 and 57.
There are 204 texts from Babylon and 179 from Uruk.
Comments on the material
Contracts have duplicates, as indicated when they finish with the words
1+en.TA.AM iltequ "each one took a copy".
Occasionally a blank may appear where a name is unreadable or the scribe may
write ^~PJ where the tablet from which he is copying has a break. In these cases it
56 NA, in particular, tends to use s in other words which have s in NB.
57 Note the Akkadian name, Iddin-Nergal.
58 bat-la sa i-sak-kan i-zaq-qap "he is to pay for any stoppage which may occur".
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is difficult to know when the copy was made but the indications are that the copies
were made by the same person who wrote the original. A particularly good
example of this is TCL 13 181(Dar yr 2, U), where breaks are not only recorded but
some signs on line 11 are unreadable. Presumably they could not be understood
when they were copied. Marduk-nasir is named as the scribe of TCL 13 182,
although it is not clear if he is the original scribe or the person who copied the
document. Other duplicated documents, exx.VS 4 87+88, VS 5 74+75 and BIN II
115/YOS 7 23 have the same scribe in each case.
Haplography: ana e-an-na <na>-sa-> "which (msg) was brought to Eanna", YOS 7
2: 5; NIG.SID <sa ExSU.II "property from the storage wing", TCL 13 170: 5
(Cambyr5,U). 59
Dittography: ul-ru «20 ul-tu» YOS 3 12: 19-20 (U) andLU.EN.pi-«pi»-qittu4, YOS 6 144: 5 (U), and in the following, the -na-si is not a ventive; it seems
to be a mistaken repetition of na-si (pans form) in line 3:
PN...KU.GI...a-na PN2 a-na KU.BABBAR id-di-nu «na-si» "PN gave.-.gold
to PN2 for silver", YOS 6 175: 3. ..5 (Nbn yr 12, U)

Line mix-up or omission of words or a line? (Weisberg 7). Missing verb? (Joannes
Strasbourg 1: 8, after DAM- su)
In the letters, equals address each other as SES (brother); superiors address
inferiors as SES and inferiors address superiors as AD (father). Superiors tend to
be called EN60 throughout. There is one example of a woman superior being called
EN, but otherwise women (all of whom appear to be superiors) are addressed as
AMA.

1) Texts from Babylon
Note. The texts from CT 22 are all letters
AnOr 8 59 Cyrus yr 8 BR 6 27, p41
AnOr 8 68 Camb yr 3 BR 6 105 pi 12
BE 8 47 Nbnyr5
BE 8 105 Dar yr 4
BM 36432 (copied by Wunsch, 1993, no.326) Camb yr 2
59 A fuller extract from TCL 13 170: 5 is given in pOrfc I E §4g.
60 Which I translate "Sir" or "My lord". See my comments in n32, p28.
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Camb 15 ace yr
Camb 68 yr 1
Camb 73 yr 1
Camb 87 refers to yr 1
Camb 88 yr 1 (of Cyrus) identical to Camb 419 but dated one day later
Camb 97 yr 1
Camb 110 yr 2 (Place broken. Cf. Camb 73 for prosopography and place)
Camb 117 yr2
Camb 127 yr 2
Camb 142 yr 2
Camb 147
Camb 165
Camb 253
Camb 286
Camb 287
Camb 290
Camb 322
Camb 329
Camb 334
Camb 335
Camb 348
Camb 349
Camb 373
Camb 375
Camb 379
Camb 423

yr 2
yr3
yr4
yr5
yr5
yr5 (Sahrinu)
yr 1? (Sahrinu)
yr6 (Sahrinu)
yr6 Sla very (1984), p!07
yr6
yr6
yr6
yr7
yr7
yr7
(year broken)

CT22 6 Cyr?
CT22 8 (554-527)
CT22 9 (551-527) Shiff 166
CT2248 pre-527
CT2273 early Dar?
CT22 74 middle Dar?
CT2278 (545-527)
CT2279 (545-527) Shiff 168
CT22 80 Nbn? Shiff 169
CT2281 mtf Shiff 170
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CT2282 After Daryr 14?
CT2283 After Daryr 14?
CT2295? Kalba-IMB?
CT2296? Kalba-IMB?
CT2297? Kalba-IMB?
CT22 110 (551-527) Stiff text 111
CT22 127 (refers to Dar yr 17)
CT22148 (545-527) (found in Sippar) Shiff 172
CT22151 (place unidentifiable) Shiff 172. Nbn or earlier
CT22 182 = Cyr 376 pre-526
CT22183 (551-522)
CT22 189 MNA
CT22 193 1MB (551-522)
CT22194 1MB (551-522)
CT22195 IM-IMB (551-527)
CT22 200 Nbn? (refers to DUMU LUGAL)
CTMMA (Metropolitan Museum) 111 Nbn yr 2
CTMMA I 18 Nbn yr 8 = Shiff 104 (written in Borsippa but involves Nur Sin
people)
CTMMA II 54+Nbn 380 yr 9
CTMMA I 29+Nbn 953 yr 14
CTMMA II53 Nbn yr 9 = Sniff 109
Cyr 64 yr 2
Cyr 130 yr 3 (the duplicate Cyr 129 is dated two days earlier)
Cyr 177 yr4
Cyr 200 yr5
Cyr 277 yr7
Cyr 284 yr7
Cyr 322 yr8
Cyr 337 yr9 Slavery p324f
Dalley 76 = RSM 1909.405.24 Camb yr 5

Dar 26 yr 1
Dar 35 yr2
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Dar 53 yr2
Dar 60 yr3
Dar 80 yr3
Dar 129 yr4
Dar 137 yr4
Dar 163 yr5 Slavery78 p704+p340f
Dar 176 yr5
Dar 189 yr5
Dar 227/Liverpool 175 yr7
Dar 257 yr9
Dar 280 yr 10
Dar 296 yrll
Dar297 yrll
Dar309 yrll
Dar319+duplicate Dar 172 yr 12
Dar 336/Liverpool 178 yr 12
Dar 339 yr 12
Dar 345 yr 13
Dar 358 yr 13
Dar 366 yr 13
Dar 378 yr 14
Dar 379 yr 14
Dar 384 yr 14
Dar 385 yr 14
Dar 395/396 yr 3 (395 appears to be a copy of the damaged 396)
Dar 410 yr 15
Dar 430 yr 16
Dar 434 yr 16
Dar 446 yr 17
Dar 447 yr 17
Dar 468 yr 18
Dar 469 yr 18
Dar 475 yr 18
Dar 492 yr 19
Dar 494 yr 19
Dar 499/Liverpool 181 yr20
Dar 502 yr20
Dar 504 yr20
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Dar 514 yr20
Dar 550 )r22
Dar 551 yr22
Dar 554 yr22

Joannes Strasbourg I Nbn yr 8
Joannes Strasbourg 3 Dar yr 6?
Joannes TEBR 66 p268 =TBER PL32 Dar yr 10
JRAS 1926 (copied by Pinches, p!07f) Nbn yr 10
Liverpool 19 Camb yr 3
Liverpool 22 Smerdis/Barzia yr 1
Nbn 17 ace yr
Nbn 36/Liverpool 48 yr 1 = SMrT 61
Nbn 65 yr2
Nbn 68 yr 2 (no place)
Nbn 85 yr2 = Stuff 67
Nbn 102 yr 3 = Slavery 14, p669
Nbn 194 yr 5 = Slavery20, p672
Nbn 243 yr 6 = Roth (1989) 12
Nbn 256 yr 7 = Stuff 90
Nbn 273 yr7=Sliiff94
Nbn 280 yr 8 = ShfrT96
Nbn 293 yr8
Nbn 310 yr 8 = Salonen (1976) 227
Nbn 314 yr 8 (connected with Nbn 668 and TCL 12 120)
Nbn 344/Liverpool 95 yr 9, Shiff 107
Nbn 356 yr9 = Stuff m
Nbn 359 yr9
Nbn 441 yr 10 = Slavery 24, p674+p366
Nbn 499 yr 11 = Slavery27, p675+p340
Nbn 573 yrll
Nbn 600 yr 12 = Salonen 190
Nbn 605 yr 12 = Slavery no 30, p676
Nbn 668 yr 12 (connected with Nbn 314 and TCL 12 122)
Nbn 678 yr 12 (ITI.SE.DIRI)
Nbn 679 yr 12 = Slavery 36, p679+p!33 (ITI.SE IGI-u)
Nbn 682 yr 12 Discussed in Slavery, p!34 (connected with Nbn 679)
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Nbn 693 yr 13 = Slavery 38 p680+p!92
Nbn 697 yr 13 = Slavery 39 p680f+p438 (about RImanni-Bel and Iqlsa the father
oflM)
Nbn 756 yr 14 (Sahrinu)
Nbn 760 yr 14
Nbn 832 yr 15
Nbn 903 yr 15
Nbn 990 yr 16 = Roth (1989) 18
Nbn 1031 yr!7
Nbn 1047 yr 17
Nbn 1048 yr 17 (same day as 1047)
Nbn 1113 after yr 7 Slavery p440f
OECT 10 102 Nbn yr 8 = Shiff 100
OECT 10 105 Nbnyr9 = Sniff 111
Peek 22 = Pinches (1894, p93)= GINBrAnhang p258f. Dar? (letter, probably from
Sahrinu)
RA 67 = AO 19536 (copied by D. Arnaud, 147-153) Nbn yr 7
Rutten, M. Un-numbered tablet from the Cabinet des Medailles de la Bibliotheque
Nationale, RA 41 (1947) 99-103. Nbn yr 1
TCL 9 124 (letter, 526-522)
TCL 12 88 Nbn yr 8 = Shiff 101
TCL 12 122 Nbn yr 12? (= yr 10[x]. Connected with Nbn 314 and Nbn 668)
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13

144 Cyryr9
160 Cambyr3
190+Dar321 (duplicates) yr 1261
187 = Moore p!92ff. Dar yr 10
193 Daryr 16 (noplace)

VS 4 60 Cyr yr 3= Giovinazzo (1987) 10 (now lost)
VS 4 61 Cyr yr 5 = Giovinazzo 11
VS 4 62 Cyr yr 6 = Giovinazzo 12
VS 4 63 Cyr yr 6 = Giovinazzo 13
VS 4 66 Cyr yr 8 = Giovinazzo 16
Has an Aramaic note at the end.
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VS 4 87+88 (duplicates) Dar yr 1 = NRVU p604
VS 4 107 Dar yr 16? = NRVU p213 (refers to ITI.SE IGI-ii An intercalated
Addaru is attested in Dar yr 16, cf. TCL 13 193)
VS4114 Dar yr 7 = NRVU 328f
VS 4 152 Dar yr 20 = NRVU 327
VS 5 20 Nbn yr 1 = NRVU 78f
VS 5 35 Cyr yr 1 = Giovinazzo 19 = NRVU 105f
VS 5 38 Cyr yr 6 = Giovinazzo 22, = NRVU 146-148
VS 5 39 Cyr yr 6 = Giovinazzo 23, NRVU p45f (context is very similar to
Giovinazzo 22, but has scribal errors)
VS 5 45+46 (duplicate) Camb yr 1 = NRVU p31
VS 5 49 Camb yr 4 = NR VU 350f
VS 5 57+58 (duplicates) Barziya yr 1 = NRVU 38f
VS573 Dar yr 10 = NRVU 114f
VS 5 74+75 (duplicates) Dar yr 11 = NRVU 91f
VS582 Daryrl6 = NRVU p!69. AlsoinE. Unger Babylon (1931) p316
VS 5 113 Dar yr +3 = NRVU p59
VS 6 84 Nbn yr 12 = NRVU 536f
VS 6 96 yr 2 = Giovinazzo 28, = NRVU 497f
VS697 yr 2 = Giovinazzo 29
VS 6 101+102 (duplicate) yr 6 = Giovinazzo 33
VS 6 104 yr 8 = Giovinazzo 35 = NRVU 498f
VS 6 108 = Giovinazzo 38 yr 1 Camb (= 539BJC, inus Kuras abis sar matat) NRVU llf
VS 6 120 Dar yr 2 = NRVU p!49
VS 6 127 Daryr 11 =NRVU 616f
YOS 7 99 Camb ace. = BR 6 91 p97
YOS7 150 Cambyr3 = BR6111pll7
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2) Texts from Uruk
Note. The texts taken from TCL 9 and YOS 3 are all letters. Otherwise the letters
are identified as such.
AnOr827 Nbnyrl2
AnOr828 Nbnyrl2
AnOr 8 30 = Palm(eraies) pl!4+52, Dougherty (1929) p!20f. Nbn yr 13 (see also
YOS 6 232)
AnOr838 Cyryr2
AnOr839 = Palmpl34-5+86a. Cyryr2
AnOr 8 40 = BR 6 36 49-51. Cyr yr 3
AnOr843 Cyryr4
AnOr 8 47 = TCL 13 138 Cyr yr 5
AnOr 8 48 Cyryr5
AnOr 8 52 Cyryr6
AnOr 8 56 Dand. Slavery p480f+p691f. CyryrV
AnOr 8 63 = Palm p73+127 Written in Babylon by Eanna scribes about Uruk
matters. Cyryr9
AnOr 8 70 Camb yr 3
AnOr 8 72 Camb yr 3
AnOr 8 74 Camb yr 4
AnOr 8 79 Camb yr 7
BIN 116 letter, Cyr-Camb? (see YOS 3 21,45, 81,106,116)62
BIN 1106 Cyr yr 7= Giovinazzo 39, Dougherty (1923) p!9
BIN 1109 Cyr yr 4 = Giovinazzo 40
BIN 1111 Cyr yr 2 = Giovinazzo 41
BIN 1113 Camb yr 1 = Palm p!33+p84
BIN 1117 Camb yr 5 = Palm pi 12+47a
BIN 1118 Cyr yr 8 = Giovinazzo 42
BIN 1120 Nbnyr3
BIN 1125 = Palm pi 12+47a (date broken. Same time as BIN 1117)
BIN 1169 Camb ace = Shirkutu p21f.
BIN 2111 Cyr yr 5 = Giovinazzo 44, Shirkutu pi8
BIN 2 115 Cyr yr 2 = YOS 7 23 (duplicate), Giovinazzo45
62 Discussed in §3b ii.
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BIN 2 130 Camb ace
Dar 543 Dar yr 22
GCCI2101Cyryr4
GCCI2103Cambacc
GCCI2128Daryr22
GCCI2130Daryr22
Iraq 13 (copied by Figulla, 1951, p95ff) Camb yr 2
JAOS 36 Vanderburgh (1917) (letter, 538-532 )
JNES 1993 = Weisberg/Beaulieu JAOS 1967+JNES 1993 = A5345+A5364 (letter,
end Nbn?)63
Joannes TEBR 39 = TBER plate 67, p!53. Camb yr 2
RA 11 (copied by Scheil) (letter, 533-532)
Roth (1989^ = A 32117 (Philadelphia collection) Cyr yr 9
Stigers JCS 28 16 Dar yr 12
Stigers JCS 28 36 Dar yr 12
TCL 9 76 NBU 301
TCL 9 79 NBU 303 Nbn
TCL 9 98 NBU 323 (540?) See YOS 6 198 and b, below.
TCL 9 100 = NBU 325 (533-525 )
TCL 9111= NBU 336 (533-532 )
TCL 9 129 (Same content as YOS 3 17)
TCL 9 132 Nbn yr 1-12
TCL 12 89 Nbn yr 8
TCL 12 90 Nbn yr 7 Palm p40f
TCL 12 106 Nbn yr 12
TCL 12 117 Nbnyrl6
TCL 12 167 Cambyr5
TCL 13 124 Cyryrl
TCL 13 132 £f. 147 Cyr yr 4
63 See the comments to TCL 9 98 in b, below.
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TCL 13 134 Cyryr4
TCL 13 140Cyryr7
TCL 13 142Cyryr7
TCL
TCL
TCL
TCL

13
13
13
13

TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13
TCL 13

147 cf 132 Camb yr 1
150 Camb yr 2
152 Camb yr 2
157 Camb yr 3
163 Camb yr 3
164 Camb yr 4
165 Camb yr 4
167 Camb yr 5
170 Camb yr 5
177 Camb yr 4
179 probably Camb yr 3
181=Daryr2

TCL 13 182 = Palm p43 Dar yr 2
TCL 13 222 around Dar yr 1
Weisberg 64 text 1 (YBC 3499) Cyr yr 4? (538-534)
Weisberg text 7 (YBC 3800) Dar ace
Weisberg text 2 (YBC 3804) Dar yr 2
YOS 32 = NBU 2 (542-53?) (royal letter from Nbn)
YOS 34 = NBU 4 (543-535) (royal letter from Nbn)
YOS 3 8 end Camb, early Dar?
YOS 3 12 = Palm p!21, Moore p59. Evlvj Nbn
YOS 317 = Palm plOlf. See TCL 9 129 (533-526 . Probably early Camb)
YOS 3 19 = Palm p98+138. Early Cyr
YOS 3 21 Cyr-Camb? (see 45, 81,106,116, BIN 116)
YOS 3 22 = Palm p94+p!37. Early Nbn
YOS 3 29 early Camb? (533-526 but see Palm 71-72)
YOS 3 33 = Palm p98+138. Cyr yr 2-3?
YOS 3 45 Cyr-Camb? (see 21, 81, 106,116, BIN 116)
YOS 3 52 Cyr (538-532)
YOS 3 64 (538-534)
YOS 3 66 Probably Camb pre-526
64 All three texts in Guild structure, 1967.
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YOS 3 69 = LFM 134 p!87 (539-526)
YOS 3 79 (539-526)
YOS 3 81 After Cyr? (see 21,45,106,116, BIN 116)
YOS 3 83 = Palm p97+137f. Cyr (end?)
YOS 3 87 see TCL 9111 Cyr/Camb (533-526)
YOS 3 96 Cyr-Camb (533-526)
YOS 3 106 Cyr-Camb? (see 21,45, 81,116, BIN 116)
YOS 3 107 Early Camb? Cf. YOS 3 69,79,66 and TCL 13 152
YOS 3113 = NBU 113, Palm p!35+p88. Early Cyr, cf. TCL 13 124
YOS 3 115 = NBU 115 (refers to intercalary Adaru, Nbn yr 15. Royal letter from
Nbn)
YOS 3 116 Cyr-Camb? (see 21,45, 81,106, BIN 116)
YOS 3 126 (525-524)
YOS 3 127 (538-532)
YOS 3 145 Nbn yr 17? (may come from Babylon. Refers to the evacuation of the
Lady-of-Uruk from Uruk to Babylon )
YOS 3 169 = Palm p96+137. (550-544 )
YOS 3 200 See Cocquerillat (1984, p!53) Around Camb yr 1, cf. TCL 13 150
YOS 633 = Palm pi 10 + comments p45b. Nbn yr 3
YOS 641= Palm p!09. Nbn yr 3
YOS 6 67 = Palm pi 10+46a. Nbn yr 4
YOS 6 71 See Matsushima (1992) Nbn yr 6
YOS 679 Nbnyr5
YOS 6 78 = Palm p!21+p60a. Nbn yr 4
YOS 6 90 = BR 6 100, p!07f. Nbn yr 7
YOS 6 108 Nbn yr 8 Shirkutu p60f
YOS6 114 = BR66,plO.Nbnyr5
YOS 6 116 NbnyrlO
YOS 6 122 Nbnyr9
YOS 6 131 = Dougherty Nabonidus p!30f. Nbnyr 10
YOS 6 134 Nbn yr 10
YOS 6 137 Nbnyr7
YOS 6 143 = BR 61 p!2. Nbn yr 10
YOS 6 144 Nbn yr 9
YOS 6 150 = Palm 109, Dougherty Nabonidus p73. Nbn yr 11
YOS 6 161 = BR 6 108, pi 15. Nbn yr 8
YOS 6 163 = BR 6 99, p!06. Nbn yr 11
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YOS 6 175 Nbnyrl2
YOS 6 186 = Stwkutu p44 Nbn yr 7

YOS 6
YOS 6
YOS 6
YOS 6

191 Renger JAOS 91 p501 Nbn yr 12 (same day and scribe as YOS 6 214)
193 Nbn yr 13
195 = BR 6 35, p49. Nbn yr 17 (similar to YOS 6 215)
197 = BR 6 21, 34-35 Nbn yr 10

YOS 6 198 = BR 6 87, p93. Nbn yr 16. Connected with TCL 9 98 (q.v.)
YOS 6 202 = Palm p80a+130. Nbn yr 16 (Astronomical)
YOS 6 203 Nbnyrl2

YOS 6 214 Renger JAOS 91 p50l Nbn yr 12 (same day and scribe as near
duplicate YOS 6 191)
YOS 6 215 = BR 6 34, p49. Nbn yr 17 (similar to YOS 6 195)
YOS 6 221 Nbn yr 16
YOS 6 223 Nbnyrl2
YOS 6 224 =Shirkutu p36f, Slavery p477f. Nbn yr 15
YOS 6 230 Nbnyrl2
YOS 6 232 = Palm pi 14+52a (see also AnOr 8 30). Nbn yr 12
YOS 6 235 Nbnyrl2
YOS 7 1 Shirkutu p49f. Cyr ace

YOS 7 2 Shirkutu, pi I. Cyr ace
YOS 7 5 Cyryrl
YOS 7 7 Cyryrl
YOS 7 11 = BR 6 102, p!09f. Cyr yr 2
YOS 7 12 Cyryr2
YOS 7 17 Shirkutu p40f. Cyr yr 3
YOS 7 23 = Palm p!34+85b. Probably Cyr yr 2
YOS 7 24 = Palm p!34+86. Cyr yr 3
YOS 7 28 Cyryr3
YOS 738 = Palm p!23+67, Joannes TEBR p!3 (lines 1-19). Cyr yr 4
YOS 7 42 Cyr yr 5
YOS 7 50 Shirkutu p51f. Cyryr5
YOS 7 63 Cyryr7
YOS 7 66 Shiikutu p34f. Cyryr7
YOS 7 68 Early Nbn? £f. Beaulieu (1989) p!62f (regarding Nabu-sar-usur)
YOS 7 70 Shiikutu p47f. Cyr yr 8
YOS 7 77 ShiTkutu p66f. Cyr yr 8
YOS 7 78 CyryrS
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YOS779 Cyryr8
YOS 7 88 Shirkutu p63f. Cyr yr 2
YOS790 CyryrS
YOS 7 92 Shirkutu p66. Cyr yr 6
YOS 7 97 Cambaccyr
YOS 7 102 Shirkutu p61f. Camb ace
YOS 7 107
YOS 7 113
YOS 7 114
YOS 7 146
YOS 7 156

Shirkutu p67f. Camb yr 1
Palm p!33f + p84-5. Probably Camb yr 1
BR624,p37, Shirkutu, p71f. Cambyrl
Camb yr 3
Palmpll3+50b. Cambyr3

YOS 7 162
YOS 7 164
YOS 7 167
YOS 7 186
YOS 7 187
YOS 7 198

Palmplll+47f. Cambyr3
Cambyr4
Cambyr4
Cambyr6
Camb yr 6
Cambyr6

YOS 17 302 Nbk IV yr 1
YOS 19 110 (Beaulieu, 1992) Nbnyr 15

b) Dating the letters used
The two corpora contain 69 letters, 29 from Babylon and 40 from Uruk.
i) Babylon letters
The period in question is dominated by the following members and slaves of the
Egibi family, and Iddin-Marduk from the Nut-Sin family. As the Egibi family also
had some dealings outside Babylon, I have used the British Museum register, which
gives the provenance of each tablet if known, to make sure that I have chosen
letters from Babylon and Sahrinu as much as is possible.

The relevant prosopographical details have been taken from Ungnad (1939), Shiff
(1987), Dandamaev (1984)jpriel (1985,1986) and Wunsch (1993):
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Itti-Marduk-balatu (1MB) < Nabu-ahhe-iddin (NAI) (Egibi) is attested from
about 551 to 520 and is also called Iddina. He married Nupta, daughter of
Iddin-Marduk and Ina-Esagila-ramat, probably in Nabonidus year 13 (543542). Nupta is last attested in Tebetu Cyrus yr 6 (533), by which time she had
had six children.
Marduk-nasir-apli (MNA) (= Sirku, IMB's first son) is attested from 521 to
482. Wunsch says there are some 300 documents bearing his name.
Kalba, adopted by NAI in Nbn yr 10 (545), appears to have been NATs sister's
son.65 Attested from 554 to 498, he was presumably about the same age as
1MB.
Iddin-Marduk (IM) < Iqisa (Nur-Sin), is attested from 57866 to 527. Since IM
was active over such a long period, I have not been able to use all his material.
However, I have been able to include prosopographically undateable
ko^
correspondence involving his dealings in the garlic trade, as/Sniff and Wunsch
indicate that the main period of his garlic dealings occurred around the reign of
Nbn (i.e. 556-540) and later. The other letters in which IM appears are those
concerning his involvement with the members of the Egibi family, and his slave
Madanu-Bel-usur.
For the dates of Madanu-Bel-usur and other slaves from the Egibi family I have
used Dandamaev (1984, 358-363), who gives the following details:
Madanu-Bel-usur (=MBU) belonged to IM from 545 to 527, to 1MB from 526 to
522, to Nabu-ahhe-bullit (= Liblut, IMB's second son) and then to Marduknasir-apli from 513 to 506. He then belonged to MNA's wife (Amat-Bau
<Kalba [Nabayya]) from 506te502 at least. When MBU belonged to IM he may
have lived in Sippar. MBU also operated from Sahrinu, which is thought to
have been near to Babylon.
Other slaves useful in dating some of the letters are Nergal-resua, who
belonged to IM from 554 to 527 and operated from Sahrinu as well as Babylon,
and Nabu-uter, who belonged to 1MB from 545 to 530. In the letters, whenever
a particular slave has dealt with someone who has at one time been his owner, I
have assumed that the slave has belonged to that person at the time of writing.

65 CTMMA121: 3 (Nbn yr 10). NAI brought him up from childhood and had him educated.
66 According to Wunsch (p!9), year 28 is the correct reading for the year in Strm Nbk 67, and she
accepts this as the earliest attestation of IM.
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Note It is commonly assumed by us that the letter was dictated by the author to a
scribe. Therefore the problem presents itself as to whether the letter was dictated
in Akkadian or Aramaic and was then converted to Akkadian on the tablet by the
scribe. Judging by the colloquial nature of the writing in some of the letters and
spellings of the names (e.g. Sirku as Si-is-ku, Si-rik-ki as well as Si-ir-ku), the
Egibi letters at least were written as said. A significant implication of this is that
1MB, Kalba, MNA and Pursu were all literate.67 1MB68 and MNA69 in particular,
wrote many extant documents and it is therefore not unreasonable to assume they
could write their own letters or at least dictate them in Akkadian.
(551-527)

IM-IMB

CT22195

(545-527)

IM-MBU

CT 22 8
CT 22 78
CT 22 79
CT 22148

1MB

CT 22 183
CT 22 194

(551-Cyr yr 6)

IM, 1MB and Nupta
MNA

CT 22 110
CT22111
CT22189

Undateable (i.e. pre-526, involving IM)

CT 22 48
CT22151
CT22182 = Cyr376

Nbn, after 545
end?70

IM-MBU fgarlic)

CT 22 80
CT2281
CT 22 193
CT 22 200

Cyr, middle?

CT 22 671

67 See Ungnad (1939, 62-64) for compositions by Kalba and Pursu. TCL 13 195 (Dar yr 24, B, not in
the corpus) was written by Pursu about a matter concerning him; he calls himself Pursu in the text then
signs himself off as Nergal-usezib the scribe.
68 Nbn 625,755,863,1005; Cyr 58,172 and, most interestingly, his own will (Wunsch 260, n p214f).
69 Evidence recently published by Abraham (1995, p7) shows that MNA wrote not only his own
documents but for someone else (3 documents, n25). He continued writing until Dar yr 35 (487 B.C.),
by which time he was in his early sixties. So far, Abraham has found 28 documents that he wrote
himself, 11 of which are unpublished and written after 500 B.C.
70 These two texts include RImut (RImanni-Bel?) and Arrabi, who are in CT 22 194 and 195. CT 200
is difficult in that it refers to Pursu and Kalba (making it of the Darius period) but also possibly to
Belshazzar (DUMU.LUGAL, thereby making it of the Nbn period in agreement with the other three
texts).
71 This is a very interesting letter from 1MB to his mother Qudasu, asking about his family while he is
away on business, and evidently written after his wife's death, when Pursu, his youngest, was probably
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Camb (526-522)

TCL 9 124 (for MBU-IMB)

551-527 (Nbn?72 )

CT 22 9 (using IM, 1MB and
Nergal resua)

early Dar

CT 22 73 (involves Pursu, i.e.
Nergal-usezib, IMB's youngest
child, and MBU's male children)
CT 22 74 (for Guzanu)

middle?

after yr 14?

Peek 22 (when MBU belonged to
MNA)
CT 22 82

yr 17?

CT 22 83
CT 22 127

middle? (513-506?)

CT 22 95-97 (Kalba-IMB?) The introduction to all three is the same apart from CT
22 97 in which 1MB is addressed SES-ia (as opposed to belia in the others), but is
then addressed EN in the rest of the letter. The Kalba in CT 22 95: 16 may be
Amat Bau's father.
ii) Uruk letters
Most of the letters involve important Uruk officials, usually the satammu, qipu and
the res sarri bel piqitti. In these cases I have had to make the assumption that the
personalities occupied their known positions at the time of the letters' composition
and I give the dates for which the tenures overlap. Elsewhere, prosopographical
evidence with reference to dated texts is given. The main prosopographical sources
are San Nicold (1941) and Kummel (1979) for the officials73 and professions and
Cocquerillat (1968, 1981, 1983, 1984, 1986) for the people involved in the Uruk
farming system. Three of the texts are royal letters from Nabonidus and, for the
purpose of this study should strictly be considered of curiosity value only.

still a baby. See lines 33f, translated in ^imperatives (yerbl X §4. a) where 1MB enquires whether
PursO has "gone up onto the lap of Tasmetu". Dandamaev (1984, p!97) refers to IMB's trips to Iran
or Elam (?). All but one of the texts are dated to Cyrus.
72 Refers also to a son of IM and another person involved in the garlic trade.
73 see also Frame (1991), 80-82.
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Nbn

Cyr

early

YOS 3 22 (Palm p94)74
YOS 3 12 (Palm p59)75

middle (550-544)

YOS 3 169 (Palm p96)

yrs 1-12

TCL 9 132 (using Nabu-sar-usur
and new data from Beaulieu
(1993)

yr 15 (543)

YOS 3 115 from Nbn to KurbanniMarduk

(543-539)

YOS 3 4 from Nbn to KurbanniMarduk

(542-539)

YOS 3 2 from Nbn to KurbanniMarduk and Hl-remanni

end (539)

YOS 3 145 May come from
Babylon.
JNES 1993
TCL 9 98 76

early

YOS 3 33 (Palm p98)
YOS 3 19
YOS 3 64

(538-534)
early
end
(533-532)
(538-532)

YOS 3 113 cf. TCL 13 124 (Cyr yr
1)
YOS 3 83 (Palm p97)
TCL9 111
RAll
JAOS 36
YOS 3 52
YOS 3 127

74 This letter is a little confusing in that Kalba starts by addressing Bint then addresses both her and
her husband Sum-ukin together, then addresses both individually and finally addresses both together
again.
75 The Bel-uballit in this letter may be the same person as the Bel-uballit in the text PTS 2097 (Nbn
yr 1), discussed by Frame (1991, 45-46).
76 On the basis of the prosopography of Kurbanni-Marduk, ffi-remanni and Nabu-ah-iddin (Kummel
143-144), the tenures of Kurbanni-Marduk and Nabu-ah-iddin miss each other by four months in Nbn
yr 17. These two documents indicate that in reality mere was some overlap. TCL 9 98 was probably
written by Nabu-ah-iddin (as was JNES 1993) to Kurbanni-Marduk when Nabu-ah-iddin took over as
res sarri from Di-remanni.
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(539-526)

YOS 3 69
YOS 3 79

(533-526)

YOS 3 96
TCL 9 100
YOS 3 87

(533-524)
Camb (early? pre-526)
yrl?
Camb, early?77 (539-526)

YOS 3 107 See TCL 13 152
YOS 3 200 cf. TCL 13 159
YOS 3 29

(pre-526)

YOS 3 66 (using Nabu-ah-iddin.
Indicates that the OP term magusu
in line 7 had become a LW in NB
prior to the time of Darius, contrary
to CAD (M/I p48bf)

(525-524)

YOS 3 126 (using Nabu-mukin-apli
and Sin-sar-usur)

Cyr-Camb
Dar

YOS 3 17/ TCL 9 129 Probably
early Camb
TCL 9 76 (using Nabu-mukln-apli)

early

YOS 3 21, 45, 81, 106, 116, BIN I
16 (See the discussion below)
YOS 3 8 (using TCL 13 182)

Notes:
The letters YOS 3 21, 45, 81, 106, 116, BIN I 16 and the dating of Gobryas, the
governor of Babylon and Transpotamia.
These letters are written by Innin-ahhe-iddin, and cover the period Cyr-Camb. Of
particular interest is YOS 3 106, in which the arrival of Gobryas is mentioned in
line 7. No records of Gobryas after 525 have yet been found but San Nicold uses
this letter as evidence that Gobryas may have continued in his post until 522, when
Ustanu took over. His reasoning is based on the fact that the writer refers to the
records of Nbk, Nrgl, Nbn (lines 20-21), and Camb, so the letter must therefore
have been written after the time of Cambyses. However, as it is curious that Cyrus
is not included, it is possible that the letter refers to the time of Cyrus and the nine
77 Using Aidia, cf. YOS 7 124 (Camb yr 2).
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months during which Cambyses was given kingship of Babylon. The letter ends:
34ki~i mim-mu1* ina pa-ni mKam-bu-zi-ia a-na GISJe-esa mdNA.<NIG>.DU.URU
36mdIGI.DU.LUGAL.URU u mdNA.I ^ina SUK.HI.A UJ.sir-ki tu-sa-an-na 3S te-en-kunu ana UGU lu-us-mu "if you change/repeat anything, from before Cambyses,
regarding the ledgers of Nbk, Nrgl and Nbn about the sirku rations, let me know
about it". This earlier dating may be supported by the fact that the addressee may
have been the well known scribe Nadin (Egibi), who is last attested in Camb yr 6.
Innin-ahhe-iddin writes to him and three others in BIN I 16. These four are the
scribes who wrote YOS 7 7 (Cyr yr 1). Nadin is also addressed in YOS 3116, but
this appears to be a much later letter, as Innin-ahhe-iddin refers to having done 20
years of work for him (lines 6-7). The prosopography of both YOS 3 21 and YOS 3
45 suggests date of early Cyrus.
There is no evidence on the literacy of the people mentioned in the Uruk texts
(apart from Nadin). It is also not helpful that the parentage of the holders of the res
sarri post is not known; being eunuchs, they are never given with a patronymic.

c) Selected logograms found in the texts
The signs given in this list are those particularly common to the NB of the corpora
but not necessarily common to other phases of Akkadian. Those signs which are
common to all phases of Akkadian (such as AD, DINGIR, E, MU[.AN.NA],
NUMUN, ZU.LUM.MA, etc.) are not included. The logograms UD, UGU and SA,
which also have the syllabic readings u4, muh and lib are transliterated syllabically
throughout in u4-mu "day", muh-hi "top" andlib-bi "heart", for ease of reading.
Notes on personal names.

A PN will usually consist of three elements and

sometimes two.79 If not, then it is likely to be a nickname. 80 When a logogram is
used in a PN, (i) means it is to be read thus in initial position; (m) in medial
position in a name of three (or more) elements, and (f) stands for the reading in
final position. If no comment is made, the reading appears in all three positions.

78 Innin-ahhe-iddin's hallmark was to use MU instead of expected MA at the ends of words.
79 Examples of names with two elements are the scribes Musezib-Marduk (Camb 165: 13, B), Belittannu (Dar 446: 20 and Dar 378: 20, B), Gimil-Nana (TCL 12 89: 12, U) and Bel-nadin (spelled
«<«EN-na-t/in, YOS 7 50: 16, U).
80 Exx.: Bu'Itf Gaga, Gimillu, Iqlsa, Nadin, NuptS, Siriruetc.
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logogram
(and meaning)

(general) reading

BA ("to give")

qasu

meaning in PNs specifically

(f) iqisa

BE ("Ea", "to be important"
"to cause to be")

Ea, kabit/kabtat (as IDIM)
(f) usabsi?

DIB ("to make pass")

(m) museticf1

DIJ ("to do")

epesu

(i) epes, (f) epis

("to create")

(f) ibni

("to reach")

(f) tens82
(i) sapik

DUB ("to spill")
GAL ("to be")

basu,
(f) usabsi
(f) iskun

GAR ("to place")
GI ("to be safe")

salamu,

GIN83 ("to make firm")

Icunnu

("to be firm")

Jcanu

GIS ("to be just")
GUR7 ("granary")

musallim, sullim
(f) usallim
(i/m) mukin
(f) ukfn
(f)
(f)lfsir

karu
(f) na>id

I ("to praise")
IM(.DUB) ("tablet")

fuppu

KAM ("to want")

eresu

/ /*\

v

(f) ens
KAR ("to save")

MU ("to give")
("name")

eferu, suzubu

(i) musezib
(m/f) etir
(m) nadanu, nadin? iddin? sum?
(f) iddin/iddina,
(i) sumu

81 Seen in the name raDN-DIB-UD.DA which, according to Caplice (1964), should be read mDNmusetiq-ud(d)e, ""DN who makes troubles pass by"; cf. radEN-DIB-UD.DA (or ud-da?) in Dar 551: 1
(B).
82 The scribe in Nbn 194 is «dNA-DC-is (line 14).
83 DU/GUB.
84 «SES-ia-]i-GIN, Nbn 693: 1, 6 and mSES-ia-li-kin, ibid.: 14 (B), "may my brother be firm".
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MU.MES ("that") 85

suatu
(f) na>id

NI.TUK ("to praise")
PAP ("totality"; "to gather")
("to help, protect")
SI.SA ("to be just")

napharu

(f) upahhir
(m, f) nasir, usur
(f) lisir

SU ("to give back")

rabu

(f) enba86

SUH ("confusion")

(m)

(LU.) SITA5 ("cuneiform scribe") 88 tupsar

(DUB.SAR?)

URU89 ("to help, protect")

(m, f) nasir, usur

SU.NIGIN ("totality")

napharu

TI ("to take")

lequ

TIN "life"

balatu

(LU)TUK(-u) ("creditor")

rasu

ZALAG

(m) leqe
(f) balatu

(i) nOr

ZI ("life, soul" etc.)

balatu, bullutu, uballit, muballit, napistu

ZI.MES ("soul")

napsate

85 Demonstrative adjective.
86 Sometimes spelled eri,-ba.
87 Seen in the PN ina^OH-SUR, Ina-tesi-etir.
88 As opposed to (LLJ^ sepfru, "Aramaic scribe".
89 SES.
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